The first hi-fiyou bought probably seduced you
with its good looks.
Maybe it looked and sounded great in the showroom, but once you'd got it home and listened to
it afew times, you realised
it wasn't the one for you.
The honeymoon was
over.
The second time
around, chances are you'll
be afew years older, a
little wiser and, hopefully,
several pounds richer.
You'll pay more attention to technical details:
Does the amplifier
have agood dynamic
range,70 wpc output with
0.005% distortion and a
'Direct A'DC servo circuit?

Is the cassette deck metal compatible,
with separate drive and take up motors and full
logic touch controls? Does the FM/AM
tuner have linear phase ceramic filters and servo
lock tuning?
Is the record deck
direct drive with aspecial
turntable speed monitor
and an optoelectronic
end of record sensor?
Of course, none of
these features are unique
to System 70.
But together,
coupled with Denon's 70
years experience in
professional sound
reproduction, they make
it the perfect second
choice.

Please send me details of Denon System 70. To: Eutnig (UK) Ltd,14 Priestley
Way, London NW2 7TN.
Name
HEN 9
Address
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Looming large is the Van den Hul stylus as fitted by Go/thing to their G900IGC cartridge and also by asmall.
number of American manufacturers. It boasts an extended contact area with a very narrow-radiused profile so as
to trace more accurately high frequency groove detail. But are such exotic stylus shapes ultimately beneficial?
Is there still arole for the humble conical tip which is easy both to manufacture to ahigh standard and to align?
Alasdair Beale examines these and other points on p. 42.
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CLEO LAINE
RECOMMENDS e

blank cassette tapes
-When 1
record something for my own
personal pleasure Ialways use Yashima
cassettes. Completely reliable - they
give crystal-clear, faithful
reproduction. The sound is really
alive! If you want the best
verformance, 1can recommend
YASHIMA -.

BASF
C46
Agf aFerro Colour

-

Enhance your lostaning pleasure with a
pair of these dynamo stereo
headphones. Elegantly designed they
Reve lu>urtouslY padded ear cushions,
and afully achustable headband for
exceptionally comfortable listening.
Their extrema sensitivity and wide
frequency range ( 5015.000Hr) ensure
'Concert
enjoyment. Ideal for
Mono ot Stereo they ate suppled with a
3conductor tack plug.
We will send you one pair absolutely FREE with overy C16 worth
of YASHIMA cassettes that you buy.

FUJI HITACHI

C60

62p

C90 C120
84p £ 1.25

Agfa Super Ferro ISFDII 90p £ 1.20 £ 1.60
Agfa Carat - £ 1.08 £ 1.47
Agfa Superchrome - £ 1.25 £ 1.69
BASF LH
52p
BASF Super
88p
BASF Ferro Super I 96p
BASF
£ 1.16
BASF Super Chrorne - £ 1.30
BASF FeC,
£ 1.44
FUJI FL
53p
58p
FUJI FX 1
71p
97p
FUJI FO Il
91p £ 1.14
Hitachi LN
58p
1-111achl UI3
94p
Httachs UDER IUDXL11 £1.26
Firtachl UDE X HJOXLIO£1.26
,MasellUL
65p

70p £ 1.17
£ 1.18 £ 55
£ 1.28
El :1
£ 1.24 £ 2.19
£ 1.75
£ 1.87
80p £ 1.22
£ 1.15
£ 1.39
82p E1 . 18
tt.os £1 54
£ 1.58
£ 1.58
83p £ 1.05

LONDON EC2

d112.7021WILL:a11
Agf aPE

5
5f"
7

900' LP PE36
1200'LP PE36
1800' LP PE36
1200' DP PE46
51' 1800' DP PE46
7"
2400' DP PE46
I (:)" 4200' One PE 36
103" 4200' NAI3 PE36
Agf aPEM

£2.08
£2.40
£3.46
£2.47
£3.45
£4.26
£8.97
£10 32

(
matt)

900' LP £ 2.90
1800' LP £ 4.25
OF 3600' Cree £ 9.35
03" 3600' NAB £ 11.29
I203' DP £ 3.55
2100' DP £ 5.96
0; 4200' One . £ 10.76
03' 4200' NAB
E12.91
18013' BASE £ 4.50
2400' BASE £ 6.80
1800' TOE LX £ 3.45
1800' MI( LX 8(3.77

LONDON WI

LONDON SW1

PICCADILLY
CA.DILLY ''
SIN
(Haymarket
Entrance)
(01-930 56661

MASONS AVE.
HIGHBURT SON
LEICESTER SQUARE
330
U
1i5Yaele1
VAUXHALL I
30 COLEMAN ST. HIGHBURY CORNER STN.Ticket Hall
BRIDGE ROAD
(By Victoria Stn.) 101 - 606 4102) ( 01-6070644 I ( Cranbourn St. Exit)
I101-439 92101
(01-834 3177)

LONDON N5

LONDON WC2

....
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EXTRA BONUS

C90 C120
79p 1.09

96p

1.28

-

_

1.04

1.44 -

-

-

1.64

1.25 1.98 -

FREE! Ask for 1set De- Lux; Stereo Headphones with

MAXELL MEMOREX sobne TDK
C46

from any other advertiser. Limit 20 per custom°,
Pieuse quote our competitor's price when ordering.

Despatched in 7days by RECORDED
DELIVERY. Post, Pkg. Ins: £1.35 per order.

BONUS OFFER!

TO MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS ONLY.
1C90 UFO I- S ( normally f1.44) FREE if you
spend (IO or more ( limit 1per order).
Mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, ( Dept.HFN
HIGHBURY STATION, LONDON N5.
LEEDS

BULL RING SUBWAY 62 WELLINGTON ST.
I
Moor St. Station exit ( off City Square)

SHEFFIELD 2 MANCHESTER 3
206 LONDON Rd
10742 -687726)

1M-6917294) - off Open Market)
0532-444 692)
1021-643 1766) , (

C60

C90 C120

Memel' UD
8.3p
92p £ 1.13
Memel, UDXLI
£1.20 £ 1.47
Maxell LIOXLF
£1.28 £ 1.62
Maxell XLIS
£1.58 £ 2.15
Mima XLIIS
E1.70 £ 2.23
Maxell MX
£ 2.59
£2.90 £ 3.63
Memorex Normal Bias 75p
79p Memoren MRX 3
99p E1.09 £. 55
Memoran High Buts £1.25 £ 1.39
Memore> CO.
£1.09 £ 1.29
Sony CHF
55p
750 £ 1.05
75p
135p £ 1.12
Sony EIHF
Sonv AHF
74o
850 £ 1.06
Sonv CD Alpha,
£1.15 £ 1.50
SoayFC, £ 1.01
£1.26 £ 1.64
TDK Dynamic
541)
66P
79P £1.22
TDK AD
87p
950 £ 1.13
TDK OD
- £ 1.06 £ 1.49
- £ 1.17 £ 1.49
TDK SA
TDK SAX
£1.52 £ 2.09
TDK MAC
£2.35 £ 3.48
TOK MARC
- £ 365 £ 4.99

If any of our prices are not already the tomes!, we will
supply at 1pper tape less than GENUINEL VAVAILABLE

BIRMINGHAM

C60
65p

-

every ( 16 worth of Yashirna you pay for! This aller supersedes all
previous offers) . ONLY VAUD VYHENYOU BUT AT THESE PRICES.

VIDEO

LONDON SE14

C45
49p

-

Buy any 3YASHIMAUF01. UFOI-S or UCD and ask for 1
1same slae and typa) absolutely FREE. fNot applicable fo UFO + 1.

TOP QUALITY AMOUS BRANDS
VHS Format: E60 E5.95; E90 E6.25:
6120 £ 6.75: E180 £ 7.50
BETAMAX Format: L500 £ 6.50: 1750 £ 7.50
VCR Format: VC 100 EF3.50.

NEW CROSS GATE
S

030
45p

UFID +
UFO IIn* tel»)
UFO I- S

BRISTOL

6VICTORIA SIN. 29 DENMARK ST.
APPROACH ( Behind Hippodrome)

ESSEX
113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON - SEA

( 061-83245921 ( 0272-290900) ( 0702-712851)

.•••

j

'>>>

LINN PRODUCTS LTD., Sondek Division, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ. U.K. Tel 041-634 0371 ( 10 lines). Telex: 77301.

Choosing
cartridge is as
It's one thing recognising that
your cartridge is one of the most
crucial components of your hi-fi. And
that it probably isn't doing your record
collection justice.
But quite another to decide which
make and type from the many available you should slip in its place.
Fortunately, that's where you can
depend on your local ADC dealer for a
piece of sound advice.
Simply by asking afew very
personal details — such as the type of
system you own, what your listening
taste is and how far your pocket can
stretch — he'll be able to show you a
cartridge that's just right for you. From
the very extensive ADC range.
And he'll make an astonishingly
clear case for it by letting you listen to
its superb reproduction for yourself.
He'll also take the trouble to
explain how every ADC cartridge has
highly accurate tracking ability that
gives superb reproduction and yet
minimal record wear
All of which means
that you'll actually be
left with no choice at all:

Must to your ears.
Audio Dynamics Corporation, Powke Lane, Warley,
West Midlands, B64 5QH. Tel (0384) 65191.

it'll just have to be ADC.
But before you go along to your
local dealer, read what some of
Britain's most critical listeners have to
say about us.
"For my taste and system Iremain loyal to the
ADC's, particularly in terms of value for money:'
Paul Messenger in HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW.
"It is well detailed and very refined where
appropriate, and its dynamics are good, but all in a
very musical way:'
Alvin Gold reviewing the ADC XLM MkIII Improved in
WHAT HI-FI?
"This cartridge was universally liked for its clear
natural rendition of voice which allowed each
inflection to come over clearly':
Dave Berrirnan reviewing ADC QLM 36 MkIII Improved
in PRACTICAL HI-FI.
"Very good sound quality for the price is coupled
with afine lab perforrnance:'
HI-FI CHOICE reviewing the VLM MkIII Improved.
ADC VLM MkIII Improved — HI-FI CHOICE BEST BUY
ADC QLM 34 — HI-FI CHOICE BEST BUY
ADC XLM MkIII Improved —
HI-FI CHOICE BEST BUY
ADC ZLM MkIH Improved —
HI-FI CHOICE RECOMMENDED

Your local ADC specialist is listed overleaf.

the right
simple as ADC

The ADC
cartridge
range
featuring ADC Induced Magnet System
and revolutionary Omni- Pivot System.

ASIR ION
The best cartridge ever made!
No compromise design with extended
contact diamond stylus fused by laser
onto a sapphire crystal cantilever
and located in an Orbital Pivot
Suspension block.
(a development of the
Igimp.
\Omni- Pivot System).
Ultra-low distortion
,
âgk/ over full frequency
range and
«•"remarkable spacial
soLnd characteristics
Tracks at 1.2 grams ±0.2
grams.
ZLM IMPROVED
State of the Art low mass cartridge
with nude aliptic stylus on a tapered
cantilever. Ruler-flat frequency
response and superb tracking ability
at 1.0 grams ±- 0.25 grams.
XLMMK III IMPROVED
Widely acclaimed low mass design
with nude mounted
g ,
elliptical stylus
I
on a tapered
cantilever.
I
\
Tracks at
1.2 grams
±-0.3 grams.
VLM MK Ill IMPROVED
As XLM but with straight cantilever
for applications requiring a more
robust stylus assembly without loss
of performance. Tracks at 1.2 grams
1:0.3 grams. 0
QLM 36 MK Ill IMPROVED
Unique Diasa elliptical stylus nude
mounted onto straight cantilever.
Reduced tendency to
--11
resonance, lower
j
a

mass and better
tracking ability
than similarly
priced convenventional cartridge
with bush mounted
stylus.Tracksat1.2grams ±-0.3grams
r

QLM 34 MK Ill AND QLM 32 MK III
For medium to high mass arms.
Bushed elliptical stylus on straight
cantilever.
QLM 34 tracks at 1.5 to 4 grams.
QLM 32 tracks at 2 to 4 grams.
INTEGRA RANGE
Low mass combined cartridge and
headshell which plugs into International tonearm sockets. Carbon
fibre construction and finely adjustable
for overhang and vertical tracking to
optimise tonearm geometry. Option of
nude elliptical, nude Diasa elliptical
or bushed elliptical stylus.
rw

ALT-1TONEARM
One of a range of three, easy to
install low mass torearms. Aluminium
arm tube with interchangeable carbon
fibre headshell. Effective arm mass
7 grams. Cartridge weight range
4 to 11 grams.

YOUR ADC SPECIALIST.

Agood place to talk hi-fi.
ADC dealers are carefully selected for their helpful, knowledgeable approach to the business
of choosing hi-fi. They won't attempt to blind you with science, they'll listen to your questions, and
provide facilities for you to make auseful comparison between various manufacturer's products.
Don't settle for anything less.

LASKYS - all branches
R.S.C. - all branches
AVON
Bath: Paul Green Hi-fi. Tel: 316197
Bristol: Radford Hi-fi. Tel: 422709
BEDFORDSHIRE
Dunstable: Target Electrical. Tel: 67750
Kempston: Bedford Audio. Tel: 854133
Luton: B & B Hi-fi. Tel: 27758
Luton: Technosound. Tel: 30919
BERKSHIRE
Maidenhead: D. Coles & Son. Tel: 26755
Newbury: B & B
Tel: 32474
Reading: B & 131411. Tel: 583730
Slough: Audiomart. Tel: 37021
Windsor: Radford Hi-fi. Tel: 56931
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury: Chiltern Hi-fi. Tel: 31020
High Wycombe: B & B Hi-fi. Tel: 35910
High Wycombe: Hughes Hi-fi. Tel: 30138
Milton Keynes: Technosound. Tel: 604949
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge: Campkins Audio. Tel: 51791
Cambridge: Renbro Audio. Tel: 51234
Chesterton: Speechley & Co. Tel: 358611
Peterborough: Hi-fi Consultants. Tel: 51007
Peterborough: Soundsense Hi-fi. Tel: 41755
St. Ives: St. Ives TV Centre. Tel: 66380
CHESHIRE
Birkenhead: Studio Electrics. Tel: 051-647 5382
Chester: Newdawn Hi-fi. Tel: 24179
Northwich: Nordis. Tel: 3691
Wallasey: Armstrong Smith. Tel: 051-639 9257
Warrington: Cobalt Hi-fi. Tel: 36215
Wilmslow: Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 24766
Wilmslow: Swifts. Tel: 26213
CLEVELAND
Billingham: Gilson Audio. Tel: 557420
Bishop Auckland: McKenna &Brown. Tel: 2266
Darlington: Gilson Audio. Tel: 61922
Darlington: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 65590
Middlesbrough: Gilson Audio. Tel: 248793
Middlesbrough: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 248345
Redcar: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 483829
Stockton: Bond & Mason. Tel: 67582
Stockton: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 69995
CUMBRIA
Barrow: Barrow Hi-fi, Tel: 20473
Barrow: Searle Audio. Tel: 21233
Carlisle: G.D.& M. Dunglinson. Tel: 24918
Kendal: Kendal Hi-fi. Tel: 25728
Ulverston: Sound System Audio. Tel: 53596
DERBYSHIRE
Derby: Bucklands. Tel: 48425
DEVON
Exeter: Homesound. Tel: 72814
Exeter: KJB Electronics. Tel: 37888
Newton Abbot: KJB Electronics. Tel: 60188
Paignton: Upton Electronics. Tel: 551329
DORSET
Bournemouth: Bush & St. Clair. Tel: 34796
Bournemouth: Direct Vision. Tel: 877371
Christchurch: H ATV. Tel: 742706
ESSEX
Barking: Hyperfi. Tel: 01-591 6962
Barkingside: Audiotime. Tel: 01-550 2856
Chadwell Heath: Audiotime. Tel: 01-590 3286
Chelmsford: Rush J-li-fi. Tel: 57593
Cranham: Cranham Fli-fi. Tel: 29937
Epping: Chew & Osborne. Tel: 74242
Ilford: Prot Enterprises. Tel: 01-553 0144
Ilford: AT Labs. Tel: 01-518 0915
Leigh on Sea: Soundtrack. Tel: 79150
Romforsl: Rush Hi-fi. Tel: 26840
Saffron Walden: Chew & Osborne. Tel: 23728
Waltham Abbey: Kendor Assoc. Tel: 715985
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham: Absolute Sound & Video. Tel: 583960
Cheltenham: Robbs. Tel: 513195
Cheltenham: Spa Vision. Tel: 23439
Cirencester: TV 8i Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 4756
Gloucester: Robbs. Tel: 419777
Stroud: Robbs. Tel: 2753
HAMPSHIRE
Chandlers Ford: Hampshire Audio. Tel: 65232
Denmead: Denmead HiFi Centre. Tel: 50312
Fareham: Sounds of Fareham. Tel: 233544
Southampton: Parkers Audio. Tel: 45926
Stubbington: W FWaite. Tel: 4335
HEREFORD & WORCESTER
Bromsgrove: Downing & Downing. Tel: 72976
HERTFORDSHIRE
Barnet: Portogram. Tel: 01-449 4183
Hemel Hempstead: Hi-fi Markets. Tel: 40999
Hitchin: Spectrum. Tel: 52248
Letchworth: Spectrum. Tel: 79548
Radlett: Radlett Audio. Tel: 3773
Watford: Herts Hi-fi. Tel: 40633
HUMBERSIDE
Beverley: Simply Hi-fi. Tel: 882696
Bridlington: Quay TV. Tel: 72870
Grimsby: Grimsby Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 43539
Grimsby: G.E.Manders. Tel: 51391
Hull: Simply Hi-fi. Tel: 29240
Scunthorpe: Les Wright. Tel: 67738

Audio Dynamics Corporation
Powke Lane, Warley, West Midlands,
B64 5QH Tel: ( 0384) 65191.

KENT
Beckenham: Hi-fi Connections.Te1:01-658 3450
Beckenham: S.M.Electronics. Tel: 01-650 4701
Bromley: Sound Systems. Tel: 01-460 4000
Bromley: Halcyon Electronics. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury: Canterbury Hi-fi. Tel: 65315
Erith: Hytek Electronics. Tel: 39402

Margate: The Longplayer Tel: 293477
Sevenoaks: Sevenoaks
Tel: 59555
Tonbridge: Standens. Tel 353540
LANCASHIRE
Blackpool: FBenfell. Tel: 49625
Blackpool: H. Wiseman. Tel: 28416
Chorley: Monitor Sound. Tel: 71935
Lytham: Badgertracks. Tel: 729247
Rochdale: Cleartone Hi-fi. Tel: 524652
Southport: Audio Corner. Tel: 37332
Southport: Southport Hi-fi. Tel: 36901
LEICESTERSHIRE
Hinckley: Hinckley Sound Centre. Tel: 611541
Leicester: Leicester Hi-fi. Tel: 667801
Leicester: Mays Hi-fi. Tel: 58662
LINCOLNSHIRE
Boston: Oldrids. Tel: 61251
Lincoln: Critics Choice. Tel: 38718
Lincoln: Lincoln Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 20265
Stamford: Stamford Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 2128
LONDON EAST
R. Barden. E8. Tel: 01-254 8811
Cavendish Sales, El. Tel: 01-247 3453
D & JElectronics, E10. Tel: 01-556 0017
Gem, Ell. Tel: 01-556 0223
Kimberleys Hi-fi, E12. Tel: 01-478 1176
Parkwest Electronics, E8. Tel: 01-249 4814
LONDON NORTH
Amber Audio, N14. Tel: 01-886 3094
Analog Audio, N12. Tel: 01-445 3267
Andys Electronics, NM. Tel: 01-883 8969
Atlantic Electrics, NI. Tel: 01-607 6371
Bartletts HiFi Centre, N7. Tel: 01-607 2296
Cannonbury Radio, NI. Tel: 01-226 9392
Fotronix Int., N15. Tel: 01-802 4131
Goodwins, N22. Tel: 01-888 0077
Grahams. Nl. Tel: 01-837 4412
Martins Hi-fi Centre, N16. Tel: 01-254 5053
Mason Radio, N4. Tel: 01-272 1231
W. Redfern. N19. Tel: 01-272 2183
LONDON NORTH WEST
Atlantic Electrics, NW10. Tel: 01-4510302
Parkview Electronics, NW5 (2stores).
Tel: 01-267 7223 and 01-485 8709
Signal Processing Systems, NW4.
Tel: 01-202 5551
Studio 99, NW6. Tel: 01-328 6666
TV. & HiFi Studio, NW2. Tel: 01-450 3508
LONDON SOUTH EAST
Billy Vee, SE13. Tel: 01-318 5755
LP Stereo, SE9. Tel: 01-859 0115
LONDON SOUTH WEST
ACV, SW16. Tel: 01-769 3763
Analog Audio, SW1. Tel: 01-834 1430
Atkins Radio, SW2. Tel: 01-674 2033
Chelsea Hi-fi, SW3. Tel: 01-3510200
Hi-fi & Components, SW11. Tel: 01-223 1110
Jupiter Audio Centre, SW17 Tel: 01-767 2810
M. O'Brien, SW19. Tel: 01-9461528
Sounds & Video Centre, SW12. Tel: 01-673 3398
LONDON WEST
Azat ( London), Wl. Tel: 01-580 4632
Ealing TV & Hi-fi, W5. Tel: 01-579 3718
Hi-fi Care, Wl, (5stores). Tel: 01-580 3459/
7383 and 01-637 0371/1908/8911
Lion House, Wl. Tel: 01-580 7383
Mason Radio, W12. Tel: 01-743 3698
Musicraft, W2. Tel: 01-402 9729
Nandos, W2. Tel: 01-723 6809
REW, Wl. Tel: 01-637 2624
Sona Electronics, W11. Tel: 01-229 6411
Sonic Sound Audio, Wl. Tel: 01-637 1909
Telesonic, Wl. Tel: 01-636 8177
GREATER MANCHESTER
Bolton: Cleartone. Tel: 22636
Hazelgrove: Chesterg,ate Studios.
Tel: 061-483 9828
Manchester: Central Radio. Tel: 061-834 6700
Stockport: Bespoke Audio. Tel: 061-456 8515
Stockport: Fairbothams. Tel: 061-480 4872
Urmston: Lloyd-Paton Tel: 061-747 9722
Urmston: Shannon Radio. Tel: 061-748 2339
Wigan: Wigan Hi-fi. Tel: 37977
MERSEYSIDE
Crosby: PA Audio. Tel: 051-924 7287
Liverpool: Beaver Radio. Tel: 051-709 9898
Liverpool: W. Brady. Tel: 051-773 6859
Liverpool: CBS. Tel: 051-709 0388
MIDDLESEX
Eastcote: Eastcote Hi-fi. Tel: 01-868 2946
Edgware: Planet Hi-fi Tel: 01-952 3238
Enfield: AT Labs. Tel: 01-363 7981
Greenford: Bevans Radio. Tel: 01-578 9699
Ruislip Manor: T.A.S. Tel: 32217
Wembley: Wembley Hi-fi. Tel: 01-903 9506
NORFOLK
Gt. Yarmouth: Martins Electronic Centre.
Tel: 55044
Kings Lynn: Martins Electronic Centre.
Tel: 61683
Norwich: Martins Electronic Centre. Tel: 27010
Norwich: Speechley 8i Co. Tel: 60801
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering: Kettering Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 515266
Northampton: Listen Inn. Tel: 37871
Northampton: Richard Reeves Hi-fi. Tel: 33578
Rushden: Rushden Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 2342
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Mansfield: Baskills. Tel: 641537
Mansfield: Forum Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 23716
Mansfield: Syd Booth. Tel: 26315
Newark: Peter Ellis Audio. Tel: 4571
Nottingham: Nick Dakin Hi-fi. Tel: 783862
Nottingham: Nottingham Hi-fi Centre.
Tel: 784015

Nottingham: Super-fi. Tel: 412137
Sherwood: Forum HiFi. Tel: 622150
OXFORDSHIRE
Headington: Absolute Sound & Video. Tel: 65961
Oxford: Westwood & Mason. Tel: 47783
Summer-town: Horns. Tel: 511241
Summertown: Riocraft. Tel: 53072
Wallingford: Astleys. Tel: 39305
Witney: Witney Audio. Tel: 2414
SOMERSET
Yeovil: Yeovil Audio. Tel: 25430
STAFFORDSHIRE
Hanley: Bowen Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 25194
Lichfield: RTTS Hi-fi. Tel: 22877
Newcastle: Clement Wain. Tel: 613119
SUFFOLK
Bury St Edmunds: BG Audio & TV. Tel: 5227
Hessett: Anglia Audio. Tel: 70212
Ipswich: Eastern Audio. Tel: 217217
Lowestoft: John Wells Photo & Audio. Tel: 3742
Sudbury: System Sound. Tel: 72348
SURREY
Croydon: Spalding Electrical. Tel: 01-654 1231
Guildford: PI Equipment. Tel: 504801
Guildford: Unilet Hi-fi. Tel: 71534
Weybridge: Cosmic. Tel: 54522
SUSSEX
Bexhill on Sea: Radiovision. Tel: 219443
Brighton: Jeffries Hi-fi. Tel: 609431
Eastbourne: Jeffries Hi-fi. Tel: 31336
St. Leonards on Sea: B & K Hi-fi. Tel: 439150
Worthing: Phase 3Hi-fi. Tel: 206820
TYNE & WEAR
Gateshead: Lintone Audio. Tel: 774167
Newcastle: Hi-fi Opportunities. Tel: 27791
Newcastle: J.G.Windows. Tel: 21356
Sunderland: Saxons. Tel: 57578
WARWICKSHIRE
Leamington Spa: CTS Audio. Tel: 29265
Nuneaton: BRG Hi-fi. Tel: 61825
Warwick: JCV Hi-fi. Tel: 43796
WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham N.H. Field Hi-fi. Tel:021-622 2323
Birmingham Five Ways Hi-fi. Tel: 021-4550667
Birmingham Forum Hi-fi. Tel: 021-707 3640
Birmingham Griffin Radio. Tel: 021-692 1359
Birmingham Hornton Electronics:Tel:021-6430972
Birmingham Perfect Electronics. Tel: 021-3271A97
Coventry: Forum Hi-fi Centre (2stores).
Tel: 21218/451561
Coventry: RSC Ltd. Tel: 25983
Rowley Regis: Sam Riley. Tel: 021-559 1043
Stourbridge: Downing 8i Downing. Tel: 71747
Sutton Goldfield: Puresound II. Tel: 021-3551838
Walsall: Ray Charles Audio. Tel: 612382
Wednesbury: Woods TV & Hi-fi. Tel:021-5560473
Wolverhampton: Midland Hi-fi Studio. Tel: 771774
Wolverhampton: Millwards. Tel: 23980
Wolverhampton: Sounds. Tel: 21126
Wolverhampton: Woods TV& Hi-fi. Tel: 772901
WILTSHIRE
Swindon: Absolute Sound & Video. Tel: 38222
Swindon: TV & Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 28383
YORKSHIRE
Barnsley: Barnsley Hi-fi. Tel: 5549
Bradford: Erricks. Tel: 31648
Bradford: RAM Computer Services. Tel: 391166
Castleford: Eric Wiley. Tel: 553066
Doncaster: Quadraphenia. Tel: 21215
Halifax: Tape Recorder Centre. Tel: 66832
Harrogate: Yorkshire Hi-fi & Video.
Huddersfield: Huddersfield Hi-fi. Tel: 44668
Leeds: Audio Projects. Tel: 789115
Leeds: Goff-Jackson. Tel: 781513
Leeds: Superfi. Tel: 449075
Sheffield: Audio Centre. Tel: 737893
Sheffield: Micron Audio. Tel: 360295
Sheffield: Quadraphenia. Tel: 77824
Sheffield: Sheffield Sound Centre. Tel: 23365
Sheffield: Telemaintenance: Tel: 344468
York: Multisound Hi-fi. Tel: 51712
York: J. Saville. Tel: 25755
York: Vickers Hi-fi. Tel: 29659
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Jersey: Sound Engineering. Tel: 21735
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast: Audio Times. Tel: 29907
Coleraine: Best Hi-fi. Tel: 52843
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen: Holburn Hi-fi. Tel: 25713
Aberdeen: Telemech Audio Visual. Tel: 28817
Ayr: Vennal Audio. Tel: 64124
Edinburgh: Audio Aids (2stores).
Tel: 031-226 3979 and 031-667 2877
Edinburgh: Hi-fi Corner. Tel: 031-556 7901
Edinburgh: Russ Andrews. Tel: 031-557 1672
Edinburgh: The Grarhaphone Shop.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow: James Kerr. Tel: 041-332 0988
Glasgow: McCormacks Music. Tel: 041-332 6644
Glasgow: The Music Room. Tel: 041-221 2527
Glasgow: Victor Morris. Tel: 041-2218958
Kilmarnock: Vennal Audio. Tel: 34826
Montrose: Robt. Ritchie. Tel: 3765
Perth: K.K. Peddie. Tel: 35611
WALES
Cardiff: Houlden Hi-fi. Tel: 44011
Colwyn Bay: Owens Hi-fi. Tel: 30982
Milford Haven: Milford Audio. Tel: 4078
Newport: Hi-fi Western. Tel: 62790
Port Talbot: Electrophonic Hi-fi. Tel: 2068
Swansea: F.W. Haines & Co. Tel: 54747

How would you
like to conduct the
Royal
Philharmonic?

You can. From the comfort of an
armchair.
And you don't even need a baton.
With an ADC Sound Shaper you can
enjoy music the way you like to hear it.
Unlike the tone controls on your
amplifier, which operate over avery broad
frequency spectrum, aSound Shaper
enables you to pick out frequencies and
apply boost and cut to suit your listening
taste precisely.
A Sound Shaper can also
help compensate
for less than ideal
room acoustics.

It can reduce record surface noise, tape
hiss and turntable rumble, help overcome
speaker limitations, and adjust for avariety
of other system weaknesses.
The end result: music that sounds
better than you've ever heard it before.
There's arange of 5,10 and 12 band
Sound Shapers to choose from and your
local ADC dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate.
We guarantee you'll be impressed
by what they
can do for
your system.

SOUND SHAPERS by
Music to your ears.
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Nautilus SuperDiscs
NR2
NR3
NR5
NR6
NR7
NR8
NR9
NR10
NR11
NR12
NR14
NR15
NR16
NR17

Kingston Trio
Aspen Gold £ 12.95
Heart
Dreamboat Annie £ 12-95
Croobie Bros
Captain 8i Me £12.95
Pablo Cruise
Lifeline £ 12.95
Trot Weisberg
Tip Of The Weisberg £ 12.95
Fleetwood Mac
Rumours £ 12.95
Spyro Gyro
Morning Dance £ 12-95
Seals & Croft
Summer Breeze £ 12.95
Joni Mitchell
Court & Spark £ 12.95
Joan Baez
Diamonds & Rust £ 12.95
Cars
Cars £12-95
Styx
Pieces Of Eight £ 12-95
Rita Coolidge
Anytime Anywhere £ 12.95
Bee Gees
Spirits Having Flown £ 12-95

NR18
NR19
NR20
NR21
NR22
NR23
NR24
NR25
NR26
NR27
NR28
NR31
NR32

Doobie Bros Minute By Minute £ 12-95
The Police
Zenyatta Mondaba £ 12-95
ABBA
Arrival £12.95
Moody Blues
on The Threshold Of A Dream £ 12.95
John Klemmer
Finesse £ 12.95
Ambrosia
Life Beyond L.A £ 12.95
Little Feat
Tone Loves A Hero £ 12.95
J Gels
Love Stinks £ 12-95
Linda Ronstadt
Simple Dreams £12.95
Styx
Cornerstone £ 12.95
Pablo Cruise
Worlds Away £ 12-95
Air Supply
Lost In Love £12.95
Eric Clapton
Just One Night ( 0b1) £ 17.95

FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
F

Michael Jackson
Off The Wall
Boa Scaggs
Silk Degrees
Heart
Little Queen
Jean Luc Ponty
Cosmic Messenger
Kansas
Point Of No Return
Earth. Wind and Fire The Best Of. Vol I
Willie Nelson
Stardust
Bob Dylan
Nashville Skyline
Abraxas
Santana
Al Di Meola
Elegant Gypsy
Wings
Band On The Run
Chicago
Chicago X1
Electric Light Orchestra
Greatest Hits

£ 11.80
£ 11-80
£ 11.80
£ 11.80
£ 11.80
£ 11.80
£ 11-80
£ 11.80
£ 11.80
£ 11.80
£ 11-80
£11.80
£11-80

Postage and Packing Rates UK Post only- 1LP 75p. 2 LPs £ 1.00. 3 4 LP's
C1-25 over 4 LP's add additional 15p per LP
(doubles Count as 2)

N10301111 001,119 39.I9 00/19 9111,1010, MU

CBS MASTERSOUND HALF SPEED MASTER RECORDINGS

Simon & Geri unkel
Bnge Over Troubled Water £ 6.99
Bruce Springsteen
Born To Run £ 6.99
Boston . . ... Boston £ 6.99
Carole King
Tapestry £ 6.99
BlIlY Joel
The Stranger £ 6.99
Meatloaf
Bat Out Of Hell £ 6.99
Neil Diamond
You Don't Bring Me Flowers £ 6.99
Barbra Streisand
Greatest Hits Veil £ 6-99
Barbra Streisand
Guilty £ 6.99
Bruce Springsteen
Darkness At The Edge Of Town £ 11.80
Bruce Cockburn
Dancing In The Dragon's Jaw £ 11-90
Electric Light Orchestra
Discovery £ 11.80
Billy Joel
. 52nd Street £ 11.80
Styx
The Grand Illusion £ 11.80

D1RECT-DISK LABS AUDIOPHILE
RECORDINGS
SD. 16611 Michael Franks
SD- 16601 Tower of Power
Tiger In The Rain £ 13-50
Back to Oakland £ 13.50
SD•16612 Neil Diamond
SD- 16602 Jackson Browne
.
12 Greatest Hits £ 13.50
The Pretender £ 13-50
SD2•16614 Elton John
SD. 16603 Jean Luc Ponty
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road ( OM £ 19.90
Cosmic Messenger £ 13.50
SD2-16615 Rolling Stones
SD. 16604 Van Morrison.... Moondance £ 13-50
Exile On Main Street ( Db1) £ 19-90
SO•16605 Blood. Sweat & Tears
Peter Gabriel
Peter Gabriel £ 13.50
Blood. Sweat & Tears £ 13.50
B. B. King
. Midnight Believer £ 13.50
SD•16606 Loggins and Messina
The Outlaws ....... .......... The Outlaws £13-50
Full Sail £13-50
Lou Reed
The Bells £13-50
SD. 16607 Judy Collins
Judith £ 13-50
Grateful Dead.. ..... Terrapin Station £13-50
5D-16608 Carly Simon
Dixie Dregs .... ... Dregs Of The Earth £ 13.50
Boys In The Trees £ 13-50
Jeff Lorber
Watersign £ 13-50
SD- 16609 Rolling Stones
Brecker Brothers
Detente £ 13.50
Black and Blue £ 13-50
DD 106 The New Brubeck Quartet
SO- 16610 The Who
Who Are You £ 13.50
A Cut Above £19.90
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equipment

401 Imithdown Road Liverpool ( 15 511
Telephone 051-755 6859
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It's easy
to complain
about
advertisements.
If an advertisement
The Advertising
is wrong,we're
Standardshere
Authority.
to put it right.

for excellence in mind
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Phone in with Access or Barclaycard
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NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS
From the ' 480' series giving top performance at lowest
cost up to the no compromise " 1000 ZXL". Prices and
literature on request.
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105-113 Lawrence Road
London N15 4ET
Phone 01-802-4131
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THE HI-FI
PROFESSIONALS

e

In association with

eeRco

of Woking
present

WOKING

'
COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS
WE ARE THE BEST IN MANCHESTER FOR PERSONAL SERVICE,
COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS
AND
PRICES
AGENTS
FOR
AR •
CASTLE DUAL
EMPIRE
JVC
TECHNICS
RAM
ROGERS
HITACHI • LNB
MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO
MORDAUNT SHORT
PIONEER
NAKAMICHI
QUAD - SANSUI
SHURE
ARISTON
TANNOY
TRIO
LUXMAN
YAMAHA
B&W "
AUDIOMASTER
SMC
IMF
OPTONICA
UHER
AUDIO PRO
IA.S. . HARBETH : WHARFEDALE
LASER & TSR
PICKERING SCOTT
REFERENCE
ELITE
HAFLER
DENY()
ADC
THORENS
AKG
ACUTEX
GLANTZ
GRADO
INFINITY

WE HAVE THE FULL RANGE OF PIONEER RACK SYSTEMS

Tuesday

15th until Thursday
September 1981
at the
WOKING CENTRE HALLS

17th

34 MOORFIELD WALK (
URMSTON, MANCHESTER M311TT
ALL MOTORWAYS LEAD TO US
M63 MOTORWAY FOLLOW STRETFORD FOR URMSTON
CREDIT: WE CAN ALSO OFFER INSTANT CREDIT BALANCE OF £ 750
TO CHEQUE OR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

CAR PARK FOR 400 CARS
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS ETC - TRICITY FINANCE

TELEPHONE 061-747 9722
10

OPEN: (9 30-5 30 MONDAY. FRIDAY. SATURDAY) ( 9 30-12 NOON WEDNESDAY)
(9.30-7 30 TUESDAY AND THURSDAYS - LATE NIGHTS)

Do you want your records
to end up here?
No? Well, take care of them by taking care of your
cartridge stylus. After all. this is the most important part of
your turntable. It makes the first and only contact
with the record groove.
But styli wear - with time, and the number of record
miles they cover. Yet this happens so gradually that you
don't hear the difference in sound until it's too late.
A worn or damaged diamond stylus slowly but surely
cuts the record groove to pieces, ruining the sound
and your entire record collection.
So make sure that you replace the diamond in time.
You need not change the complete cartridge - just
the tiny part at the front - the stylus unit - where the diamond
and cantilever are situated.

No tools, no screws, no problems. You just pull out the
old stylus unit and slide in anew one.
And it's cheaper to replace your stylus unit than your
valuable record collection.

orrofon

accuracy in sound

Harman (Audio) UK Limited, Unit 1B, Mill Sweet, Slou
Berkshire S12 5DD. Tel: Slough (0753) 7691I.

Nakamichi

The cassette deck that
had Angus McKenzie
lost for words!
RAMM Control
Display Panel
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Ifeel Ihave run out of superlatives
for perhaps the first time ever in this
review, for there was virtually nothing
at all wrong anywhere with this deck,
asuperb scientific instrument, which
produces the finest possible results
with the cassette medium.
Angus McKenzie, Hi Fi Choice,
Cassette Decks and Tapes Guide.

Manual- Set Switch

Tape Memory Array

NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL
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Nakamichi
Although superlatives have been liberally applied to
Nakamichi in the past, we've not allowed ourselves
to become complacent. So, we proudly introduce a
new cassette deck that is to the 1980's what the
Nakamichi 1000 was to the 1970's.
It's called the Nakamichi 1000ZXL and its radical
departure from conventional technology has
produced the most amazing results.
It has established anew bandwidth with aresponse
of 25 (yes) 25 kHz. Not only will it adapt to all the
premium tapes of today, it has been designed to take
those of tomorrow, too.
Talking of tapes, it actually asks the tape how it was
recorded and then sets up the ideal playback
conditions — automatically. The 1000ZXL has taken
advantage of the microchip age by harnessing the
power of two microprocessors to produce a
performance that really does redefine the state of
the art.
For example, previously it has been impossible to
adjust the parameters of adeck to match atape
perfectly. The crucial parameters we refer to are
azimuth, bias, level and equalisation.
Time, some recorders offer manual and useradjustable controls but only the 1000ZXL has a
computer that adjusts all four parameters— and
achieves aresponse accuracy of 18to25,000-Hz ±3dB.
First, the computer sees that the record head
azimuth is correct for differences in cassette
housing. This ensures perfect phase alignment and
wideband response.
Next, bias, level and equalisation are adjusted.
As there are 256 bias and level possibilities on each
channel the calibration is accurate in the extreme.
Final response is extraordinarily uniform
( ±0.75dB) from 20 to 20,000Hz and encompasses
the 18 to25,000-Hz band within -± 3dB.
The computer does away with the need for atape
selector switch. Just load atape and give the
command to start. The parameters are instantly
adjusted. Data for the tape, including your choice of
playback equalisation and noise reduction, can be
stored on one of the four tape memories. Use the
tape again and the data can be recalled from the
memory, instantly, and the computer set to the right
azimuth alignment.
The easy-to-read display keeps you right in touch
with what's going on. When all the lamps are lit thé
deck is ready and the tape automatically rewinds to
0000 on the electronic tape counter.
In keeping with the advanced nature of the
electronics we use anew concept on.the mechanical
side, too. It's adual capstan diffused resonance
transport system, and it provides ultra smooth
motion and low modulation noise. Unlike other
methods, the Nakamichi system is asymmetric.
Capstans and pinch rollers are of different diameters
and rotate at adifferent speed, preventing common
resonance modes. The result? The flutter spectrum
is free of peaks, and flutter is completely inaudible.

Specifications
Tape Speed
Frequency Response
(— 20 dB Record Level)
Signal-to- Noise Ratio
(w/Doiby NR. ZX Tape,
70 ps)
Total Harmonic Distortion

Wow and Flutter

1-7/8 ips (4.8 cm/s)
20-20,000 Hz -± 0.75 dB
(Nakamichi ZX,SX.EXI I, EX)
18-25,000 Hz -± 3dB
Better than 661:1B ( IHF A-wtd rms,
ref. 400 Hz, 3% THD)
Better than 60-dB ( IHF A-wtd rms,
ref. 400 Hz, 0dB)
Less than 0.8% at 400 Hz, 0dB,
ZX Tape; Less than 1.0% at 400 Hz,
0dB, SX/EXII Tape
Less than 0.08% VVTD peak
Less than 0.04% WTD rms

To absorb motor vibration, the chassis is constructed
of special materials to further reduce flutter and
modulation noise.
Tape tension is controlled so precisely that the
in-cassette pressure pad is unnecessary.
The 1000ZXL features the famous Nakamichi
discrete 3-head technology. It has an ultra-narrow
gap ( 0.6 micron) Crystalloy play head, 3.5 micron
Crystalloy record head and Dual Gap Direct-Flux
erase head. The play head provides low frequency
response and the figures speak for themselves —
-± 0.75dB to 20Hz, ±3dB at 18Hz. The record head
has asharp critical zone that minimises self
erasure and improves high frequency response.
In conjunction with Paramatic Erasure the unique
Dual-Gap Direct-Flux head is unmatched when it
comes to obliterating every vestige of lowfrequency programme material.
Naturally, the Nakamichi 1000ZXL is expensive.
But although it left Mr. McKenzie lost for words it's
certainly not lost for truly revolutionary features.

Available for use with the 1000ZXL: aremote control unit
RM300 and the latest Dolby C Noise Reduction Processor.

STEREO and TV AERIALS

NEW—Fuba lika Stereo 9 FM Aerial— New
The NEW Fuba like Stereo 9 FM Aerial is specifically
designed for the band from 87.5 to 100 MHz. In this
band it has the highest possible gain and the very best
directional characteristics. It is the very highest performance aerial for this band within reasonable size
limits and windloading. We also hold in stock avery
wide range of TV aerials from the simple to the most
complex, and an even wider range of accessories such
as lashings, masts, rotators, cables, amplifiers, filters
etc.
Telephone advisory service available; just ring us.
Our new application note The Choice and Installation of FM Aerials"
will be sent on receipt of 4013 in stamps.

Audio Workshops Ltd r =

21

33 London Road, Southborough,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 UPS.
Tel: Tunbridge Wells ( 0892139222.
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All low output moving coil cartridges require astep-up device to boost their
very weak output signal up to ausable level. Until now, such devices have
proved both expensive and lacking in any form of adjustment fircilities.
The MCA1 is nearly half the price of other comparable Head Amps and
incorporates all the necessary "fine tuning" controls. In addition, the clever
circuit design permits the use of ahigher than average operating current
which results in an improved transient response and generally superior
sound quality.
Price £ S.S5 (Inc VAT) Type No. MCA1
Send 12p stamp for more information quoting Type No.

QED

AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236

Telex: 957043

nc4
WILMSLOW
CIEM-Œ

The firm for Speakers

ç_eve

ELITE

Just

50

P

will bring you the latest Wilmslow Audio

80 page catalogue packed with pictures and specifications
of HiFi and PA Speaker Drive Units, Speaker Kits,

QURD

Cabinet Kits....

1000 items for the constructor.
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* Expert staff — Sound advice *

c..

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort *

0

It all comes together at
Hi -Fi Connections
51 Beckenham Road
Beckenham, Kent.

of our listening lounge.
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)

* Ample parking *
* Access •

10-6 Tues-Sat
Late night
Thurs 8.00

Listening Room Demonstrations By Appt.
658-3450.
I
4

CROSSOVER NETWORKS AND COMPONENTS.
GRILLES, GRILL FABRICS AND FOAM. PA, GROUP
DISCO CABINETS — PLUS MICROPHONES —
AMPLIFIERS — MIXERS — COMBOS — EFFECTS —
SPEAKER STANDS AND BRACKETS — IN-CAR
SPEAKERS AND BOOSTERS ETC ETC.
* Lowest prices — Largest stocks *

Visa •

11111MISLOW
MUG
The

filITI

for Speakers

American Express accepted *

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmlsow, Cheshire
Ligtatning service on te ephoned credit cat(' orders'

SK9 1AS

rik Nakamichi
...and the talents ofthe world's most expensive cassette deck
run in the family See and hear for yourself
"Limited supply has made the 1000ZXL scarce, consult your local dealer about availability.
A. T. Laboratories
191 Chase Side Enfield Middlesex
Tel 01-363 7981
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street Headington
Oxford
Tel 0865 65961
Audio Aids
52 George Street Edinburgh
Scotland
Tel: 031 225 6911
Audio T
190 ).A.kst End Lane London NW6
Tel 01-794 7848
A-Z Radio
758 Spnngbank )/Ikst Hull
Tel 0482 50E021
Azat Radio
61 Charlotte Street London W1
Tel 01-580 4632
Baileys Limited
131 The Parade Watford Hero
Tel, 0923 34614
Bore Electronics
118 Borough Road Middlesborough
Cleveland
Tel 0642 217166
F. Benfell Limited
78 Westfield Road Blackpool Lancs
Tel 0253 49625
Steve Boxshall Audio
41 Victoria Road Cambridge
Tel 0223 68305
Bowen Hi-F1 Centre
31 Pall Mall Hanley Stoke-on-Trent
Tel 0782 25194

W A Brady & Sons
101 Smrthdown Road Liver pool
Merseyside
Tel 051 733 6859

Framptons Cameras
90 Cornwall Street Plymouth
Devon
Tel 0752 660264

HiFi Habitat
135 Sheffield Road Chesterfield
Derbyshire
Tel 0246 34923

Canterbury HIFi
21 The Burgate Canterbury Kent
Tel 0227 65315

Gilson Audio Limited
234 Linthorpe Road
Middlesborough Cleveland
Tel. 0642 248793
The Gramophone TV& Wireless
Rose Street Edinburgh
Tel 031 225 9535

Midland HI-FI Studio
Homesound Music Centre
145 Sidwell Street Exeter Devon Royal London Building
Wulfruna Street VVolverhampton
Tel 0392 72814
Tel 090 277 1TA
Huddersfield HIFi
Misons Ltd
2/4 Crosschurch Street
11 Warwick Road Carlisle Cumbria
Huddersfield West Yorks
Tel 0228 22620
Tel 0484 14668

Paul Green HiFi
Kensington Showrooms
London Roadi Bath Avon
Tel 0225 316197

J. Koczur
185 Yorkshire Street Rochdale
Lancashire
Tel 0706 42107

Griffin Radio
94 Bristol Street Birmingham
West Midlands
Tel 021 6921359

Alan Laurenson
Pump Corner 2South Street
Dorking Surrey
Tel: 0306 882430

Nick Dakin HiFi
45 Radford Road Nottingham
Tel 0602 783862

Hamiltons Electronics Ltd
35 London Road Southampton
Hampshire
Tel 0703 28622

Lintone Audio
7/11 Park Lane Gateshead
Tyne & VVear
Tel .0632 774167

Donnington Audio
938 Northbrook Road Newbury
Berkshire
Tel 0635 15973

Hampshire Audio
8/12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford
Hampshire
Tel 04215 2827

Lbyd Paton Ltd
34 Moorlield Walk Urmston
Manchester
Tel 061 747 9722

D. J. Electronics
206 Lea Bridge Road Leyton
London EIO
Tel 01-556 0017

H.AT.V.
183 Barrack Road
Christchurch Dorset
Tel 0202 473901

Ellis Marketing
79 High Street South Norwood
London SE25
Tel 01-653 4224

HiFi Corner ( Edinburgh) Ltd
1Hadchngton Place Edinburgh
Scotland
Tel 031 556 7901

Noel Cbney Audio
Leinster Mews 154 Leinster Road
Rathmines Dublin 6
Ireland
Tel 0001%1316
Cosmic Radio
248 256 Station Road Addlestone
Weybrodge Surrey
Tel 97 51522
Coventry Tape Recorder Service
3Regent Grove Leamington Spa
Warwickshire
Tel 0926 29265

G. E. Manders
2/4 Edwards Street Grimsby
South Humberside
Tel 0472 51391

Micron Audio
172 Baslow Road Totley
South Yorks .
Tel 0742 360295

Monitor Sound
54 Chapel Street Charley Lams
Tel 02572 71935

The Music Room
221 St Vincent Street Glasgow
Tel .041 221 2527

Telemech AN. Engineers Ltd
23-33 Manschal Street Aberdeen
Scotland
Tel 0224 28817
Teletape Ltd
33 Edgware Road London W2
Tel: 01-723 1942

Rayleigh HIFi
44A High Street Rayleigh Essex
Tel 0268 779762

Under Products Ltd
35 High Street New Malden Surrey
Tel. 01-942 9567

R.EW
230 Tottenham Court Road
L
e
olnt
1.6
n3W
7 26
1
Tel
24

LJ. Rutter
17 The Britton Devizes Wiltshire
Tel 0383 2268

Nusound
Sevenoaks HiFi
376/378 Edgware Road London W2 118 London Road Sevenoaks Kent
1e 732 595
Tel
Tel: 01-724 0454
R. J. Parkers & Sons Ltd
11 West End Lane Bitterne
Southampton Hampshire
Tel: 0703 445926

Sheffiekl Sound Centre
101/107 Ecclesall Road Sheffield

Planet HiFi
88 High Street Edgware Middlesex
Tel 01-952 3238

Sounds Supreme
136 Portland Road Hove Sussex
Tel 0273 723399

G7 loAuvonster Road
Bristol
Tel 0272 14593

Superfi
34/36 Queen Victoria Street Leeds
Tel 0532149075

Ram Computer Services Ltd
15/17 North Parade Bradford
West Yorkshire
Tel: 0274 391166

Mukiproduce Ltd
Peter Russells HiFi
Lion House 227/229
58 New George Street
Tottenham Court Road London WI
Plymouth Devon
Tel:0437 1601
Tel: 0752 669511

Radford HiFi
Martins of Chelsea
33F Kings Road London SW3
Tel 01-730 3328

Radford Hi-Fi
43 King Edward Court Windsor
Berkshire
Tel 0753 569351

Se1
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Vennal Audio Visual Ltd
115 High Street (Central Arcade)
Ayr Scotland
Tel 0292 64124
Eric Wiley
64 Beancroft Road Castleford
\Nest Yorkshire
Tel: 0977 553066
D.T. Wicks
49/55 North Station Road
Cokhester Essex
Tel' 0206 49842
J. G. Windows Ltd
6Central Arcade Newcastle
Tyne & Wear
Tel 0632 21356

All the dealers listed stock awide range
of Nakamichi Cassette Decks
For alist of other Nakamichi Dealers
wnte to Natural Sound Systems
SmIdings Electrical
Please note our new address
352/354 Lower Addiscombe Road Natural Sound Systems
Croydon Surrey
Strathcona Road North Wembley
Middx HA9 8QL Tel 01-904 0141
Tel 01-654 1231

Win the war against static
WITH

E-STAT
FROM

TAMOY

The record sleeve that
actually disperses
static
For years audio enthusiasts have been waging war against static electricity.
Conventional anti-static weapons such as record sprays, cleaning brushes and even
ionisation devices have only attempted to reduce the effects of static.
Tannoy now brings you an effective weapon—an anti-static record sleeve that really
works. The E-Stat sleeve is manufactured from aunique high technology carbon loaded
material. Unlike any paper or plastic sleeve—including those claimed to be anti-static,
which can even increase surface charge!—E-Stat is extremely conductive and will
disperse the static charge on arecord during storage. The attraction of damaging dust and
dirt to the record surface is therefore considerably less.
Defeat static and protect your investment in your record collection, with E-Stat from
Tannoy. Available in packs of 3or 10 from HiFi dealers and record stores.
E-Stat is distributed in the U.K. by Tannoy Products Ltd., Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde.
Hifi N

E-STAr

Lantor U K Ltd ( Patent applied for)

15

FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS
£7-25
£8-99
Li-95
f8-95

Zerostai Pistol
Z•Track Damper
VRP Sleeves 10
Disc Organiser

04 Record Cleaner
£7.25
04 Fluid loa
999
6oz £4-75 16oz £8-99
Disc Kit complete
£23-95

GOLD EN LEADS
£5-50
2 Phono- 2 Phono 1m
2 Phono- 2 Phono O 5m
2 Phono- 2 Phono 2m
£7-25
5 D1N•4 Phono 1m
Postage and Packing 509 per order

f6-30
£8-99

QUAD EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL PRICES WRITE OR PHONE

THORENS TURNTABLES
We stock and enthusiastically recommend the full range of these fine
turntables all at competitive prices.
TD160 11 BC Turntable wrthout arm. Your choice of pickup arms may be
fitted and we will gladly advise.
10160 C The reintroduction of a popular model. Ready fitted with the
low mass Thorens arm
TD160 Super Upgraded "Audiophile" version of the TD160 II BC. With
even better performance Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted
10104 Mk 11 Complete with arm 33 & 45 rpm plus fine speed adjustment
& strobe
10105 Mkt' As 10104 but semi- auto arm operation.
10115 Mk11 Complete with low mass arm. 33.45 & 78 rpm coupled with
fine speed control & stroboscope Semi automatic
10126 III BC Turntable without arm. 33. 45 & 78 rpm with fine speed
control & stroboscope. Arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD126 III C Ready fitted with low mass- arm. Semi- auto operation.
Thorens conversion kit to upgrade ' T0160 11' £25-00 post free.
We also stock spare belts f1 -78 P&P 30p-headshells-arm tubes etc.
Please phone or write for an immediate quotation. We can supply with
any of our range of pickup arms--ready fitted if required at an attractive
package price.

DH- 101 Pre- amp kit form ol assembled
DH- 102 M6 Module for DH- 101
DH•200 Power amp. Kit form of assembled
PRICES & LITERATURE ON REQUEST

Single Albums £14-50 Double Albums £22-00
(
Post Free)
Full UK range stocked, many new titles- Ask for list

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS

SS- 1. 5- band Graphic Equaliser
£49-95 ( P&P
SS- 110, 10- band Graphic Equaliser
£89-95 ( P&P
SS- 2 Mk 11 12- band Graphic Equaliser . £139.95 (P&P
SS- 3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser .
£199-95 ( P&P
SLM - 3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record
£38-84 ( P&P

£3.00)
£3-00)
£3.00)
£3.00)
£1.00)

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS

from the " 480 - series giving top performance at lowest cost to the no
compromise " 1000 ZXL" prices and literature on request.
ACCESSORIES

NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA•1
£26-95
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£26-95
NEW! Q E D Adtustable Speaker Stand. pair. .25-00
£
Peak Programme Indicator PPI 2
.24-00
£
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 612
£12.50
Mains Interference Suppressor- Heavy Duty ( 6 amp) 6/4
£17-25
Light Switch Suppressor 6/31-76
£
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5
£2-45
Mains Distribution Unit 4 way 18/1 .12-50
£
Mains Distribution Unit 4 Way III line 18/29
£9-00
Mains Distribution Unit 6 way in line 28/1 .
neoo
Suppressed Distribution Unit- 4 way. 3 amp- 19/1
£18-95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units 93
each
99
Speaker Switching Unit 2 way - 2/2
£6-75
Speaker Control Centre Screw. 24/1 or DIN. 24/2
£17-95
Tape Switching Unit. 2way DIN 22/1
£15-25
Tape Switching Unit 3way DIN 23/1
£19-95
Tape Switching Unit. 2way Phono 22/2
£19-95
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way Phono 23/2
£25.95
Amplifier Switching Unit 16 2
£17-95
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKII HC214-00
£
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£13-50
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£15-95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14 1
£6-60
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14 2
£5-90
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3 . . . .
£6-90
Surround Sound Adaptor Screw 21/1 - DIN 21/217-50
£
Dust Cover Renovation OCR- 2
£3-90
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
2-99
£
Elecuolube Record Cleaner Spray
£ 2-99
4mn) Spade Terminators ( Pack of 4) 40 4
.
£1.98
4men Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40,1
£1.98
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13 ,6
per metre
30
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8. Black or White
per metre
.
70
P&P on cable £1-00 per order Other items Post Free
0 ED catalogue sent on request

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at July 1981. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
amend

as

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

PICK UP ARMS
FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
(Silver) Tonearm
P0 A
AUDIO-TECHNICA
All 100
P0 A
All 010
P0 A
Signet XK50
P0 A
HAD COCK
GH220 special offer
P0 A
GH220 S' special offer
P0 A
GH230
£99-95*
GH228 Type ' E'
new'
GH228 Super
£6800•
1ml Silcone Fluid
£2-07
2ml StIcone Fluid £3•34
MAY WARE
Formula 4 Mk III
£59.80'
Thorens 160 Board
£5.75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£118-50'
SME Series IIIS
f84-70'
Damper for IIIS
£12-75
CA1 Arm for Series Ill. . £18-95
3009 R Arm
£130-40'
3012 R
£136-75'
FD 2R Damper
£15-50
3009 II Fixed Head
foeoe
3009 II Detachable
£70-95'
54 Headshell
£10-00
S2 Headshells
£7-50
S2R Headshell
£9-00
FD200 Fluid Damper
£21-75
Damping Fluid Refill
£3.55
Reducing Fluid
£2-14
A.D
LMF-1 Fixed Head. .
£64-35*
LMF-2 Detachable.
£69-95"
ALT- 1 Detachable . . . £33- 50 'Post• £ 100. Other Items 50p

73p PER FOOT
P & P £ 1.00 PER ORDER

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS

reserve the
right to
without notice. E&OE.

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

MONSTER CABLE
"DEMONSTERABLY BETTER"

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS

Q.E.D.

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

necessary

ACCESSORIES
Allsop 3 cassette cleaner £ 2-99
Mayware Protractor. . . . £ 3-45
Shure Stylus Scale . . . .
£5-99
MONITOR
AUDIO
SOUND
CABLES
Flat 3.6m pair . . £11-50*
7-5 m pair
£20•95*
10m pair .
23-75'
Round 10m pair . . . . 22-75'
"The Mat" by Audio- Ref. . 18-95'
G. A. Glass Soundisc . . .
14-95'
OSAWA ACCESSORIES
Speaker stands pair
19-95'
0M-10 Diskmat
feso•
Disk 22 Mat
£12-99'
Stylus Microscope
£2-95
Protractor
£2-95
Headshell-Mag alloy
Copper-litz wires
£5-95
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
Ag 99L Headshell Wires . . .£3.40
RC- 100 Cleaner
£7-95
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10-95
Record Sleeves ( 50)
£4-99
TDK Cassette Head
Demagnetiser
£7-99
Pixall II Roller
£5-75
Pixel' Refills
90
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refills
£3.50
Permostat Jumbso Refills
£6-95
Microsorber feet
£9-90
•Postage £ 1-00 Other items 50p
HEADPHONES P & P C1 00
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
£8-50
ATH03
£13-95
ATH05
£17.95
ATH07
£59-90
STAX
STAX SR 44 Complete £67-00
STAX SR 5'
£ 53-40
STAX SRX3 £102-35
STAX LAMBDA'
£120-15
STAX SIGMA'
£176-00
"Eneteser Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER
£35-60
SRD7 SB ENERGISER
cseoo
SRDX ENERGISER
£62-30
YAMAHA
YH100
£39-95
HP1
£29-50
HP3
£15-95
SENNHEISER
HD222
£29-95
HD400
£11-99
HD414X
£19-99
HD424X
£29-95
H0420
£23-55
HD430
£32-50
WHARFEDALE
Isodynamic 102
£24-90

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P & P 50p)
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
REPLACEMENT STYLI
AKG P8ES Cartridges Sp Offer £45-00
ADC ZLM
£57-14
RSZ
£26-53
ADC XLM Ill
£36-29
RSX
£18-35
ADC VLM Ill
£25.04
RSV
£15-08
Glana MFG- 11T
£15-00
N-111"
. .£9-40
Glana MFG- 31E .
£25-00
N- 31E
£15-00
Glana MFG- 31L
£30-00
N- 31L
£18.00
Glana MFG- 51E
£39-00
N- 51E
£23-50
Glanz MFG - 51L .
+
met*
N - 51 L
£30-40
Glanz MFG- 711E .
£72-00
N- 71E
£43-40
Glanz MFG- 71L
£86-00
N- 71L
£52-00
Goldring G900E
£16-50
0140E
£9-95
Goldring G900SE II
£33-00
0140SE .
£16.50
Goldring G900 ' IOC'
eleos
0140 IGC . £29-75
Goldring G920 ' IGC'
£29-95
0170 IGC
£16-50
Goldring G910 ' IGC .
£53-00
0160 IGC
£29-75
Grado FTE -, 1
£10-75
FTE/S . • £8.00
Grado FCE-1 .
£13-75
FCE o
£9.50
Grado F3E£19-25
F3E •
£13-50
Grado F2£29-50
F2 S
£22-50
Grado F1.
£41-25
F1 •
£28-50
J.V C Z2E.
£38-33
Z2E .
£19-90
J.V.C. X2 . .
£69-51
X2 ,X1 •
£37-50
Nagaoka MP1o•
£13-00
N•10MP £5-50
Nagaoka MP116
£15-00
N-11MP
£7-00
Nagaoka MP150 . £31-00
N-15MP
£22-00
Nagaoka MP200
£37.00
N-20MP
£25.00
Nagaoka MP3oe
£46-00
N-30MP
£35.00
Nagaoka MP506
£74-00
N-50MP . £52-00
• SPECIAL OFFER ON NAGAOKA MP CARTRIDGES!
Free Mag-Alloy Headshell while stocks last
Ortofon SME 30H
£79-95
L3OH . . . . . £31-00
Onofon Concorde 30
£48-00
CL30
£31.00
Ortofon Concorde 20
£36-00
CL20
£23-00
Ortofon Concorde 10
£25.00
CLIO
£'11-70
Ortofon Concorde Std
£19-75
Std Stylus
£11-70
Ortofon LM30/H
£44.00
CL30/L3OH
£31.00
Ortofon LM20/20H
£30-00
CL20/L2OH
£23-00
Ortofon LM15
£23.75
L15 .
£15-75
Ortofon LM10
£17.35
CLIO
£11-70
Ortofon M20FL Super
£31-90
D2OFL Super
£25.00
Ortofon M20E Super
£27-95
020E Super .
£21-00
Ortofon VMS10E .
£16-90
010E 11.
£11•25
Ortofon VMS5E11
£9-95
05E11
£6.50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in.
£12-95
D5E11 ...
£6•50
Ortofon VMS 20E 11 . . .
£24-95
020E Mk Iand 11. £17-95
Upgrade your VMS20 with a D30 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 II
£34-35
D30 II . . . .
£23.90
Ortofon FF15E II
£10-50
NF15E Mk I & II . .£8•66
Stanton 980 LZS
£98-00
D98S . . . £53-00
Stanton 881S
£59-95
081 ....
£33-60
Stanton 681 EEE
£32-00
D6800EEE
£18-80
Stanton 680EE
£19-95
0680
£13.99
Stanton 500EE
£12-70
D5100EE
£10.40
Stanton 500E
.£11-75
D5100E . .£6.80
Shure M44E
£9-60
N44E
£5-95
Shure M55E ... . £10•95
N55E . .
£6-95
Shure M75EJ-2 . £15-90
N75EJ-2
£7.65
Shure M75ED-2 . £18.20
N75ED-2
£12.70
Shure M95EJ
_ £16-75
N95EJ
£9-45
Shure M95ED
. £24-75
N95ED
£16-50
Shure M95HE
£25-40
N95HE
£17.10
Shure M97EJ
£25-75
N97EJ
f10-65
Shure M97HE
£37-95
N97HE . . £20•70
Shure M97HE-AH . £39-95
N97HE
£20-70
Shure V15 Ill
£54-00
VN35E .
£17-45
Shure V15 III HE
£61-99
VN35 HE
£18-55
Shure V15 IV
£74-00
VN45HE .
£25-60

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT32 Cartridge
P O.A.
AT3OE Cartridge
P0.A.
AT 650 7/former
P.0 A.
£39-95
Yamaha MC- 7
Yamaha MC- 1S
£69-95
Dynavector ' Ruby'
£82-50
Dynavector 20A Mk11
£69-95
Dynavector 10X Mkt'
£48-00
Mayware MC2V
£59-80
Mayware MC- 3L
£49-95
£49-45
Mayware MC- 2C
Mayware Exchanges
£34-50
£49-95
Satin MII7G Sp Off

DYNAVECTOR

Post 50p

Satin MII7S Sp. Off
£79-95
Ortofon MC- 10 Sp. Off £25-75
Ortofon MC- 20
£49-95
Ortofon MC- 2011
£85.00
MCA- 10 Pre- amp
£58-50
Mayware T24 T'former
£57-50
STM 72T'former
£19-95
Fidelity Research
FR1 Mk2
£69-95
FP.1 Mk3F
£89-95
MC201
£119-95
Entré- 1
£85-00
Lemek Mc preamp
P0 A

EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES

Trade-in or trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn), for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge, these exchange
prices
Postage & Packing 50p
Dynavector 10XMk11
£33.50
Dynavector 20A Mk11
£47-95
Dynavector Karat Ruby
£51-95
Dynavector 206 Mk11
£61-95

Ortofon 2
Shure TIR 110

TEST RECORDS >
ost 65P
£ 8.00
HFS 81
f4 25
Shure TIR 115

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES
AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
PDC111 Cleaning System
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm

£4-95
£5-00

P&P

50p
£9.90
£9-95

£15-95
£ 9-00
f5 00
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Listen
Ckarly
System of the Month.
Here's HiFi of superior quality and performance,
put together in asystem of superb value for money.
NAD 3020 Amplifier, Dual CS505 Turntable,
Mission 700 Loudspeakers and FREE
Nagaoka MPIOCartridge
Tocomplete the system: NAD6040
r208.50
Cassette Deck and NAD4020Tuner . .
• "Top End" private listening studio, for personal
service and an appointment phone Dave Fitton.
•One of the largest ranges of real Hi Fi in the
North West • All HiFi carries the usual 2years parts
and labour guarantee.

£277.50

O

Pt

o

Don't be misled . . .
We pioneered T.L.S. (Transmission Line Bass)
and A.L.S. (Active Line Bass)
speaker systems . . .
For Rossini or Rock . . tight, extended bass,
smooth overall response - superbly engineered
drive units and craftsman built enclosures
made in our own factories.
Considering an upgrade? - then demand to
hear them . . . . if not, beware - you will be
dissatisfied with your present speakers.
Please send me details of your speakers
and Ambisonic UM records.
NAME:
ADDRESS •
N
Westbourne Street

High Wycombe

Buckinghamshire
Tel High Wycombe 35576

I

U

II

lust alee of the quality names in stock. • Allison • Ariston
• Azak • A&R • Crimson • Diesis • Dynavector
• Electrocompaniet • Elite • Exposure • Glans • Grace
• Harbeth • Hadeock • Heybrook • Image • Ittok • IBE
• Lentee • Logic • LINNSARA • Monster • Mordaunt Short
• MISSION • MERIDIAN • Nagaoka • NAD • Quad
• Quantum• Rogers • Sansui • STD • Syrinx • Systemdek
• SME • Sup« • Theresa.

156-158 Blackburn Road, Bolton. Tel: Bolton 31423/22636
52 Drake Street, Rochdale. Tel: Rochdale 524652

N America 5226 State Street
Saginaw Michigan 48603
Tel ( 517) 790 2121

ELECTRONICS

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/3/4/5

WORLDWIDE EXPORT
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
AMPLIFIERS
Akai
RDA
Denon
PMA400 . . . . £99-00
PMA540
80W.2. .
£159.00
JVC
AS10
Inquire
AX1
for
AX2
Best
AX3
Prices
AX4
£158-00
Nakamichi
410
420
) Inquire for
Best Prices
Pioneer
SA420
Inquire
SA520
for
SA620
Best
SA720
Prices
A-7 '
A-8
Sansui
A40
£ 54-00
A60
£92-00
A80
£110-00
AU217 Mk 2
£104-00
AU317 Mk 2
£150.00
AU719
£238-00
AUD5
Inquire
AUD7
for best
AUD9
Prices
Sony
TAAX2
£81-00
TAAX3. . .
os•oo
TAAX4 ) Inquire for
TAAX5
Best Prices
Technics
SUV3 ) Inquire for
SUV6
Best Prices
Yamaha
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Akai
Denon
TU200
TU300
JVC
TX1L
TX2L
TX3L
TX6L
Pioneer
TX520L )
TX720L
F-7
F-9
Sony
STJ55 )
STJX2L
STJX4L
STJX5L
Technics
STS4 )
STS6

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
£80.00
£125-00
£89-00
£142-00
Inquire
for
Best
prices
Inquire
for.
Best
Prices
P.O.A.
Inquire for
Best Prices

RACK SYSTEMS
Pioneer
Inquire
X330
X550
for
Best
X770
X990
Prices
Sansui
System 1000 .
£279-95
System 5000 1 Inquire for
System 7000
Best
System 9000 J
Prices
Denon
System 50
System 70
Technics
Z-11
Z-22
System 80
£ 760

ORDER
BY
USE
ACCESS

RECEIVERSITUNER AMPS
Aiwa
JVC
RS33L
Pioneer
SX600
SX700
Sony
STRVX2L.
STRVX3L
STRVX4L
STRS5L
Technics
Yamaha

£146.00
) Inquire for
Best Prices
.

£110-00

Best
)
Prices
) Inquire for
Best Prices

TURNTABLES
Akai
P.O.A.
Aiwa
P.O.A.
APD50 . .
£132-00
Denon
DP33
£186-00
Inquire for
DP60
DP55
Best Prices
JVC
LA21
£ 56-00
LA31
£66-00
LF41
£87-00
QLA5R
£92.00
CÉLY5F
Inquire for
QLY3F
Best Prices
Micro Seiki
M B10 w/cart. . £55-00
MB14 w/cart. . £65-00
Pioneer
PL120X
PL320
Inquire
PL620
for
PL720
Best
PL2
Places
PL4
PL6
Sansui
FRD25
£66-95
FRD35
£79.00
FR D45
£131 - 00
FRD55
£161.00
Sony
PST22
£66-00
PST33
£ 76-00
PSX55
£113-00
Technics
SLB202
SLD202
Inquire
SLD303
510303
for
DL1
Best
QL1SL7
Places
SL10
SL15
Thorens
TD104 Mk II
TD105 Mk II
Inquire
TD160 BC/II
for
TD115 Mk II
Best
TD160 Super
Prices
TD126/11IJC
TD126/III/BC
Please Inquire Thorens
TD160 fitted with arm.
ARMS & CARTRIDGES
Audio Technics
AT1100
£85-00
AT1010
P.O.A.
Signet XK50 . . P.O.A.
AT605
£13.00
AT606
£15.00
AT620 sp cables £15-00
ATMS
£11-00
MG10
£ 5.00
MG9
£ 8-00
Arm- lift
£9-50
AT30 } Inquire for
AT32
Best Prices

PHONE
OR
POST
OR
BARCLAYCARD

Delivery charge £ 5.00 per item in U.K.
Credit facilities available

Denon
£59-95
DL103
Inquire
DL103D
DL103S
for
AU320
Best
DL303
Prices
HA500
£85-00
Ortofon
Complete range P.O.A.
SME
300911IS
Inquire
3009/111
3009 Mk 2
for
3009 non DT
Best
Prices
Shell S2
FD200
Mayware
Formula 4
Mark Ill
£57-50

SALE
TECHNICS
SLB2
£63-00
SLB3
£78.00
SLD2
£82-00
SLD3
£95-00
SLQ2
£11 8-00
SL17001I
£171.00
SUV2
£95.00
SUV4
£119-00
SUV6
£159.00
SUV8
£215.00
STS3
£110.00
STS7
£155.00
STZ1L
£ 53-00
SU8011
£60-00
SU8022 . .
£79-00
NAKAMICH I
680ZX
£499-00
482
£249-00
480
£210-00
DENON
DP3OL
£89.00
JVC
LA11
£49.95
SONY
TAF3A
£ 55-00
TAF40
£89-00
PSX55
£110-00
STR242L
£94-00
TAF55
£140.00
STJ55
£124-00
TCK61
£125-00
TC399
£199-00
AR
AR91
£350-00
PIONEER
SA410
£ 55-00
SA710
£126.00
PL100X
£ 56-00
PL400X
£110.00
ADC
1500FG
£55-00
1700DD . . . . . . .
£94-00
MONITOR AUDIO
MA16
£ 67-00
MA9
£ 89-00
MA6
£140-00
SANSUI
R50
£ 92-00
R30
£79.00
TEAC
A700
£131 - 00
YAMAHA
CA810
£89.00
MICRO SEMI
0050
£14-00
HAFLER
Pre Amp with )
Inquire for
MC input
Best Prices
QUANTUM
Pre Amp 102 with
Inquire
Power Supply
for
2 Power
Best
.Amps 205D
Prices

Mayware cart.
Moving coil £49.95
Shure
M75ED
£15-00
M75EJ
£14.00
M95ED
£ 20-00
M95EJ .
£17-00
V15MKIII HE. £49-00
V15MKIV . . . £ 68.00
M95HE
£22-00
M97EJ
£21-00
M97HE
£38-00
Platter Pad . P.O.A.
Glass Mat
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)
Audiomaster
Inquire
for Best Prices. Full
Range
A.R.
AR18
£79-90
£105-00
AR25
AR28S
Inquire
AR38S
AR91
for
Best
AR92
AR93
Prices
AR94
AR915
JBL
}
55VX
Inquire
Prices
for
Best
77XV
99VX
L50
£330
L110
£390
JR
Metro
Inquire for
Magna
Best Prices
KLH
331
£87-00
317
£134-00
Mini Monitor
MA84
£199-00
MA2
£254-00
MA18
£138.00
MA83 ) Inquire for
Best Prices

)

Tannoy
Cambridge
Inquire for
Oxford
f Best Prices
Ascot
£245-00
Chester . . . . £245-00
Dorset Sp.Off. £245-00
Mayfair . . . . £327-00
Barkley Mk II. . . P.O.A.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£60-00
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
Laser 200
Inquire
for
Laser 400
Best
E20
Prices
E30
E50
E70
E90
£ 499.00
TSR Range InqUIre
for Best Prices
Yamaha
615
P.O.A.
655
P.O.A.
NO44 ) Inquire for
NS1000M
Best Prices
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CSMO2
CS11 .
GXM35 . .
Aiwa
ADM 800. .
ADR 500 . .
ADL 450 . .
AD3100
AD3200
AD3500
AD3600

£ 82-00
£99-00
£140-00
£ 224-00
£179.00
£135-00
Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Specialists in Export
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

JVC
KDA11
Inquire
KDA22
for Best
KDA33
Prices
Nakamichi
480 ZX . . . . £210.00
one month only
481 ZX .
482 ZX
580 ZX
Inquire
581 ZX
for
582 ZX
Best
660 ZX
Prices
670 ZX
680 ZX
Special offerl Inquire for
this month
Best
1000 2.L3 J
Prices
Pioneer
CT320
CT520
CT720
Inquire
CT4
for
CT5
Best
CT8R
Prices
CT9R
/
Sansui
D90
£ 72-00
D100. . . . . .
£92-00
SC1300/1330 £105.00
SC330/3330 . £156.00
Sony
TCFX2 ) Inquire for
TCFX3

Best Prices
£89.00
TCFX5C 1
Inquire
TCF7X6C I
for
TCFX7
f
Best
TCD5M
Prices
TCK81
£256.00
Technics
RSM205
Inquire
RSM215 I
for
RSM225
Best
RSM230 J
Prices
RSM250 . . . £145.00
RSM260 . . . £160-00
RSM2700XK Inquire for
RSM280
Best Prices
REEL TO REEL DECK

Akai
GX4000D . .
£196-00
GX4000DB
£229-00
Sony
TC399
£240-00
Technics
P 0.A.
Teso
P.O.A.
X3 )
Inquire for
X7
Best prices
X10
£ 99.00

ÁMNCLilARD

VIDEO

Akai
9700EK
£489-00
9800EK
£510-00
Panasonic
NV7000
P.O.A.
NV3000 Portable Inquire
WV3000 camera for Best
WV3200 camera
Prices
Sony
SLC7
P.O.A.
SLC5
P.O.A
HVC3000 camera
£548.00
Sony TV
KV1400
£249-99
KV1612
Inquire for
KV2204
Best Prices
JVC
HR2200
portable
P0 A
AR3320EK
£472-00
R7 ti
P•A
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The System
that beats the system.
Arguments over which system is
best (or worst) for which type of
distortion have been raging
for years.
But now, Sansui have
IN
perfected asystem that
ends disputes once and for all.
Because their revolutionary
new Super Feedforward System
is designed to eliminate all kinds of distortion.
At all frequencies.
What Super FF does
Distortions such as harmonic,
intermodulation, cross over, switching, TIM
and envelope have been virtually eliminated.
And even the, as yet, unknown and
unquantifiable types of distortion are guarded
against. (TIM was once considered one of these.)
How Super FF works
The diagram shows how adistortion,
generated in A2, is returned to the input in
reverse phase, where it is added to Al. The
reverse phase signal is then amplified by Al

Sairsui_

and sent to A2. Thus distortion
is reduced at the output of A2.
This is the working principle
of NFB.
In the Super Feedforward
OUT
system, areverse-phase
signal at the output of Al is
also sent to error correction
amp A3, where it is amplified
and then sent on to the output
(rather than the input) of A2.
In this way the feedforward circuit removes
what little distortion NFB fails to eliminate.
The Super FF Unit
For some time Sansui have been considered
the pacesetters in advanced audio technology.
The development of the Super Feedforward
system confirms this.
But the new AU-D9 Super FF amp is not only
aremarkable improvement that makes your
music sound better — it is also remarkable value
for money.
Write for details and we'll tell you about our
matching tuners as well.

The end ofdistortion disputes
Sansui Information Centre P.O. Box 26C Esher Surrey IC110 9QZ.

Laskys give you
the story bf und
the news
If you want the story behind today's great
range of exciting new hi-fi, come to Laskys.
Before any new product finds its way
onto Laskys shelves it is thoroughly
evaluated by our technical staff for
performance and reliability. Sales staff
are briefed to answer your questions.
Il
Service engineers learn the special
characteristics of the new equipment.
1
All in order to provide the
.
1 l!
complete Laskys service, however
new the product might be. All at prices
you'll find it hard to better.
And to help you buy all this
exciting new technology, Laskys offer a
choice of credit terms. You can get up
to £1,000 Instant Credit through Tricity
Finance — or pay by Stereoclub*,
Laskys' own budget account scheme.
Please ask for details.
Why not call into your local
Laskys, see all the new products and
get the full story.
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1JVC DD5 cassette deck
A superb 2motor full logic
direct-drive deck with metal
tape compatability. Wow and
flutter only 0.065 WRMS and
metal frequency response of
30Hz-16kHz ± 3db. Super
ANRS and Dolby B noise
reduction. Auto rewind. Tuner
standby facility and many
other features.
Laskys Price £169.90

'
Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845 Birmingham*021-632 6303 • Bristol 0272 20421 Chester*0244 317667 Edinburgh 031-556 2914 • Glasgow 041-226 3349 • Kingston 01-546 1271
Liverpool 051-236 2828 • Luton 0582 38302 Manchestee061-832 6087 • Nottingham 0602 415150 Preston 0772 59264 Sheffield0742 750971 • Slough 0753 24401.

1M,,ICRC)DIG_Lre Microcomputers at these* branches. Ring 01-200 0200 for details.

Laskys, the retail division of the Ladbroke

croup.

2TECHNICS B202 turntable
Excellent performance and
value. Semi-automatic 'front
control' FG servo belt-drive
turntable. Electronic speed
change. Pitch control.
Illuminated stroboscope for
accurate speed adjustment.
Including cartridge.
Laskys Price £69.90
3TECHNICS SLD1 turntable
The remarkable direct-drive '
SLD1 brings microcomputer
automation to turntable
operation. Record size, speed,
tonearm lead-in, lead out and
return, muted cueing all
controlled automatically.
2speed 'search' function.
Linear tracking. Superb looking
and including cartridge.
Laskys Price £169.90
4JVC A1OX amplifier
Aslim, compact integrated
stereo amplifier delivering 28
watts per channel RMS with
THD no more than 0.1%.
Variable loudness control.
A/B speaker system
connection. Tape monitor.
Excellent value.
Laskys Price £59.90
5SANSUI RG7 graphic
equalizer
The three-in-one RG7 is
remarkable for its flexibility.
It provides a10-band graphic
equalizer with Semiconductor
Inductors. A BBD electronic
reverb unit for echo/duet
effects. And amixing and
record facility, with independent
level to adjust input. Super
versatility and super value.
Laskys Price £99.90
6SANSUI R99Z receiver
The R99Z is outstanding.
30 watts per channel RMS
with only 0.05% THD. QuartzPLL digital synthesizer for
accurate touch tuning and 12
station pre-sets. FM auto
search. Peak power level
display. LED preset station
indicators.
Laskys Price £139.90
7PIONEER F7 tuner
More exceptional quality from
Pioneer in this AM/FM QuartzPLL synthesized tuner. Digital
synthesized tuning. Auto
search and manual 6FM/6AM
presets. Digital frequency
readout and record level
check are just some of the
advanced features. Like the
A7 it comes in achampagne
gold finish.
Laskys Price £189.90

8PIONEER A7 amplifier
Another example of Pioneer's
electronic engineering at its
best. Tremendous 70 watts
RMS per channel output.
LED peek level meters.
Variable Turnover Tone
controls. Subsonic protection
and record selector indicators.
Pictographic display for instant
easy-to-see functions. All in a
beautiful champagne gold
finish.
Laskys Price £269.90

The leaders in Hi-Fi.
...re. pos.. ma mammon

And Nationwide: London:6 branches — ring Teledaia01-200 0200 for nearest • Cardiff 0222 374893 Chatham 0634 407104 • Colchester 0206 62636 Croydon
01'681 3027
Dartford 0322 73481 • Leicester 0533 537678 Maidstone 0622 678165 • Manchester 061-834 4381 • Northampton 0604 35753 • Oxford 0865
722870 - Reading 0734 595459 • Richmond 01-948 1441 • Romford 0708 20218 Southend 0702 612241 • Watford 0923 47488 - Wolverhampton 0902 23384.
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YOU KNOW 11
WE DID AROU
AND 45. LOOK
WE'VE DONE
We hardly need tell you that the
name Garrard has always been found
on the finest turntables.
Well that's no longer the case.
That is, our name no
longer represents turntables alone,
but complete HiFi systems.
To begin with there are five new
Garrard amplifiers.

Model 86 Amplifier.

First the 20 + 20 watt Model 86,
providing an astonishing level of
performance at avery competitive

9L Tuner, CD4-000 Cassette Deck, 366 Amplifier and D35 Turntable.

The 30+30 watt Model 126 is a
stereo integrated amplifier with dual
power indicators and ahi-cut filter.
Then the 42+42 watt Model
166. You've heard of aclass A amp,
well this is asuper A amp— the
closest approach to pure sound yet
devised.
Next the 60+60 watt Model
246. Everything the 166 has plus a
recording selector which allows for
the total independence of recording
and playback functions. It permits
for example playing of aprogramme
being reproduced by aturntable
whilst the signal from an FM tuner is
recorded, without any chance of
interference.
At the top of the range, our
Model 246 and 366 amps bring you
alevel of technology unattainable

HAT
WHAT
IN 81.
only ayear ago. Super A of course.
Complete wireless assembly. Ultra
precise flourescent power meters
developed by Garrard, with a
—20dB selector which increases their
sensitivity one-hundredfold.
The Model 246 gives you
60+60 watts and the 366 packs a
powerful 85 + 85 watts together with
amicrophone pre-amplifier and
phono mixer.
To go with our amps we've
developed two tuners: the 7L and
9LC.

7LTuner.

Both are slimline. With stereo/
mono and AFC switching. They also
have an FM mute switch which cuts
out all background noise and easy to
read tuning scales.
The 9L Model has ahigh blend
switch and asignal strength LED
indicator in addition to the tuning
LED indicator.

GL 3100 Speaker with GL 235, GL 245, GL 350 and GL 360 Speakers.

The CD 2800 Model has VU meters
whilst the CD 4000 has peak RMS
flourescent meters.
You've probably already noticed
those handsome speakers above.
Five completely new systems
designed by Garrard and containing
some of the most up-to-date features
available. For example the GL 3000
series have computer tuned ducts.
Overload protection circuitry, power
level displays and power handling of
150 watts RMS.

Now for those cassette decks —
metal stereo to compliment the range
naturally, with switchable Dolby.

garrard

To:7;arra7d LimTted,
Marketing Department, Cheney
Manor Industrial Estate, Swindon
SN1 2QQ.
Please send me acopy of the
new Garrard Hi Fi brochure.
B20 Turntable.

CD2800 Cassette Deck.

resonance down to nil. Ultra low mass
arms enable the finest cartridges to
track flawlessly, and aparticularly
ingenious innovation: the cartridge
mounting is adjustable up or down.
As you'll appreciate, there's
much more we've got to say about our
new range, and we've said it in afact
filled brochure.
•Complete the coupon and acopy
is yours.

And that's almost all, apart, that
is, from our six new turntables. 75
years experience has gone into these,
and it shows.
Stone resin cabinets cut

Name
Address

1

THE FAMILY

LIi;

!

There are now six models in the range of SME
precision pick-up arms covering all cartridge and
deck requirements.
They are supported by accessories to facilitate
mounting and optimisation for cartridge compliance
and mass.
If you are planning to up-grade your system with a
new arm and cartridge let us know the broad details.
You will receive good practical advice and, should
you become an SME owner, enjoy aproduct of
worth supported by first class after-sales service.
Why not write to us?

Write to Dept 0365, SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY, England
24

1
2511Steyning

( 0903) 814321

Telex 877808 SME G

Tilt.
Nothing to do with pinball wizardry,
has agreat deal to do with programme
balance.
The recording or broadcast engineer
attempts to capture the ambience of the
studio or concert hall but what the
listener perceives is the aggregate of
this and the reverberation
characteristics of his listening room.
If all listening rooms were equal the
engineer could make due allowance,
but since some listening rooms are
more equal than others, the engineer
has to assume some arbitrary norm, and
the chances are that further correction
and compensation will give improved
results. Thus areverberant recording
reproduced in a 'live' listening room
will sound overbright and adry

recording reproduced in an
overdamped or 'dead' room will sound
dull and bass heavy.
The tilt control on the Quad 44
cannot alter the reverberation
characteristics of your room but by
gently sloping the frequency response
of your system about acentre point,
chosen to maintain aconstant overall
subjective level, it can produce amore
natural programme balance, without
introducing unwanted colouration.
If you are in any doubt that the
listening room characteristics have a
fundamental effect upon the final
results try listening to the same record
played on the same equipment in two
different rooms.
To learn all about the Quad 44 write
or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acoustical Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound

QUI:1D Is aregstered trade mark

B ieo MICROCOMPUTER

CONTROLLED

SYNTHESIZER

"Every Revox component is designed and
built according to the most modem
engineering ideas and technology. This
results in equipment of the highest quality
that will retain its original performance
excellence throughout avery long useful
life". Willi Studer Dr H.C. sc. tech.
The Revox B780 Receiver is afully
digital FM Synthesized Tuner Amplifier.
Its microprocessor control ensures absolute
accuracy throughout the entire FM band in
25kHz increments. Station selection may be
made either manually or from the 18-station
electronic memory.
The B780's amplifier is rated at
70w/ chcumel min. RMS into 8Ohms from
20Hz - 20kHz with no more than 0.03% total
harmonic distortion and virtually no TIM.
With such refinements as
continuously adjustable mono and stereo
muting thresholds and ahigh blend switch
that does not affect the frequency response,
the B780 is areceiver for those who truly
appreciate the value of Revox precision.

R FMOX
Precision built,beautifully made.

Use this coupon to obtain your tree
copy of the latest Studer Revox
colour brochure together with the
name of your nearest Appointed
Stockist.
Name
Address

1

Town

1

Post Code
Post to Revox at the address below

FWO Bauch Limited,
49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ

VACUUM STABILISATIONTHE FACTS:

Luxman PD300 Sub Chassis

1. What is it?
A new method devised by Lux of creating avacuum
between disc and
AIR SUCKING RESPINSE
turntable surface,
which has the effect of
firmly bonding the two
together so that in
effect the disc becomes
part of the turntable.
13.0•MY

6. Where can Ihear these turntables?
Nowhere! Both turntables are practically noiseless in
respect of both rumble and the addition of unwelcome
signal modulations, but we will send you alist of the Lux
dealers who will be pleased to demonstrate the unique Lux
Vacuum Disc Stabiliser.

1••••.1.161.11.11

2. What does it do?
It eliminates colouration caused by vibration and
resonance giving ameasurably cleaner signal than any
which can be obtained from ordinary turntables.

3. Can this effect be demonstrated?
Yes, simply place arecord on any turntable then
rest the arm and cartridge on the record without
rotating the turntable. Turn up the relevant
amplifier volume control to around half way and
give the record asharp tap — you will hear
afairly loud boom through the speakers. Try
the same demonstration on the PD300 or
PD555 and you will note the boom has been
almost entirely eliminated. However
with the vaccum released the same boom
can be heard on both units.

Luxman PD555

4. Will the vacuum pump make a
noise during playing?
No — The vacuum is created prior to the
commencement of playing by an automatic
electronic pump in the PD555, and by the flick
of abellows switch in the PD300, and the
vacuum can be released when the record has finished.

Luxman PD300

111 LUXIVIAN

5. Vacuum Stabiliser apart — are these
just ordinary turntables?
Like most units from Lux, the turntables are
far from ordinary — as you can see from the above
illustration of the sub chassis. We'll send you a
leaflet on request showing just how extraordinary they
are and giving full specifications — space precludes
further details here.

To: Howland-West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
TeL 01-809 0293.
Please send full details and list of Lux dealers.
Name
Address

HFN/2

At these ric s, no
wonder every HiFi store
would like to sell it
It's easy to find the Nikko range of top-quality
HiFi — just walk into your local Laskys. When you do,
you'll find something else: the Nikko philosophy of
highly accurate sound and reliability allied to Laskys'

NT790 tuner Excellent value budget model AM/FM
tuner Attractive slimline design with J-FET equipped
front end for improved sensitivity, LED tuning and
signal indicators and Hi- Blend switch.

Laskys price £54.90
NA390 Il amplifier Simple to operate, modern
shmline design and 20 watts RMS per channel with
THD at just 0.05%. Good sound quality that belies
the low price, due to the use of low noise elements
throughout.

Laskys Price £49.90
ND390 II cassette deck Compact, budget priced
deck with metal tape compatibility. The specification
includes separate bias and eq switches, ganged
record level control, large VU meters, cue/review
and output level control. Outstanding value for
money.

Laskys Price £69.90

keen prices means exceptional value for money.
And all Nikko products carry the free Laskys
2year parts and iabour guarantee. Isn't it agood job
nobody else sells it!

NT990 tuner The NT990 is ablend of advanced
electronics and features designed for ease of use.
Quartz- lock tuning, presets for 6FM and 6AM
stations, push button tuning, FM Auto setting and
Hi-Blend switch to cancel hiss.

GAMMA 40 tuner Exclusive servo lock tuning
system with digital frequency readout and ahost of
other essential features including narrow/wide
IF band selector, rec. calibration signal and Hi-BWid
switching.

Laskys Price £99.90

Laskys Price £129.90

NA990 amplifier Versatile, highly specified DC
irtegrated amplifier. Illuminated function switches,
tone defeat, subsonic filter, loudness control, tape
dub facility and rec. out selector head the list of
features. Power output 60 watts RMS per cheinel;
built-in MC head amp.

BETA 40 preamplifier Offers large dynamic
headroom, low distortion and high S/N ratio. The
impressive specification includes built-in MC head
amp, switchable cartridge input impedance,
headphone.ampfifier for prearnp monitoring and
tape dub facifity.

Laskys Price £99.90

Laskys Price £139.90

ND990 cassette deck The top-of-the line Nikko
deck. A host of essential features including two
motor IC full- logic tape transport control, 4-position
tape selector with fine bias adjustment, memory,
output level control, rec. mute and 2-tone LED power
meters.

ALPHA 440 power amplifier Big power coupled
with ultra-clean, low-distortion sound at full- rated
output is the hallmark of this DC, high speed nonswitching power amp. 220 watts RMS per channel
with no more than 0.008% THD. Dual LED vertical
peak power display.

Laskys Price £129.90

Laskys Price £289.90

1%1 loCKC:3
PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT
TIME OF GOING TO PRESS ALL OFFERS SUBJECT
TO AVAILABILITY

/mime

Distributed exclusively by: Rivel*./

The leaders in HiFi.

Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845 • Birmingham 021-632 6363 • Bristol 0272 20421 • Chester 0244 317667. Edinburgh 031-556 291e- - Glasgow 041-226 3:349 • Kingston 01-546 1271
i.ijv,
Liverpool 051-236 2828 • Luton 0582 38302 . Manchester 061-832 6087 • Nottingham 0602 415150 • Prestan 0772 59264 • Sheffield 0742 750971 • Slough 0753 24401.
.
And Nationwide: London: 6branches— ring Teledata 01-200 0200 for nearest • Cardiff 0222 374893 - Chatham 0634 407104 • Colchester 0206 62636. Croydon 01-681 3027 - Dartford 0322 73481
Lacester 0533 537678 • Maidstone 0622 678165 • Manchester 061-834 4381 • Northampton 0604 35753 • Oxford 0865 722870 • Reading 0734 595459 - Richmond 01-948 1441 • Romford
0708 20218 • Southend 0702 612241 • Watford 0923 47488 • Wolverhampton 0602 23384.
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to tuner amps.
Or 371,293 tonal combinations at your fingertips.
Two or three tone controls just can't do it.
They simply are not flexible enough to ensure
that all frequencies from the lows to the highs
are given equal emphasis in reproduction.
To achieve a "flat" response in your listening
room you need something more - you need
aJVC SEA Graphic Equalizer. And that's
exactly what JVC have built in to their R-S77
Super A FM/AM Stereo receiver.
With the JVC SEA Stereo Graphic
Equalizer you have five "tone-zone" controls.
Each control offers arange of adjustment up
to ±12dB in 2dB increments. The five centre
frequencies are 40 Hz, 250 Hz, Ild-lz, 51d-lz
and 15kHz. That all adds up to 371,293
tonal combinations. You can give more
"umph" to bass stubborn speakers, fix
high-shy phono cartridges or even "remix"
amusical source to your own tastes.

The Superior Sound of
Super A.

four paired variable-capacitance diodes.
The PLL MPX FM demodulator assures hi-fi
stereo sound.
If your dream of an amplifier is one that
provides accurate signal transmission under
actual performance, then you'll find that your
dreams have come true with the R-S77.

The Sound of the '80's.
Even if you are not ready for R-S77, JVC has
an amplifier for you in their range.
The R-S33L gives you 42 watts per
channel, minimum RMS (both channel driven,
8ohms) at Ild-lz, with no more
than 0.003% THD.
—

R-S551.
R-S331.
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It's aSuper A amp with SEA Graphic
Equalizer, 2-channel LED Peak Power
Indicator and the unique JVC Triple
t
Power Protection system.
The R-S55L has the same low distortion,
digital synthesizer for precision tuning, seven
R-S 77
pre-set stations, digital tuned-frequency display,
The 65 watts per channel R-S77 is aSuper A Auto Scan tuning and Triple Power Protection.
The priced-right R-SIlL has LED Peak
amplifier - so it's cleaner, cooler and quicker.
Power Indicators, LED Signal Strength
Super A has all the advantages of Class A
and Centre-Tune indicators, PLL Multiplex
amps in banishing switching and crossover
Stereo Demodulator for FM and less than
distortion but without the high heat loss
0.004% THD.
Class A amps typically suffer. Efficiency is in
No ad can tell you all you'll want to know
the order of Class B. Measured at lkHz
about the JVC range of tuner-amps so send
distortion is 0.001% or less at the full rated
power. The slew rate is so high that the R-S77 in this coupon today for all the gen. The more
you hear from us, the better you'll hear!
suffers no Transient Intermodulation
distortion what-so-ever. "Oddball" harmonic
distortions are totally out.

Drift FreeTuning.
FM/AM(MW) tuning on the R-S77 is
electronically controlled through aQuartz
PLL (Phase-Locked Loop) circuit to pin
point the station and lock it against dnft from
temperature change or shock. You can tune
manually or use the Autoscan to find and lock
into astation. You can commit 6FM and
6AM(MW) stations to the tuner's memory.

To: JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples
Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF.
Please send me details about your tuner amps.
Name
Address

JVC

The sensitive, selective FM tuner.
The R-S77 allows pinpoint tuning, of even
the faintest stations with its junction FET RF
amp, dualgate MOS FET mixer, and

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

RR6

JVC yhe ' rode mock of the Voto, Company of Japon

"Ordinary
wil' l never
the same
Listen to adbx Encoded Disc and you'll very
quickly come to share Trevor Attewell's unsolicited
view.
After the stylus enters the groove nothing
can be heard to betray you're listening to arecord.
Surface noise and those annoying ticks and
pops, so distracting during quiet passages, have
totally disappeared. The music plays against abackground of virtual silence.
And what music! With all the impact, depth
and drama of alive performance.
That's because dbx Encoded Discs are the
world's first full dynamic range recordings.
What is dynamic range?
It's the difference in loudness between the
quietest and loudest passages of amusical
selection. Unfortunately, the limitations of

conventional recording processes do not allow
anywhere near the full range to be placed upon disc.
Not even digitally mastered, half speed remastered
and direct cut discs can overcome this problem.
The dbx solution
During the cutting process the music signal
is specially encoded so that it can be placed on the
record without loss of dynamic range.
For playback, which is possible on all but a
few hi-fi systems, asmall inexpensive dbx Decoder
Unit is required. This only costs the price of afew
albums and simply hooks up to your amplifier or
receiver through the tape monitor circuit. An easy,
two minute job.
There's nothing more to do but sit back and
enjoy the biggest advance in disc technology since
stereo!

dbx demonstrating dealers
LONDON
ACV, 27 Leigham Court Road, SW16. Tel: 01-769 3763.
Analog Audio, 849 High Road, N12. Tel: 01-445 3267.
Atkins Radio, 210 Brixton Hill, SW2.
Tel: 01-674 2033.
Chelsea HiFi, 305 Kings Road, SW3. Tel: 01-351 0200.
Nandos, 328 Edgware Road, W2. Tel: 01-723 6809.
Martins HiFi Centre, 125 Stoke Newington High
Street, N16. Tel: 01-254 5053.
Redfern Limited, 798 Holloway Road, N19.
Tel: 01-272 2183.
R.E.W., Tottenham Court Road, WI. Tel: 01-637 2624.

R.E.W., 146 Charing Cross Road, WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3064.
Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road, Wl.
Tel: 01-636 8177.*
AYLESBURY Chiltern HiFi, 146 High St. Tel: 31020.
BARKINGSIDE Audiotime, 100 High Street.
Tel: 01-550 2856.
BEDFORD Bedford Audio, 79 Bedford Road. Tel 854133.
BECKENHAM HiFi Connections, 51 Beckenham Road,
Tel: 01-658 3450.
BARROW Barrow HiFi, 122 Dalton Road. Tel: 20473.
BRISTOL Radford HiFi, 52/54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 422709.

BROMLEY Sound Systems, 218 High St.
Tel: 01-4604000.*
BROMLEY Halcyon Electronics, 38 Widmore Road.
Tel: 01-464 2260.
BURY ST. EDMUNDS Anglia Audio, TheStreet,
Hessett. Tel 70212.
BRADFORD Ram Computer Services, 15-17 North
Parade. TeL 381166.
CANTERBURY Canterbury HiFi, 1-2 The Friars.
Tel: 65315.
CARDIFF Houlden HiFi, 27 Morgan Arcade.
Tel: 44011.
CARLISLE Dunglinsons, Victoria Viaduct.
Tel 24918.
CHELMSFORD Rush HiFi, 5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 57593.
CRANHAM Cranham HiFi, Front Lane. Tel: 29937.
DERBY Bucklands, London Road. Tel: 48425.
EASTBOURNE Jeffries HiFi, 4Albert Parade, Green
Street. Tel: 31336.

records
S01111.

TREVOR ATTEWELL
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The fast growing world of dbx
The dbx Encoded Disc Collection already has over 130 titles
available. Just about every listening taste is catered for and many
more releases are in the pipeline.
In every case their superiority over the same titles in ordinary
records is astonishing.
But don't take our word for it, hear them for yourself.
At any of the dbx specialist dealers listed below.

Latest dbx releases
Blood, Sweat & Tears
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS
Neil Diamond HIS 12 GREATEST HITS
The Who WHO ARE YOU?
The Carpenters CLOSE TO YOU
Peggy Lee CLOSE ENOUGH FOR LOVE
Oscar Peterson ACTION
George Shearing & Brian Tort
ON ACLEAR DAY
National Philharmonic Orchestra
THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
Richard Muller-Lampertz, Hamburg Concert
Orchestra and Chorus
MIKLOS ROZSA: SUITE FROM THE
EPIC FILMS
Emanuel Borok, Rolf Smedvig, Cambridge
Chamber Orchestra
VIVALDI: THE FOUR SEASONS
Lee Hoiby, Jorge Mester, Harkness Symphony
Orchestra and Lawrence Foster, London
Symphony Orchestra
RACHMANINOFF: SUITES Nos. 1AND 2
FOR TWO PIANOS
Zoltan RoZsnyai, Philharmonic Hungarica
ROMEO & JULIET AND SELECTION
FROM THE NUTCRACKER SUITE
Walter Susskind, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
HOLST: THE PLANETS
Leonard Slatkin, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
MUSSORGSKY: PICTURES AT AN
EXHIBITION; NIGHT ON BALD
MOUNTAIN
The Empire Brass Quartet
BAROQUE BRASS- selections by
popular composers
John Georgiadis, The Johann Strauss Orchestra
ASTRAUSS FAMILY GALA
Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops Orchestra &
May Festival Chorus
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE- ELEVEN
MARCHES BY POPULAR COMPOSERS
Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
APORTRAIT OF GEORGE GERSHWIN ON
BROADWAY AND IN HOLLYWOOD

dbx Incorporated, Powke Lane, Warley,
West Midlands, B64 5QH.
Telephone (0384) 65191.

ENFIELD A.T. Laboratories, 191 Chase Side.
Tel: 01-363 7981.
EXETER Homesound, 145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 72814.
GUILDFORD Merrow Sound, 22 Tunsgate. Tel: 33224.*
HIGH WYCOMBE Hughes HiFi, 7High St. Tel: 30138.
HORSHAM Merrow Sound, 28 Queen Street. Tel: 69329.*
HUDDERSFIELD Huddersfield HiFi, 2-4 Cross Church
Street. Tel: 44668.
LFORD A.T. Labs., 442 Cranbrook Road.
Tel: 01-518 0915.
KENDAL Kendal HiFi, 185 Highgate. Tel: 25728.
LEICESTER Mays HiFi, 27 Churchgate. Tel 58662.
LICHFIELD R.T.T.S., 21 Tamworth Street. Tel: 22877.
LINCOLN Critics Choice, 64A High St. Tel: 38718.
MAIDENHEAD D. Coles & Son, 9-11 St. Marks
Crescent. Tel: 26755.
MANCHESTER Cleartone, 166 Blackburn Road, Bolton.
Tel: 22636.

NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME Clement Wain, 42 Merrial
Street. Tel: 613119.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE J.G. Windows, 1-7 Central
Arcade. Tel: 21356.
NEWPORT HiFi Westem, 48-52 Cambrian Road.
Tel: 62790.
NORTHAMPTON Richard Reeves, 174 Kettering Road.
Tel 33578.
NORWICH Martins Electronics Centre, 85/87 Ber
Street. Tel: 27010.
NOTTINGHAM Superfi, 15 Market St. Tel: 412137.
PAIGNTON Upton Electronics, 31 Torquay Road.
Tel: 551329.*
PETERBOROUGH HiFi Consultants, 27 Long Causeway.
Tel: 51007.
ROCHDALE Clea done, Drake Street. Tel: 524652.
ST. LEONARDS B&K HiFi, 3Marine Court.
Tel: 439150.

STOCKPORT Bespoke Audio, 372 Buxton Road.
Tel: 061-456 8515.
SOUTHPORT Southport HiFi, 6Princes St. Tel: 36901.
STOKE-ON-TRENT H.K. Bowen, 31 Pall Mall, Hanley.
Tel: 25194.
SWINDON T.V. & HiFi Centre, 91-92 Commercial
Road. Tel: 28383.
WIGAN Wigan HiFi, 12 Woodcock Street. Tel: 37977.
WINDSOR Radford HiFi, 43 King Edward Court.
Tel: 56931.
WOKING Merrow Sound, 45 Commercial Way. Tel: 66600.
WOLVERHAMPTON Midland HiFi, Wulfruna Street.
Tel: 771774.
JERSEY Sound Engineering, 69 King St., St. Helier.
Tel: 21735.
*dbx records only.

THINK TWICE.
Thinking about atape deck? Then think
twice... because the biggest single problem
with any conventional cassette deck is the
cassette head.
Every cassette tape head has atiny
but crucial gap. It's dimensions are critical
for optimum sound
quality.
Ideally this gap
should be less than
1micron for playback
and no more than
3microns for record.
So aconventional
tape head used for
both record and playback with an average
3LEVEL LAMINATION CORE
1.5 micron gap is
PREVENTS HEAD SATURATION.
nothing short of compromise, giving you
sound quality that is halfway between the
two ideals.

stereo cassette deck

Optonica tackled the problem head on
and developed the revolutionary RT 7070
stereo cassette deck with two separate tape
compartments and two separate tape heads.
One with exactly the right gap for playback
(0.8 microns), the other with the right gap
for record (3microns).
The result is one of the closest things
you'll hear to optimum stereo cassette
sound.
After all it's been known for along
time that two heads have always been better
than one.

RT- 7070

BIM

The Optonica RT 7070 Double Stereo Cassette deck accepts all tapes including metal for
recording and playback • twin FG servo DC motors • narrow gap-sendust playback head • wide gap
sendust recording and monitoring head • double-gap ferrite erasing head • VVow and flutter
±0.15% ( DIN 45 500)0.045% (WRMS)- Signal to Noise ratio (Cro 2tape) Dolby off; 57 dB,
Dolby on, 67 dB (at over 5kHz)• Dimensions 430mm (W)x 114mm ( H) x321mm (D).
Optonica reserves the right to make design and specification changes for product improvement.
The performance specification figures indicated are nominal values of production sets. There
may be some deviations from these value.; in individual units.
NOTE: Recording and playback of any material may require consent. Please refer particularly to
the provisions of the Copyright Act 1956, the Dramatic and Musical Performers Protection Act
1958, the Performers Protection Acts 1963 and 1972 and to any subsequent statutory
enactments and orders.
1micron = 1millionth of ametre.

For details of your nearest Optonica dealer
phone Optonica Division 061-205 2333.

OPTONICA

SHARP ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD., SHARP HOUSE, THORP ROAD,
NEWTON HEATH, MANCHESTER M10 9BE.
*Dolby and the Double- Dsymbol are trade marks of Dolby Laboratories.
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Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SA E) should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve
the, right to print such letters later in our Readers'
Problems feature.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street.
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1981 are each
covered by two binders ( January—June and
July—December). Price: £ 3.00 for one ( post paid) or
£5 50 for a pair. For earlier years, please ask for a
quotation.
CIRCULATION
HFNIRR is Britain's oldest hi-fi journal, also the only
one devoted equally to audio and music. Average net
circulation: 43,980 copies per issue at the last count
(January— December 1980), each copy typically seen
by four persons.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
microfiche copies of HFNIRR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to 300 N.Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,
London W1N 7RA.

economies imposed from the political
Right in the name of monetary restraint,
but more recently from the Left as a redistribution of funds in the name of
democracy. The latter concerns the Greater
London Council, whose intention is to
divert some of its financial aid from operas
and concerts to community based activities. Ideally, home- brewed events in the
local school- hall may well deserve greater
support, for surely nothing but good can
come from increased grass- roots participation in the arts. However, in the real
world of limited funds ( aworld, incidentally, in which our capital city is probably
still the most important single musical
centre) we cannot agree that municipal
entertainments should have precedence
over Verdi and Britten in the opera- house,
Beethoven and Shostakovich in the
concert- hall, or Shakespeare and Brecht in
the theatre.
Every parent has applauded at school
concerts, while many amateur groups
achieve high standards in Gilbert &
Sullivan, etc, but there's no escaping
those dreadful out- of- tune strings and the
ham acting, which have to be tolerated
rather than enjoyed. The performing arts
demand professional devotion and costly
technical and logistic back-up if they are
to achieve anything like their full potential,
and this just has to be expensive.
Regarding expense, there is a persistent
notion that because the more costly seats
at Covent Garden tend to be occupied by
the bow- tied and heavily bejewelled, this
means that visits to the opera are largely
confined to people in the higher social
echelons. This unhealthy impression is
bolstered by the ' Rolls- Royce- plushamper, evening- dress- stronglyrecommended' syndrome at Glyndebourne,
which must symbolise for many ordinary
music lovers anasty equation of social
high- life with an art which should transcend wealth, dress and all forms of frippery. There is also the very dubious
practice of block bookings by business
firms in order to impress key customers
with afashionable outing—hence the not
uncommon tales of wealthy philistines
who couldn't say ( or care) whether they
had been subjected to Wagner or Mozart.
The fine arts had aristocratic origins, to
be sure, and then burgeoned under the
patronage of a new middle-class; but
modern media, mass literacy and raised
living standards have long since removed
any real need for such exclusivity, which
persists more from cultural inertia and
social timidity than because of any natural
link between aesthetic capacity and high

HI Fri NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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These are tough times, not made happier by a realisation that whereas during
earlier periods of economic gloom there
has been atendency in Britain for the arts
to flourish, today we are generating riots
rather than inner fulfilment. It would be
particularly tragic if support for the arts
became as weak from the Left as it has
been traditionally reluctant from the Right,
for, as our contemporary The Musical
Times so aptly put it in arecent Editorial:
'Cultural activity is not merely passing
pleasure. It is part of aseries of traditions
that give meaning and value to our
civilization, and of which each generation
is custodian; if this inheritance is whittled
away our children will be the poorer'.

Editorial and Advertising Offices.

Microfilm and

Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
its HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
British Technology index.

income. But old patterns tend to persist,
and while an hour or two chatting with
people at random positions in the Prom
queues or mingling with those enthusiasts
who pack themselves into the ' gods' at
Covent Garden will usually reveal asurprisingly broad social spectrum, there is
still more than agrain of truth in the elitist
image attached to opera- and concertgoing. This has no doubt played its part in
generating the GLC's new funding
policies, but we fear that those policies
may actually make matters worse by tending to cement such correlations as may
still exist between high social class and
high art. Reduced subsidies will in the end
lead to even more expensive seats, which
on present trends will soon price opera
right out of the reach of any reasonable
pocket—despite the fact that records,
radio and television have created a larger
potential audience for great music than
ever before.
Of course, opera in London is as much
anational concern as a metropolitan one,
and acouple of months ago the Royal
Opera House and English National Opera
were pleading their case for money before
a House of Commons Select Committee,
where, with nice irony, an Earl and a
Knight were at pains to argue that the
elitist image is now pure myth. Whether
they will do any better with acheeseparing government that hates subsidies on
principle than with amisguided council
which plans to re- allocate its sponsorship
according to ill- applied ideology, remains
to be seen. But the example of destructive
governmental recalcitrance over the BBC's
transcription service does not bode well
(see page 51), especially as that service is
part of the growing technical means
whereby our 'centres of excellence' can be
made available to millions. Mrs. Thatcher
is apparently unteachable, but the new
GLC man should note that President
Mitterand is pledged to double government
spending on the arts in socialist France.

LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Telephone: 01-686 2599. Telex: 947709
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone

I

THE LINK HOUSE GROUP
C) Link House Publications P.L.C., 1981. All rights reserved.
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BELGIUM (La Revue des •
Disques de la Haute-Fidelite)
44 It is no longer recórded
music.The orchestra is there in
front, with the ambience of the
concert hall all around!ee
DENMARK (Hobby Bladet
& Lyd &Tone)
o
•
44 The 901 can produce deeper
•
bass than any other speaker
I. have ever listened to. ee
o•

•
UNITED STATES (Audio)
44 There is no doubt that the
rruich abused and overworked
term "breakthrough": applies to.
the Bose 901.1e • .
HOLLAND (Toon En Beeld)
•
44 The Bose 901 will make
your amplifier sound 2,000
guilders more expensive. The
most natural sounding system
on the market",

o

ITALY (Audiovisione)
•
66 The high efficiency and
dynamic «rangé of the Bose 901
will impress even the mast
sceptical listener.
•FRANCE (Hifi Stereo)
44 The Bose 901 may well be
the finest speaker in its class.

JAPAN (Swing)
44 This Bose loudspeaker
displayed the best performance,
not only in the purity of its
sound and realistic presence,
but also in its powerful °
'reproduction of high volume
sources.ee
GERMANY (Stereo Play)
44 In comparison with the 901,
aconventional loudspeaker of
•the same size sounds thin and
insubstantial.ee
UNITED STATES (IliFi
Stereo Buyers Guide)
66In terms of sheer musicality,
this speaker ranks with the finest, and in spaciousnesS of
soue is unsurpassed.ee
UNITED KINGDOM (Hi Fi
For Pkasure)July19g8
•
44I must admit Ihad some
preconceived notions of how
these speakers would sound.
Iexpected apoor and diffuse
stereo image in my room but
that was not the case. In fact
the 901s produced one of the
most natural sound fields ,
Ihave heard. ee

Wye gripped the best ears in the world.
Judging from these reports we must be
doing something right.
Of course it hasn't been easy. The
controversial concepts of abalance of reflected
and direct sound, 9matched full range drive
units, active equalisation and uniform power
response, was bound to be greeted with some
scepticism. Even though the first 901 direct/
reflecting loudspeaker introduced in 1968 was
the result of 12 years research at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology under
the direction of Dr Amar G Bose.
But, as you see, the sound produced by this

new technology has gripped the ears
of some of the most hardened critics
in the world. Today, this performance
and technology is available across
awhole range of speakers for the
hi-fi enthusiast, professional musician
and now Bose in-car hi-fi for lovers of music
on the move.
Contact us at Trinity Trading Estate,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD
(Tel: 0795 75341)
Sound by
if you want to
hear more.
HI- nand Pro- Audio Products

Sole distribution in Eire by Audio International Ltd, 71. Dame St., ( besideOlympia Theatre) Dublin 2.
36

New liErs
KEF have now formally launched
the four new speakers in their ' C'
range that they were showing to
the trade at Cunard ( and which we
mentioned in our show report in
June). Following in the footsteps

Copyright
The long awaited Green Paper on
copyright was published on July
15, a 61- page Consultative Document putting forward various proposals for the revision of the law
relating to this hugely complicated
subject. The Paper has its origins in
the
Report
of
the
Whitford
Committee published in March
1977, and in the intervening period
the Dept. of Trade has been engaged on an elaborate programme
of review and consultation with the
many organisations involved. This
has resulted in a number of recommendations for changes in the
law which the Government has
been able to accept, but in some
areas the Committee was unable to
reach unanimous views, and these
and other areas of wide divergence
of opinion are put forward in the
Paper. What the Government hopes
to encourage now is awide debate.
One area of the copyright situation which all of us involved in
audio and video are particularly
concerned about is home taping, of
course, and in many respects this is
the most difficult question dealt
with in the Paper, ' On the one hand
there is no doubt the record industry loses sales as a result. On the
other hand, the true extent of these
lost sales is unknown; in fact it is
probably unquantifiable. If a levy
on blank tapes or equipment were
to be introduced therefore, how
much should this be? To charge a
levy sufficient even to raise the
Green Paper estimate of £ 50 m per
year would require avery large increase in the price of tapes or
equipment. The Government would
hesitate at imposing this on the
public, especially since imposition
of a levy would involve rough justice, with many tape users who
never
record
copyright
music
having to pay... Further, a levy on
blank tapes could be circumvented
by selling tapes with trivia recorded
on them, or by obtaining them by
mail order from abroad. The
Government has not received convincing evidence that alevy would
be an acceptable solution'—a
situation welcomed, of course, by
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

of the highly successful Celeste
model in its various guises, the four
new models similarly benefit from
KEF's computer- aided approach.
The Coda Il is a small two-way
bookshelf
unit
covering
the
65 Hz-20 kHz range within ± 3dB.
Sensitivity is good at 87 dB/W/m,
the speaker is suitable for amps
of up to 50 wpc, and the cost is
around £ 80. Cantor Il and Caprice
II are also ' bookshelf' models, the
former based upon the Celeste IV
and retailing for around £ 100, the
latter employing the latest developments in Bextrene-cone drive unit
technology and providing some
86 dB/W/m with s.p.l.s of up to
106dB in typical listening rooms.
Price £ 150. Finish on these models
is simulated walnut with brown
textile fabric cones. Top model is
the Carlton II, a medium efficiency
floor
standing
speaker
which
supersedes the famous 104aB.
Basically atwo-way system, it uses
an AB R to extend the LF range flat
to 45 Hi. Efficiency is 86 dB/W/m
and peak s.p.l.s of around 106 dB
can be achieved. This model is finished in a natural walnut veneer
and retails for around £ 230.
the Tape Manufacturers Group
(BASF, 3M, Maxell, Memorex,
Sony and TDK). ' If a practical
spoiler system to prevent rerecording is developed the Government will consider ways of supporting it by legislation against
anti- spoiler devices' but '... it may
be that the industry will have to
reconcile itself to asituation where
its revenue comes mainly from
broadcasting and other public performances ( such as discos) of its
recordings.'
Regarding piracy the Government is concerned that the present
criminal remedies for infringement
of copyright are too light and it
proposes to increase the penalties
and to make anew offence of ' possession of an infringing copy in the
course of trade. The present import
restrictions on books which infringe
copyright
should
be
extended to pirate records and films.'
Other particularly contentious
areas regarding
the copyright
situation are industrial design and
photocopying. On the former, the
Government considers that it is in
the national interest for protection
to be withdrawn on what the Paper
describes as ' purely functional designs', citing as an example an
exhaust pipe. The UK is at present
almost alone in protecting items
such as these and this arguably
puts our spare parts manufacturers
at an almost unique disadvantage.
Of course, how you decide what is
apurely functional design and what
has an element of creative design
(which would remain protected) is
another matter.
On the knotty question of photocopying, the Government argues
that some form of blanket licensing
is probably the most practical way
of controlling the copying of
copyright works. It does not agree
with the suggestion that the latitude extended to students and to
libraries should be removed but it
does propose to introduce tighter
controls on the making of multiple
copies.
The Green Paper, Reform of the
Law relating to Copyright, Designs
and Performers' Protection, Cmnd.
8302, is available from HM Stationery Office at £3.90.
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We now have further details of the
new Hafler products shown at the
CES. The DH- 110 is expected to be
released in October. Based on the
highly successful 101 design, it incorporates anumber of worthwhile
improvements to the 'electronics,
simplifying the assembly procedure
for the DIY constructor and offering
rather more elegant styling. The
new electronics are now contained
on a single pcb and include a
switchable high-pass filter
and a

headphone socket ( operation of
which disables one of the two pairs
of output sockets to the power
amp). Step- action precision controls are mounted directly onto the
circuit board. Other improvements
include the use of low distortion
low dielectric loss capacitors, an
increased phono acceptance level,
tighter phones, eg, tolerances,
sockets for adding capacitance to
the phono inputs, reduced crosstalk
and grounding of all unused inputs.
Price is expected to be £255+VAT
for the kit or £ 335+VAT assembled.
The DH - 500 is a big brother to
the excellent DH- 200 ( reviewed
June ' 80). It offers 255 wpc into
8ohms for less than 0.02%TH D
over the audio bandwidth and uses
an all- complementary, symmetrical
configuration with power MOSFET
output devices giving a sort of
class- A performance but without
the inefficiency. The aim is to
reduce all forms of distortion (
eg,
non-linear, transient and interfacing) to a minimum. Its exceptionally low output impedance prevents back emf of the load from
entering the feedback loop ( the
dreaded TIM) and the current ability is such that it can deliver more
than 20 amps into ashort circuit for
abrief period. The amp is cooled by
a multiple speed fan and has a
delayed relay switch on protection

circuit to protect the speakers. It
can also be used bridged to provide
more than 800W ' floating' output
into 8ohms. The DH- 500 should
now be available and is expected
to cost £ 530+ VAT in kit form or
£610 + VAT assembled.
Early in ' 82 Hafler are hoping to
introduce aspeaker, the 355, prototypes of which were on show at the
CES

Two bass/mid drivers and a
tweeter are used in a novel cylindrical enclosure. More details of
this in due course, but the provisional price is around £300.
Howland- West Ltd, 3-5 Eden
Grove, London N7 8EQ.

New Dittons
Celestion
launched
two
new
models in their so-called ' Supernatural'
range
at
Harrogate.
Complementing the range at the
bottom end, the Ditton 100 and
110 are aimed at the music centre
and rack system markets. Both are
two-way designs, the 100 using a
61m, bass/mid driver and 110 an
8in. unit. Both use atweeter developed using Celestion's laser topographic response analysis techniques. Prices are £69.90 and
£89.90 per pair respectively including VAT.

Grundig bits
Grundig have moved their spare
parts department to anew purposebuilt complex in Rugby. The new
premises will be used for distribution,
warehousing,
sales
administration and spares but the
headquarters will remain at the old
address in Sydenham. New phone
numbers are ( 0788) 61342 for
spares orders, 61354 for enquiries
and 61377 for service.

New Ortofon

damping system is employed,
based on the system employed in
the 20 and 30 models. Price £ 125
New from Ortofon are the MC200, approx. The EC10 joins the STD in
the EC10 and aMk II version of the Ortofon's Concorde series. Both are
MC10. The MC200 represents a integrated magnetic models weighdevelopment of Ortofon's moving- ing 15 g net and plug into standard
type. Price of the EC10 is
coil
technology,
incorporating SME several
new
features
in
a £16 approx. The MC10 Mk II also
'Concorde'- type integrated head- employs this damper and incorshell. Miniaturisation of the magnet porates various refinements to the
has been achieved by using moving system, reducing its effecsamarium cobalt formed into atiny tive mass and yielding a better
ring shape. A boron cantilever is tracking ability. Improvements to
used with an asymmetrical fine line image detailing and perspective are
stylus, the combination of which claimed. Price £47.83 + VAT.
Ortofon also have a new directproduces a very small equivalent
stylus tip mass of 0.5 mg. Tracking cut test disc comprising the same
ability is exceptional at 80 pm for excellent range of test signals on
1.5 g VTF. Separation is very good Side 1 and a new selection of
throughout the range (> 25dB at superbly- recorded music extracts
1kHz) and even at 15 kHz it on Side 2. See ' Subjective Sounds'
achieves
18 dB.
An
improved for more details.
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Test your AQ

(*Audiophile Quotient. reprinted
with permission from 'Biased', the
US
newsletter
of Audiophile
Systems Ltd.)
Before you buy your next piece
of audio equipment, you should ask
yourself one simple question.
'Why?' Not, ' Why am Ibuying that
particular component?' But, an
even more basic question, ' Why do
Ihave astereo?'.
The answer might seem obvious,
'To listen to music!' But, the truth is
that most ' audiophiles' do not buy
stereo equipment to listen to music.
They buy it because they are fascinated with the technology, want to
impress their friends, or simply need
the ego gratification involved in
collecting
exotic,
expensive
equipment.
Of course, we both realize that
the above generalizations do not
apply to you or to me. But, just for
the fun of it, let's just take a little
test. As my grade school teacher
always said, ' be honest; if you
cheat, you are only cheating yourself.' ( It always irritated me when
she said that.)
1) If your stereo system is worth
more that twice the value of your
record collection, give yourself 10
points.
2) If you have NOT been to a live
musical event in the last year add 10
more points.
3) If more than 10% of your record
collection consists of ' audiophile'
recordings ( direct- to- disc, slow
speed mastering, etc.) add 10
points.
4) Count the total number of LEDs
or pilot lights on your components.
You are allowed one light for each
component in your system that requires AC power. For every light in
excess of that amount, add one
point to your score ( up to a maximum of 10 points).
5) Add 10 points if you have ever
turned off all the lights in your room
so you could see what your system
looked like in the dark.
6) Give yourself 2 points for every
audio magazine that you subscribe
to, or regularly buy at the newstand.
Note: don't count any magazine
that contains record reviews if you
actually read the record reviews
before you read the equipment
reviews.
7) Add 10 points if you have ever
been in an audio store; the salesman asked you if you needed help;
and you replied, ' No thanks, just
looking'. The operative word here is
'looking".
8) If you have replaced any one
particular component
in
your
system more than once in the last
year, add 10 more points. ( Replacing a cartridge does not count, as
long as it was broken or worn out.)
9) If your system contains any
component designed to alter intentionally the sound ie, a graphic
equalizer, dynamic range enhancer,
anoise reduction device, etc add 10
points.
10) If you find it hard to listen to a
complete side of an LP without
making some adjustment to your
system ( a vertical tracking angle
adjustment for example), you've
earned 10 more points.

It is a simple matter to evaluate
your score. If you scored higher
than 60 points you're a hardcore
38

'audiophile'. 30 to 59 points still
qualifies you as acertifiable audiophile ( but there's some hope for
you). If you scored 1 to 29 points,
you flunked the AG test. Congratulations, that indicates that you are
more interested in the music than
the equipment. A score of zero
(which in this test is a perfect
score) indicates that you probably
cheated.
If you did get a relatively high
score, it is nothing to be ashamed
of. There is nothing wrong in getting abigger thrill from playing with
or buying equipment than you do
from actually listening to the music,
as long as you realize that that is
what you are doing. If you keep
telling yourself that this hobby, that
keeps costing you more and more
money, is a quest for musical perfection, you are simply playing psychological games with yourself.
However, if you did get a high
score, you might also want to consider the possibility that you may
just be missing something. Believe
it or not, music existed long before
there was hi-fi. Back then it wasn't
atechnological experience to listen
to music. It was an emotional
experience. If you do get more satisfaction from owning the equipment than you do from the music it
reproduces, your system might not
be delivering the music it promised.
This brings us to the topic of
evaluating
stereo
components.
How can you make sure that your
system really delivers the emotional
impact that real music possesses?
The answer is deceptively simple.
Evaluate any component just as
you would a musical performance.
Forget about 'audiophile' terms like
'high end', low end', ' image',
'depth', ' intertransient silence', etc.
When was the last time you attended aconcert and said, 'Just listen
to that image,' or ' the high end is
great but the orchestra seems to be
lacking a little on the bottom end'?
When evaluating a stereo component you should ask yourself
questions about the musical performance. If it's afemale vocal is she
having a good time, or is she just
singing because she is getting paid
for it? Is there any excitement in the
piano player's performance? You
should even ask questions as basic
as, ' Is everyone playing in tune?'
And the most basic question of
them all, ' Do Iget goose bumps?' If
your system is missing the emotional impact of the music, you are
missing the entire point of having a
stereo in your home in the first
place.

Marantz amps
Following the success of their
budget PM310 amp, Marantz are
introducing three new models: the
51 watt PM450 at £ 109; the 65
watt PM550DC at £ 149, which incorporates a m- c input, 5- way
graphic equaliser, and LED peak
meters; and the 80 watt PM750DC
at £ 199, which has, in addition to
the features on the 550, a mono
switch, high and subsonic filters,
and aswitch to allow you to listen
to one source while recording
another. On August 1st, Marantz
moved to larger warehouse/office
premises. New address is Marantz
Audio UK Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way
Industrial
Estate,
Moor
Lane,
Harmondsworth, Middx. UB7 OLW.
Tel: 01-897 6633.

DIY deck

E3
On the market from August 1st, the
Kitdeck is a DIY turntable from a
firm called Input Design Ltd. The
unit is a two- speed, belt- driven
system with provision for a wide
range of tonearms. A steel subchassis carrying the main bearing
and arm- board floats on three conical springs in the familiar fashion
and the sub- platter is driven from a
small AC synchronous motor. Both
the drive pulley and sub platter
have stepped sections to allow
(manual) speed change without
altering the tension on the belt. The
platter itself is an acrylic and Nylatron composite chosen for its good
inherent damping properties. The

Pickering
... not a name that tends to be on
the top- 20 list of your average UK
hi-fi buff. This is largely due to the
singularly low-key approach to
marketing the product of the previous importer—you hardly ever saw
any mention of Pickering and the
last time we saw an ad. here was
many moons ago. The sister company, Stanton, has been better promoted and several of their cartridges, notably the 661 and 881S
(reviewed July 78) have achieved
notable standing in the ranks. In the
States the two companies tend to
aim at different areas, the Stanton
range being geared more to professional applications and the
Pickering to the consumer market.
We should hear a lot more of
Pickering now, though, since the
appointment of Cambrasound for
UK distribution, the company
which has done so much to promote Thorens here. Cambrasound
were giving their first big push to
the Pickering range at Harrogate
and much of the attention was
naturally being paid to the flagship
model, the XLZ 7500S, mentioned
in ' News' last Jan. This model is
particularly interesting on account
of its boldly stated claim to outperform the majority of moving- coil
devices.
Pickering
argue
that
although m- m and m- c cartridges
share the same basic principle ( that
of disturbing the magnetic lines of
force where they intersect coil
windings, whether you move the
magnet or the coil), the m- c stylus
assembly is necessarily complex,
comprising two coils, a metal
bobbin on which they are wound
and lead-in/out wires which can all
too easily vibrate to generate harmonics. Because of the require-

only tools required are a Posidriv
screwdriver and an M3 spanner—
no soldering is required. The untreated plinth is of solid Brazilian
mahogany and may be varnished or
painted to taste. A clear acrylic lid
with friction hinges completes the
kit. The Kitdeck retails for £ 105
inclusive plus £ 3.00 p&p if ordered
direct. The unit comes with an
uncut armboard but a range of
precut boards is available at £ 5.00
each. Input Design Ltd, Victoria
House,
Shortmead
Street,
Biggleswade,
Beds,
SE15 OAP
(0767 316655). Input Design are
also acting as agents for the
Crimson Elektrik range.
ments of low moving mass the coils
in m- c cartridges have to have as
few turns as possible, resulting in a
very low output and also in a low
impedance. Pickering feel that most
of the reputation accorded to m- c
units derives from the latter since
their low impedance renders them
insensitive to loading. The m- m
cartridge has the obvious advantages of a replaceable stylus, a
potentially low dynamic mass
and, normally, high output but it
needs to be properly terminated by
the preamp. The 7500 is a ' conventional' m- m design but of low
impedance and is intended to be
used as a ( better) replacement for
most m- cunits. Being insensitive to
loading it works quite happily into
100 ohms or greater, not needing
the electrical damping required by
some m- c types, with a frequency
response extending to 50 kHz and
beyond, within afew dB. ( The response barely alters across loads of
100 ohms to infinity.) It is asuperlative tracker, coping with 100 microns levels of a standard test disc
at 1g, and channel separation is
claimed to be 35 dB or more across
most of the audio bandwidth.
There is apurpose designed prepreamp available for the cartridge,
the P:20, which has an inherent
input impedance of around 6k. This
is swamped by the cartridge's 3
ohms and 1mH inductance of
course, a situation which also
yields a superlative noise performance. The XSV/7500S retails here
for £ 132.54 inc. VAT, with the P-20
at £ 106.32. We hope to include the
cartridge in our next review of topend units. Cambrasound are at
Freedex House, 4/10 North Road,
Islington, London, N7 9H N ( 01-607
8141 ).

Armstrong Service
Available to both trade and private
customers, Armstrong's 48- hour
repair service on their own products
is now supplemented by a service
on all makes of hi-fi, normally completed within seven days. The
Armstrong Hi- Fi Service Centre is
at 32a Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow, London E17 6HJ. Tel. 01523 0051
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ALSO ARC
ARC's latest speaker, the ARC 050,
is launched this month. Like its
bigger brothers, the new speaker
incorporates
an
active/passive
option via the familiar plug-in
crossover board. A two-way IB
system, it uses the ARC101's
*200 mm
doped
paper
cone
bass/mid driver with a 25 mm soft
dome tweeter. Suitable active
electronics will be available from
A & R ( Cambridge), Meridian and
Nytech, and the 050s will retail at
£200 per pair inclusive.

Listening room
acoustics
The June AES lecture was presented by Professor Peter Lord of the
University of Salford who dealt
with aspects of listening room
acoustics, both for live and reproduced sound. Many points of interest were raised and discussed by
the audience.
Professor Lord began by emphasising that while aroom should
sound ' right', the aesthetics of its
proportions and surface treatments
are almost equally important for
subjective
acceptance.
Unfortunately, as with halls, acoustic defects still sometimes arise in listening rooms, even with designs based
on earlier successes, and it was important for acousticians to try to
elucidate the reasons.
The requirement of low residual
background noise was sometimes
forgotten, but this was very important in conference rooms and law
courts. A background of 30 dB(A)
would ensure audibility of the
quietest wanted sounds; in practice
this level was difficult to achieve
due to traffic, etc. and double glazing supplemented by absorbers
might
be
required.
Modern
standards recommend a minimum

PJW, 1956

Corner ESL, designed 1955 but not put into
production.
HI- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

beration times were stated
to be often dependent on frequency; a Q of 70 had been
measured and R.T. was best measured using noise. On background levels it had been found
that although a very quiet room
might measure 22 dB ( A), the introduction of an audience of only 6
could raise this to 28 dB ( A) due to
incidental noise. On critical distance, it was pointed out that
although this might be only 1m in a
normal room as measured, the reverberant contribution was delayed
in time and therefore had considerably less effect on the ear/brain.
On
recommended
listening
rooms, it was felt that they were not
put forward as being ideal, but
rather should be regarded as a
standard for purposes of comparisons. Domestically, one of around
30 ft x20 ft allows good sound reproduction
since
both
loudspeakers and listeners can be sited
away from the walls provided
excessive absorbtion is not used on
floor and walls, when flutter echoes
tend to be heard.
The evening closed with some
opinions on the conflict of listening
and living, it being generally felt
that both can be enhanced by
suitable decor.
Rex Ba/dock

... in HiFi News, '
Hi- Fi Boffins'
surveyed the progress of a certain
Peter J. Walker, from setting up
business in March 1936 with a
capital of £ 200. 'Things took aturn
for the better in 1938, when they
introduced a 30- watt P.A. amplifier, operating from A.C. mains or
car battery. P.J.W. spent most of
the year touring the country with it,
selling it to dealers, who were most
enthusiastic because it was ideal
for hiring out
locally, for sports
meetings, fêtes,
etc. As a result,
he made many
friends in the
trade, and the
P.A. business developed steadily
in
the
next
two years.
'In 1940 he
built the
first
Acoustical Hi- Fi
amplifier,
the
hard way, as a
sideline. Push-pull triodes throughout, direct coupling, etc—and did
not sell a single one!'
Wartime Government work intervened, as did the incendiary bomb
that burned out the factory and
prompted the move to Huntingdon.
The second Acoustical hi-fi amp
(1942) was built there for P. J. W.'s
personal use '. . . rather large, and
named the " Gastove" by the family.

In 1945, the PA business was
resumed—along with the QA12/P
hi-fi amp, the start of Acoustical's
domestic amplifier success story that
led through the still- classic 22/11/II
and 33/303 to the current 44/405
combination. A ribbon speaker
appeared and 'towards the end of
1948' P.J.W. started work on the
original electrostatic loudspeaker
(ESL: but perhaps it should now
be called the ESL- 48?). It was.'not
until 1953 that he
found it possible
to
apply
personal 100% concentration to the
problem. By that
time the Company
had grown, and the
day-to-day routine work of sales
and administration
could be shifted
to other brains
and hands. The
electrostatic, which was heard at the
1956 Audio Fair and B.S.R.A.
exhibition, was the result. He says
that the only occasions on which
his nose was lifted from the
electrostatic grindstone, in just over
2 years, were those on which he
assisted Gilbert Briggs at the Festival
Hall,
London,
and
the
Carnegie Hall, New York'. And here
was the result: with, top right, more
recent results.
GJ

ESL, 1956-81

25 Years Ago . . .

of 35 dB ( A), which, to be realistic,
is about that of aquiet bedroom in
city suburbs.
On reverberation time, uniformity with frequency was thought important, aR.T. of between 0.35 and
0.5 sbeing desirable over the range
250 Hz-4kHz. The critical distance
(distance from source at which
direct and reverberant contributions are equal) was influenced by
several factors, and graphs were
shown of how the directivity factor
of the source raised the value.
A room was stated to behave like
a musical instrument, simplest
between
parallel
surfaces.
Resonances were,
in
general,
'widely spaced below the region of
200 Hz but more or less uniformly
distributed by 1kHz. Resonances of
a room of 3x4.5 x6 metres below
100 Hz were illustrated to show the
mode ' bunching' that occurred; the
lecturer particularly pointed out
that at one frequency the s.p.I. could
be dependent on several modes.
Turning to the ' optimum' listening room, it was noted that an
I.S.O. recommended standard gave
volume as 80+30 or — 20 cubic
metres with height 2.45 m, breadth
4m and length 6m or greater.
On increasing 'diffusion' in listening rooms, 3 approaches were
possible, viz: maximise asymmetry,
splay walls ( say 3°) or spread absorption treatment. Some new
samples of the latter were shown; a
wool-like, but inert borax curtain
and an organic porous brick which
could act as a load bearing constructional material. These aspects
led to the conclusion of the lecture
with examples of how the aesthetic
appearance of some
acoustic
materials allowed, in the one case,
unobtrusive treatment of a magistrates' court, and in the other, using
carpet on wall, a ' non- intimidating'
effect mandatory for a juvenile
court.
During the discussion LF rever-
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'decoded' to find out which press
of the X button connected equipment A and which B. A statistical
table supplied helps distinguish the
significant results from guesswork.
The blurb only refers to a 120V
model and prices of $395 for the
basic machine and $100 for the line
level relay module, but those interested should contact ABX at Box
423, Troy, Michigan, 48099, USA.

New WI

New drive unit materials and improved research facilities have
enabled RAM to introduce two new
speaker lines. Bass and midrange
drivers have been developed using
plastics designed to maintain efficiency and minimise 'torsional distortion'. Large diameter aluminium
and ' Nomex' voice coil formers are
used to increase power handling
and the cones are terminated with a
nitrile surround which offers minimal energy reflection and excellent
temperature stability. The two
ranges are the Gemini—G11, G21
and
G31—which
replace
the
Compact Design series, and the
top- end Scorpio which comprises
two models, the two-way X1 and
three-way X2. The latter will later
Odious Comparisons?
be available in active versions
An interesting new comparator powered from the electronics in
module from American company RAM's new Capricorn amplifiers.
ABX overcomes most of the obvi- These are ' Enriched Class A' sysous problems associated with most tems designed to interface with the
A/B listening tests. In addition to most difficult loads and they use
the normal A and B buttons, it has high grade components throughan X button which duplicates either out. At present the amp range comthe A or B positions according to prises m- m and m- c preamps,
the state of apseudo random ( 32 k 206 m/m and 206 m/c, and power
bit sequence) counter. The listener amps rated at 75 and 100 watts,
controls the switching and the models 210 and 209. More details
length of the test ( up to 100 from RAM at The Granary, Braconswitches) and at the end of the dale, NorWich, NR1 2EG ( 0603)
listening sequence the machine is 614479.
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£139-00
£82.00
Sensu, 095S. FI
£169.00 ;1
Sensu, o3wwis
£199-00
Sensu) fflAa;13MS
San.),
â00 Sdker
£125 00
£165.00
Sensu(
MA«
Sensu,
£125.00
£165.00
Sensu, SC3
ON SALE
Sanson SC5
p off )
ON SALE
Teac 4108
Teac C•3X. C0310 CX350 A430 ) A660
47700
PHONE FOR LOW PRICES
Teac V9
£ 118.50
Teac C0400
£139.00
Toshtba PCX1()
£ 7500
*TUNERS ( PP 14 CrO`
Akar AT2200 ( Sn
ON SALE
Akar ATKO2L
£ 79 90
Ake ATVOAL
1167-00
Harman ( Endor, 14
£ 87 50
1-Inachr FT3400
£ 69-90
Hitachi FT4400
£ 99 00
JVC JTV6
£ 99 00
Maranta ST450L
£ 104 90
NAD 40204
£ 89 50
Pioneer F7
£ 189-90
Pioneer TX410L
£ 63 90
Pioneer TX710L
£ 127 00
Oued FM3
Rogers T75 ( Serres 2 Teak Walnut I
P.O.A.
Sensu, T600/13 ( Sp off )
15590
Sensu, 780S/B ( Sp off ) £ 74.90
Sensu, 75
175-00
Sensu, 77
£ 9650 .
Sensu, 19
1129.90
Sensu, TUS7
£ 149-00
Sensu, TUSO
P0 A
Sarrau TU217
£ 99.90
Sensu, TU417
£ 135-00
Sansul TU517
£181-00
Sensu. T77 digital £ 169-00
•STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( F.P (4-00)
Akar AM2450
£12550
Akar AMUO1
£ 53.50
Akar AMUO4
£152-00
Aiwa 448300 ( Sp off ) £ 89.50
Hooch, 144330 (
SP off / £ 79.90
Hrtachr HA2700
£ 59.90
Hitachi HA3700
£ 77-50
Hrtachi HA5300 ( Sp off 1
£ 119-90
Hitachr HMA7500 Mosfei
ON SALE
Hitachi HA4500S
£ 109-00
Hitachi HA4700
£94.00
Hooch, HCA6500 Control Amp ( Sp off
£75.00
Hitachi HMA6500 Power Arne ( Sp off I
£125.00
Hitachi HCA7500
ON SALE
Hitachi HA7700
P.OA.
Maranta PM310
£64-90
Maranta PM350
£89.90
Maranta PM410
£99.90
Maranta PM5 IODC
£159-90
Maranta PM7 IODC
£199.90
NAD 3020
£89.50
Pioneer Al
£28190
Pioneer $4410
ON SALE
Pioneer SA510
ON SALE
Pioneer SA610
ON SALE
Pioneer $ 4710
.
ON SALE
Oued 44 33(303. 33/405
P.O.A.
Rogers 475 ( Serres 1111 4100
P.O.A.
Sans,o, AU317 Mk2 ( Sp off )
£15500
Sensu. AU719 ( Sp 0111
P.O.A.
Sensu, 45
£8300
Sensu, 47
£99.90
Sans., 49
£129-90
S'Insu( AUD5
£ 16950

Open 9.15-1.2.00-5.30 Menlo Sat.Shut1 .
00 Wed. Cheques with E50 cheque
cards only accepted for counter sales with only one cheque per transaction. All
prises include VAT at 15%. Cheque: accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS GARD accepted lo, normatprices.

Credit available at discount
prices,
tions.

with

written

Typical

Licensed

APR

Credit

quota34-5%.
Broker.

Price on application.Sp.off= Special off er prise for cash. P.P.T.B.A.= PS Pto be advised.
ON SALE= Special Low prices for limited stock
All prises correct at time of preparation and subject to variait ORS without notice. Eb 0E.
COEDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON OUR DISCOUNT PRICES. MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Sensu,
Sensu,
Sensu,
Sensu,
Sensu,

AUDI
AUD9
A4OS •
460S.
A805 07 7 p,

B
B( Sp off )
13 ( Sp off )
C72

•RECEIVERS ( P F14001
Hdaxin 50703 ( Se on )
Huachr, $ 5903 ( Se off
Hitachi SR2010L (
SP off
Hitachi SR40101
Maranta SR1010L
Maranta SR2010L
Maranta SR4010L
Pioneer SX1080. 5%1980
Pioneer SX600L
Pioneer SX7001
Sensu, R30 ( Sp off )
Sensu. R50 ( Sp off )
Sensu. R70 .
Teac AG5700 ( Sp off

£199.00
P.O.A.
£54.00
£8190
£99.00
£210-00
£15900
£129.90
£189.00
£84-00
£96.50
£13590
£149-00
£199.90
P.O.A.
(91.90
£12900
£89.90
£10000
£13100
£189•90

0STEREO SYSTEMS lb PACKAGES
(P.,Pon app' ) ( Some exclude spins I
Aiwa 448700. A79700. LP3000
Aiwa M301
Aiwa M501
Aiwa Micro 30A system
Aiwa Micro 504 syst
Aiwa Micro SOR in
Arwa MT50 M •
Aka, AC3500
Akai UC5 Min,
2 Mrni

rues°

702 (SP
stern 310

P.O.A.
trac spkrs
£2100
zSystem 310VR200 Inc s
zSystem 350VR100
Maranta System 350
Pioneer X
Pioneer
Rotel OX
'Sur S

539.00
I • N SALE
System 1
£53900
Sonso, Super CoMpo 900 System 2
Per Compo 900 Sy nt
Sons», System ' 000 es..5Pk
'76
S)mk.. Svelein 2000 ex. sOIR5 £ 2
Sankx( Sysfem 4000 ex sickre £319Sansui System 5000 ex. sples £ 339-00
San.) Syst, , 6001Lno ajAn £ 375 -00
Sensu, Sysmm 7... ex SerÏ
.
s £ 425.00
Sansui System 8
spkrs £ 510-00
Sagegi e
ex. spkrs £ 699.00
Sana,.)))'
10
P.O.A.
Teac
300
P.O.A.
Teac Li ero 5500
•LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
An prices per pair ( PiP ou aupticutiou)
Awn SCE50
£ 106.50
Auwa SCESIUY
£ 74-90
AR18
ON SALE
4825
ON SALE
AR ISO
£87.00
40285
£129.00
AR38S
1159.00
AR Rest of nande
P.O.A.
Nnetrong 802 (
22 stand dxga) 1175-09
Àdie. Pro 82 50 Sob Woofer
P.O.A.
Castle Howard ( Sp raff ) £ 18700
Celestion Couo:v
£89.90
Celestron D'Iton 120
£ 74-90
CelestrothDiftog 121.. . £ 69.90
CelostiOn Dittor 130
£ 109-90
Celestio^ () Rion
'
£ 139-90
Celestion Ditton 200
£ 184-90
Celestion D.tton 300
1219-90
Ce'esneaL6,
ON SALE
Char
S3 SA. FMI 10. PM410
P.O.A.
Gbodmans X825
ON SALE
Goodmans XB35. XB45
ON SALE
Goodmans G30 ( Sp off )
£49.90
Goodmans HE2
ON SALE
Goodmans RB65 ( Sp off )
ON SALE
Goodmans Achromat Beta
ON SALE
Goodmans Achromat Kappa
ON SALE
Gondolons Mu. 2 ( SP Off )
£49-90
Goodmans 030
£28.95
Goodrnans 040
£36.95
Goodmans 060
£69.90
Goodmans 080
£89.90
KEF Cantata ( Sp off /
£198.90
CEP Reference 101
£162-00
(SF Reference 105 Mk2
ON SALE
KEF Reference 105 Mk2 Rosewood

s re. • •

P.O.A.
KEF Reference 1032
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 1054
P.O.A.
KEF Celesie 4 ( Sp off )
£98.00
KEF Concorde 4 ( Sp off )
£167•00
CEP Corelli
ON SALE
KEF Coda'
tnrre
KEF Cantor'
£99.00
KEF Caprrce'
£149.00
KEF Canton"
P.O.A.
Monitor Aucho MA2
ON SALE
Monitor Aucho MA9
ON SALE
Monitor Audro MA16
ON SALE
Monitor Audio MA18
ON SALE
Monitor Audio MA83
ON SALE
Monitor Audio M484
ON SALE
Monnor Audro Bain( Mondor
£9990
Mordaum Short Carnival Teak(Wal
ON SALE

Mordannt Som( Fesuyal Teak Veal
ON SALE
Mordaunt Short Pageant Series Teak Wat
ON SALE
Mordait,* Short Signifier Teak Walt
ON SALE
Matching speakers lo, Pioneer rack systems
Pioneer CS535
£94.50
Pioneer CS343
£49•90
Pioneer CS545
ON SALE
Pioneer CS646
ON SALE
Quad Electrostatic Black & BronzeP.O.A.
Quad 63- PHONE FOR A DEMONSTRATION
RAM 60. 70 80CD20
0 L53 5A
P.O.A.
s
P.O.A.
Rogers Studio 1
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5
79.90
San
P.O.A.
£49-50
SAL
XP2 Tea
nton XP2 Teak
le Shelton XP Walnut
edale Las* 40 T
harfedale Laser
Whar
ser
•

Who . o( - N.
on
Wharf
enton
Whar
Glendale
FREE Delivery UK Mainland
eeSTEREO HEADPHO
Aima HPA3 Lrghtwei
Akai A
AK
A

A
Beye
Beyer D
Beyer 01440
Beyer 07441
Koss KIM
Koss K6ALC
Koss K1
Koss
Ko
Ko
Ko
Koss
Koss
Koss HVX . .
Koss HVXLC
Koss ( Cl
Koss E
Kos
Koss

ALE
ON SALE
P.O.A.
£49-90
£69.80
£99.90
/P ( 150)
£11.90
£8.70
2.00
-00
£1590
£11-90

£14.90

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
0
O
O

VLM Mk3 Impr cd
ADC ZLM Mk3
/
aeoc CILM 3 3
SA
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
8
E

£3100
£11.50
£12.50
Pioneer 5E4 .
£19-90
0 -. ce,- SEP
£25.90
honee. 5E450
£19-50
nee, 5E550
£28-00
oneer SE650
£25-50
Pioneer SE1.3
£13-90
Pioneer SELS
£19.90
Sanson SS60 level control
£19.75
Sennheiser HD224X .
£38.90
Sennheiser H0414X
£21.00
Sennheiser HD222
f29.90
Sennheaser HD424X
£30.90
Sennherser H0400
£11-90
Sennheiser H0420
£25-50
Sennheiser HD430
£34-90
Sennheiser Unrpolar 2000 ( Sp off )
£99.90
Stax SR5
£ 57.50
Sian 5544 Electret
£ 65.00
Stax SRD6SB Energiser £ 39.90
Star( $ 507 Power Unit
£52.00
Stax SRX3
£ 110-00
Stan Sigma . . £179-00
Stan Lambda
£ 12590
Wharfedale Isodynarnrc ( Sp off ) £24.50
oPICKUP ARMS & ACCS
(P/P 1250)
ADC LMFI ( Sp off 1
£ 59.90
ADC LMF2
ON SALE
ADC I.MG•1 Headshell £4.50
ADC LMH 2 Shell
£ 6-75
ADC ALT- 1
£32-90
Hadcock Arm & Undift p/p free
ON SALE
Hadcock GH220
P.O.A.
Micro Sed, MA303 Arm ( Sp off
£39.90
$ 2 Headshell £ 6.50
3009 S/2 Oct Head £ 65.50
3009 Fixed Head
£ 59.00
Serres 3
P.O.A.
Serres 3S
ne00
Damper F0200 ( P(P £ 11 £1525
CA1 Serres 3 Spare Arre Shell
£16.90
SME 3012R
£149.00
SME S2R
£ 599
Sugden SAU2
£19-90
Sugden SAU4
£45-00
arTU AAAAAA E PACKAGES (P • P Si
ADC 1600 ( Sp off
£ 73.00
ADC 1700 'ON SALE
Awn APD20
£ 89.00
SME
SME
SME
SME
SME
SME
SME

AhNa APDSO
£ 14900
Aiwa AP3000 lancer ' Si , off ON SALE
Aiwa APD35
£59.90
Aiwa APD60
£99 90
Akai APO 50C
£12190
Ansion RD8OSL
P.O.A.
BIC 75
£49.95
BIC 85
£5915
BSR 8DS 95 Module inc cart
£4100
Ganard SP25 Mk6 Chassis £ 2550
Hitachi HT4OS
£ 67.00
Hitachi HT41S
£ 77.50
Maranta 6100W ( Sp off
£ 39.90
Pioneer PL8
1174-90
Pioneer PLIOOX
159-90
Pioneer PL20£0( PC110 £ 79.00
Pioneer PL300X PC150 £ 97-50
Pioneer PL400X. PC150 £ 110 00
Pioneer PL600X
P.O.A.
Reference Hydraulic Electronic
Focus 1 ALT
P.O.A.
Sensu, SRB200 • Cari
£55.00
Sensu, FRD3
£72-00
Sensu, FRD25
£64-50
Sarigue FR035 S B
£ 79.00
Sensu, . RD45
£119-00
Sansur FRD55
£169-00
Sans,» P50
£ 59-90
Sugden BD2AP & C & SAU2 £37.50
Thorens TD160S excl ami
ON SALE
ThorensID126 Mk3 BC'Serres 3S
P.O.A.
Thorens TD110 ( manuel)
P.O.A.
Thorens TDII 5 ( automatoc)
P.O.A.
Thorens 10126 Mk3 BC
P.O.A.
Thorens 101606-C Mk2
P.O.A.
Thorens TD160 , C(SME 3009 Ouled
P.O.A.
Thoren
4009 Fired
P.OA.
Th
P.O.A.
Tos
P.O.A.
Toshi.
t
£125-00
£85.00
£1 75)
proved
ruer
•
( Sp off
£ 28-00
ell
Super Cale
£28-00
£24.50
*- 913
. 90
590
£15.90
£16.50
£25.90
£39.50
£55-00
e999 REX ( Sp off )
£5.00
io FCE*1
£13.75
rado F3E ( Sp off
£15-99
G-ado F2E
£29.00
Grado Fl •
£41.00
Gard° FTE • 1 ( Sp off
£9-99
Goldring 0900 IGC
£48.90
Goldring G900 IGC Wee Wied carbon fibre
headshell
P.O.A.
Goldring G900E ( Sp off 1
£ 1590
Geldring G800
£525
Goldring G800E
£8.90
Goldring G950E
P.O.A.
Goldnng G9201 GC
P.O.A.
Goldring 09101 GC
P. ..
Lentek Pre- amp DIN or phono
157.00
Lentek Entre
£ 99-90
Onolon L1A2OH
£ 34.00
Onofon LM3OH
£ 46 40
Oncifon FF 10E
16.99
Onolon FF15E/2
0N SALE
Onofrio MC10.>STM72 £ 59 90
Onolon PISE Mk2
£ 14.90
Ortofon M20FL SuPer £ 39.90
Ortofon VMS 5E/2
£ 10.90
(fanion VMS 5E Fined Shell
£12.90
Ortolon Concorde STO
£19.90
Ortofon VMS 10E/2
£ 14.75
Onofon VMS 20E)2 ( Sp off I £ 23.50
Ortofon MCA 10
£ 54-00
Ortofon MC20 Mk2
£70-00
Onofon VMS 30/2
£ 29.90
Onofon SME 30H cart/arm
(Sp off I
£ 79.90
Onolon Concorde 10
£ 25.00
Ortofon Concorde 30
CO8-00
Proneer HPM 300
P.O.A.
Pioneer HPM 500
P.O.A.
Shure M44E
£7.90
Shure M55E
mea
Shure M70EJ ( Sp off ) £ 5.90
Shixe M75.65
£9-00
Shure M758 Type 2
£12-50
Shore M75ED Type 2
£17.75
Share M7SEJ Type 2
£ 15-50
Shire M95ED ( Sp off ) £ 21.50
Shore M95EJ ( Sp off )
£13.90
Shire M95HE ( Sp off )
120.25
Share M97ED
£ 33.50
£ 24.95 .
Shore M97EJ
Shore M97HE
£37.50
SeWe V15 Type 4
£ 75.50
Shore V15 Type 3HE
£ 62.75
Shure M97HE
£ 38.00
Stareon 500E
£ 12.50
Stamon 5004
£ 1565
Simon 5000EE
£13.50
Stallon 680EE
£19.90
Stamon 681EEE
ON SALE
Stanton 8815
£ 57.50
Ultimo 10X Mk1 ( Sp Sill
ON SALE
Uhireo 10X MO
£49-90
(aval Ruby Exchange £49-90
0510 02 Exchange £ 29.90

166 St. ALBANS ROAD, WATFOR0, W024AS.Telephone: 40633

S

OUNDINGS
Donald Aldous

EVOTEES of high technology audio study
I-# our more advanced articles with relish, but
none the less important is the record and tape
enthusiast anxious to maintain his or her equipment in tip-top condition to reproduce the
chosen software with optimum quality.
Turntables seem to attract a lot of attention,
and we have recently received a number of
letters, several of which referred to the comments made in reply to Mr. B.M.C's query about
mounting his Thorens TD160C model, and
the suggested lubricant of ' silicone oil'. One
chemist has given me an extended description
of these ' open- chain and cyclic organo-silicon
compounds', pointing out that they are employed as shock- absorber fluids, lubricants, and
incorporated in polishes!
Mr. E. Courtney ( of Charfield, Glos) tells me
that he has sought to obtain the old Thorens'
lubrication kit, and has tried 90 hypoid gearbox
oil, multi- grade engine oil, ' Logics' oil, and the

familiar ' Molyslip', which has the molybdenum
disulphide ingredient. The ' Logics' oil, we
understand, has particles of PTFE in it.
It would appear that the old Thorens' lubrication kit has been discontinued ( by
Cambrasound Ltd.) in the UK, and their Service
Department recommends 20/50 engine oil,
which optimises the coupling in the main bearing. A quarter of ateaspoonful will—for normal
use—suffice for a period of two years. Please
note that ' 3- in- 1' oil is not suitable. And it
would seem that the ' silicone oil' suggestion is
not agood idea. Other readers tell us that their
Japanese turntables have phials of recommended lubricant ( constituents unknown)
supplied in the boxes in which the decks arrive,
so perhaps one of these makers could help?
As we are writing about readers' correspondence, one letter addressed to me recently
by a reader from Glasgow contained so many
interesting points that I propose to use an
edited version here: 'The wonder of Woollies' is
not as contemptible from a hi-fi standpoint as
your June column remark ( p.45) would seem
to imply. The turntables were all too tinny and
lively on the Alba and Amstrad pieces Ipoked at
the other day at our local Woolworths; the
obligatory cassette decks struck me as
ephemeral, but most cassette decks do. The
speakers seemed to be shoebox imitations of
pukka hi-fi, but then most putatively genuine
hi-fi loundspeakers are merely mimics of established qualities anyway, despite claims of
"total
engineering"
and " conceptual
originality".
'Overall, however, the results from most of the
ensembles, ranging broadly around £ 200, were
not bad. The electronics seemed adequate to
moderate level hi-fi, and broadcast reception of
everything going in our area was clear, adequately quieted and stable. You could take one
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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of these outfits home, plug it in ( with the plug
Woolworth would throw in and wire on), and
get apretty good Proms sound that evening, if
the BBC held up its end.
'It is hardly to be gainsaid that most consumers of reproduced music, who don't already
have equipment to play it on, are doing just this,
more or less, while the world of genuine hi-fi
offers neither competition ( such as well within
the compass of our advanced technology) nor
responsible criticism, to make the best of the
ready-mades to prevail ... The high fidelity industry contributes only rather indirectly—and
far too much cosmetically—to the consumers'
musical appreciation and enjoyment.
'You have evidence of this rift in the fact that
very few publications catering regularly to
reader interest in reproduced music have any
use for news of hi-fi. As aspecific example, all
the Sunday 'quality' papers—which carry regular record reviews—found space to tell us that
the Range Rover is now available with four
doors. None of them, Ihave seen, has so far
found room for news of the Quad ESL- 63's
debut.*
'I imagine that there is something like aparity
between consumers of motor vehicles, but interest in quality reproduction of music is
stunted and shrunken by comparison. I'm out to
persuade whoever Ican to try to do something
intelligent about that'.
This reader has my support in his campaign,
and Ido hope Mr. David Johnson ( Rumbelows
and EMI Record Shops) sees this message. If
any other HFNIRR reader has any comments,
I'll be glad to hear.
CATALOGUES and reference books hold a
fascination for me, so the latest 320 pp. Map/in
Buyers' Guide to Electronic Components
gripped me when acopy arrived recently. This
catalogue, unbelievably, has sold 75,000
copies in less than two months, which includes
nearly 10,000 copies weekly from W. H. Smith.
It costs Cl, or £ 1.25 ( including postage and
packing) from Maplins, PO Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex, SS6 8LR.
Maplin operate an efficient Mail Order
service for all items, ranging from aerials, loud'This reader has missed the thorough piece in the 24th June
Times, if not others - ED.

AMPLIFIER SPREADS &
MEAN VALUES
Iwould like to comment on Martin Colloms'
interpretations of the objective data arising
from his subjective testing of amplifiers published in your May and June issues. Poorly. I
think, Mr Colloms has drawn an envelope
around the discrete data points derived from his
tests. Such envelopes provide a visually convenient method to compare the data for the
several amplifiers, even though some give the
appearance of preparing to face St George ( that
is, they are dragon- shaped). Mr Colloms also
remarks upon the unreliability of his data when,
as was the case with the Harman Kardon combination, there is awide spread of data points.
His comment in this regard is statistically
sound.
Ifind it curious, however, that your contributor believes aspread of 2.5 units between
the highest and lowest ratings of the Hafler and
Aurex units ( both ranging from scores of 4 to
6.5) to indicate some problems with the sound
they produce, but does not find an identical
spread ( from a score of 5 to 7-5) for the
Electrocompaniet worthy of comment. Sim-

speakers, microphones, tools, electrical accessories, microprocessors, synthesisers, transistors, opto electrical items, computers, books,
etc. They have a London shop in King Street,
Hammersmith, and another shop at Westcliffon-Sea, Essex, for ' on- the- spot' buyers.
ANOTHER invaluable reference work is Sound
Verdict 13, compiled by John Morgan, Principal Audio- Visual Librarian at the London
Borough of Camden Holborn Library, 32-38,
Theobalds Road, London, WC1X 8PA. The
index (£ 2.00) covers equipment reviews and
audio articles which appeared in 12 magazines
and Annuals during 1980, including HFNIRR
and HFNIRR Annual. Incidentally, Records &
Recording ceased publication in August 1980,
but we understand that it is due to resume
publication, under adifferent owner, in October
this year.
IN 1957, the BBC Transcription Service at St.
Hilda's, Maida Vale, changed its system
exclusively to fine- groove recording, which
meant that the old BBC Type D disc machines
were modified to cut up to 260 grooves per
inch, and fitted with cutter- heads having a
heater coil for the stylus. In 1964 the
Transcription Unit moved to Kensington
House, Shepherds Bush, and a dozen Studer
C37 recorders were installed.
Why am Ireferring to this bit of history?
Simply because the BBC's Transcription
Service, which will be recording some 15 concerts from the current Proms season for distribution overseas, will be closing down next April
with all staff dismissed. ( see ' FM Radio', p. 51).
Some 500 hours of recording a year are
issued to such countries as Australia, Canada,
New Zealand, and parts of the USA. The
material is purchased on subscription by such
broadcasting systems around the world, and
the promotion of the work of British musicians
and composers is an invaluable demonstration
that British music and music- making is alive
and fighting. Yes, of course, the reason is the
Government's desire to save money by cutting
down External Broadcasting, which includes
the BBC's foreign language services. A sad
state of affairs, and do remember that audiophiles' end product is mostly music.

ilarly, Mr Colloms' envelope for the derived data
on the Lentek unit necessarily produces a
'phantom' score at 5.5 for that unit even though
no individual datum point exists at that value. If
such a point is added to the Lentek score, the
arithmetic mean score of 5.9 which Mr Colloms
computed for the Lentek would be somewhat
lower.
What the above illustrates is that a better
statistical method to integrate the test data from
several panelists, especially when judging such
subtle differences as those among amplifiers,
would be to take the geometric rather than the
arithmetic mean. When data are closely
bunched, the arithmetic and geometric means
are also very close, but the greater the spread,
the lower the geometric mean value will be
relative to the arithmetic mean. ( The arithmetic
mean of 6 and 9 is 7.5, while the geometric
mean is 7.35; but the arithmetic mean of 3and
12 is also 7.5, yet the geometric mean is only
6.) The geometric mean penalizes spread, just
as Mr Colloms rightly stated it should be penalized. By applying the geometric mean weighting system to the published data, the relative
to p. 43
41

STYLI at
-PI BUFFS argue about many things,
I but one point most will agree: that a
good quality elliptical or line- contact stylus is
necessary for high quality record reproduction
and that aspherical tip is only really suited to
budget models. After all, as many articles
have pointed out, it is very easy to demonstrate that the spherical tip is incapable of
tracing higher frequency waveforms. Simply
compare the diameter of the tip with the
wavelength of the record modulation: if the
tip has a radius of 15 pm ( 0.6 thou), then its
diameter is 30 pm. If it is tracing agroove
7.5cm ( 3in.) from the record centre, then
30 pm represents a half cycle of signal at only
4350 Hz. Even at the edge of the record—say
15cm from the record centre—the limit is
only 8700 Hz. Clearly, as regards treble
response it is adead loss, and yet ....
It is curious that despite this apparently
severe limitation there has been the odd case
of a high-class pickup sporting aspherical
stylus. The Decca London was available only
in this form for some time, and of the
moving- coils, aspherical tip is used on the
Mayware MC- 2C and the Denon DL103C.
What is even more curious is that these
pickups all have apparently healthy treble
responses. The Decca was even recommended at one time for its qualities as a4channel CD- 4 reproducer, and the Denon is
noted for its clean clear treble ( the measured
response extends smoothly to 50 kHz).
Reviews of the Mayware have noted a bit of
end- of- side distortion, but otherwise little to
fault.
With this in mind Irecently sent the stylus
assembly from my Goldring G900E to a
specialist ( Expert Pickups) to have it retipped with aspherical diamond. The result
has been quite interesting. The G900E is now
asomewhat less aggressive, more elegant
performer, kinder to old records and presenting more of the subtlety of music—
presumably because the new diamond has a
better finish than the original. The treble
response still appears clear and extended, and
at lower modulation levels it seems free and
unrestricted, even at the end of the side. The
one weakness appears on high modulation
levels towards the end of the side, where the
sound becomes abit muddled and the treble
constricted. Hardly the unmitigated disaster
theory predicted and, interestingly, aconfirmation of the view expressed in some
reviews that the performance of the G900E is
limited to some extent by the quality of the
tip fitted ( this is true of most low- and midpriced pickups). The much- praised G9001 GC
has not only a novel shape to its stylus but
also a notably high standard of shaping,
polish and alignment.
Clearly, a bit of theoretical investigation is
in order. Some fairly simple calculations
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A. N. Beal re-examines the matter of
spherical and elliptical tips

reveal the true extent of the tracing limit
referred to earlier. There is also ' pinch- effect'
to consider, but more of that later.
The tracing limits of aspherical tip are
normally illustrated by a picture like fig. 1a.
However, if the amplitude of the waveform is
reduced the picture changes considerably
(fig. 1b). Here there is no apparent obstacle
to the stylus tracing the modulation, although
the frequency is the same. Clearly the ability
of atip to follow the waveform depends not
only on the frequency but also on the
amplitude.

Then we can look at the way the stylus sits
in the groove ( fig. 2). Here something else
emerges: if we cut asection at right- angles to
the groove wall ( A- A), we could see that the
contact surface presented is circular, with a
radius of r, the radius of the tip. This is the
shape the stylus presents to amodulation in
the 45° plane. However, only sounds at the
extreme left or right of the stereo stage are
generated by pure 45° modulation. Conventional pickup test measurements exaggerate
the importance of these modulations'; sounds
around the centre of the stage relate to
almost pure lateral modulation, and these are
usually the most important—so response to
lateral signal is more important than that to
45° modulation.
If we look at the shape presented to a
lateral movement by cutting a horizontal
section ( B- B), we see that the circle here has
aradius of not rbut r,, where r, = r\12. The
15 pm radius referred to eallier is therefore
only presented to signals representing sounds
at the left and right extremes of the stereo
stage, so the effective radius is normally
smaller, reducing to 10.6 pm for centred
sounds. This is the figure we shall use for
calculations.
So, to some figures. The tip will not be able
to trace the waveforms once the curvature of
the wave is sharper than the curvature of the
stylus face, and this occurs at high frequencies and/or high amplitudes. As the tip
approaches this tracing limit the signal will
become distorted, followed by break-up of
the waveform as the limit is exceeded. The
approximate formulae given at the end of the
article were used to calculate this tracing limit
in terms of frequency and peak recorded

velocity, for a 15 pm tip placed at 14.5cm,
8cm and 6cm from the record centre, representing the outer edge of the record and the
typical range of positions of the final groove
before the runout spiral. These tracing limits
are then compared with the tracking limits
typical of a high quality magnetic cartridge
(Table 1).
We can see that for agood quality pickup
the tracing limits are little less than the
tracking limits, even on the inner grooves. For
the worst case, 6cm from the spindle, the
restriction amounts to no more than 6dB at
20 kHz. Indeed, for 1cm/s modulation the
bandwidth on the innermost grooves extends
to 83 kHz. Clearly this tracing limit is much
less than it is usually made out to be.
Turning now to pinch- effect, this is the
primary cause of end- of- side distortion and
results from the difference in shape between
the chisel- like cutting stylus and the rounded
playback one, as indeed does all tracing
distortion. Its effect is to make the groove
apparently narrower at high velocities,
squeezing the stylus upwards and resulting in
spurious signals ( fig.3a). Thus while the
stylus follows the lateral modulation in fig.3b,
the pinch- effect gives rise to aspurious
vertical movement ( fig. 3c). As the lateral
movement carries the main signal and the
vertical one the stereo information, this results
in some stereo ' rubbish' being added to the
sound at twice the lateral frequencies.
For agiven stylus size, the vertical movement for various frequencies and recorded
velocities can be calculated and the amplitude
of this (' b') then compared to the amplitude
of the original signal ('a') to give the percentage of distortion. The formulae used are
given at the end of the article. If we take 20%
distortion as the limit before the signal
becomes grossly distorted, then the following
figures emerge ( Table 2).
This is clearly agenuine limitation and the
main cause of the muddle and construction at
high levels near the ends of sides. However,

Table 1. Limited recorded velocity (cmls) for 15pm radius tip, lateral sine- wave modulation.
Tracking
Tracing ( 14.5 cm)
Tracing ( 8cm)
Tracing ( 6cm)

1kHz
35
40+
40+
40+

2kHz
35
40+
40+
40+

5kHz
30
40+
40+
30

10 kHz
20
40+
17
8.5

15 kHz
14
40+
10
5.5
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20 kHz
10
27
7.5
4
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Table 2: Limited recorded velocity (cmls) for 15pm radius tip and 20% 'pinch' distortion
lateral sine- wave modulation.
Distance from centre
14.5cm
8cm
6cm

1kHz
40+
40+
34

2kHz
40+
26
14

10 kHz
16
4-5
2-5

5kHz
33
9.5
5-5

15 kHz
10
3
2

20 kHz
8
2-5
1.5

by 12 dB at 10 kHz. For discs which continue
to 6cm from the centre, the restriction
increases to 17 dB at 10 kHz. So it depends
on how close to the label the grooves go and
whether high modulation levels are recorded
there. The limits for the common 0.7 x0.3
thou elliptical stylus ( 18pm x7.5pm) can be
expected to be 6dB higher.
So aspherical stylus distorts on some
records for some of the time and no doubt a
good elliptical tip can do better. So why
promote the spherical stylus? The figures
quoted are theoretical and give only part of
the story. Less than perfect alignment,
shaping and polish can all detract from stylus
performance and, in an imperfect world, it is
here that the spherical tip scores: not only is
it much easier to produce to an accurate
shape and afine polish than more exotic
types, but within certain limits it is actually
impossible to misalign aspherical tip relative

to digest this information and present a more
complete picture, it should be converted to a
measure of signal level ( dB) and combined
with the record frequency equalisation curve
to give a measure of the dynamic range
available at any frequency.
If we take 35 cm/s at 1kHz as reference
maximum level and add the effect of equalisation into the various figures, the results are
as in Table 3. With a70dB dynamic range
these data can be plotted graphically as in fig. 4.
Although the sound from records has the
advantage of the sparkle that comes from free
extension of the treble to the limits of audibility, it is clear that it suffers from avery
limited HF power bandwidth—even if the
effect of stylus shape is ignored. Tracking
limits combine with the equalisation curve to
impose pretty severe restrictions. To achieve a
limit of ( say) - 5dB at 20 kHz ( ref 35 cm/s at
1kHz), the recorded velocity would have to
be 160 cm/s!
It is doubtful whether the cutting stylus
could produce avelocity as high as this, but
perhaps it suggests where some of the
superiority of the more exotic moving- coil
pickups may lie: their tracking ability at high
frequencies. Tracking is commonly tested at a
low frequency ( 300 Hz) and they often show
up relatively poorly here. However, with their
typically higher tracking pressure and emphasis on ultra- low stylus tip mass, there is
good reason to expect them to outclass
completely the moving- magnet designs for HF
tracking.
A tip mass as low as 0.1 mg with atracking
weight of 2gm could be expected theoretically to show an improvement of around
18dB at the higher frequencies over the
tracking limits given here—avelocity of over
100 cm/s at15 kHz! In these esoteric realms a
small tip contact radius is clearly useful to help
squeeze out that extra performance, but if we
return to more normal pickup characteristics
such as those quoted earlier, we can see that
at the start of the record aspherical stylus
puts negligible restrictions on the pickup's
abilities. But at 8cm, where many records
end, the available dynamic range is restricted

1kHz

o

O
O

Pinch- effect
14-5cm
8cm

o
o

O

4.

.....

4 4.

--...„,.

to the groove. How could asphere be twisted
or tilted? An elliptical, on the other hand, can
be misaligned in at least one way and a linecontact in no less than three ways. Whereas
the distortion caused by aspherical tip is
apparent on some records, for some of the
time, the distortions caused by poor shape,
polish or alignment are likely to be apparent
on most records, for most of the time.
A good spherical tip will always be better
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Vr
(As an approximation, this formula ignores the difference in
curvature betweens asine- wave and an arc of acircle having
the same amplitude and wavelength)
y, is speed of groove passing under stylus
fis recorded frequency
y is peak recorded velocity
r, is effective tip radius ( 10-6 um in this case).
2. Pinch distortion
a. To find angle oof groove from parallel ( fig. 5a). tan a = V/V,
b. To find apparent angle 0 between walls of groove (fig. 5b),
tan 0/2 = cos a
c. To find height h of centre of sphere from bottom of groove
(fig. 5b).

from p.41

.... ....

50

f=

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

-3

— 40

V.
4n.

where A his the change of height of spherical tip if 0is reduced
from 90 °.

70
4

V,.

distortion = Ah
—,

rFIG.4
60

Formulae used
1. Tracing limits:

2nf
e. To find resulting pinch distortion,

2kHz
-3
-3
-3
-3

-0.5

6 cm

Reference
1. Cartridges—a New Angle (
HiFi for Pleasure. September
1979)

h = -sin 0/2
(r is true radius- 0015 cm in this case).
d. To find amplitude aof sine- wave modulation.
V

Table 3: Limits for 15pm stylus (dB) ref. 35cmls (a 1kHz
Equalisation
Tracking
Tracing ( 8cm)
Tracing ( 6cm)

than a poorly shaped, polished or aligned
elliptical or line- contact one—and in the
normal price range that is very often the
choice which is available to the manufacturer.
Most low and medium priced pickups would
be improved if their manufacturers spent the
available money on areally good quality
spherical tip rather than the mediocre elliptical
or line- contact type which is commonly fittede

10

15

20

rating of the units tested is altered: the HarmanKardon's score falls from 5.4 to 5.04, while the
Lux combination's score remains at 5.58
because of its more tightly grouped data.
Thomas Guilbert,
Portland, Oregon, USA
DISC DAMPING
As an instrumentation and vibration engineer
who has had a lifetime interest in musical
instruments and acoustics and is chiefly concerned in good quality reproduction of the
same, Imust comment on Noel Keywood's
contribution regarding disc vibrations in the
August issue (PFB, p.61).
Mr Keywood poses a model for his calculations which is grossly oversimplified, and if
the model is incomplete the results have little
meaning. Nor does he postulate any similar
model for adisc on aresilient mat, yet Ifind that
with my deck the Griffin Anacoustic Mat does
damp a number of minor overhangs due to
mechanical resonances in deck or arm. Also,
there is certainly no reason to suppose that
rigidly coupling disc to platter will do anything
to suppress the reflected waves within the vinyl,
which both the Editor and Ihave proved do
exist—though we differ in the extent to which
this is detrimental, no doubt because we have
different equipment.
In particular, the last sentence of para 7in the
PFB contribution ('we do not want to dissipate
this energy... but to recover it in order to
improve fidelity') is quite frightening. If this did
happen we would be returning delayed and outof- phase information to the stylus, the very last
way to improve fidelity. Ideally we must
suppress, le, damp out, all such vibrations as are
produced in the vinyl and prevent them from
ever getting back to the stylus.
R H. Wallace, Conwy
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THE MINE REFERENCE
MERIDIAN A#12
The M2 active loudspeaker is a 2 way integrated loudspeaker system. Careful alignment of the
enclosure and the electronic crossover with the two high power long tnrow bass- mid drivers has
resulted in a totally new fow frequency system giving an 8order Bessell response. This provides a
smooth firm bass response down to 37Hz with accurate transients. The dome tweeter is time adjusted
with respect to the bass drivers. This clever loudspeaker system benefits from our years of experience
in the design of loudspeakers, amplifiers, and active loudspeakers and represents a true systems
approach. The M2 incorporates an adjustable stand for floor mounting but is eaually at home on a
bookshelf. The power amplifiers, power supply and crossover are contained witrin the cabinet. The
M2 stands just 30 inches high, is 7inches wide, 15 inches deep and can be ordered in Blac•( Ash or
aselection of veneers. The product is ideally driven from the Meridian 101 Control Unit or any other
suitable quality pre-ampUier.
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BOOTHRGYD STUART LTD., 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON,
CAMBRIDGE PE18 7EJ TELEPHONE ( 0480) 57339, TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN.).

Polarisation
I have already deferred returning to Quad's
ESL- 63 for one month, which might be
excusable on the grounds of permitting welltempered consideration. A further postponement would risk accusations of ' chicken', yet I
am very conscious that the units are sufficiently
'different' to force the realisation yet again that
we still know very little about loudspeakers.
The multiple entendre of the subheading is
quite deliberate, because Iam quite sure that
opinions of these transducers will be as polarised as the diaphragms themselves. ( Upon
reflection, it is unlikely that any hi-fi component
worth the appellation ' great' will not have both
vociferous adherents and detractors.) Grasping
the nettle firmly by the horns, to match
multiple- entendre with mixed metaphor, Ishall
start with a few facts, continue with some
observations, and finally indulge in a little
speculation, which should not be taken too
seriously.
First, and probably most important, they have
a dispersion/distribution pattern quite unlike
any other speaker Ihave encountered. This in
itself means that the ratio between the direct
sound and the reverberant field will be unique,
and will impart aparticular character. Secondly
the design incorporates sophisticated protection circuitry; in essence this seems to be a
progressive limiter to control excessive bass
excursion at high levels, followed by a ' crowbar' last- line- of- defence which effectively
short-circuits the amplifier, presumably triggering its protection circuits. In the majority of
cases this will not matter, but unfortunately
Naim's designer feels that their models should
not be used, because if their amplifier's protection is repeatedly called upon, premature
failure of the output transistors may result ( the
protection in this case is designed to allow very
large short term current demands and only
activate under emergency conditions).
The 63s are probably more acceptable visually than their predecessors, but tend to be
rather more obtrusive if raised on stands, which
Ihave found sonically worthwhile ( about 1ft in
my room). Their most startling attribute is a
wonderfully
transparent
and
integrated
midrange/lower treble region, giving anotably
'uncongested' character to the sound. When
positioned correctly, they provide stereo with
unparalleled precision. Perhaps partly because
of this, they are very sensitive indeed to placement, and also have afavoured 'sweet spot' for
listening, even though ' beaming' effects are
less obvious than with the earlier model. The
thing that does concern me, however, is the
bass performance, which Ifind rather less to my
taste than with the earlier model.
One of the joys of the original electrostatic,
and the reason that it is still very close to the top
of my list, is the splendid way in which bass,
mid and treble integrated, giving an unusual
'solidity' to the sound which subwoofers,
supertweeters et al are inclined to destroy. The
63 on the other hand seems to concentrate
one's attention upon its superb midrange, with
the
bass coming
along
almost
as a
afterthought—it's there, but it doesn't seem to
provide the driving force behind the sound.
This observation is akin to what Ihave found
with KEF's 105s—low coloration, splendid
imaging, but somehow a lack of ' solidity'
overall. Idon't know how to explain it in terms
'of cause and effect, but it does seem to exist,
and matters to some but not all listeners. The
KEFs and the 63s have their adherents, as do
Isobariks and the original electrostatics; all are
'classics', yet few people will like all equally. To
speculate briefly, there does seem to be asort of
dichotomy, where the former two designs work
best in terms of the intellectual/aesthetic characteristics of music, the latter in terms of the
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SUBJECTIVE
SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

emotional content, the original electrostatic
being the great all-rounder.
This gripe notwithstanding, the 63 sets new
standards for transparency, and forces one to
re- appraise one's record collection. It gives a
whole new perspective on the vicissitudes of
microphones and their use. But Iam still reminded a little of giant headphones, with all
that that implies in a failure to excite the
abdomen, particularly when listening to rock
music, so Ihope the original electrostatic will
still be available for flat- earthing heretics like
me!
'It would probably sell better without the
Sony name on it!'
This unattributable quote was overheard during
arecent Sony Compact Disc presentation, directed at the SSG1 II speaker after the assembled
Press had almost unanimously
'raspberried' the exotic Esprit '6' in its favour. I
think we were a little unfair to the 6 in fact,
though its faults were certainly intrusive ( distribution discontinuities plus coloration giving a
very strange stereo imaging). However, it was.
commendably free of ' box sound', showing that
the elaborate cabinetwork was not entirely
wasted. Nevertheless the G1 showed up in a
very good light, not the least because there was
so little to excite criticism.
Arriving home Idug out some samples that I
have been ' sitting on' for some time, only to
confirm the Shepperton and Martin Colloms'
(in my own magazine. Choice) findings. There
is no getting away from the fact that this is a
very well balanced model by any standards
(English, Japanese, Serbo-Croat or whatever)
and it sells at ahighly competitive price. Under
£200, it has three drive units of SEAS origin

mounted on Sony's special crenellated baffle
material. The overall finish is smart with just a
touch of ' flash' to offset the rather anonymous
dark wood finish cabinet.
There is little to criticise on the sound side
either. Sensitivity is a little above average,
colorations are generally low, stereo imaging
very precise with good depth, the frequency
response is balanced if a trifle ' forward'. It
works very well at low levels, yet goes quite
loud, though the bottom end did seem a little
untidy when it was being thrashed in the large
Shepperton studio. In the final analysis it can
sound alittle ' hard', the fairly modest drive units
are probably the limiting factor, and it is not
quite as smooth sounding as more expensive
designs. But don't dismiss it because it says
Sony on the front and ' Made in West Germany'
on the top. This product has as much right to be
heard as any of the more reputable British
designs, and is awarning to those who believe
in stereotyping.
Boxes of Boots
If Sony is not the first name to spring to mind
when considering hi-fi loudspeakers, then
Boots ( formerly The Chemist) is even further
down the list. Nowadays in their larger department stores you are just as able to choose a
respectable hi-fi while waiting for the Vallium
as indulge more traditional pursuits such as
arranging to get your films developed, buying
records, tapes and under- arm deodorants.
Though Iadmire the way they are going about
hi-fi marketing very much indeed, Ihave to
admit that the ' own- brand' products I have
tried have been less appealing so far. The
headphones, some months ago, were reasonably value though not particularly inspiring, but
Ifind the E202 speakers even less to my taste.
Certainly for £ 150 you get well- finished and
attractively veneered box of acceptable domestic proportions. But sonically this two- unit reflexed design sourced from Keesonic is rather
undistinguished, characterised predominantly
by a rather recessed and uninformative presence region. This gives a rather ' thickened'
balance, vocals tending to sound a little
'chesty', and detail subdued. To be fair, while
the Sonys could be a touch aggressive, and
might show this characteristic with an unfortunate combination of ancillaries, this is
most unlikely to be a source of criticism with
the E202s. So if my samples are representative
(a useful qualification that), then I'm afraid I
can't see ashining future for the design in this
most competitive sector of the speaker market.
Danish Charm
Iam not given to playing or plugging tests discs
as arule; they tend to arrive, get played through
once perhaps, and gradually sink to the bottom
of the pile. However, the new Ortofon ( 0002)
did catch my ear. Its predecessor coupled aside
of very useful basic tests with some direct cut
Danish music from the ' Scandinavian Strauss',
Hans Christian Lumbye, which to put it politely
did not travel too well, though the recording
quality was nice. The new issue repeats the
technical side ( even down to ' Swiss made' (?)
matrix number), but the music has been culled
from the catalogue of the Swedish company
Opus 3. Though not familiar to me. Iwould like
to get hold of some more discs from this label,
because
these
tracks
rival
that
other
Scandinavian label Proprius in offering some of
the most natural recordings around. The music
is light and charmingly whimsical, if rather
'middle of the road', but with a nice spread
across the spectrum of Jazz, Folk and Classical.
Although not intended as a collection to be
played continuously, I find it a very joyful
collection, and that, after all, *is the bottom
line•
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Loudspeakers and rooms
Part 2—the loudspeaker, by Peter Mapp
IN PART ONE Ilooked at the basic acoustic
I behaviour of listening rooms and showed
how this can affect the sound we hear. This
month Iwill introduce the loudspeaker into
the discussion and we will begin to see why
it is that surprisingly small movements or reorientations of the loudspeaker within the
room can produce quite audible differences.

Room Coupling and Loudspeaker Power Output
In Part One we saw that the sound level
produced in aroom by a loudspeaker could
vary substantially depending on the position
of the listener within the room. In this instance we were looking at aconsequence of
room mode excitation. Conversely, the position of the loudspeaker also affects the situation. In some positions, the loudspeaker tends
to excite more modes than at others—while
at other positions the room loads the loudspeaker so much that its power output at
certain frequencies is substantially decreased.
Fig. 16 illustrates the problem. Here we see
the effect of moving a loudspeaker from
against a boundary wall into the centre of a
small room. The sound pressure level ( s.p.I.,
ie, loudness) at the listening position decreased substantially over the band from
approximately 30 to 80 Hz, being some 25dB
down at 51 and 71 Hz—the frequencies of
two of the fundamental axial modes for the
room.
The explanation is that the room is creating
a highly mismatched load for the loudspeaker
to work into at these frequencies and
effectively reduces the loudspeaker's ability to
radiate. The problem is not unique to the
listening position, as the sound power input
to the whole room is reduced. Fairly obviously, such a large variation in the perceived
frequency response will be considered by a
—
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FIG.16
Effect of loudspeaker positioning/
room loading on sound level at
listening position.
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Room Mode Excitation
Theoretically, a loudspeaker can excite all the
room modes from acorner position, but in
practice this is not quite the case as domestic
loudspeakers are not infinitely small point
sources. However, in small rooms where the
modal density is low one may find that pulling the loudspeaker away from acorner or
wall tends to reduce the excitation of isolated
low frequency modes, the effectiveness depending on the room's particular eigentones
(standing wave patterns) and the
loudspeaker's LF extension. Another
candidate that can cause severe low frequency imbalances is that of boundary reinforcement and interference.
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the direct frontal radiation. The two waves
add together giving rise to a 3dB increase in
the total radiated sound power, but resulting
in a6dB increase in spi. at agiven listening
position. This increase does depend on the
reflection coefficient and impedance of the
reflecting surface—the 6dB being the maximum theoretically possible for asingle infinitely large surface, le, 2n radiation, the
loudspeaker now radiating into asolid angle
of 2n steradians as opposed to 4n for the free
field.
If we now include asecond boundary in
the argument, eg, one wall and the floor, and
place the loudspeaker at the intersection of
the two, we will have halved the radiation
solid angle again. It now becomes rr radians
and we get afurther 6dB increase in sound
pressure level (
le, 12dB up on our original
free field case). Placing the loudspeaker in a
corner, at the intersection of three room
boundaries, again halves the radiation solid
angle to n/2 radians and we get afurther
6dB increase in s.p.I.; which means that for a
given listening position the perceived sound
level will have increased by 18dB over free
field conditions.
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Boundary Enhancement
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listener to be a major problem— hearing
excessive bass with the loudspeaker located
at one position and virtually none at all when
it is moved to the second.
It is, however, fairly unusual under normal
domestic circumstances to have loudspeakers
out in the middle of the room; more likely
they are to be found tucked away in corners,
in alcoves either side of afireplace, tight up
against awall, possibly sitting directly on the
floor or mounted on stands, sitting on a
bookshelf, or housed in or on some form of
shelving/furniture system. Now each of these
situations will affect the loudspeaker's power
output and influence the perceived sound
quality, not only in terms of frequency
balance but also coloration and the quality of
stereo imagery. There are, of course, adedicated few who manage to position their
loudspeakers well away from the wall boundaries, etc, and obtain something approaching
reasonable sound quality—but even then
there are awhole range of other room furnishings or acoustic quirks to catch out the
unwary—and even the wary, come to that! ( I
have obviously limited the discussion, here, to
loudspeakers which have not been designed
specifically to be placed against room walls,
eg, models from Allison, Acoustic Research,
Heybrook, ARC, Linn, etc.)
But why do we need to pull our loudspeakers out from the room walls to achieve
acceptable sound quality? In fact it is easier at
this stage to answer the reverse question, ie,
what happens to the sound quality when you
put a loudspeaker up against ( or near to) the
room walls?

At one time corner positioning was advocated
for a loudspeaker because of the increased
bass extension produced. But although corner
positioning does indeed enhance bass output
it can also produce asevere frequency imbalance and is generally accompanied by very
noticeable midband colorations and inferior
stereo imaging.
At frequencies below about 250 Hz or so,
most loudspeakers are effectively omnidirectional devices, ie, they emit sound equally in
all directions. At higher frequencies they
generally become progressively more and
more directional as fig. 17 shows. So, at low
frequencies we have asituation where as
much sound energy is being emitted from the
sides or rear of the loudspeaker as from the
front. Now, if we bring the loudspeaker up
against asolid wall we reflect this rear radiation forward, and because of the long wavelengths involved, it is effectively in phase with
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FIG.18 Effect of room boundar'es on LS.
power output (a) interaction with single
boundary ( b) speaker placed equidistant
rom 2walls & floor Output ref.free field.

Fig. 18 shows the effect of boundary conditions on the power output from a loudspeaker, while fig. 18 shows the effect on the
received s.p.I. at agiven listening position of
placing a high quality monitoring loudspeaker
up against a hard reflecting wall. It is, perhaps, hard to believe, but this loudspeaker's
anechoic response is incredibly flat. The
figure shows the effect of having just one
reflecting wall in a room—all other surfaces
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which these effects occur Ihave calculated
the first notch frequency for some typical
loudspeaker-wall spacings.

FIG.19a
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The interference effects produced in the midrange will vary quite considerably with different loudspeaker types, due to their individual
radiation characteristics. When designing
loudspeakers some manufacturers do take
these power output effects into account,
balancing the speaker's power output to be
optimum when stand mounted, for example,
but away from boundary walls. An alternative
approach has been taken by such firms as
Allison and Acoustic Research. There the
designers have tackled the problem by defin-
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being completely absorbing.
A useful way of analysing the situation is
to think in terms of reflected images. At low
frequencies, room walls' are highly efficient
sound reflectors and an acoustic image of the
loudspeaker is set up in each wall as shown
in fig. 20. In fact this is an oversimplification
of the situation, as instead of the four images
shown, seven are actually formed because
images of the images are also formed in the
floor plane. So in effect we now have eight
sources of sound radiating at us instead of
the one loudspeaker you actually see; or 16 in
the case of stereo—though that's another
story.
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FIG20 Images of loudspeaker formed in
adjacent boundaries. 4 images only are
shown although in fact 7occur for the ,
3 boundary condition.
The theoretical increases in sound level
output are based on the assumption that our
loudspeaker is acting as a point source and is
located precisely at the intersection of the
walls. In practice of course this does not
occur. In reality the acoustic centre of the
loudspeaker will be situated some finite distance in front of the wall. At low frequencies
the error is small compared to the radiated
wavelength, but as the wavelength decreases
at higher frequencies, the distance between
wall and loudspeaker takes on a new significance and the output power reduces until
we actually get adecrease in output relative
to free field conditions, reaching a minimum
at afrequency where the loudspeaker wall
spacing is A. Figs. 18 and 19 clearly show
this effect occurring.
The reduction in output is caused by the
reflected wave being 180° out of phase with
'Brick or concrete—walls of lightweight construction, eg, plasterboard, are not so reflective.
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that emitted directly, so that the two combine
and cancellation occurs. At a higher frequency, where the phase relationship between the two waves will again be different,
either enhancement or cancellation can occur
depending on the exact frequency of the
radiated wave. In fact, aregular series of
peaks and dips occurs coinciding with multiples of ¡ and ,t- wavelength distances. This is
clearly shown in fig. 19.
By pulling the loudspeaker away from the
wall boundary the effects are substantially
reduced as shown by fig. 21—the swept sine
and random noise traces for the same loudspeaker, now positioned 2m away from the
hard reflecting wall, showing that the loudspeaker's nominally flat response is now
retained. As the figures show, even with a
single boundary the effects are quite severe—
the bass boost occurs over aband in excess
of two octaves, while the notch formed is
also pretty wide, being in excess of an octave
and falling in the critical midband part of the
spectrum.
The effects shown in fig. 19 become even
more pronounced if the loudspeaker is placed
equidistant from two or three boundaries;
under such conditions the peaks and dips
coincide and become further exaggerated,
(eg, fig. 18). However, offsetting the loudspeaker so that it is no longer equidistant
from the boundaries causes the image reflection distances ( phases) to differ too, and
this results in asmoother overall response in
the upper bass and mid- range, although a
large LF boost still occurs.
To get an idea of the frequency range at

4k

Bk

16k

ing the postioning of the loudspeaker within
the listening room, designing it to fit against a
wall boundary with the bass drivers positioned so as to be as close as possible to the
floor/wall intersection. The interference notch
then occurs above the bass drivers' working
range (
le, above the crossover frequency) and
the enhancement effects can be taken care of
by tailoring the LF output.
Apart from power output effects, positioning loudspeakers well away from room
boundaries generally improves stereo imagery, and clarity and reduces midband coloration.
Reflections and Sound
Coloration
Coloration effects are not due solely to power
output irregularities which affect the sound
level throughout the room, but are also
caused by local reflections at the loudspeakers or the listener. When listening to
sound from a loudspeaker in a normal room,
we not only receive the sound directly from
the loudspeaker but also aseries of reiiections. Immediately after the direct sound we
receive afew discrete early reflections from
nearby surfaces, followed by a large number
of multiple reflected sounds coming from all
around the room.
In the normal listening room, these reflections add substantially to the perceived
loudness of the sound and, as we saw last
month, it is essential to maintain afairly flat
reverberation time if we are not to end up
with a large variation in the perceived tonal
balance. However, while the reverberation
time characteristic is important, it is really no
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more than a statistical generalisation about
the room's acoustics, telling us what we
might hear ' on average'. It is, therefore, quite
possible to design a listening room with a
nominally ideal reverberation characteristic
that still sounds pretty poor due to inadequate control of discrete early reflections
which will then combine at a particular listening position. Figs. 22 & 23 illustrate this.
Here we see a number of early reflections
arriving at the listening position after being
reflected off nearby surfaces and items of
furniture, etc. Note that many of the surfaces
are acoustically very different, having differing
reflection/absorption coefficients and frequency responses. Thus each reflection can
have aquite different spectral content to the
sound coming directly from the loudspeaker.
Furthermore, because the reflected sounds
must travel further than the direct sound, the
reflections arrive at the listening position
slightly delayed, or phase shifted, with respect
to the direct sound. Depending on the relative
amplitude and phase of areflection it may
either interfere constructively or destructively
with the direct sound and thus alter its
effective frequency balance.
Fig. 24 illustrates the case for a loudspeaker
positioned 0.5m from aside wall. Note that
although no other room reflections occur, a
remarkably lumpy response results. Again the
Direct sound
(initial impulse)
Early reflections

Reverberation

I
I
I
111111 1

Direct sound with reflections from sidewall.

loudspeaker re- measured in adomestic listening room by taking the Fourier transform of
the Loudspeaker/Room impulse response.
The measuring microphone output was gated
so that only reflections arriving within the first
few milliseconds were captured. The effect of
moving the loudspeaker from its normal free
standing position to up against the rear wall
can be clearly seen.
From fig. 21 it can be seen that the interaction between the direct and reflected
sound, apart from producing avery lumpy
response, also produces aregular series of
peaks and dips on the sine wave response. If
plotted on a linear scale it would be found
that many of the peaks and dips occur with a
fixed frequency interval between them in the
form of acomb filter, as shown in fig. 27. In
many instances the notches formed by the
interaction of the direct and reflected sounds
are too narrow for the ear to hear—directly at
least—but the ear does recognise the regular
series and can in some circumstances ' hear' a
pure tone. The frequency of this is associated
with the notch spacing. On most programme
material the result is that the sound takes on a
wiry, metallic, screechy quality, though this
is very dependent on the amplitude, delay
time and possibly direction of the reflection
concerned and the programme itself. Breaking
the regular pattern, either by reducing the
reflected sound intensity with the use of
absorbent material, or by breaking up the
reflection itself by the use of adiffusing rather
than a plain surface, can help considerably
here.
It is interesting to see just what an improvement is brought about by better positioning of the loudspeaker, not only in terms

of the reduction of coloration, but also in
stereo imaging and clarity. It would seem that
reflections occurring very quickly after the
direct sound ( as happens in small rooms) not
only corrupt the frequency response but also
confuse the ear. Increasing the delay of the
reflection so that it arrives after agap of a
few milliseconds, rather than in the first one
or two milliseconds, appears to allow the ear
to distinguish between the two sounds, improving localisation and clarity. The reflected
sound is not heard as aseparately identifiable
source, but adds to the perceived loudness of
the original, which maintains its correct
localisation.
Again, the perceived increase in loudness
depends on the spectrum of the reflected
sound. Reflections which differ substantially
from the original are not so readily masked by
the direct wavefront and become more obtrusive. As Imentioned above this may be
due to the reflection coefficient of the surface
concerned. But equally important, if not more
so, is the initial spectrum of the incident
sound falling on the reflecting surface to
begin with. This will obviously be ' off axis'
for side reflections and will therefore be
dependent on the loudspeaker's polar response characteristic—which for some types
of loudspeaker can vary substantially at mid
and high frequencies over relatively small
angles. Adjusting the angle of the loudspeaker to the wall can therefore produce a
quite significant audible change for an apparently minor alteration. Speakers with comparatively large front baffles are perhaps more
critical than smaller ones, which generally
maintain amore uniform polar response. This
in itself can be a problem, though, as there is
now more sound available to spray at nearby
walls which, if close to the loudspeaker, can
lead to stereo image instability problems.
Images and Reflections
Many of the sounds we hear in stereo are in
fact not really there at all, being virtual sound
sources, and we just think that they are
originating from between the loudspeakers by

Time ( milliseconds)—.

FIG. 23
IMPULSE RESPONSE OF A LISTENING ROOM
SHOWING REFLECTION SEQUENCE ARRIVING
AT THE LISTENING POSITION
situation can be improved by positioning the
loudspeaker well away from the wall, or by
placing sound absorbing material on the wall
as per fig. 25. Fig. 21 showed the effect of
repositioning the loudspeaker 2m from the
wall—quite adifference to the 0.5m
location—adifference which is not only very
measurable but also highly audible.
Fig. 26 shows the response of the same
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supplying precisely related phase and
amplitude signals to each ear. Placing a
loudspeaker either against or close to awall
creates an image of the loudspeaker in the
wall, as we have already seen. Now if the
sound from this new virtual sound source
arrives within the image fusion time of the ear
it will become another sound source within
the stereo picture, with the result that the
overall stereo image becomes confused and
unstable. The image fusion period is generally
regarded as being about 1ms, though secondary images seem to break this rule as I
have come across wandering images occurring after this time—perhaps up to 4ms which,
coincidentally, is the integration time of the
ear for transients, though it is very level
dependent.
Does it matter whether the fusion period is
1ms or 4ms? Well, the answer is with anyone
trying to hear adecent stereo image in a
listening room, for if the loudspeaker is hard
up against a wall, particularly aside wall,
then the stereo image will be affected, as the
loudspeaker's reflected image will arrive
within the fusion period—see figs. 20 & 28.
By pulling the speaker away from the wall,
the arrival time is altered, the reflection level
reduced and the image improved. Side walls
within afew feet of a loudspeaker, although
not causing image instability, can still reduce
the overall clarity and precision. It would
seem once again that the ear would like a
little time to contemplate the first arrivals
before hearing the reflections which, although
masked by the first arriving wavefront so that
they do not appear as separate events themselves, serve to increase the overall loudness
of the sound. However, if enough reflections
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-typically 2-3ms
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FIG.28

Formation of a virtual acoustic
image source.
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arrive after the fusion period so as to combine
and increase in level, the image can again be
threatened by the ear hearing reflected sound
which is louder than the direct. In such
circumstances the image again becomes
distorted and imprecise.
The whole question of wall éeflections,
stereo imaging and coloration has really not
received the attention due to it and many
questions still remain unanswered. Although
most manufacturers recommend that you keep
the loudspeakers well away from the room
boundaries to achieve the best imaging,
clarity and low coloration—advice with which
Ifully concur—no-one really seems to know
what levels of reflected sound are acceptable.
Furthermore, whereas the purchaser of a
loudspeaker might be advised regarding its
positioning, little or no comment is given
regarding the listening position, which, like
the loudspeaker, must not be up against a
wall or other reflecting object. Iwould personally suggest that there should be at least
1m of clear space behind the listener if a
clear unfuddled image is to be perceived.
If we now put together the information
collected regarding speaker and listener positioning, we can begin to see what minimum
size of listening room is required for ahigh
quality system.
Listening Rooms— Sizes and
Oddities
Many manufacturers now suggest that their
products should be placed at least 0.5m to
1m in front of the rear wall and 1m to 1.5m
away from any sidewall. To achieve reasonable depth and stereo width the listener
should be 3m or more away from the loudspeakers, and these separated, generally, by
about 2 to 3m. This means that the minimum
size of the listening room should be some
5.5m long and 7 or 8m wide (
le. 18 x25 ft).
Now this is quite asizeable room, particularly when you compare it to today's
typical living/listening room which, from a
survey Irecently conducted, would seem to
be either 12 x15 or 12 x20 ft. These are, of
course, average figures, some people enjoying
the acoustics of rooms measuring 35 x25 ft,
while others try and listen in an acoustic
nightmare which measures perhaps 8x10 or
less and where the proximity of the boundary
walls is such that it is virtually impossible
to obtain adecent image. ( No longer is there
such athing as direct and reflected sound—
just an amorphous mess.) Equally, unless the
room is heavily treated the overall sound
quality is bound to be coloured, even assuming
care is taken to keep the loudspeakers oft the
floor and not to hide them behind the sofa.
As Ihope Ihave shown, aloudspeaker
must be carefully positioned within the listening room if it is to achieve its full potential.
But, ironically, few domestic rooms in this
country are really suitable, so shouldn't the
manufacturers begin to take the typical listening environment more carefully into account
when designing top quality products? Or
should the public be prepared to give the

loudspeaker the space it needs and forget
about domestic harmony?
But even when aconcerted effort is made
to fit the loudspeaker into aroom there are
still a host of other acoustic oddities to catch
out the unwary. For example, sitting loudspeakers directly on asuspended wooden
floor can excite the floor into vibration, producing low and lower- mid frequency coloration. Windows and glass partitions, etc, can be
driven into resonance and tend to have fairly
long decay times which in well furnished,
relatively dead rooms can be most audible.
Indeed, glass panels have aquite characteristic reflection quality, not only due to the
delayed resonances produced but also due to
the spectral changes that sound reflected off
glass undergoes. Low frequency energy is
preferentially removed by membrane absorption, leaving an unbalanced reflection
consisting predominantly of mid and high
frequency energy. However, once covered
with reasonably heavy curtains hanging generously in folds, the effect can be brought
under control except for the resonant hangover which would require a heavier glass to
be fitted.
Furniture local to the loudspeakers can
cause unusual reflection effects which at
worse produce aconfused image and at best
reduce clarity. A common offender is the
television set, which in many homes seems to
end up between the speakers—a logical
position for watching simulcast concerts, etc.
But Ihave found that even asmall portable
set played havoc with the image from a pair
of KEF 105s, even when it was placed down
on the floor between them. As avisitor remarked, it was as if 'the sound rushed in' to fill
the space where the television set had been
after Iremoved it, the stereo image becoming
much clearer and more precise.
Larger television sets can act as particularly
efficient sound reflectors and care should be
taken to ensure that sound from these, wall
mirrors, glass cabinet doors and similar objects
is not reflected directly back to the listener.
Low coffee tables, especially the glass- topped
variety, produce strong early reflections which
again should be avoided. Positioning loudspeakers near to doors can also be fun, particularly when listening to the differences
between the open and closed conditions in
small listening rooms—but more of that
another time perhaps.
After awhile one begins to wonder how on
earth we manage to hear stereo at all under
ordinary domestic listening conditions. The
plain answer is that Ithink few people actually dol But the power of the ear- brain system
to mask so many room effects is quite
tremendous and it is still not fully understood.
Notwithstanding this, however, by taking a
little care over positioning the loudspeaker
within the listening/living room, some of the
worst problems can be overcome. There is a
lot more to the problem than Ihave been able
to cover in these two articles, but Ihope I
have shed some light onto the subject and
given some insight into why it is that apparently minor adjustments to the loudspeaker
positions can bring about quite audible
changes to the perceived sound quality. Ifeel
sure, however, that the loudspeaker manufacturers themselves could improve the final
sound quality heard in the average domestic
listening room by taking into acount some of
the basic positioning limitations imposed by
domestic conditions and typical living room
acoustics, though a rather more thorough
survey of the problem than Ihave been able
to present here will have to be undertaken.
Has anyone out there got any money?*
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in performance over extended listening periods.
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an FM Tuner—is based on 4ceramic filters and a
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AM SORRY to say that this month Iam more
I angry than Ihave been at any time since
'BBC Stereo', as it was originally called, started
nearly 13 years ago. Iam fortunate to have
friends all over the world who are enthusiastic
radio listeners, even if their own local stereo
radio stations utter forth the worst balancing
imaginable, with almost uncontrolled compression of up to 20dB, as used by so many US
stations. There must be millions of regular
listeners throughout the world, and particularly
in the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand,
who regularly hear the output of the BBC's
Transcription Service, recorded with enthusiasm and dedication by the Transcription
Recording Unit, based in Shepherds Bush,
London. The TRU makes its entire output
available as a catalogue both to subscribing
foreign radio stations, and also on a special
basis, supplying the library material almost invariably in the form of excellently engineered
stereo discs, with afew in one form or another
of matrix quadraphony.
But now we hear that at one blow the entire
Transcription Service, including the TRU, is to
be axed next April. The implications are so
upsetting that Ibeg readers who feel strongly to
protest in any way they can, particularly if they
live abroad and hear the BBC's TS records over
their local radio. The service is being axed
because the BBC are being forced by the
Government to economise in certain directions
so as to strengthen the World Service as much
as possible. But just how many people overseas
who care about music and culture in the UK
actually have short-wave receivers? So many
millions of people who do not have such
receivers only hear directly of the BBC when
some tape of an interview or commentary is
broadcast for some reason in a crisis—or they
might listen to a live relay transmitted to many
countries under some special arrangement.
More likely, they might be relaxing, listening
to their local radio station putting out a TRU
disc of a RAH Prom, aconcert from the Cheltenham or Aldeburgh Festivals, or aproduction
of Moby Dick. Listeners all over the world have
written to the BBC praising the quality of their
music output from the TS, and for every one
who writes there are probably thousands who
don't bother to write, but take it for granted.
Do the British Government and the BBC
honestly believe that listeners overseas will take
the trouble to listen to British culture on shortwave receivers with 3kHz audio bandwidth,
considerable phase and harmonic distortion,
crackling and fading, and adjacent- channel interference from Radio Moscow? Enquiries from
friends abroad reveal that millions just will not
bother, and many only listen to World Service
for the news and documentary programmes.
Is the cultural and musical life of the UK to go
almost unheard abroad after April 1st 1982?
The TS sends out an average of 25,000
discs and tapes every year, representing some
20,000 hours of programming, to 750 broadcasting organisations overseas in 87 countries.
Furthermore, an additional 500 copies of four
weekly quarter-hour programmes are distributed to all Latin American countries. Some
3000 British musicians, artists, scientists, actors
and writers are represented in TRU's recordings
annually. In addition to all this output, the TS
supplies some 7000 hours of programme
material through its American agents to US
local radio stations. Iunderstand that much of
the material pays for itself when sent to countries such as the US and Canada, but output to
the 3rd World countries is heavily subsidised,
which of course pulls down the finances of the
TRU and TS. However, it would be politically
bad for just the ' uneconomic' services to be
stopped, so apparently everything has to go.
For a mere one million pounds a year, which
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Angus McKenzie
surely could have been found by cutting something else, the service could continue to provide
its output of superbly engineered discs, which
have been cut by the TRU itself on a stereo
Neumann lathe, and processed and pressed by
Nimbus, who take tremendous trouble to
ensure that listeners will not be dissatisfied at
the other end of the world.
Ihave heard a sample of TRU records, and
whilst Ido not myself appreciate the SQ matrix
ones [ SQ recordings have now been discontinued] because of some phasiness and
positioning anomalies, the stereo ones are
amongst the finest discs that Ihave heard, with
very wide dynamic range and quiet surfaces.
TRU's policy has been that as their recordings
may be broadcast for up to ten years, technical
quality is of the utmost importance. In 1962
they began issuing stereo discs to those broadcasting organisations transmitting in stereo, but
the BBC itself took another three years to
commence stereo in the UK. All the recordings
made by the TRU for over adecade have been
Dolby- A processed to reduce tape hiss, and the
improvement is quite obvious when the discs
are compared with normal BBC recordings.
They were also using multitrack for pop music
some years before multitrack was introduced in
domestic studios. They even began digital recording experiments before digital recording
began in earnest in the domestic services.
The TS is sometimes regarded as an embarrassment to Broadcasting House because its
technical standard is considered by many to be
higher. Ihave yet to hear a TRU recording
loused up by added echo, etc. The TRU does
tend to use multi- mike techniques more frequently than Radio 3, but it is discreetly done,
and to good effect. The TRU has just over 30
employees, including recording engineers who
also do the editing, maintenance engineers,
disc cutting engineers and supervisory staff. I
have looked into their activities very closely,
and find adedication and interest in their work
that is all too often lacking today.
Must this remarkable ambassador for
Britain's cultural life be axed so ruthlessly?
Whilst Iunderstand the problems, Imust make
the strongest plea for the Transcription Service
to be reprieved. Possibly it was the public's
outrage that caused the reprieve of the BBC
Scottish Symphony Orchestra, so perhaps

readers, wherever they may be, will protest in
order to stop this outrage. Let it be said here
and now that the TRU's small crew has in the
past led domestic radio into various developments and techniques, and Ihope they will
continue to prosper so that our music and
culture will continue to be prominent overseas;
that our heritage will continue to be heard, and
highly regarded, by the rest of the World. Of
course, Iagree that it is important for the World
Service to be heard properly, but can't the
Government be more subtle in achieving this?
IHAVE BEEN disturbed recently whilst listening to Radio 4 by transient distortion, whether
in mono or stereo. On one recent occasion the
BBC relayed what was an otherwise good tape
of the BBC Symphony Orchestra's tour, made
in Japan, but it contained extremely bad cracking towards the end of the first movement of a
Haydn Symphony. This very audible distortion
seems to have been due to some form of digital
problem, exaggerated by the increased modulation level that has been present on Radio 4for
many months. When Ihave been relaxing and
listening to Radio 4for some time in an evening
Ihave frequently heard small transient clicks,
which have become increasingly more irritating. Perhaps the worst incident was heard on a
live stereo debate relayed by Radio 4 on
Wednesday 8th July, concerning the problems
in the inner city areas. Severe distortion was
audible, with considerable over- use of limiters,
which were pumping like mad, as well as
violent panning from one position to another.
Possibly the BBC's production team were nervous on this occasion, since the unexpected
happened and one of the speakers was continually interrupting and shouting across the
studio floor. However, whether maintenance or
operational staff were at fault, the technical
quality was adisgrace, even if the programme
content was of great importance and interest.
Just before going to press, Iwas invited to a
press conference given by Aubrey Singer, the
BBC's Managing Director of Radio, at which he
announced various plans for the future, many of
which hinge on the Home Office demanding
that the Police, Fire and Ambulance services
remove themselves as soon as possible from
Band II, a plea that Ihave been making in this
column over the last ten years. Iwill give further
details of this important conference next
month. In the meantime Ishall be exploring
VHF radio reception in the North of England,
and particularly in Northumberland, and Iam
curious to see if Ifind areas where reception
leaves a lot to be desired.
'As we go to press we hear of aHouse of Lords
disagreement with the Government's decision
(end of July): it is to be hoped that the
Government will now change their plans and that
the TRU will be saved.

The BBC recently announced details of the latest developments in its experimental radio- data' system. Primarily intended as a
tuning aid, radio -dato also has limited capacity to carry other information, such as programme or music titles as displayed on the
receiver shown below. The system could even be used to give information about future broadcasts.
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Bring your music
into focus...

with the
B&W
Model 802.

Like a photograph that is out of focus, a loudspeaker that presents a
hazy clouded image will never make music sound real.
In a camera, exact pptical focus is achieved by the combination of
advanced design and exacting constructional standards. B&W Loudspeakers
achieve musical focus by adhering to the same strict standards. Their advanced
technology includes crossover designs optimized by computer and cone
inspection performed by laser interferometry. B&W's flawless construction is
evidenced throughout— from massive cast-alloy frames to exquisite wood
veneer finishes.
B&W Loudspeakers reproduce much more than just the notes and
overtones of aperformance. By revealing the subtlest details of the music, they
add asense of depth and clarity that brings one much closer to the experience
of listening to alive performance. Serious music listeners use avariety of terms
to describe this elusive quality We at B&W call it focus.

E&W Loudspeakers Ltd Meadow Road

Worthing West Sussex etvil 2nx Tel.(0903) 205611

Model 802
The 802 is the domesticated version
of B&W's famous 801 Studio Reference
Monitor. It incorporates the same new
Fibrecrete head assembly and APOC
automatic overload protection circuit
as the 801 — coupled to asomewhat
smaller, more slender bass enclosure.
Virtually all the performance that
made the 801 astandard listening
instrument at EMI and Decca studios
is incorporated in the 802 — yet it
will integrate beautifully with virtually
any home living area.

The Panasonic EAH S3 headphones weigh only
35g (excluding cord). That's lighter than the average
pair of spectacles.
Yet their sound quality is equal to some sets that
are an effort to pick up. Plus there's the added bonus of
not being locked-into' your Hi- Fi system.You can enjoy
truly open sound.
Although ifs hard to believe from looking at them,
these headphones produce afrequency response of
20-20,000 Hz.
Which means excellent reproduction across a
wide frequency range from agood deep bass to avery
clear treble.

All of which should weigh alot easier on your
mind, just like our headphones.
r
To take an even greater weight off your mind send this — I
coupon to National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., Sales Promotion Dept,
300-318 Bath Rd., Slough, Berks. SL1 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.
Name
Address

Panasonic

Just slightly ahead of our time.
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. . . the second of two reports by John
Atkinson, from the Summer Consumer
Electronics Show
Video
This was the first CES since RCA's highly
publicised launch of their Selecta Vision disc
player in April, and the videodisc was the most
news- worthy single item at the show. Almost
hourly it seemed that yet another film company
had licensed one of the three competing systems to release their product in disc form, and
the main exhibition area was dominated by
multi- TV stacks promoting one or other disc.
The Laservision Association, for example, had
gone to the trouble of filming a six-foot tall
model with a vertical array of four cameras so
that, with four synchronised laser disc players,
she could be displayed explaining how the
optical video- disc works, life-size on four TVs.
Interestingly enough, it is Pioneer, rather
than Philips, who are becoming synonymous
with the optical system in the US—their VP1000 ' LaserDisc' player is a rather desirable
piece of consumer' machinery compared to the
clumsy- looking Magnavision model. Models
from Advent ( recovering from bankruptcy) and
Fisher ( their parent company Sanyo has a
licence for all 3systems but is promoting CED)
are also said to be on the way. Unfortunately,
however, the optical disc, despite its invulnerability to handling and scratches, appears to be
suffering commercially in the domestic market,
because of its intrinsic higher price compared
with the RCA product. ( As far as professional
and industrial use is concerned then Laservision is the only system worth considering, it
would seem.) JVC's VHD system is still said to
be all- systems- go for the January ' 82 US
launch, and is getting hold of as much in the
way of ' blockbuster' films as it can; it was
rumoured, though, that VHD might not in the
end get off the ground.
As far as the RCA player is concerned. Iheard
conflicting stories of whether the launch had
been successful or not. Dealers were being
quoted as having sold out of their initial allocation of both players and software but there
appeared little public interest when Ivisited
Chicago shops stocking the system. RCA themselves put the blame for reports of disappointing public reaction fairly and squarely on the
press for building up an exaggerated level of
anticipation. That seems a little unfair, considering that RCA's promotion ranked with the
Space Shuttle program for sheer media overkill,
but RCA say that their expectations have been
more than met, with 63,000 players shipped to
the trade in the first two months and 28,000 of
those sold to the public. Other figures quoted
are 3 discs sold with the RCA machine, and
another 8 discs being bought by the proud
owner in the first 6 weeks. The proud RCA
owner himself is apparently unlikely to own a
VCR, being basically afamily man/musicentre
owner, whereas 60% of optical player purchasers already own a VCR and are ' technologically aware' upgraders.
The video industry overall is getting very
interested in these 'videophiles', and there were
two trends developing at CES to exploit the
videophile cheque book. First was the appearance of video accessories: American
broadcast television is of such poor quality that
it is no wonder that a number of companies
introduced add-on boxes to give better S/N
54

Matsushita may be backing their subsidiary JVC's
VHD disc for the consumer market but that doesn't
mean that they allow sentiment to cloud business
interests. This is their document storage system, which
is not amillion miles away from a single frame at a
tim
ecorder/Olayer.

(4 ,
This, in its tough lockable ABS case, is the prototype
of Superscope's Joe Tushinky's controversial playonly ' Renta-Beta machine.
The interior of Mission's 776 preamp: note the r
chargeable NiCad cells ( centre) which actually provide
the,

„A

ratios on the sound track ( Phase Linear),
eliminate picture ghosting ( Panasonic), provide video switching facilities ( with simulated
stereo sound tracks), enhance images and contrast, and equalise the RF signal to optimise
colour, luminescence, contrast etc.
Sony are taking adifferent tack by introducing their ' Profeel' component video system.
They have split atelevision set into its component parts to give an analogy with a hi-fi
system. The purchaser chooses avideo monitor
of 'his preferred size, buys a separate tuner
which gives avideo output to the monitor and
an audio output ( stereo, mono, or single
channel mono for bilingual broadcasting) to
feed the audio amp. and stereo speakers of his
choice. It may have been expensive but the
resultant picture quality was superb, only surpassed at the show by the high definition
(1125 lines) widescreen television being demonstrated by Matsushita ( who mounted a
separate high technology exhibition to emphasise the Japanese giant's involvement in
basic research as well as the commercial products sold under their Panasonic and Technics
brand names).
As well as showing an effective 3-D TV
system ( the signals from two eye- spaced
cameras are multiplexed in synchronisation
with liquid crystal shutters on glasses worn by
the viewer—only disadvantage was that as
each camera contributed half afield every 30th
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With controversy surrounding The whole situatIon on
copyright at the moment, I was intrigued to see
this promotional puff for a ' boom
x' C9PY
ki prerecorded cassettes, indeed...

of a second, the resultant 15 Hz flickering
proved annoying). Matsushita had a revolutionary development tucked away in acorner.
To digress slightly, the big advantage of
prerecorded video discs opposed to cassettes,
and amain reason for expecting the disc to take
off in a big way, is that the conventional
stamping production process for discs means
that they can be priced significantly lower than
cassettes, which have to be duplicated in real
time.
Matsushita, however, were demonstrating an
NTSC 525 line cassette duplicating system
which enables a 2 hour VHS cassette to be
copied in under 3 minutes ( rather than 2
hours). It uses a 'video anhysteretic transfer
contact printing' process: effectively the blank
tape is intimately sandwiched with a special
metal particle master tape, which carries a
'mirror image' of the video signal, and wound at
high speed through a magnetic transfer field.
This prints the signal on the blank tape without
degrading the master, which is said to last for
1000 duplication operations. Obviously such a
machine will drastically reduce the price of
prerecorded video cassettes, perhpps even
bringing it below that of discs!
The expected drap in cassette price is what
Sony have been saying recently in answer to
questions as to why they haven't produced a
consumer optical video disc player. It would be
ironic indeed if an invention by their arch- rival
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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One o
bac
sUrt0
sound, as far as I-am concerned, is t at the generally
neaçer aroximity of the listener to the rear speakers
than to the front speakers always leads to disturbing
anomalies. What is needed is some way of delaying
the -ear signal so tnat one always hears the direct front
sound first. Benchmark Acoustic, of New Yak, were
showing a neat bucket- brigade based device, which
they have called an ' Ambience Access System to
derive the necessary difference signals at line levels,
equalise them to ' the spectral balance of a good
concert hall', and delay them by 30ms before feeding
them tc two rear amp/speaker combinations. A separate cifcuit delays the main channels, again by 30 ms.
and feeds them to ' side' amp/speaker combinations.
Another circuit operates below 60 Hz to ' supply time-

eyed and spatially dispersec deep bast' tit the ' rear'
channels. As you can imagine there ae a lot of
parameters that can be altered to sut your taste so
Benchmark usetully supply awired remote control so
hat you can balance it all at your listening seat.
Resuls on a brief listen were impressive, although as
with any delayed sound system, record cickS became .,
more annoying in that they came out "c. cl- cl click"
rather than ' click'.
This zmazing looking arm was helping to retrieve the
disc information in the JAR room. Representing a
philosophy diametrically opposite to the, Ittok, the
Wheaton ' Decoupled' torearm featares adjustable':
VTA whilst playing and avertical bearing axis at record •
height ( as on the Audio Technica arreo to minimise
records.

Seen in the flesn, the prototype Panasonic video
camera with built in micro-VCR was very impressive.
When such a system appears commercially, its light,
weight and low program cost should wipe out.
present-day portable VCRs—which need a Sieve...
Reeves to shoulder them without strain—and Super 8
cine, respectively_

ADC are apparently doing very wet: with the
Shaper' graphic equalisers in the US and have n
duced anew range using electronic gyrator inductors
rather than ' real' ones to keep coss down and filter
performances predictable. Shown below is their
inexpensive mat
real-tiine analyser.

Matsushita justified their decision to stick to the
cassette medium, and undermined the commercial position of Matsushita subsidiary JVC, who
have put their finanical shirt on VHD.
The other factor affecting the future of the
disc is the advent of software rental. Software is
correspondingly more important in the US than
in the UK because the poor broadcast quality of
NTSC ( Never Twice the Same Colour) TV
inhibits the use of VCRs as lime- shifters'.
Unlike the UK, though rental of tapes has not
yet been formalised. Dealers buy prerecorded
tapes to sell, but find that they can minimise
their capital outlay by renting the tapes a few
times before, say, re- shrink-wrapping and selling them at discount. This practice is frowned
on by the software people but it is what the
market place wants and in the US, what the
market place demands, the market place gets.
Again, why buy afeature film on disc which
you watch twice when for the same price you
can rent several films on cassette? This position
is taken astep further by Superscope, who last
year -sold their Marantz operations outside of
the US to Philips. Superscope intend to introduce a controversial scheme called ' Rentebeta' whereby the renter not only rents the
tape but also the player, all for around $10-$12
a showing ( around the cost of two cinema
tickets). The play- only unit will be a 8- format
model from Toshiba locked, with the tape, by
the dealer into a totigh.pIastic case. Toshiba
H1- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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themselves, incidentally, were showing afourhead VCR which gave astill- frame as good as
any that I've seen on disc.
This CES also saw the last few big companies
getting into video: Kenwood-Trio introduced a
VHS machine, as did Sansui who were also
showing both CED and VI-ID disc, players;
Marantz showed aprototype a- recorder, which
Ifound surprising considering the company's
connection with Philips; Pioneer's first video
product, apart from the disc player, is a projection TV— Iwas alittle surprised at this but
although sales of those big screen fuzzy
monsters are small, their high unit cost means
that in gross cash terms, the US projection TV
mattet is apparently already as large as the b & w
TV set one. It makes sense to start at the top,
especially if you have as much commercial
clout as Pioneer appear to have.
Most exciting of video developments—that is
if you're not acable TV company—is the advent
of home satellite earth stations. Now, to backtrack alittle, for some years Americans ( 70 m in
1980) have been prepared to pay for TV programming sans commercials via cable. As a
bonus the quality is better. A nunder of cable
TV companies, with over 20 channels, have
therefore been renting RCA's Satcom 1satellite
in order to reach the parts cable can't reach—as
long as the customers paid, of course. With
typical US enterprise, one company realised
that if these transmissions were coming down

from on high, then there is nothing to stop
anyone buying aparabolic dish aerial, aiming it
at the geostationary satellite and enjoying the
programmes for free. The relatively low frequency means that the dish must be large—
around 12 feet in diameter—which means that
the price must also be large, around
$5000-410,000. However, amarket existed and
this year visitors were greeted with rows of dish
aerials ( opposite).
At the video conference, the representatives
from the cable companies and consumer earth
stations were diplomatically seated at opposite
ends of the panel: both agreed, though, that
there is a conflict of interest, particularly with
the trend for ablock of flats to buy adish aerial
between them, and that it would be easy for the
cable TV companies to literally pull the plug by •
going back to the ' cable'. Presumably a traditional American compromise will be worked
out.
Pickup ramblings
Adcom, run by ex-Ortofon man Newton
Chanin, have produced ahigh output movingcoil cartridge, fitted with aVan den Hul stylus,
which sounded promising. ADC showed their
first ever moving- coil cartridge, the low output
MC1.5 which will sell for the same price as
their top moving- magnet sapphire cantilever
'Astrion', but there are no immediate plans to
sell it in the UK. Audio Technica follow Ortofon
and Shure in offering plug-in cartridges for
Technics' SL model turntables. A- T, who have
been making OEM ultra low mass cartridges for
a couple of years, also introduced low mass
cartridges, very similar to Ortofon's, in both -Iin.
mounting centre and integrated headshell form.
Dynavector, whose Karat Ruby model is one of
my favourite moving- coils in that it tracks as
well as sounding good, had their high output
DV10X2 model selected for the Design and
Engineering Exhibition. Linn's 'T- type' Asak is
much improved in that the samples I've heard
(in the ' Black' arm) stayed in the groove.
Audiophile records
of the half- speed mastered kind are going
strong—after all, they are the one accessory you
can keep on buying. It has been instructive over
the last three years to see Mobile Fidelity, for
instance, evolve from a small enthusiast operation, holed up in one of the back rooms at the
Pick Congress, to alarge corporation hiring one
of the larger hi-fi demonstration suites at
McCormick Place. Their catalogue has grown
accordingly, with the Beatles' Magical Mystery
Tour, Bowie's Ziggy Stardust, Blondie's Parallel
Lines, and the Stones' Sticky Fingers joining
Also
Sprach
Zarathustra
from
Fritz
Reiner/CSO
and
Holst's
Planets
from
Solti/LPO. Their line of Chrome Dioxide realtime duplicated cassettes is also growing. At
CES, however, their big introduction was the
UNOR ( Ultimate High Quality Record).
Developed by Mobile Fidelity and JVC, .the
UHCIR is an analogue disc weighing 20Q gm,
pressed on aspecial machine at JVC in Japan
with a pressing cycle of 21-3 minutes compared to 12-20 seconds for acommercial pressing, and 40-50 seconds for an ordinary Mobile
Fidelity disc. Disc profile is also very different,
and claimed improvements are 10dB more
channel separation and an intrinsic frequency
response within 0-5dB up to 20 kHz ( normal
records average 3-6dB down at 20 kHz).
UHOR price will be an astonishing $40 and first
titles include Dark Side of the Moon, Crime of
the Century, and Earl Klugh's Finger Paintings
(already one of the most distortion-free recordings I've experienced).
From the possibly ridiculous to the almost
sublime, the recordings produced by Tam Henderson for his San Francisco Reference Recordings company proved a very satisfying
experience after hours upon hours of the Sheffield Drum record. Recorded by Professor Keith
Johnson either using omnis on an incredibly high
specification threetrack tape machine of his own
design, or using pzm mikes, the recordings were
notable for their basic sound quality although I
did fi nd the stereo amorphous. Worth looking out
for. Ifeel.
55
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world of hi-fi design, advances
mentary wiring and circuitry
so stable that no phase delaying
and improvements are common- which extend the power amplistorage elements are required in
place. Genuine breakthroughs,
fier's Negative Feedback Loop
the signal path between amplifier
however, are not,
right up to the
stages.
So we take
speaker input
All three
great pleasure
Speaker
Signal
Input
terminals,
models have
in announcing
The result
svvitchable MovTrio's latest.
is aDamping
ing Magnet and
It is called
Factor of 600
Moving Coil
:agnal Cord
Sigma Drive;
( KA1000) at 100 inputs; atouchit is exclusively
Siena Drive.
Hz measured
sensitive Fader;
Fou ,
„„„,,,,,,,od .
featured in the new KA1000,
at the speaker input terminals
adual power supply, and nonKA900 and KA800; and very (which should speak for itself).
magnetic materials to combat
simply it allows the amplifier, for
And anew
HJJj
dynamic magnetic
the first time, to be able to control
peak in sound
distortion.
and govern the output °fan), type
reproduction
The KA1000 takes
of speaker.
which will be a
" this even further
All speakers generate acounter- revelation, even
by separating
electromotive force, called "back- to the most exthe power supply
EMF," and the odd-order
perienced
from the audio netF1'equeney Characterisnr a Speaker Input.
work,
increasing
harmonic distortion created by
audiophiles.
dynamic
headroom
and
stability in
this spurious voltage is fed back to
Credit for this cannot be
the process.
taken entirely by Sigma Drive,
the amplifier.
For all the details of these quite
however. For these new amplifiers
Which degrades signal quality,
outstanding additions to the Trio
feature several other developand makes somethin: of a
range, send for our specifications
ments originally
nonsense of
handbook Or, even better, askyour
incorporated
into
conventional
Trio dealer to demonstrate just
award-winning
Damping Factor
how much of abreakthrough it is.
'Rio amplifiers
measured at
You'll find Sigma Drive must be
like the L-01A.
the amplifier
The High Speed heard to be believed.
output terminals.
The concept
circuitry,for
of Sigma D
MédAepleomee
is
1
example,
which
SIGMA-DRIVE
Drive
this
eliminates transiPlease send me details of Sigma Drive Amplifiers.
IP t 000.0 Hz
problem by
Spectrum Analysis of Harmonics.
ent intermodulaName
Address
producing a constant voltage
tion distortion and minimizes the
Postcode
drive, through special suppleinherent time-delay characteristic Harman UK,
ai

03_

06

7001. . 0 Or

Mill St, Slough, Berks.
Tel. Slough (0753) 76911.

When you're ready
to " face" the music
we have atip
for reduced
distortion

The HE Family:
Fly perelliptical-Equipped

MV3OHE
grams

V15 LT
11 grams

V15 Type Ill-HE
grams

M97HE-AH
(with attached headshell)
'-1 grams

M97HE
grams

M97 LT
11 grams

Whether you are seeking to reproduce the full
dynamic range in the grooves of today's new
superdiscs, or simply to obtain maximum listening
pleasure from treasured "oldies" in your record
collection, you need apickup cartridge that
will deliver optimum trackability with minimum
distortion.
Because the pickup cartridge is the only
point of direct contact between the record and
your entire stereo system, its role is critical to
faithful sound re-creation. That's why upgrading
your pickup cartridge is the single most significant ( and generally least costly) improvement you
can make to your stereo system.
To that end Shure now offers the Hyperelliptical Stylus Tip configuration— first introduced on
the critically acclaimed V15 Type IV—in afull line of
cartridges with abroad range of prices.
The Hyperelliptical stylus tip is probably
the most significant advance in tip geometry in
decades. It has anarrower and more uniform
elongated contact area that results in significantly
reduced intermodulation and harmonic distortion.
Look over the list at left to see which Shure
HE cartridge best matches your tracking force
requirements.

For more information about Shure pickup
cartridges please write to us at the address below
quoting reference IFS-1.

Setting the World Standard in Sound
ara
1J 1
= 1
Shure Electronics Lirni .
.ed
Eccleston Road
Maidstone ME15
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881

M75HE Type 2
grams

58

M75HE-J Type 2
grams

LMC1O+STM-72 moving- coil kit to
AST yea

bought an Ortofon

replace my VMS20E/II, having been convinced by a brief audition that the movingcoil system indeed fulfilled the claims ( made
by many people who have used one) for
better midrange and HF performance, improved imaging, and—dare Isay it?—greater
musicality'. Iwas initially more than satisfied
with the combination, but as time went by I
became aware of one or two shortcomings in
the system compared to what one might have
expected from something so exotic; namely,
rather confused LF, occasionally vague
imaging, and slightly ill- controlled transients.
HFNIRR's review of the STM-72 ( November
1979) made me wonder whether some of the
faults might be due to the transformer rather
• than the cartridge, and being on a rather
limited budget at the time Idecided to
experiment with avery simple head- amp
using a single BC109C per channel.
Predictably enough, this proved to have an
inadequate signal-to-noise ratio; but it did
provide a much better performance than the
transformer in all other respects, notably in
transient response and LF extension. Imaging
and HF response were also improved, although to a lesser extent, the results generally
being what one would expect from an
amplifier in comparison with an inexpensive
transformer. On this basis Iexperimented
further and have now produced the design
published here ( fig. 1). It is still very simple
and cheap ( around £ 4) but offers very gdod
sound quality and a passable S/N ratio. Ifeel
that this circuit would be ideal for anyone
wishing to try one of the cheaper MC cartridges without spending vast sums on stepup devices.
The experiment with BC109s showed me
that what was primarily needed was a quieter
transistor, and eventually Icame across the
BCY71, a common, cheap p- n- p type offering
good gain with surprisingly good noise
figures. ( Next on the list will be the BC650,
and the 2SC2564E from Hitachi). Since the
RMS noise voltage generated in n transistors
in parallel reduces as \In, Idecided to use
four in parallel to halve the RMS noise
without incurring wild expense (!). RL//R 2 vs
R4 +Re fix the gain around 50x, ideal for the
MC10, and together with 13 2 fix the collector
current in each BCY71 at around 2mA, near
optimum for the low source impedance of the
MC10 ( only 30). C2,C2 provide an LF rolloff well below the audio band, leaving RIAA
equalisation, VLF cut, etc, to the main
amplifief. R,//C, provide what experience has
shown to be a satisfactory load for the MC10;
these could of course be altered to match
other cartridges.
R5,C, are a low-pass filter ( 10 Hz or so) to
limit the supply noise bandwidth and—more
relevantly with battery pdwer—to limit
switch- on ' pops' which are otherwise of truly
catastrophic proportions if one is careless
with the volume control. A PP9 provides
reasonable battery life at the total supply
current of around 10mA. The prototype was
constructed on 0.1 m coppered Veroboard in
asmall alloy case, which provides adequate
electrostatic screening but needs some care in
positioning to avoid hum pick-up. In practice,
avoid transformers and motors, and hum isn't
a problem.

The preamp's performance is impressive. LF
response is well extended and taut, midrange
shows good detail, HF response is crisp and
yet smooth, and imaging and channel separation show a marked improvement on the
STM-72 transformer. On the matter of S/N
ratio, although background noise from the
preamp is audible at high gains with no
record playing, it is swamped by surface noise
from even the quietest record in practice. The
measured performance is given in the table.
Measured performance
(i) gain at 1kHz: 50x or 34 dB ( nominal
output 4.75 mV RMS).
(ii) overload margin: ?- 40dB ( output clips at
1.7 V pk-pk).
(iii) frequency response: relative to 1kHz,

An FM Buzzing Sound
Dear Sir, Recently Ihave been suffering from
interference on FM radio, which takes the form
of abuzzing sound lasting 12-14 seconds and
occurring approximately every 6 minutes. My
aerial is a 5- element type, situated on the
chimney stack and directed towards Wrotham,
as Ilike to listen to Radio 3. Ihave tried a
friend's tuner with the same results, but when
I switch to mono the buzz is practically
eliminated with either tuner.
This interference has only arisen in the last
few months and Ihaven't changed anything
in my installation. My house is semi-detached
and there is a Fine- Fare store to the North.
However, the manager of the store tells me that
although his motors are on the roof, they have
been there for years and are on for six hours and
off for half- an- hour. Idid have trouble with
mains interference and needed to fit two QED
suppressors, and my central heating thermostat
is also suppressed. Idon't get any noise on disc
or tape. Can you help? Perhaps you know of a
commercial unit which Icould attach to my
aerial before it feeds the tuner.
K. N., Welwyn Garden City

10 Hz — 1.37dB
10kHz — 021 dB
50kHz — 0.89dB
(iv) crosstalk at 566 mV RMS ( sinewave)
output: unmeasurable.
(v) transient response: square- wave output at
1kHz, see fig. 2.
(vi) S/N ratio: difficult to measure ( 70dB —
>1.581.1V RMS noise in 5mV RMS output);
effectively, noise more than 60dB down.

experiencing is caused by electrical interference. A receiver in stereo mode is more prone
to respond in this way than when in mono
mode, owing to the fact that AM is involved
in the stereo encoding Idecoding—and interference is normally amplitude modulated.
We know of no commercial unit which could
be fitted at the aerial to alleviate the trouble.
Wish we did! The indication on so-called
signal- strength meters is not areal measure of
signal strength: some instruments reach fullscale deflection on relatively weak signals.
Nevertheless, if you could obtain a stronger
stereo signal Ifeel that the trouble would be
greatly decreased. To this end, thereiure, we
can only suggest that you pay particular attention
to your aerial system, making sure that the feeder
has not become disconnected on one side and
that the aerial is orientated for the greatest discrimination against the interference rather than
simply for the greatest signal. When you are
sure that the aerial system, its feeder, and all the
connections are without blame and optimumly
directed, the only course left open is to seek
assistance from the Post Office Interference
Investigation Department. But that 6 minute
gap between spurts of interference should
surely give some local clue as to origins.

Introducing ac • ssette deck
with no strings attached.

The new Sony TC-FX5 has all the features
you'd expectto find on atop class cassette deck.
ABSL motor for play and record.A second
motor for fast forward and rewind. Feather
touch controls with logic circuitry to let you go
from play to rewind without stopping 4-position
tape selector Dolby B,Sendust and Ferrite
REC/PB head, Ferrite and Ferrite erase head.
Awow and flutter level of 0.04% rms and signal
to noise ratio of 59dB.
What you may be surprised to find,
however, is an optional cordless remote control
unit Its infra-red transmitter lets you control

the TC-FX5 from anywhere in the room.So you
can slump in achair or jump up and jive at the
touch of abutton.
The Sony TC-FX5 with optional cordless
remote control. Acassette deck that won't
tie you down. SONY

For apersonal demonstration and further information about the TC-FX5 cassette deck,visit the Sony Showroom,134 Regent Street, London W1

NTERVIEW
conducting today). Apparently not, never to be realised again in our
though he acknowledged my point century. The day Iconduct Bruckand stressed that he would never ner 7 Iwill probably not do one bar
want to become ' an engineer of as Furtwangler did because my
music', that there must be apoint at vision of the score is so far from his.
which technical skill and person- Yet that has nothing to do with my
ality, hopefully, merge into some- reaction to that reading as aperformance, because Istill think it's the
thing individual.
His present-day model ( in ad- best ever. Today we have one
dition to his teacher in Siena, vision and tomorrow another. I
Franco Ferrara, who he describes as can't imagine what the reaction to
'the greatest living genius Iever him would have been today.'
Chailly's early experiences ( after
met') is Carlos Kleiber and that in
itself mirrors this preoccupation he'd regimented groups of fellow
with solid, meticulously grounded infants to play under his baton in
technique. ' I really believe that the living room at home) were preKleiber is one of the greatest con- dominantly opera- based. He was
ductors of the century. Firstly, it is 17 when he made his professional
clear that he knows music so well— operatic debut with Massenet's
every conductor must know contra - Werther (ironically this was his first
punta, fuga, etc. .
Ican't imagine operatic recording, too). 1974 and
being a conductor without having Madam Butterfly for the Lyric
done all this practical theory with Opera, Chicago marked his first apmy own hand. Iwas awful at com- pearance outside Italy and it was
position but that was the first point then that the flood gates opened.
for me; how to really read a score. Return visits to Chicago. Turandot
Kleiber, for me, is the classic at the San Francisco Opera with
example of a profound musician Caballé and Pavarotti and his La
,J who knows the music from the Scala debut in 1978 with Verdi's
internal point of view; who will early / Masnadieri. The two years he
.draw everything out from the score spent as Claudio Abbado's assistso clearly. Also, he's so gifted as a ant ( 1972-1974) at La Scala were
conductor—and that's a sensa- unquestionably the most formative
tional combination because so of this entire period. .
'My experience at La Scala was
often the conductor and the personality are split.' What of Kleiber's greatest for me in a practical way.
seemingly miraculous knack for ex- Of course Ilove Claudio's persontracting impossibly high standards ality very much and my nature is
from mediocre material? Isn't some close to his where music is conkind of charismatic magic involved cerned, but it was learning to work
there? ' Quite simply, he's had a lot with an orchestra that was most
of experience with bad orchestras. valuable. Idid, for instance; Brahms
Around 15 years or more in second symphony rehearsals for Claudio.
or third class German opera Also Mozart symphonies and imTHE ADVANTAGE of youth lowing Rattle's fortunes ( Interview. houses—sensational for building pressionistic music like Ravel and
March 1980) some of this might good quality out of poor material. Debussy. There were no concerts,
comes with having so much
well read as though the two have Now he has maturity and is on top but this was the best Italian ortime in front of you; the disadvanchestra. Iwas 19 years old and it
been comparing notes. Well, they of any situation.'
tages come when you have orItouched only briefly upon in- was abig demonstration of trust.'
have met. Igather, musical notes
chestras like the Berlin Philhar
From now on he wants to divide
have been compared and, appa- fluences from upon the past and
monic in front of you and your
his career more or less equally bediscovered
quickly
that,
fascinated
rently,
they
get
on
famously.
That,
experience is not so great and repthough, shall be the end of atempt- though he is by certain musical tween operatic and orchestral work.
ertoire not so big. That is very hard.
figures of the past ( inevitably, the There'll be at least one major proing comparison_
That can be dangerous, so dangerof
Toscanini
and duction each year at La Scala ( and
Chailly was born in Milan to dist- names
ous that it can break your back if
Italian
composer, Furtwängler were instantly volun- he acts very much on Abbado's
you are not strong enough—as a inguished
for
Italian behalf in the event of crisis) and in
Luciano Chailly, with whom he teered. 'Toscanini
person, as acharacter, as abeliever
studied
composition
before opera—not so much for symphonic addition to return engagements
in yourself. I have confidence in
graduating to the Giuseppe Verdi repertoire; German symphonic rep- planned for Covent Garden over the
myself from knowing my limits. You
Conservatoire in Milan to continue ertoire even less so— Furtwängler next five years, he'll be making
get strong only with development
those studies with Bruno Bettinelli. for that!'), it worried him that people debuts at a number of other major
into maturity.'
By his own admission composition should so often single out their houses: Munich, Hamburg, Paris,
Rjccardo Chailly is barely two
Was 'a disaster for him. As a heroes only from the dead and not the Bavarian State Opera and, not
years older than Simon Rattle and
just at the moment they seem to be foundation to his. conducting as- from the living. Iwas reminded of least, the Met in New York, where
pirations, though, he has never un- Mahler's comments to the effect he's to helm a new Tales of
part of a plot aimed at sewing up
derestimated its, importance, prima- that Vienna tended to revile its great Hoffman with Domingo in 1982.
the musical world between them.
rily because he sees the mechanics musicians while they lived and Verdi and, especially, Puccini are his
Chailly actually keeps a book anof music, above all else, as para- canonise them after death! Chailly great passions but Bellini, strangely
notating each appearance he makes
by enough for an Italian, has never
mount to the development of any is nevertheless hypnotised
so that he can keep an accurate
track. His memory, on the other conductor—so much so, it seemed everything about Furtwangler's art, touched him.
Building a symphonic repertoire
to me, that Iwondered if he was regarding it, like so much of historhand, is excellent, so written comments on the virtues or failures of concerned at the danger of tech- ical value, as inimitable, unre- is going to take time and that's
nique becoming the dominant peatable. ' Furtwangler's record of something he really does seem deeach performance are, fortunately,
factor in his work at the expense of Bruckner 7 with the Berlin Phil is termined not to lose control over.
not necessary. He has aparticularly
the emotional and intellectual ( as is one of the most shocking things It's unlikely that he'll move serivivid memory for the bad things and
surely the case with several master-. I've ever heard. Shocking in the ously into the Beethoven canon for
no illusions of grandeur about the
fifteen
years
or
so.
virtuosi in the higher echelons of positive way, of course. A dream another
task ahead, either. To anyone fol-

Riccardo Chat11
talks to Edward Seckerson
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Stop your equipment
gnawing at
your music.
It's no secret how much sound detail can now be
recorded on disc. But even if you're listening with
professional standard equipment, you'll never know how
much sound is getting eaten up on the way from your
loudspeakers.
Now, Ross give you away to hear everything.
Away to bridge the gap between the recording
and your ears. With arange of headphones, built
with state-of-the-art technology.
Loudspeakers rarely have the vast open
spaces they need to give full bass reproduction.
Ross headphones don't need that space.
They give perfect sound reproduction,
letting you hear everything your equipment is
capable of producing.
Ross headphones give you freedom. You hear
true stereo without being confined to one position
as you are with loudspeakers. And you can listen
at the volume you choose, without disturbing
the peace.
With Ross, you've achoice of seventeen
different headphones, at seventeen different prices.
They offer such magic as Samarium Cobalt
Supermagnets, aRoss first in the UK; supra-aural or
circumaural earpads; low- loss cables, mylar cone
drivers or specially curved, micro-thin diaphragms.
All of them are styled to let you
listen in light- weight comfort,
without isolation, and all Ross
headphones are guaranteed
for two years.
You may be afussy
hi-fi buff. Or simply
someone who wants
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to hear more,
better. Either
way, you'll get what
you want, painlessly, from
Ross. You won't know you're
wearing headphones, and you don't have
to know what's happening on the other side of
the room. But you'll know you're hearing sounds the way
they were played.
Loudspeaker systems — eat
your hearts out. Ross is he re .

p R oss
makes sound sense

Ross RE-257
Acoustic system:
Open
back.
Matching
impedance:
8to 100 ohms.
Frequency response:
20 to 23,000Hz.
Sensitivity:106 db/mW
SPL at1000 Hz.
Weight: 200 gm.
Price: Around •

£
23.

rROSS

Please send me the 1982 Ross headphones colour booklet:
Name _ _
Address

_

Ross ElEctronics,
49/53 Pancras Road, London NWI 2QB.
Tel: 01-278 6371. Telex: 22747 Preros, Ldn.

THINGS I
David Pickett HEAR
A FTER MY REPORT last month of a highly
P"‘ unsatisfactory television programme on a
musicological theme it is a pleasure to report
two more- recently broadcast ones which
achieved much happier results. The first was
about music written for Venice by Gabrieli,
Monteverdi and Vivaldi and was hosted by
Jane Glover on LVVT's South Bank Show. This
was amixture of historical documentary, actually shot in Venice, and well-chosen musical
extracts. The other programme was in many
ways similar in execution but about a single
composer, Mozart, tracing the last ten years of
his life in Vienna.
Scripted and presented by H. C. RobbinsLandon ( without, for once, a personal introduction by H. Burton), this was a nice homely
chat with good length extracts and lots of
lovely views of Vienna. H.C.R-L, who is no
mean scholar ( and literate to boot) turned out
to have the common touch, telling the story like
afavourite uncle delving back into one's family
history. It would seem mean to claim that the
whole thing was a bit too slick and professional, but nice to note that that is really the
only criticism one could make. It was also nice
to hear Mozart played by a decent- sized orchestra, as the composer himself liked and of
which H.C.R-L. obviously approves. Jane
Glover scored over Robbins- Landon by conRICCARDO CHAILLY
Schumann,
Brahms,
Bruckner,
Mahler will all figure slowly over
the next few years. And Mozart?
'Maybe one day—who knows—but
very far from now.' If the repertoire
is cautious, the performances can
afford not to be; and by that Idon't
mean
ill- considered—quite
the
contrary.
Cesar
Franck's
Symphony, for example, is a work
he's been grappling with for some
time. We talked about its pitfalls.
'It's one of the most complicated
symphonies I've done until now.
It's a controversial work harmonically and structurally. The construction is very dramatic but
sometimes unclear. It's very hard to
build up—very difficult to cut a
line—to avoid treating it as broken
pieces.
Not like
Brahms, for
example. I've done it six or seven
times and if Igo back to my first
tape of it in 1975, it's terrible compared with what Ihave discovered
now. After 10 or 11 years of conducting, the Franck symphony is
the only work Ihave changed my
approach to a lot. Generally very
little changes in my interpretations.
With the Franck I've had to relearn
and think again. Only in recent performances have Ibeen happy with
myself. Before, I
was always saying:
that's the last time Ido it.
'I feel particularly comfortable
with
romantic
music
at
the
moment. My nature is basically romantic but very much with my feet
on the ground; not at all dreamy or
out of this time' ( a snatch of
Riccardo's fractured, but expressive
English worth preserving here, I
think!). Russian music has, and still
does,
feature
prominently—the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ducting
the
orchestra
herself
on
her
programme, while the latter contented himself
with sitting at the piano but avoided actually
playing it. However, in one aspect the nonperforming artist was definitely superior, and
this is strange if you think about it: he knew
how and when to use his hands while talking.
Miss Glover was often ill at ease in this respect
and at several times began to look like aharrassed politician.
THE QUESTION of the use of tone controls has
been raised recently in this magazine and I
cannot resist adding my own voice to the
discussion. Like many of us, Ican remember the
days when there was generally a maximum of
only one tone control on a radio or gramophone. ( Actually as a child Ihad one of those
wind-up gramophones where tone was adjusted by changing the needle or putting asock in
the horn.) This aforementioned single tone
control was usually a treble roll- off circuit
starting to operate above 500 cycles ( as they
were then called), so you could have the music
basically either with or without tone. When I
first acquired real hi-fi (
c. 1965) Ibuilt aTobey
and Dinsdale preamplifier ( a Wireless World
design) which boasted both treble and bass
controls of the Baxandall type. Iused at that
time to log settings on record sleeves and play
around with the tone controls quite alot. Then
when Iwent to work at Abbey Road Idiscovered that all listening there was done 'flat' in
principle, as one might reasonably expect; but
that what one listened to might well have been

Tchaikovsky
symphonies,
for
example. He made his important
Berlin Phil and LSO debuts with the
Fourth and returns to Berlin this
year with Francesca da Rimibi and
the Fifth ( Cherubini's rarely aired
Symphony in D, too—'aterrific virtuoso piece—very hard, but marvellous music'). ' Ihave a little bit of
madness for Stravinsky.' That could
hardly be more succinct. Le Sacre
du
Printemps
was
part
of
Riccardo's USA concert debut in
Los Angeles and something would
need to go seriously awry for him
not to make astartling impact with
that work, given the rhythmic
dynamism he's displayed to• date.
Decca will be recording the outcome. More significantly, they have
aprojected Stravinsky series on the
move for him and the London Sinfonietta (
Renard, Histoire du Soldat
and Le Raiser de la fée are first in
line). Chailly was on the rostrum
when Abbado exported the Sinfonietta to La Scala for performances of The Rake's Progress. ' For
the repertoire they work, Ibelieve
100% that the Sinfonietta is the
best in the world—no doubt. They
had an unbelievable success in
Italy. They were like alive recording
every night.'
So far on the International circuit
Chailly has generally been fortunate enough to be able to stand
by his democratic beliefs. Each
working relationship has brought
the ' good feelings, joy of music',
one-to-one atmosphere he knows
to be essential for the best results.
Only one experience was disillusioning. ' I had a bad experience
with the Cologne Radio Orchestra
recording Werther. To get the re-
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passed through tone controls or curve benders
or presence units or whatever, either when
recorded, or copied, or cut. Such treatment is
called in the trade EQ, short for the equalisation,
the implication being that everything you do
with acurve bender actually makes the recording a closer approximation to the original
sound— Idon't think!
The sophistication of the devices employed
was mind- boggling even in the late sixties.
Armed with aso-called Universal Tone Control,
it was quite possible to wreck the sound of any
recording at the twist of a knob or two, or six.
Interestingly, the valve mixing consols then in
use had changeable plug-in tone- control units,
inscribed either ' pop' or ' classical'. These had
different curves, but it did not always follow
that classical curves were used exclusively for
classical recordings, or vice-versa. Anyway, the
upshot of all this was that Ibecame somewhat
disenchanted with the lack of flexibility of my
humble Baxandall device and scrapped it.
Since 1970 Ihave played discs, tapes and radio
at home, all without any tone controls. Idid
once have agrand plan to build an all- singing,
all- dancing system for home use, but it has
never materialised. Ican honestly claim that for
99% of all sources Ido not regret being without
tone controls, for without a highly sophisticated device it seems impossible to achieve
much, and most of the problems can be alleviated by adjusting the volume control to suit
the recording. The ones which do not lend
themselves to this solution are usually insoluble
anyway.

sponse from them I had to treat
them like an animal because they
were quite brutal in the German
way and very aggressive. So I
thought if Idon't treat them as they
treat me then the recording will be
killed forever. Finally the record
came out very well, but it cost me a
hard time. I love democracy too
much in everything. I'm not made
for that. Not at all.' What about the
formidable Berlin Philharmonic? ' It
was a marvellous experience, but
you can't joke at all with this orchestra. They are difficult, of
course, in a terribly professional
way because they are so great. They
can't stand aconductor who stops
them in rehearsal without a good
reason. If you waste that time with
nothing important or valuable to
say, they never forget it and they
never excuse you. You must be
100% sure of what you want and
what you are asking for.'
Certainly he'd like to put an early
stop to as much of his ' roving'
schedule as possible. Of course
there's the initial excitement of discovering the personalities of new
ensembles, the razzmatazz of one's
career taking off, but once the introductions are made ( and over the
next two years there are few noteable omissions; the Berlin and
Vienna Phils, Orchestre de Paris,
Concertgebouw, Los Angeles Phil,
LSO, LPO, RPO are all included)
then far more invaluable is the prospect of a long-term relationship
where he can build abig repertoire
to the plans he's outlined and find
the time in rehearsal to work as he
likes best; that is, to play the music
through, absorb what the players
have contributed, and then work on

detail ( something he has to move
straight into at an average guest
appearance). To this end he's delighted that the LPO have invited
him to join a select group of Principal Guest Conductors.
Eventually, he's sure, there'll be
method in all the madness. He
clearly thrives, to some extent, on
the pressures but knows how to
keep his head against temptations
that might push him too hard. ' I
have to look after myself.' Whether
or not he'll eventually ration himself
to the extent of aKleiber remains to
be seen. Right now it's a very
youthful presence and he's spreading it around as much as is humanly
possible•
Two Chailly records are in the
pipeline with Decca. Due for release in the autumn is a collection
of Rossini overtures, including
William Tell, Thieving Magpie and
Italian Girl in Algiers with National
Philharmonic. Expected next year is
a Tchaikovsky 5 with the Vienna
Phil.
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THE NEW DIRECTION

The Second Viennese School
David Prákel considers the music of
Schoenberg, Berg and Webern
YEARS after Arnold Schoenberg
SIXTY
announced to a pupil that 'today Ihave

discovered something which will assure the
supremacy of German music for the next 100
years', his music still has areputation for
being 'difficult'. His reputation as the archenemy of enjoyment is shared to a lesser
extent by his pupils although Berg's lyrical,
red-blooded, earthy writing and Webern's
minimalist condensations have been
appreciated by wider audiences.
Schoenberg's musical development was
evolutionary not revolutionary, and throughout
his life he tried to expand traditional musical
forms to encompass his particular artistic
requirements. He cited Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms and Wagner as his teachers—
but particularly Brahms.
Conveniently for the record collector,
Schoenberg's progression from late Romanticism through formal serialism and beyond
can be charted incrementally from his first
work through to his last. And as he returned
to forms like the song, the string quartet or to
piano pieces with some regularity, such
compilations on record can be recommended
as good introductions, because they offer a
series of cross-sections through his work.
The La Salle Quartet's box of Second
Viennese School String Quartet music is a
keystone recommendation. It samples
Schoenberg's music from the early, unnumbered ' Brahmsian' Quartet in D major of
1897 through the development of chromatic
themes to a keyless, stretched sonata form in
the First Quartet ( inspired by the ' Eroica'
symphony), through aconservative attempt at
making totally- chromatic writing more
comprehensible in the Second to the strong
classical spirit of the Third and indulgence in
the freedom that can be offered by serial
writing in the Fourth.
The Julliard Quartet on CBS offer only the
Schoenberg Quartets in taut rhythmic perfor-

mances with adry, hard sound, while the La
Salle supply enough Viennese schmaltz to oil
the rhythmic wheels, particularly in the
obsessively nostalgic second Quartet, where
Margaret Price offers great clarity of tone in
the Stefan George settings of the last two
movements. If the Julliard give us the skeleton and the nervous system, the La Salle
give us the vascular system and the blood.
'It sounds as if someone had smeared the
score of Tristan while it was still wet!' was
the comment of one disgusted judge at the
Vienna Tonkünstlerverein on hearing
Schoenberg's first major work, the Op. 4
Verklârte Nacht (
Transfigured Night) for
string sextet. The programme for this symphonic poem comes from a Richard Dehmel
poem which tells of two lovers walking
through a moonlit wood; she confesses her
pregnancy by another, he assures her that
their love is enough to make the child their
own. The lovers embrace and walk into the
'transfigured night' that Schoenberg so
brilliantly evokes.
Unfortunately Op. 4 is more frequently
offered in its 191 7/43 arrangment for string
orchestra; Karajan's Berlin strings provide
blinding luminosity here while the Academy
of St Martin's smaller forces are more incisive.
Luckily one sextet recording is available either
as part of the London Sinfonietta box of
Chamber works ( recently deleted) or coupled
with their outstanding Op. 9 Chamber
Symphony recording.
In 1900 Schoenberg began the mammoth
score of his Gurrelieder which draws heavily
on Wagner's Tristan und lsolde, and is based
on poems by the Dane Jacobsen telling of
the doomed king Waldemar and his love for
Tove, killed by Waldemar's jealous queen. In
his rage Waldermar curses God, for which he is
condemned after death to , ide in the wild hunt
each midnight. All the high Romantic trappings are present, though the 'death wish'

pervading Wagner's Tristan gives way, here,
to asearing C major sunrise. The massive choral
and orchestral forces are infrequently assembled for performance, let alone recording,
and consequently three worthy issues are
taken from live concerts. The latest is the
Tanglewood concert recording with Ozawa
and the Boston Symphony. A dark, rich
reading, it is given asimilar sound quality by
Philips and though it has its strong moments,
particularly the singing of Jessye Norman as
love, it is a less convincing performance
overall than either the Kubelik or the
Ferencsik.
Kubelik's recording dates from 1965 and
although always clear it never attempts to
come to terms with the vast dynamic scale of
the work. The Danish Radio broadcast
performance from 1968 gives afar more
convincing feel of the sheer size of the forces
involved but is now deleted ( EMI SLS884).
French EMI ( 2C 167 02504/5) and Vox
Turnabout ( TV- S 34659/60) duplications
allow us to hear Julius Patzak as reciter and
Janet Baker's unsurpassed ' Song of the
Wood- dove'. BoUleis CBS recording offers
most on balance, with a rich Wagnerian
sound and grand operatic drama from Thomas
and Napier.
Schoenberg's last high Romantic score for
super- orchestra was based on Maeterlinck's
Pelleas und Melisande and it brought the
composer astep closer to the suspension of
conventional tonality. Pe/leas und Melisande
Op. 5 is conveniently available as asingle
disc issue from the Karajan ' Schoenberg/
Berg/Webern' box ( 2711 014) and the luminous string tone of the Berlin players suits
Pe/leas better than it does Webern. Karajan
gives a powerfully committed reading with
opulent sound provided by DG's engineers.
Financial difficulties forced Schoenberg in
1904 to take pupils in composition; both
Alban Berg ( 19) and Anton Webern ( 21)
joined him that year. In 1906 he published his
Chamber Symphony for 15 players Op. 9
achieving the same dense scoring as in Op. 5
and Gurrelieder by the careful choice of
instruments.
Schoenberg was committed to working out
his ideas through accepted forms but
although the Chamber Symphony is ostensibly in Emajor, the extensive use of fourths
and the whole- tone scale help create a
chromatic density that was beyond even
Mahler's comprehension. The return to the
tonic achieves Schoenberg's ' riotous rejoicing' and concludes the work with an ending
described by Arnold Whittall as ' both technically and emotionally perfect, jubilantly
concluding awork of consummate brilliance
and power — .
The London Sinfonietta provide areading
of suitable ' brilliance and power' with a
Decca sound to match; the players relish the
rhythmic drive of the music.
The Los Angeles players under Mehta
provide a hurried performance, though the
disc can be recommended as the coupling
spans Schoenberg's output from the Chamber
Symphony to the blossoming of his ' twelvetone' writing in the Op. 31 Orchestral
Variations, awork which follows in the
tradition of Brahms, Reger.or Elgar ( Decca
SXL 6390).
Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony No. 2
was started the day he finished No. 1 though
it was only to be completed 33 years later as
Op. 38. The lnbal/Frankfurt Radio SO recording of the two Chamber Symphonies ( Philips
•Sleeve notes to Decca SX1.1( 666-4.
Complete Chamber Works'
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6500 923) is deleted and areplacement of
this coupling is needed.
In 1908, the year of Schoenberg's second
String Quartet, both Webern and Berg
produced major works as their Ops 1.
Webern's Passacaglia is shot through with
Brahmsian harmony; though containing the
germ of harmonic ambivalence it never strays
beyond the bounds of tonality. Boulez and
Karajan both have single disc issues containing the Passacaglia from their respective box
sets. Karajan's recording is outstanding
though the sumptuous string tone suits op. 1
better than it does later works; Boulez provides awistful, haunting account.
Berg's Op. 1 Piano Sonata is played with
admirable insight by Barenboim as part of the
Boulez/Zukerman/Pay/Ensemble Inter Contemporain chamber music disc for DG.
Berg borrows from Schoenberg the fourths
and whole tone scale to suspend tonality
while his distinctive lyricism seduces the ear
away from the dissonant undercurrent.
" The following year was aperiod of intense
creative activity for Schoenberg beginning
with his 15 songs of doomed love— Das
Ruch der Hüngenden Gârten op. 15. Collectors are still wanting adefinitive recording
though the most recent offering on Hungerton ( SLPX 12040) will satisfy longer than
previous recordings on Musidisc and
Nonesuch. Luckily the Hungaroton release
couples Op 15 with the 8 Songs Op 6 which
are otherwise unavailable. With the
experience of accompaniment writing for Op
15 behind him Schoenberg turned to the
piano for his first truly totally- chromatic
music in the 3 Pieces O. 11. The new
harmonic language still stands in the
shadow of Brahms, though the skulking pedal
in the bass never quite defines akey centre.
Pollini's blazing pianism in the 3 Pieces Op.
11, coupled with the 6 Little Pieces Op. 19,
the 5 Pieces Op. 23, the Piano Suite Op. 25
and the 2 Pieces Op. 33a/b, now stands as a
first recommendation though the recorded
piano tone is hard and bright. Claude Helffer's
mid- price collection for Harmonia Mundi
(HM 752) is less of an economic commitment for the new listener.
Sadly Schoenberg's supreme orchestral
showpiece, the 5 Pieces for Orchestra Op. 16,
has not yet been provided with arecorded
sound to match the now deleted Dorati/LSO
reading from 1963. Op. 16 represents the full
flowering of totally- chromatic expressionist
writing—a polyphonic canvas which in many
ways liberates each of the twelve notes; yet
melodic, harmonic and rhythmic elements are
there in abundance.
Boulez's LSO account is usefully coupled
with the Op. 34 Accompaniment to aFilm
Scene (
imaginary), the Op. 31 Variations and
the searingly emotional A Survivor from
Warsaw, Schoenberg's tribute to the Jews
who died under Nazi tyranny. Günther Reich
has apowerful declamatory style—the
performancè and recording are both incisive
and powerful, yet Dorati's earlier recording
has afar more atmospheric sound in the Op.
16 which captures Schoenberg's surprising
tone colours, like the flutter- tongued muted
trombones and bass tuba in the first Piece,
with astonishing reality. ( The chamber version
of Op 16 is available in adigital recording on
Nonesuch D-79001).
Schoenberg concluded his post- Wagnerian
phase with astage work, Erwartung (Expectation) Op. 17. He described this piece as an
'anxiety dream' and Freud rather than Brahms
casts his shadow over the piece; written in 17
days, Erwartung is awork of savage intensity
but one which ends in forgetfulness and

optimistic dawn. Anja Silja's account for
Decca brings the work perilously close to self
parody; her interpretation hinting more at
'adolescent neurosis' than at a musical
journey into one distraught subconscious.
Helga Pilarczyk's dramatic performance
remains in the import catalogue on Wergo
50001, though many may now find its mono
sound unacceptable. Margaret Price has
indicated adesire to record the work with
Abbado and the LSO, and that may yet offer
the finest account. Silja's performance of the
Six Lieder Op. 8 coupling is altogether finer,
in particular the rapt account of the Straussian Natur. Schoenberg's other expressionist
stage work, Die glückliche Hand Op. 18, is
unavailable on disc at the present.
Webern had by this time completed his 5
Pieces for String Quartet Op. 5 which clearly
show the influence of Schoenberg's second
Quartet. The first Piece takes a last look at an
expansive style that was soon to become
alien to him. Op. 5 prefaces the short, pithy
aphoristic style that Schoenberg used in his 6
Little Piano Pieces and which was to become
Webern's trade mark. The La Salle include the
quartet version of the 5 Pieces in their box,
though their performance is bettered in every
respect by the Quartetto Italiano in their
outstanding, and complete, recital of
Webern's music for String Quartet now only
available as a Philips import.
Webern's 6 Pieces for Orchestra Op. 6 mark
a half- way point between the Brahmsian
Passacaglia and his aphoristic 3 Little pieces
for Cello and Piano Op. 11. The 6 Pieces
contain little melodic expansion or repetition
and the orchestra is larger than Webern was
ever to use again. They appear as asingle
disc issue of part of Boulez's excellent CBS
Webern edition. A detailed, dynamic sound,
though somewhat rounded in tone, coupled
with Boulez's insight, makes this afirst
recommendation. Karajan may please more
ears in his approach to Op. 6 and the stylistically compressed Symphony Op. 21.
In the years up to 1912 ( the completion of
Pierrot Lunaire, and with it the first period of
development of Schoenberg's ' new harmonic
dimension') Webern's epigrammatic style
became atouchstone for all three composers.
Schoenberg's 3 Little Pieces for Chamber
Orchestra and his 6 Little Piano Pieces are
extreme distillations of the style used in the
Op. 11 piano pieces.
Berg's Op. 3 Quartet of 1909/10 reflects
strongly the influence of Schoenberg's
second Quartet yet Berg's contrapuntal
writing cannot mask an inherent lyrical
quality. The La Salle Quartet include Berg's
Quartet in their outstanding box. Berg was
the first of the three to use the orchestral
song in the new expressionist style. Sadly,
Margaret Price's account of his 5 Orchestral
Songs with Abbado has been deleted ( DG
2530 146).
It was in 1912 that Schoenberg published
his 'Three times Seven Recitations— Pierrot
Lunaire' based on expressionistic, grotesque
and sexually charged poems by Albert Giraud.
Behind Pierrot lay the basis for systematic
twelve-tone writing although Schoenberg
was not to formalise these ideas for at least
10 years. The scoring for piano, flute
doubling piccolo, clarinet doubling bass
clarinet, violin doubling viola, and cello,
provides a unique tone colour backdrop to
Schoenberg's new means of expression,
namely Sprechstimme or ' speech operating
within amusical form'. There is no singing as
such but the poems are intoned to a prescribed melodic shape.
Schoenberg's own 1943 recording is

unsurpassed ( Columbia Odyssey Y 33791)
though buyers booking for amodern recording
will find drama and beauty in the performance given by Mary Thomas and the
London Sinfoniatta. Yvonne Minton with
Zukerman et al under Boulez on CBS provides asinger's performance with agreat
beauty of tone and afinely balanced, atmospheric sound.
The 1914-18 War was to disturb artistic life
deeply in Europe, though the year before war
broke out Webern produced two works of
extreme brevity and beauty. The 5 Pieces for
Orchestra Op. 10 and the 6 Bagatelles for
String Quartet Op. 9 are not miniatures in any
dismissive sense but are tiny works of crystalline perfection, exptorations of nuance
eschewing rhetoric. The La Salle don't match
the intensity caught by the Julliard ( despite
their intoxicating 1979 QEH concert); the
Quartetto Italiano caress these Bagatelles
with a liquid string tone.
In 1914 Berg attended a performance of
dramatic pieces by George Büchner, whose
Woyzeck of 1836 was to show Berg the
source of expressionism in the Romantic
movement and open up to him the possibility
of a new music- drama. Berg worked on his
opera Wozzeck from 1917 to 1921, with the
first performance in Berlin in 1925 sparking
off the violent reaction that public performances of Second Viennese School music in
general seemed to engender. Berg used 15 of
Büchner's 26 scenes in his opera, which
portrays the misery and exploitation of the
soldier Wozzeck, victim of his unfaithful lover
Marie, the loutish drum major, and guinea pig
for his army Doctor's experimental diets. No
Schoenbergian optimism about the ending of
Wozzeck as the poor soldier stabs Marie to
death only to drown himself in the pool
where he has dumped her body.
There are now three Wozzecks on disc from
which to choose. The most recent is the
Dohnanyi/VPO recording from Decca with
Eberhard Waechter and Anja Silja as Wozzeck
and Marie. Despite astrong cast and alert
playing the performance seems to lack all
forward movement; Decca's digital recording
dissects the score and though the sound
offers inner clarity it only serves to underline
astatic performance.
Of the older sets recommendation is
difficult as the approaches of Böhm ( DG)
and Boulez ( CBS) are so contrasted. Böhm
weaves an almost Mozartian lyrical flow into
the music and it moves forward with great
momentum. Fischer-Dieskau and Evelyn Lear
proved areading containing much beauty
with the honest nobility of F- D's Wozzeck
creating astrong empathy in the listener.
Boulez provides an urgent, dramatic accompaniment to Walter Berry's Wozzeck, more
cornered rat than ' poor devil'. Benjamin
Luxon's recent stage performances offer an
ideal Wozzeck blend of brute and innocence,
but afourth recording with him seems only a
remote possibility.
By 1918 Schoenberg, Berg and Webern
had set up their ' Society for Private Musical
Performance' to bring any ' real face or name'
in music before an appreciative audience. In
1921 there was held a ' merry evening', to
raise money, of Strauss waltzes transcribed by
the three for cafe orchestra instruments. We
can share the concert with either the Boston
Symphony Chamber Players' recital or the
Ensemble 13 Baden-Baden recording which,
with its slightly boxy sound quality, adds
period charm to pointed playing.
Even after Schoenberg's 1921 announcement of his discovery of acompositional
method using twelve tones he never pro-

tfus
duced adetailed theory, nor did he teach
totally- chromatic composition to his pupils,
being more concerned with craftmanship.
Twelve-tone writing he considered his own
intellectual property and referred to it as
'purely afamily affair'.
Schoenberg's 5 Piano Pieces Op. 23 were
the first tangible move to dodecaphony; the
Serenade from the same year, 1923, being
composed with atrue twelve- note set. Yet It
is the Piano Suite Op. 25 that is considered
to contain the first integral application of the
twelve- note method, asingle tone- row being
used for the first time as the basis for awhole
composition.
Again it is hard to support the idea that
Schoenberg was out to 'overthrow tonality'
considering that he approached the twelvetone method as just that, a method warranted
by evolution and not a musical theory. The
Piano Suite demonstrates the equivalence and
self-sufficiency of the twelve notes yet they
are assembled into the classical structure of a
Suite with Gavottes, a Minuet and a Gigue.
Poliini's reading is essential listening.
The Wind Quintet of the following year
again relies on classical forms, yet this piece
has often been considered as aformal
'working out' rather than art. The Vienna
Wind Soloists' performance for DG must
dispel any such idea, suffused as it is with
lyrical vigour. The London Sinfonietta performance underlines the rhythmic impulse of this
undeniably ' meaty' work though this performance is not available as asingle disc.
Berg's first composition after Wozzeck was
the Chamber Concerto, which is prefaced by
the motivic form of the names of Arnold
Schoenberg (ArnolD EKBonBbErG), Anton
Webern ( Anton WEBbErn) and Alban Berg
(AIBbAn BbErG). (' S' in German equalling
EL'.) The Ensemble InterContemporain performance makes best musical and economic
sense, being coupled with the Piano Sonata
Op. 1 and the 4 Pieces Op. 5.
Schoenberg's satirical wit was given full
rein in his 3 Satires Op. 28 though only no. 3,
'The New Classicism', is readily available as
part of the Atherton box performed by the
London Sinfonietta Chorus, The Gregg Smith
Singers did record the complete Op. 28
(including those pieces satirising the modernist composer who cannot decide between
'tonal and atonal', and Stravinsky's neoclassical style) for the CBS/Craft integral
edition. Op. 28, no. 2 can be played with the
music upside down and yield the same
musical result, as if Schoenberg were telling
Stravinsky ( satirised as ' the little Modernsky'
in this musical palindrome) that he,
Schoenberg, not Stravinsky, is the successor to
Bach!
The Septet Op. 29 followed in 1926. Here
Schoenberg explores combinations of tone
rows, though the intervals of thirds and sixths
more than hint at akey structure. Each
movement to open and close with G, El7—
Gertrud Schoenberg's musical acronym, apt
enough since it formed awedding present for
his second wife. The work requires careful
interpretation to show the rhythmic element
of the writing, which is often underplayed in
performance, and of the unusual Et), &
bass clarinet, piano and string trio scoring.
The best single disc choice lies with the
capable Boston Symphony Chamber Players,
who have adeft touch with the dance
rhythms; DG's engineers provide awell
balanced open sound which catches the
unique warmth of the clarinet(s) and doesn't
allow the piano to lead. The mercurial Op. 47
Fantasy coupling is played with dash by
Joseph Silverstein ( violin).

Berg's Lyric Suite dates from the same year
as the Schoenberg Septet and is Berg's first
work to contain aconsciously worked out
twelve tone row. Yet Berg thematically
elaborates the row to provide awork of wide
lyric and melodic scope, quoting from
Zemlinsky's Lyric Symphony and from Tristan.
The La Salle Quartet provide the only recommendable quartet reading and the piece is
more often recorded in its three- movement
orchestration. Boulez and the NYPO suffer
from abitingly harsh string tone in their CBS
recording, and the first choice must be
Karajan's silky interpretation with the Berlin
Philharmonic. A recording of the recently
discovered Lyric Suite manuscript, with sung
text secretly dedicated by Berg to his
mistress, Hannah Fuchs, is sorely needed.
Berg was now only to complete the Violin
Concerto before his death, and for its composition he broke off from his second opera
Lulu. The Concerto is astriking hybrid
containing obvious tonal references in its
tone- row. The manuscript was dedicated 'To
the memory of an Angel', namely April
Manon Gropius, the deceased daughter of
Mahler's widow.
The violin is identified with the girl and
depicts her tender nature and gay Vienna;
death strikes in a poignant climax of the
second movement allegro. Berg chose as the
last four notes of his row those which open
the choral ' Es ist Genug' in Bach's Cantata
60, and this provides the 'Transfiguration'
material. Grumiaux has long been afirst
recommendation though Perlman's recent
recording with Ozawa has afiner sound.
Berg died, unnecessarily young, of blood
poisoning with only afew bars of Act Ill of
Lulu left unwritten. The opera is based on
Wedekind's plays attacking society's hypocrisy towards sex and prostitution through the
self destructive story of afemme fatale.
Boulez's recording of the Cerha-completed
three act opera effectively makes redundant
both truncated recordings by Böhm and
Dohnanyi, as it shows the musical and
dramatic cyclic form which the others cannot.
Teresa Stratas provides adramatic account in
one of opera's most taxing roles and is ably
supported by acast which includes Robert
Tear and Yvonne Minton, in superb lyrical
voice as the lesbian Countess Geschwitz.
Berg produced akind of sampler for his
second opera in the Lulu Suite by recasting
the opera in asymphonic mould. Judith
Blegen sings an attractive 'earth spirit' Lulu
for Boulez's recording of the suite, and the
record includes the 1929 concert aria ' Der
Wein' in a rich fruity performance by Jessye
Norman.
Schoenberg's uncompleted stage masterpiece Moses und Aron was ironically best
left unfinished, ending as it does with Moses'
tragic declamation ' Oh word, thou word, that I
lace. This 'grandest opera of them all', to
quote Peter Hall, is areligious statement
about the incommunicability of the experience
of God; Moses cast as atongue-tied prophet
in a halting Sprechstimme which contrasted
with the articulate Aron's florid singing.
Gielen's account for Philips, now deleted,
provides aclear insight through a minutely
detailed recording, though the Boulez, also
with Günther Reich in the spoken role of
Moses, realises the element of grand opera
with asound quality of amazing breadth and
depth.
Most of Schoenberg's writing between
1928 and his departure for America in 1933,
apart from Moses und Aron, was concerned
with revitalisation of 18th century concertos
or with orchestration.

The Bach St. Anne Prelude and Fugue
orchestration has recently reappeared on one
disc from the CBS/Craft edition; with the
Brahms Op. 25 orchestration this is agood
coupling but technically this issue is atrocious. Rozhdestvensky and the USSR SO on
EMI Melodiya ( ASD 3633) is better.
Schoenberg's orchestration of the Brahms
Piano Quartet Op. 25 ( 1937) fares better on
disc with asuperb, lively performance by the
Budapest SO ( French EMI 2C 063-10679).
The German Youth Philharmonic on DG make
heavier weather of the score, though they are
better recorded ( DG 2531 198).
Schoenberg recomposed two 18th century
concertos which are currently unavailable on
disc, though the Cello Concerto after Monn
and the String Quartet Concerto after
Handel's Op. 6/7 have been available in the
CBS/Craft edition and on Peerless. Delightful
works such as these deserve an airing in
modern recordings.
Schoenberg's first piece written in America
was the diatonic Suite Op. 34, written to
widen the repertoire of college bands without
'giving them a premature dose of "atonality
poison", as Schoenberg quipped. Argo
reissued the 1965 EMI/Gugenheim recording
of the Suite in 1974. Norman Del Mar and
the RPO also provide astrong reading ( ZRG
754).
The Violin Concerto of 1936 also inherited
the experience of these concerto recompositions and is the first large-scale twelvetone concerto to have been written. The
soloist carries the weight of the musical
argument and the work demands great
virtuosity. The DG coupling of the Violin and
Piano Concertos should still be available on
import and although the recording doesn't
completely cope with the jagged orchestral
writing, Zvi Zeitlin is acapable enough
soloist. Brendel recorded the Piano Concerto
(1942) before for Vox ( Vox Turnabout TV- S
34051 c/w Violin Conc. Marschner, SW
German Radio Orch/Gielen) though that
recording could only be recommended in the
absence of his later DG disc. Despite the
compositional technique, the Piano Concerto
leans purposefully towards a C major conclusion, and the autobiographical nature of the
score, the brilliance of the orchestration and
solo contribution make this work an ideal
starting point for the listener new to
Schoenberg's serial music. It is expected that
Pollini will record this work soon with
Abbado for DG.
After his lyrical songs of 1933-35 Webern
produced the Concerto for 9 instruments for
Schoenberg's 60th birthday, aquick- pulsed
'listenable' work based on the division of the
twelve- note row into four three- note cells.
Sadly, there is no single disc containing the
work, though it is included in the Boulez CBS
Webern edition.
The Cologne Radio SO single disc recital
presents agood selection' of pieces in rather
workaday performances though the inclusion
of Das Augenlicht Op. 26, the choral work
with which Webern achieved his first international success, makes it worthy of
recommendation. Weberp's last completed
works, the dramatic cantatas and the Variations Op. 30 are given outstanding readings
as part of the CBS boxed set, though Rosen's
Op. 27 Piano Variations make sad listening
beside Pollini's recording for DG. The Op. 28
Quartet is one of the few disappointments in
the integral edition; its austere yet expressive
music losing much of that quality in the
hands of the Julliard Quartet. Much of
Webern's writing was for voice and this is
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A soft touch Dolby deck with metal tape
facility and twin linear VU level meters. A
snip at this price.
Typical Price £ 119 (Spring SU

ONKYO A7090 AMPLIFIER
A massive 110 watts per channel featuring
Super Servo circuitry for clean music
power; LED peak power indicators;
separable pre/power amp; separate power
supplies for each channel; Mt disc input
built-in.
KJ Per.t £ 299 Jan 81 I
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510/520 - 40W £179.00
CS 1200M - pre amp £139.00
CS 1200/1208 - 100W £299.00
MITSUBISHI OAU 310 - 50W
f 49.95
ONKYO
A7040 - 50W
89.00
A7070 -. 70W
£119.00
PHILIPS
AH270/AH370
£199.00
AH280/AH380
£399.00
PIONEER
SA6138 - 45W
f 69.00
SA710 - 65W
£129.00
QUAD
44 - pre amp
£225.00
405 - 100W power
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SANSUI
AU 317 Mk 2 - 60W £149.00
C77/B77 - 60W
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DUAL TURNTABLES
Limited quantities of this popular range of
excellent turntables. Ex-display and slightly
soiled.
CS505 Belt drive - auto lift
f 63.90
CS506 Belt drive - auto return
f 79.00
CS606 Direct drive - auto return E 85.00
CS626 Direct drive - full auto
f 99.90
AIWA
AP-050
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JVC
LAll
f 49.00
LA55
f 59.90
LUX
P0264
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PHILIPS
AF729
f 85.00
PIONEER
PL300
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SLB2
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SLD2
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JVC KDA33 CASSETTE DECK
A two motor full logic soft touch deck with
SenAlloy heads. Switching for metal tape
and noise reduction system for hiss free
performance. Remote control optional.
Now offered at asensational reduction.
Typical Price £ l49 (HeFi for Pleasure Feb 01)
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£129.90

ONKYO TA2040 CASSETTE DECK
A really high performance full logic 'soft
touch' deck with Dolby NR and AccuBias"
control for perfect bias adjustment for each
tape type. Fluorescent peak level meters.
Optional remote control.
Typical Price £219 (What Hi-fi Apl Oil
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AIWA ADM800 CASSETTE DECK
A magnificent 3head deck with wireless
remote control and DATA. system for
automatic tape sensitivity and equalisation
-takes all the guesswork out of biasing.
Comes complete with remote control.
KJ Price f319 (June 811
AIWA
ADM450
£129.90
£174.00
ADR500
JVC
f205.00
KDA66
£139.00
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£169.00
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PHILIPS
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£119.0(1
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SC3300
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JVC
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SEA20 Graphic
EQ3000 Graphic
SH8010 Graphic
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£115.00
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£ 75.00
f 89.00
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TECHNICS SA 1011 RECEIVER
This superb unit features FM/MW/LW
radio reception with aMOS FET FM front
end and gives 18 watts per channel.
Switching for two sets of speakers.
Typical Prr, f100
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AUDIOMASTER
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CELESTION
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N7300
4102/4
4106/8
TD20A
1020A/HS
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A3440

The Sound Approach to HiFi
89 London Rd.
Tel: 01-686 1343

HARROW
340 Station Rd.
Tel: 01-863 8690
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PYRAMID
SPENDOR

SYSTEMS (No speakers unless stated)
302 - 20W £245.00
SOR ( M502) £329.00
50A ( M501) £449.00
MITSUBISHI
System 4(Micro)
-50W
£419.00
PHILIPS
302 - 25W
(with spkrs) 279.00
£
602 - 20W £299.00
TECHNICS
Z - 25W £319.00
202 - 30W £339.00
303 - 40W £399.00
80's - 40W
(with spkrs) £799.00
TOSHIBA/AUREX System 10-20W £299.00
(Micro)
System 12 - 30W £379.00

KA 300 Amplifier

£189.00
£289.00
£579.00
£599.00
£429.00
£479.00
£249.00
f329.00
£359.00
£399.00
£799.00

AR38S £159.00
202
£450.00
MLS 1 ( Black)
f 99.90
A4-14 £559.00
132-40 Sub Woofer £249.00
B2-50 Sub Woofer £349.00
DM11
£119.00
DM14
£259.00
DM?
£349.00
130
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£ 139.00
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£184.00
300
£
219.00
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TRIO KT 413 AUTO-SCAN TUNER
The ultimate in tuning convenience. 5
pre-set stations on FM and 5pre-set
stations on MW plus auto sequential
tuning system that scans the dial and locks
into the desired station.
Tea Pete £ 13511-h.F. for Pleasure Feb SI
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TU300
f 99.00
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CT1140
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LUX
121 £129.00
14
£ 179.00
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ONKYO TX3000 RECEIVER
50 watt FM/MW receiver with servo locked
tuning. Super Servo circuitry for clean
power delivery. Power meters and
switching for two sets of speakers.
Ppce f170 (Jan Al I

SPEAKERS

7170 14" £239.00
CP149 14" £239.00
KV1400 14" £249.00
C1400 14" . £219.00
C2295 22" Rem. £369.00
C4505 45" Rem. £1799.00

HL
f299.00
ALS40 Mk II £299.00
TLS50 Mk II £399.00
TLS80 Mk II £649.00
EXA Sub Woofer £239.00
Celeste 4
f 99.00
Concord 4
£159.00
103 - 2
£229.00
105 4
£559.00
105 - 2
£795.00
MS10
£119.00
710 Mk 2
£149.00
£359.00
770 (ex-dem)
AH484
f 79.00
AH489
£115.00
AH585
£219.00
AH587
£339.00
Metronome 3
£790.00
SA2
£239.00
BC1
£289.00

Customers are advised to check the condition of equipment
ono, to purchase as no refunds can be given on sale items.
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TRIO SYSTEM 3000
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he rack system
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really aterec live rack
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EXCLUSIVE
TO KJ!

£
49.95

¡eat

•

£189

Rack £30 extra

MAIL ORDER Carriage and Insurance U4.50 per Item ( speakers
£6, Systems EIS.) or as otherwise stated. Credit card orders
accepted by telechmle - ring your nearest branch to order.

LONDON EC4

LONDON W1

UXBRIDGE

53 Fleet St.
Tel: 01-353 7935

48 Wigmore St.
Tel: 01-486 8263

278 High St
Tel: Uxbridge 33474

Monday- Saturday 9.30-5.30 Late Night Thurs. ( Wigmore St.) until 7pm

WATFORD
101 St. Albans Rd.
Tel: Watford 45250

o

o

devised by Maurice Taggart
A £5 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by September 14th
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CLUES ACROSS
1
Record or tape feature returning in review of Wok cartridge (
5)
6
Somewhat uncivilised academic, this organ stop .(
7)
7
Electric charge found in re- built attics (
6)
9
I'm a long time discovering Debussy's visions (
6)
10
I'm back in randomised noises as the electrons take off (
8)
12
Looking back, there are actually ten on this Spohr composition for wind instruments
14
17
19
21 •
22
23

(5)
(
and 16 down) Potent oil resolves into stereo multiplex component (
5-4)
Long aria is re- arranged in Britten opera (
8)
Little Thomas gives an encore on primitive percussion (
3-3)
Audio inventor nosied about in confusion (
6)
Frequency band presented by quadriform antennae (
7)
Sings otherwise to give specific indications (
5)

Painters get anote to become musical performers (
8)
(
and 8) Little Victor looming about atransducer (
6-4)
Song which comes back in fair Anna Moffo's recital (
4)
Though dying, there is room somehow about the end (
7)
(
See 3)
It doesn't offer much scope, but prevents clipping (
8)
Cartridge brand has little Ronald involved with crazy Imperial measure (
7)
Some Beethoven inadvertently appearing in a Greig/Monteverdi programme (
6)
(
See 14 across)
• Yc
,
Audio indicators ending in avery long time (
5)
Little Timothy quietly introduces the pedals on a French organ (
4)

\\

(\

CRO5JQ; B. N. McQuade, 47 Laleham Road, Shepperton, Middlesex TW17 8EQ.

perhaps where the CBS Webern edition
scores, although the competition is not
strong.
Webern was shot after peace was declared
in 1945 by atrigger-happy American soldier.
Schoenberg technically 'died' in 1946 on the
operating table after aperiod of ill health,
only to be revived by an injection into his
heart. On leaving hospital he immediately
composed the String Trio Op. 45 and as a
consequence the work has earned a
reputation for being a musical pathology
report. It is doubtful whether programmatic
touches were written into the score but the
work is one of extreme disorientation and
violent disruption, and contains some extraordinary tonal effects. The Trio is contained in
an important German EMI Electrola box of
Second Viennese School music, which also
contains classic performances by Menuhin of
the Berg Violin Concerto, and by Barbirolli
and the New Philharmonia of Pelleas und
Melisande.
Schoenberg re- embraced the Jewish faith
in Paris on his way to America in 1933 and
from then until his death in July 1951 his
work was centred on deep religious conviction. An Everest record of the Gregg Smith
Singers allows us to hear his Op. 50 avision
of the promised land and the De Profundis
Op. 54/b while filling other gaps in the choral
discography.
Schoenberg was no anarchist. As fluent
with words as with notes, he is well suited
to speak on behalf of his music-1 am
somewhat sad that people talk so much of
atonality, of twelve-tone systems, of technical
methods when it comes to my music. All
music, all human work, has askeleton, a
circulatory and nervous system. Iwish that
my music should be considered as an honest
and intelligent person who comes to us
saying something he feels deeply and which
is of significance to us all'•(
SECOND VIENNESE Scei 00L—
RECOMMENDED LISTENING
The New Vienna School
SCHOENBERG: Pelleas und Melisande
D Chamber Symphony No. 2 El 6 Pieces
for male chorus Iii Trio Op 45 / BERG:
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Violin Concerto D 5 Pieces for clarinet
and piano D 4 Songs Op. 2 /
WEBERN: 4 Pieces for violin and piano
Op. 7 CI 3 Pieces for cello and piano Op.
11 D 5 Songs Op 3 E 5 Pieces for orchestra Op. 10 D 5 Songs Op. 4 III Trio
Op. post. u 4 Songs Op. 12 D Trio Op.
20 E 3 Songs Op. 25 DI Cantata No 1 D 3
Songs Op. 23—New Philharmonia I
Barbirolli IPrausnitz, ECO IBertini, Menuhin,
BBC SO IBoulez, John Alldis Choir, French
String Trio, Harper IHamburger, Jarry I
Iva/di. Tournus Ilvaldi, Dorrow IBjorlin EMI
1C 181-28368/71 (
import)
SCHOENBERG: Pelleas und Melisande
Verklárte Nacht El Variations Op. 31
BERG: 3 Orchestral pieces u 3 Pieces
from Lyric Suite /
WEBERN: Passacaglia E 5 Movements
Op. 5 CI 6 Pieces Op. 6 u Symphony—
BPOlearajan DG 2711 014
The String Quartet—Price/La Salle Ot DG
2720 029
Vienna 1908-14
SCHOENBERG: 5 Pieces Op. 16 /
BERG: 3 / Orchestral pieces /
WEBERN: 5 Pieces for orchestra Op.
10-LSOIDorati
Philips SAL 3539 (
nla)
Strauss Waltzes in Transcription
Boston SO Chamber Players DG 2530 977
Ensemble 13 Baden-Baden HM 065-99731
Songs of the New Vienna School
Fischer-DieskaulRiemann DG 2530 107 (
nla)
SCHOENBERG: Warnung Op. 3/3 D
Traumleben Op. 6/1 WEBERN: 4 Georg
Songs ( c/w Hauer / Apostel / Krenek /
Einem / Eisler / Dessau / Beck) FischerDieskau IRiemann EMI 1C 065-02677
(import)
SCHOENBERG
The CBS/Craft Integral edition is no longer
available, though certain volumes have been
recently imported from Italy.
Complete works for Chamber
Ensemble—London Sinfonietta IAtherton
Decca SXLK 6660-4
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JULY'S WINNERS: D. A. Sinclair, 18 Bramble Close, Copthorne, Sussex RE1103QB;
B. E Hunt, 43 Morden Way, Sutton, Surrey SM39P0; D. Ford, 46 Wellington Avenue,
Westcliffe on Sea, Essex SSO9X13; G. A. Parish, 9Willow Mount, Croydon, Surrey
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CLUES DOWN
1
Superstitiously regarded symoolic object to a backward opera house—in short (
5)
2
3
4
5
8
11
13
15
16
18
20
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The piano music— Pollini DG 2530 531
String Quartets—Julliard Qt CBS 79304
Choral music: Friede auf Erden Op. 13 D
50a/b u 3 Folksongs o 3 Folksongs Op.
49—Gregg Smith Singers Everest 3182

Op.

Verklárte Nacht Op. 4 ( sextet) u
Chamber Symphony No. 1—London
Sinfonietta/Atherton Decca SDD 519
Op. 4 (
string orchestra)c/w
Hindemith/Webern—ASM/Marriner Argo
ZRG 763
Pelleas und Melisande—BPO / Karajan
DG 2530 485
Gurrelieder—soloists, chorus and Bavarian
Radio SO IKubelik DG Priv 2726 046 or
soloists, BBC SO & Chorus IBoulez CBS
78264
5 Pieces Op. 16 D Variations Op. 31
Accompaniment to a Filmscene Op. 34
A survivor from Warsaw Op 46—Reich,
BBC SO IBoulez CBS 76577
Erwartung Op. 17-6 Lieder Op. 8—Silja,
VP0 / Dohnanyi Decca SXDL 7509
Pierrot Lunaire Op. 21— Thomas, London
Sinfonietta IAtherton Decca SDD 520 or
Minton, Ensemble IBoulez CBS 76720
Wind Quintet Op. 26— Vienna Wind
Soloists DG 2530 825
Suite for 7 instruments Op. 29 El
Fantasy Op. 47—Boston SO Chamber
Players DG 2531 277
Moses und Aron—Reich, Cassily, BBC SO
& Singers IBoulez CBS 79201
Violin Concerto D Piano Concerto—
Zeitlin, Brendel, Bavarian Radio SOIKubelik
DG 2530 257 (
import)
BERG
Sonata Op. 1 0 Chamber Concerto 04
Pieces Op. 5—Barenboim, Zukerman, Pay.
InterContemporain Ensemble IBoulez DG
2531 007
3 Pieces from Lyric Suite u 3 Orchestral
pieces Op. 6—BP0 IKarajan DG 2530 142
to page 71
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410.2
ZOBEL CONNECTED
DIRECTLY ACROSS DRIVER

Choosing aZabel
Wilfred Harms outlines a
simple adjunct to LS
crossover designs
OUDSPEAKER construction is probably

Lthe most popular activity for the hi-fi DIY

man because, amongst other things, it shows
asaving in costs. Many prefer to follow a
proven design, whilst others wish to try out
their own ideas and to design their own
crossover networks. The latter is not as simple
as is sometimes imagined, for although such
networks are usually founded upon the
Butterworth type ( of one order or another
according to needs) it is now well-known
that the impedance variations of adriver can
adversely affect the results. 1.2 If attenuation
is required at afrequency at which the driver
possesses substantial reactance (
eg, over 20%
of its resistance), and a universal design
system is to be adopted, this reactance must
be nullified.
Fig. 1 shows the impedance variations of a
typical bass/midrange driver, which some
manufacturers provide on request, and at
frequencies above about 600 Hz problems
start to arise. Excepting the complex changes
towards the fundamental resonance, the
variations above the mid frequencies can be
substantially equalised by connecting directly
across the driver a resistor and capacitor in
series as in fig 2. This is called aZobel
network. The values of components of the
Zobel vary from driver to driver and may be
arrived at by trial and error ( as explained by
G. J. Adams 3), but to do this, asignal
generator, AF ammeter and arange
of suitable components are required.
The average amateur does not possess
these, and in the absence of specific
information he may feel at aloss as to how
he should proceed. However, it is possible to
determine values of adequate accuracy from
an impedance diagram such as that in fig 1.
With only two components even the optimum
values cannot ensure perfect compensation,

but results can be adequate for the purpose
over the critical frequency range, using the
following method.
The frequency at which the impedance is
twice the DC resistance of the driver ( this is
not the advertised nominal impedance) is
read off the diagram, and if we call this f
d and
the DC resistance is r, the values for the Zobel
are:

Cz —

0.22x10 6
f
dr

pF and Rz = 1.25r

The nearest standard resistor and capacitor
values above these should be adopted, while
a nominal value for the equivalent resistance
of the combination can be taken as 1.15r for
,purposes of network calculations. In the
example shown, where r = 7 ohms,
i
d =2100 Hz, from which Cz = 15 pF and
Rz = 8.8 ( say 10 ohms), with anominal
resistance of 8.1 ohms for network
calculations.
Readers interested in the technical considerations leading to this simple formula will
be aware that the impedance variations of the
driver correspond to anon- uniform inductor
and resistor. Only by analysis of the respective reactive component of the current
through the driver and the Zobel at different
frequencies with the aid of the phase- angle
diagram ( they are in opposition), can the
optimum values of Cz and Rz be arrived at;
with an impedance diagram alone, the single
reading gives acompromise value for Cr The
value for Rz is inevitably greater than the DC
resistance of the driver because of the additional losses which occur when it is in
operation.
Compensation is desirable for a bass or
mid- range driver over the frequency range at
which the impedance starts to rise, but only if
the attenuating network ( down to — 30dB,
say) is functioning over this range. At higher
frequencies, when the natural response is
low, compensation is unimportant. A Zobel
can also be useful with atweeter, but in
many cases it is unnecessary; attenuation is

usually required at the lower frequencies and
impedance variations at resonance are likely
to prove agreater problem.
A Zobel is an aid to simple network design,
not a necessity. Adding one to awell designed network would degrade it, and of
course the Zobel does not level out the
irregularities ( if any) in adriver's natural
response.
The following are suggested values for a
Zobel for some popular units. Components of
suitable value are not always available locally,
but the author has found that Falcon Electronics have a ready supply.
KEF B200
B110
AUDAX HD20625H4
HD17B25

Cz ( pF)
12
10
25
10

R, (
ohms)
10
10
82
82

References
1'
Loudspeaker Networks by Wilfred Harms, HFNIRR March
1978, p. 67
2 Series or Parallel by W. F. Harms, HFNIRR December
1980, p. 103
3'
Compensation Networks in Loudspeaker Crossovers' by G.
J. Adams, HFNIRR May 1978, p 87
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Violin Concerto (
c/w Stravinsky)
Grumiaux, Amsterdam CO IMarkevitch
Philips SAL 3650 or Perlman, Boston SO I
Ozawa DG 2531 110
Lulu suite CI Der Wein—Blegen, Norman,
NYPO IBoulez CBS 76575
Lulu—Stratas, Minton, Schwartz, Blakenhelm, Tear, Mazura, Neinstedt, Paris Opera
Orchestra IBoulez DG 2740 213
Wozzeck—Lear, Fischer-Dieskau, Berlin
Opera Chorus & Orchestra IBohm DG 2707
023 or Si/ja, Waechter, VP0 & Chorus of
Vienna OperalDohnanyi Decca D231D2
WEBERN
Op. 1 to Op. 31 and arrangements—Stern,
Piatigorsky, Rosen, Webern, Jul/lard Cot,
Harper, John A//dis Choir, LSO IBoulez CBS
79402
Orchestral Music—LSO / Boulez CBS
76911
Music for String Quartet—Ouartetto
Italiano Philips 6500 105 ( import)
Passacaglia — 5 Movements Op 5 0 6
Pieces Op. 6 Symphony—BP0 / Karajan
DG 2531 146
Variations Op. 27 ( c/w Boulez) — Pollini
DG 2530 803
Das Augelicht Op. 26 El Leichter Kühnen
Op. 2 Li Symphony u Passacaglia T 6
Pieces Op. 6— Cologne Radio SO & Choir I
Wakasugt HM 065-99849
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RAMOPHILE

tions. Prominent among these are
SNO in winter
Gulf Oil who this year have put up
Once again the SNO's forthcoming
£50,000, The Bank of Scotland
winter season reflects the increaswith £26,000 and General Acciingly healthy- seeming musical atdent, who are also sponsoring a
mosphere north of the border. This
20- concert UK tour, with no less
performed complete at the Proms in year's season has no fewer than 27 than £ 100,000.
Argomission
concerts
(
in
Edinburgh
on
Fridays,
September ' 79 with the BBC SO
The Winter Season opens on
A late review detail for the Berg
under Tilson Thomas ( the dedi- repeated in Glasgow on Satur- October 2nd and 3rd following the
Chamber
Concerto/Stravinsky
catee). For the Unicorn recording days), the SNO's largest ever, and Musica Nova concerts in Glasgow
Agon reviewed in July on Argo
the orchestra is the Philharmonia, includes guest appearances from
in September at which Lutoslawski,
ZRG 937: in the Berg piece, solo
an ensemble well placed to realise the LSO, RLPO and CBSO in ad- Milton Babbitt, Alexander Goehr
violinist Gyórgy Pauk and pianist
Knussen's intriguing and often dition to numerous artists and and Jonathan Harvey will make
Paul Crossley were omitted from
hauntingly beautiful textures, The guest conductors. One of the main appearances.
the review details supplied, and
other substantial work is Simon features of the season is aseries of
were,
understandably,
slightly
Sorry
Bainbridge's Viola Concerto with four concerts celebrating the Stravcrossley about it. An apoloj, thereWalter Trampler as soloist and the insky centenary. Conducted by Sir In the heading of our review of the
fore, seemed appropriate.
London Sinfonietta, again conduc- Alexander Gibson, each concert Gurney and VW Housman settings,
ted by Tilson Thomas. Completing will include a major Stravinsky Ludlow and Teme and On Wenlock
Philips awards
early,
student,
El, Edge, on Hyperion A66013 in July
the issue will be Knussen's Ophelia work—the
Three Philips recordings have been
Dances, a chamber work for nine Symphony, the Symphony in Three (p. 73) we inadvertently referred to
nominated for inclusion in the
Quarterly List of the ' Deutscher players, this directed by the com- Movements, the Symphony in C the pianist as Graham Jones when it
poser himself. The recording is a and the Symphony of Psalms. The should, of course, have been
Schallplattenkritik' which selects
joint
collaboration
between last three will also be recorded by Graham Johnson. Our apologies.
issues of outstanding artistic merit.
Chandos for release early in 1982.
Unicorn and the Arts Council.
The records concerned are Franz
Early Instruments
Liszt: Late Piano Works/Brendel
Grundigl EMI again Concerts next March will celebrate
Sir William Walton's 80th birthday The fifth London Exhibition of Early
9500 775, Verdi: Falstaff/Karajan
Following on from their highly sucand
will
include
the
First Musical Instruments will take place
6769 060,
and
Pops
in
cessful collaboration in recording
Symphony and the Cello Concerto at the New Horticultural Hall,
Space'/Boston Pops/John WillMahler's tenth symphony last year
with Ralph Kirshbaum.
Westminster, SW1 from Thursday
iams 9500 921 ( outstanding artistic with
Simon
Rattle
and
the
Conductors include the SNO's 1st to Saturday 3rd October. On
merit?I). The Brendel disc has also
Bournemouth SO ( SLS 5206, renew principal guest conductor display will be avast range of reprowon a Dutch ' Edison' award.
viewed last February) Grundig and
Paavo Berglund, Norman Del Mar, duction early instruments including
EMI have decided to join forces
Sir Charles Groves, Kurt Sander- examples of harpsichords, organs,
New Music
again to tackle Walton's First
spinets,
virginals,
Due for release later in the year is a Symphony with Haitink and the ling, Elgar Howarth, Neeme Jarvi, clavichords,
Leonard Slatkin, Gunther Herbig harps, viols lutes, shawms, crumdigital Unicorn recording devoted
Philharmonia. The sessions will take
to works by two young English place in October. Walton is 80 next and Richard Armstrong, and the horns, racketts, recorders, rebecs,
composers. Oliver Knussen's 15- year so the release will tie in nicely soloists include Gilels ( in the hurdy-gurdies and serpents ( to
'Emperor'), Pollini as conductor name but a few) representing the
minute Third Symphony was first with the birthday celebrations.
and soloist, Igor Oistrakh, Ida development of instrument making
Haendel, Benjamin Luxon, Lill, from Medieval and Renaissance
St. Albans
Pauk, Klien, Frankl, Mayami Fujik- times throug hthe late Baroque. Over
The eleventh biennial St. Albans
ticularly pedalling in early piano
International Organ Festival, direcmusic. William Welch from Mich- awa, Emanual Ax and Michael Roll. 100 makers from many countries will
None of these ventures could be be exhibiting and there will be
ted by Stephen Darlington, got off
igan University took third prize. His
without
generous regular concerts demonstrating the
to a good start on 4th July ( like
teachers were Marilyn Mason and mounted
sponsorship and the SNO have various instruments. Admission is
America). In pursuit of its aim to set
Robert Jones ( Houston).
again been fortunate to gain the £1-20 and the exhibition times are
the organ in its proper musical conListening to two of the three
support of a number of organisa- 10am to 6pm.
text, 40 events in eight days ranged
organ recitals brought the thought
in style and dimension from the
that Kee made the Harrison sound
solitary figure of Richard Stilgoe to
like atracker—areal master at work.
Prom Problem
the massed forces of the Gala
His performance would have made Released to coincide with the First tenure of four or five years. He
Concert. The most avid enthusiast
a fine direct- cut disc. So, indeed, Night of the 1981 Proms, Robert draws on his long experience
could hardly attend the lot, and
would Gillian Weir's superb ac- Simpson's book The Proms and within the BBC and offers evidence
your reporter managed barely half,
counts of classical and ( mainly) Natural Justice explores at length that will confound those who
after which he was uplifted in spirit
modern works. In the event, she the issues surrounding the dispute maintain that the Proms are becomand physically knackered, largely
was digitised by the Beeb and last year between the BBC and the ing increasingly difficult to finance.
by the Abbey chairs which are
beamed down again while we were Musicians' Union regarding the More frequent use of the BBC regiclearly designed to elevate the soul
all at the Gala Concert. A panic visit proposed disbanding of five of the onal orchestras, the Welsh, Norby mortifying the backside.
to the OB van ( afterwards) revealed BBC regional orchestras, and over thern and Scottish, could, he says,
Judging the central Interpretathat the two 4038 ribbons in their which Dr Simpson himself resigned produce astaggering 62% saving of
tion Competition were Piet Kee,
very eccentric position were only from the BBC after nearly 30 years costs and would help, too, to inFerdinand Klinda, Hugh McLean,
for applause— should have known. as a Music Producer. Simpson crease the standard of playing as
Simon Preston and Gillian Weir.
A time- clocked recording sounded argues that the personal monopoly the orchestras felt the effects of
After listening to much of the compretty realistic. ( I've wiped it now... of the BBC's Controller, Music, until friendly rivalry. And more importpetition one could but agree with
honest, guy!)
death or retirement over the plann- antly, 'the chosen planner could
their decision to withold the first
Something to be learnt, too, be- ing of the Proms results in discrimi- give to Concert Management a
prize and abandon the additional
tween greeting old acquaintances nation against performers and com- complete notional season founded
Tournemire competition. Problems
and making new ones. McLean's posers alike. Until Sir William on afar greater command of reperseemed to range across the board,
illustrated talk on 'The Concerted Glock's tenure Prom programmes toire than before, and therefore
from insecure technique to lack of
Organ Chorale. . .' was a valuable were decided by a committee, but wider in imaginative scope. Each
appreciation of the nature of the
contribution, well presented, while this was criticised for leading to a series could be envisaged whole,
test pieces. A pity, but Festival
Klinda's slide/tape tour of Czech- degree of artistic stagnation and and even each series of series.
credibilities rest solely on rigorous
oslovak organs was more hedon- leaving the prospectus somewhat There could be purposeful streams
standards.
istic, and totally charming.
unadventurous and dull. The as- inconceivable in the piecemeal
Second place went to David
If some concerts and late shows sumption of absolute control since compilations of the last twenty
Rowland, accompanied by the
are omitted, blame lack of space, Glock's time, however, means that years'. '... nothing could have been
Audience Prize, voted overwhelmplus lack of stamina in the latter whoever occupies the post inevit- more stupid or short-sighted than
ingly. Organist of Eden Baptist
case. An exception had to be made ably makes choices based on his the attempt to get rid of a whole
Church,
Cambridge,
Rowland
for the inimitable Stilgoe. Wonder if own personal prejudices and per- symphony orchestra for unconstudied under Gillian Weir and
he spotted that ST. ALBANS suasions. Dr Simpson insists that vincing financial reasons.'
Peter Hurford. While organ scholar
ORGAN FESTIVAL JULY is an the only way to overcome this is to
Dr Simpson's book is published
at Corpus, he also researched at
anagram of VAST JURY ' NO- have aseparate post for the' plann- by Toccata Press, 40 Floral Street,
Kings in performance practice, parBALLS' FINAL STAGE?
TA
ing of the Proms with a limited London, WC2 at £ 1 - 95+40p p&p.
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READERS LETTERS
... about super systems and redundant tone controls
From: R. Bosio, 26 Normanhurst Road,
Borough
Green,
Sevenoaks,
Kent
TN15 8HT
Dear Sir, Ifelt Ihad to write to you after reading
the letter from Brian Hall in the July issue
concerning the thorny issue of tone controls. I
must totally disagree with Mr Hall's view on
this matter.
As
you
may
have
guessed,
I'm
a
Linn/Ittok/Asak/Naim/Barik
owner.
The
reason Iuse this combination is that it is ( to my
ears) one of the most musical systems one can
buy. To say that its use is for pop and rock in the
main is atotal misrepresentation. Ilisten to all
sorts of music. Due to the system Ihave, Inow
enjoy classical music that previously Iwouldn't
have listened to. ' Why is this so?', Ihear you ask.
Firstly, the system in question has about the
least distortion Ihave ever encountered, the
results being that Iam able to hear much more
of what is on the record and so find listening
very enjoyable. At no time since I've owned this
system have Iever felt the need for tone controls ( they degrade the sound anyway). Ihave
also listened to other people's systems similar
to mine, in many different shaped rooms, and in
all cases tone controls simply were not needed.
One could simply sit down and enjoy the
music, which after all is what it's all about.
So, Mr Hall, Iwould respectively suggest that
if it were possible you should listen to this type
of system for awhile. If you did, Ifeel sure you
would change your views. Imay be wrong, but
from the tone of your letter Iwould guess that
you haven't listened to the sort of set-up Ihave
described.
Yours faithfully

... about 'E' for elliptical
From Peter Johnson, National Sales
Manager, Audio-Technica Ltd., Hunslet
Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds.
Dear Sir, A number of queries have been received by Audio Technica regarding the differences, if any, between two cartridges currently available from us, namely the AT30 and
the AT30E. These queries arise from the introduction into the cartridge's identification
number of the suffix letter ' E', which standardises our normal practice of using this letter to
denote the use of an elliptical stylus tip. The
AT30 has always been fitted with such astylus,
but was not previously denoted with the ' E'.
In line with our policy of continous product
improvement, the packaging has been altered
to a clear plastic box to enable easier display,
while the fitted dummy headshell can be used
by the purchaser for the safe storage of an
alternative cartridge.

Yours faithfully

endorsed with a ' good effort but could be
improved' report.
Then there was the gratuitous advertising in
the June A & VM of a certain high fi dealer
who could ' identify the turntable in use in ahifi exhibition demonstration standing in the corridor outside the room'. No doubt he was able
to detect a Sinn Condek from the loud grumbling of its cheap Philips motor. Further mention of this dealer comes in the July column by
Paul Messenger. Rather than take amatch- box
to his stylus, would it not be better to take a
sanding disc to his nib?
Yours faithfully

... about British hi-fi archeology
From: Richard Yanul, 104 S. Park Drive,
Arlington, Va. 22204, USA.
Dear Si,. Might there be among your readers
any who would be willing to engage in some
correspondence on the history of various
British high fidelity manufacturers, particularly
those that, through their exports, made themselves part of the history of American hi-fi?
Among other things, Ishould be especially
interested in resolving afew puzzles about the
earlier ( before 1960) production of Quad
(Acoustical), acompany whose impact on the
American audiophile was clearly larger than its
market share would suggest. [
see p. 39]
Libraries here have inadequate resources in
the postwar British periodicals, and Iam reluctant to bother the busy people of ongoing firms
with questions about their ancient past. Isuspect that many aBritish audiophile—if of sufficiently mature vintagel—could answer most of
my questions directly from recollection. Or it
may be that the recent English discipline of
'Industrial Archaeology' has already begun to
gather information on high-fidelity's beginnings. If so, Ishould welcome communications
from researchers.
Yours faithfully

... about a failed but ongoing
revolution
From: W. Finch, 56 Lenthall House, Churchill Gardens, London SW1
Dear Sir, Iread your Editorial Comment on the
market survey for Scotch Master Tape ( July,
p.13) with interest, especially your reaction to
those who wanted more cassette reviews. Iam
not surprised that your staff regard them as a
waste of time and Iagree with them: the form in
which they appear is incomprehensible!
Iwas fascinated to read that 74% of those
surveyed thought that discs were superior to
tapes. Had they carefully bought aselection of
both and played them on their own equipment,
or had they read about them in your or The
Gramophone's columns, Iwondered. Now I

happen to agree with them, but on my equipment ( about £ 750 worth without the cassette
machine) the difference is usually marginal, as I
found when the imperfections of the modern
disc—horrendously exposed in your columns
not very long ago—forced me into the cassette
world. Here, of course, the customer is King, as
he should be, and what the record companies
will not provide he can get for himself.
The record companies failed to meet the
challenge of course: poor tape, slow to make
use of longer playing time, failure to issue tape
and disc at the same time, failure to issue tapes
at all. And they were, in my view, certainly
assisted into their present doldrums by the
record reviewers who failed to recognise a
revolution when they were in the middle of one.
They castigated cassettes and musicassettes to
the extent that anyone owning agood quality
machine and getting acceptable playback from
musicassettes could be excused for thinking
that they were in league with the record companies to try to stop the march of time. Iwas
reminded of EMI's campaign in the fifties to
convince people that the old 78s were abetter
buy than LPs.
Rather late in the day things have begun to
improve. The Gramophone has accepted the
facts of life and now provides reasonable
coverage of musicassette issues, but not tape
and discs together—yet! Can it be that your
staff regard discs as the only candidate under
your sub- title ' Record Review' and wait upon
the advent of the laser disc so that they can
pretend that cassettes never really happened?
Yours faithfully

.about moving cartridges and
lateral thinking
•

From: P. H. Collings- Wells ( Jnr), 4 Roy
Road, Northwood, Middlesex
Dear Sir, Iwas wondering what Linn Products
were referring to when they called the Asak a
'Moving Cartridge' on page 40 of your July
issue, when realisation dawned. Of course,
how stupid of me, why not hold the record
stationary and let the cartridge run around it on
alittle motorised truck with atransmitter? Gone
are the age-old problems of tracking error distortion and tone- arm resonances. Also, records
could then be played almost anywhere, without
the need for a turntable. The possibilities are
endless.
Is this Linn's answer to the 'digital revolution'? Top marks for Ivor's lateral thinking!
Yours faithfully
Good thinking, but we believe it may be a
reference to this cartridges 'emotion quotient'—
Ed.

... about lobbying and sanding
discs
From: Bernard Lawson, 66 Angle Park
Terrace, Edinburgh EH11.
Dear Sir, Ihave bought your magazine from the
first issue and have long considered that it
offered fair and unbiased advice to its readers.
However. Iam increasingly disturbed by what
appears to be ' lobbying' for aparticular range of
products. This is especially noticed in the June
and July issues, eg, your reviewer seems to fall
over backwards to be nice to the Linn Kan
speaker which would otherwise have been
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"EXPERIENCE THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE"
Our Philosophy Concerning reprints & brochures. You may have noticed
that most " High End" Hi- Fi manufacturers often quote extracts from their
reviews highlighting the most wonderful aspects of their products. Naturally
anyone can " edit" a few brilliant quotes, because every company wants
people to believe they make the best.
We have only one message, experience the audible difference at your
dealer.
Likewise, when you take our brochure, it is bound to state that we have the
best product for you. So, go to your dealer and take your time in listening to
the many products that abound before selecting what fulfils your own needs
and desires.
E.A.R. Pre- Amp R.P.R. £ 480.00, E.A.R. 509 100 watt mono £ 750-00 per pair,
E.A.R. 516 50 watt per chan stereo power amp £ 480.00, E.A.R. 529 500 watt
mono £ 3600.00 per pair ( all prices include VAT)
Your nearest dealer
Russ Andrews Edinburgh, Audio Corner Southport, Audio T West End Lane London,
Brady's Liverpool, Guildford Hi -Fi, Guliford House Nr Exeter, Jefferies Hi -Fi Brighton, K. J.
Leisure Wigmore St London, Lintone Audio Gateshead, Midland Hi -Fi Wolverhampton,
Radford Hi -Fi Bristol. Sound Advice Loughborough, Standens of Tonbridge Kent,
Subjective Audio Palmers Green London.
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How long can we keep up
these ridiculous LOW PRICES!
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a/LS-ELI_

Super Campo
5000 system

A-5 2.25 watt amplifier
T-5 AM/FM tuner
FRD-25 PLL-servo
Turntable
D-95 m Dolby Metal
cassette deck
GX-65 Audio
cabinet

as 401:a alternatively supplied
with FRD-35 turntable
Direct Drive.
GX-75 Audio
Cabinet

Wicks
sur
ersaver
pri

Wicks super
saver price

Plus free 1 pair
Sansui ESP601£348
speakers

an_s ui_ 6sM',%°,7,1
,7
-7 2.45 watt amplifier
()---` - 7 AM/FM tuner
FRO- 25 turntable
D-95 m Cassette
Deck
OX- 75 Audio
Cabinet
Wicks
super saver
price

£368

a/LS-EEL

R30

'
Y"*"'

R30 receiver 2.25 watt LW/MW
D100 cass deck
i_
FRD25 turntable
ESP601 speakers
OX- GO Audio
cabinet

3020 amplifier, 4020A Tuner, 6040
cassette

deck,

Thable.
cabinet

NAD

5080

direct

1 speakers,

drive

F. , the 1argent selection of huh equipment ir
East Anglia with prices to match Rack ses
terns in stock from. Akai. Aiwa, Fisher.
Hitachi, NAD. National Panasonic, Pioneer.
Revox. Saes, Sony. Trio. Techos
Why not pay us a visit today.

£395
Complete

Complete

Such nice people'

Make use of your ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD. Give us your e f.s
l
number by phone- do it before 12 noon and well guarantee
same day despatch.

Simply were tellirg us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover
cost plus £ 5delivery charge by Secuncor.

£419
Fisher Micro system
CA- M100 amplifier special Offer
FM-M100L tuner
CR M100 cass deck
SME -100 speakers
complete j

£269

• MASSIVE RANGE ALWAYS IN STOCK
• FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE • 1111G
I
•ISCOUNTS HELPFUL COURTEOuS
SALES STAFF *ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT'

1MCKS—THE HOME OF ALL THAT
IS BEST IN HI-FI. AUDIO • ETC
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This months
best buy at

ORDERING BY POST

£499compkte
ncluding audio rack and speakers

complete

i

Audio

Aiwa Micro 5COR system

£299.95

A" system

GX70 Audio cabinet
AR 18s
speakers

£369

Plus free ESP801 speakers

NAD System

an_S-ELL

A60 2.45 watt DC servo amp
T6OL FM/MW/LW Tuner
0100 Dolby Metal
Cass. Deck

Tremendous
value at

111,
San_S-1117-

R70 system

R70 2.65 watt receiver
0100 Dolby Metal cassette Deck
FRD-35 Direct
Drive T/table
a.
GX-60 Audio
cabinet, Acoustic
Research
AR18s
speakers

£399

Plus free ESP601 speakers

AGENTS FOR • AKAI • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
• AIWA • CELESTION • FERGUSON • FISHER
• HITACHI • KEF • NAD • NATIONAL PANASONIC
• NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • ROTH. • REVOX
• SANSUI eSONY • SHURE • TECHNICS
• TANDBERU • YAMAHA AND MANY MORE

ORDERING BY TELEPHONE

To reserve equipment in stock. Just ring
Colchester ( 02061 78807 and well hold it for
you for 48 hours giving you time to call
personally or send your settlement by post
SAYE
T
USE
1111S0111/Elt
EOM

FOR DISCOUNT HI-FI
D. T. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3 ,4
After hours .

Colchester 42166

Telephone Orders

Colchester 78807

SEND TO: D. T. Wicks & Co. 49 55 North Station Road, Colchester, fosen. Telephone Colchester 10206) 49842 34

Please suriPlY
(give make and
model number)

Ienclose cheque
P.O. for £
made payable to D. T. Wicks & Co. or
debit my Access, Barclaycard • account
Number:
(delete as applicable )
Signature

NAME
ADDRESS.

HEN/9

Geoff Jeanes

LOOKING
BACK

m OT LONG AGO, at time of writing, Radio 3
INI broadcast some consort music by agroup
of Early Music specialists well-known to you
under aname Iwon't mention here. The players
were so very obviously doing their teethgritting earnest best to get it all right that it
seems churlish not to have enjoyed the results.
Maybe one should have to do penance for such
ingratitude—perhaps by listening to it again?
No such problems arose with the late David
Munrow, whose tragic taking of his life five
years ago lost us some of the most fascinating
and, irreverent though some current earlymusic players might think it to say, happiest
music- making of recent years. You could hear
Munrow and his Early Music Consort enjoying
it, and share their delight in discovering the
fascinations of a huge range of ' preregimented' music. Two timely reissues come
along to remind us of how fine it all was.
'Music of the Gothic Era' is a DG Archiv
Privilege disc ( 2547 051) from a 1976 boxed
set of the same title, afine record justly doublestarred by C.E. on its reappearance. Side 1 is
two longish choral settings of Viderunt omnes
by Léonin and Pérotin, one accompanied by
small bells and the other by positive organ: an
effect of timelessness, of variety within unity.
On the other side three pieces by Machaut,
three others by de Vitry, Royllart and that
astonishingly long-lived composer Anon.
Machaut's first item (Christe, qui lux es...) has
some hair-raising counter- tenor right- left duo
singing by James Bowman and Charles Brett,
and similar fascination is provided elsewhere,
Léonin's bells reappearing with two cornetts
and the unearthly sounds of stereo- separated
alto shawms. Not to be missed.
'The Art of David Munrow' is a 3- record
omnium gatherum box set on HMV SLS 5136.
The six sides are divided into: Munrow as
Soloist, The Film Music, The Small Consort,
The Large Consort, Sacred Music, and Secular
Music. Small-scale and large-scale pieces are
aptly contrasted, instrumental items are well
mixed with vocal, and in the latter James
Bowman and Charles Brett ( with others)
appear again. As R.B. says, the music ' ranges

TAPE Douglas Brown
MATTERS
said in this column exactly two years a o,
AS'new
technology makes its own laws.
g

There is no way of legislating customers back
into the record retailers' premises, any more
than there is of making them buy candles for
lighting or newspapers for news.' Happily, the
government's advisers agree and the recentlypublished ' Green Paper' on copyright ( see
p. 37) killed off the British Phonographic
Industry's outrageous effort to bulldoze
through a levy on all recording tape without
regard to the interests of the vast army of tape
users who never copy commercial recordings.
It is ironical that the principal firms marketing
blank tape in the UK should have resolved on
collective action through anew Tape Manufacturers' Group to defeat the levy proposal at
precisely the time that the government document was being printed. Now that the immediate threat to their interests appears to have
been removed, Ihope they will not decide that
their T.M.G. has no continuing function.
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from anonymous 13th century English Dances
through Josquin, Dufay, Purcell, Holborne,
Handel, Bach to Corelli' and is taken from
fourteen LPs and sets issued between 1971 and
1977. Mainerio's ' Ballo Francese' features
xylophone, tenor viol, two bass viols, violone,
lute and quart- bass rackett, and his ' La
Zanetta' ashawm, tenor cornett, tenor sackbut,
dulcian and percussion. Then there's a Dufay
item (
Lamentatio Sanctae...) with countertenor, baritone, sackbut and tenor kortholt;
there's an arrangement of Anon's 14th century
Tristan's Lament for gemshorn, lute, bass viol,
medieval bells, recorders and percussion;
there's Praetorius' Resonet in Laudibus for
counter- tenors, cornetts, crumhorns and regal;
and his Sourée for four racketts ( tenor, basset,
bass, great- bass). Altogether a Garden of
Delights.
With the abandonment of the SO format EMI
have been gradually replacing their 'compatible
quad' output with stereo cuts. Previn's LSO
Rachmaninov Symphonies 1 ( 1975) and 3
(1977) now join No. 2 ( 1973) in stereo format,
boxed in HMV SLS 5225. From the opening of
No. 1, with splendid clean profound bass, we
know what we're in for, and that certain TVtheme that opens the very- much Allegro finale
comes across with floor- trembling effect. No. 2
was already superb and remains so, and No. 3
still includes ( don't let aquick glance at the box
front fool you) the intriguing Aleko extracts
from its first appearance. Previn's great strength
is a feeling for rhythmic pulse—try his highpowered RCA Walton Symphony 1if you want
to know what this means at its best—and these
performances have a driving irresistibility that
overwhelms. Together with The Bells (
ASD
3284) and Isle of the Dead/Symphonic Dances
(ASD 3259), Previn's Rachmaninov symphonies make an extremely fine recorded
selection of this composer's major works. Make
sure band 2of Symphony 3is OK before getting
rid of your SO copy, however! Two copies so far
are badly naffed.
One of the spinoffs from a now- vanished
interest in derived rear- channel information ( an
interference with the ' given' sound Iwould now
no more contemplate than use—arghl—tone
controls) was the discovery of some wonderful
music recorded in cathedrals or other large
ambiences. Some of the more recent French
Decca 7.500 series of Gregorian Chant from
Solesmes; EMI's ' Slavonic Orthodox Liturgy'
record ( with Boris Christoff), ASD 3513;
Of course, it will have a useful ' watchdog'
role as discussion of the whole field of
copyright develops from the Green Paper. Its
initial press statement indicated that it had
made contact with various consumer groups
and with organisations representing the professional interests of journalists, educationalists, businessmen, tape retailers and disc
jockeys. The amount of tape used by these
groups is very substantial and, by comparison,
the amateurs in the tape recording clubs may
seem an insignificant body. It was encouraging,
therefore, to know that the Tape Manufacturers' Group had taken steps to involve representatives of the club movement.
These contacts should be maintained and
developed. Now that the levy danger has
passed there will be other problems to face.
But, more important than the problems, there
are opptertunities. The use of tape in more
varied and creative ways than simply to record
other people's music should be publicised and
promoted vigorously. The danger to the tape
manufacturers arose because in the past they
allowed the misapprehension to become established that all tape recordists were concerned with copying other people's work. There

Harmoni aMundi's various records of the same,
for example HM101; and now comes another.
'Festgottesdienst zur Feier des HI. Ivan von
Rila', it says on the sleeve. The Divine Service of
the Feast of St. Ivan of Rila is sung by the
monks of ( and in) the Rila Monastery, Bulgaria.
The singers are comparatively distant, so that it
is almost as if you had stepped into the church
to hear liturgical business echoing around the
far end. A big building, a sense of being enclosed in sonorous space and depth, mellow
and dark- toned, age-old orthodox hieratic
enactments. Step inside ( DG Archiv 2533 457)
for atimeless pause from more frantic goingson outside.
Frantic goings-on? Well, how many works
do you know that start with an orchestral
depiction of traffic noise? Dohnanyi's VP0
(and Vienna State Opera Chorus) are given a
Decca analogue recording, on SXL 6882, that
rivals even their own recent digitals: Bartok's
Miraculous Mandarin. An odd, violent work
with a range of tone- colours to fascinate:
chorus and organ judicially added ( both very
effectively here), weighty percussion and yet a
delicate touch for long stretches. Keep the
Boulez you already have ( CBS 73031) for its
fine Dance Suite—as well as for its own
virtues—since the coupling differs here.
Nobody would claim masterpiece- status for the
Two Portraits Op. 5, but they are engaging and
unusual Bartok pieces to have, No. 1 having a
remarkable, lyrical violin part.
Unusual too is the record appropriately saved
till the end: Final Alice. Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson ( 1832-1898) developed what we
would nowadays think of as a distinctly odd
relationship with ten- year- old Alice Liddell,
and one of the results was the complicated
work of high- order genius we now know as
Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. And now a distinctly odd, yet oddly
attractive, work from David del Tredici, based
on this book, appears: 'a series of elaborate
arias injected into a dramatic narration of
episodes from the last two chapters', as B.S.
puts it. On Decca SXDL 7516, digital sound is
called in to support ascore of more than Ivesian
wackiness and almost Wagnerian impact. Solti
and the Chicago Symphony do their thing with
great conviction and
Barbara Hendricks
manages a very Alice- like effect, despite
American accent. As someone said not long ago,
if you like this sort of thing, then this is the sort of
thing you will like.
has been a need for years for a big generic
campaign on behalf of creative tape recording.
Six companies, who claim to be the main
suppliers of blank tape in the UK, have joined
the T.M.G.—BASF, 3M, Maxell, Memorex,
Sony and TDK, with Bill Fulton, Managing
Director of Sony UK, as Chairman. There is alot
of muscle- power there.
There is one matter which can now be
cleared up quickly. Until the BPI launched its
ill-advised levy campaign, the Mechanical
Copyright Protection Society operated a
system of licences for amateur tape recordists
which enabled them, for a modest fee, to rerecord certain types of material in carefully
specified ways. At the BPI's insistence that
licensing system was suspended, and as many
of the old MCPS licences have now expired with
no new ones obtainable an increasing number of
amateurs have been left in limbo.
My information is that the MCPS has maintained an enlightened view and has been prepared to go the BPI with adraft new licensing
scheme. The BPI should now get on with
discussion of this relatively small problem and
get it out of the way. It does not now have to
await debate on any wider, related issues.
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Ralph vaughan
Williams
THE SYMPHONIES
ON GOLD SEAL

ANDRÉ PREVIN
The London Symphony
Orchestra

No.1 A Sea Symphony (with Heather
Harper, soprano; John Shirley- Quirk,
baritone)
GL 43576 cassette GK 43576
No.2 A London Symphony
GL 43577 Cassette GK 435
No.3 A Pastoral Symphony — Concerto in
F for Bass Tuba and Orchestra
GL 43580 cassette GK 43580
No.4 in F Minor — Concerto Accademico
for Violin and Orchestra
GL. 43581 Cassette GK 43-581
NO.5 in D Major — the Wasps,Qverture
GI. 43578 Cassette GK 43578
No.6 in E Minor — No.8 in D Minor
GL 43579 Cassette GK 43579
No.7 Sinfonia Antarctica
GL 43582 Cassette GK 43582
No.9 in E Minor — Three Portraits from
England of Elizabeth
CL 43583 Cassette GK 43583

RCA
GOLD SEAL
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Best of the month*
Schreier's warmly recommended Bach cantatas

77

Solti's revelatory Bartok Concerto for Orchestra

78

Handel: Hogwood Fireworks Music and others

80

Arrau in masterly Liszt Piano Concertos

81

Complete Poulenc Les Biches etc from Prêtre

84

Fartein Valen's complete Piano music: Riefling

85

Live from the Lincoln Center: opera arias

86

Madrigals and Wedding Songs for Diana

86

ALKAN: Sonatine r: Petite Conte o Le Tambour
bat aux champs O La Vision D Marcia funèbre
sulla morte d'un pappagallo D Les Diablotins o
Etude in Al'
Scherzetto o Gros temps D Les
Soupirs
o Barcarollette
D Héraclite
et
Démocrite O Le Frisson
Raymond Lewenthal (ono)
CBS 61117
A useful, if perhaps casually recorded and engineered,
anthology, first released in the US in 1971, featuring
thirteen of Alkan's shorter pieces played by his most
famous American exponent, the Texan Raymond
Lewenthal. Championed by some of the giants of
old— Busoni, Petri, d'Albert, Arrau—Alkan's star has
been in notable ascendancy during the past twenty
years with his larger works recorded not only by
Lewenthal but also in Britain by Ogdon and Smith.
Lewenthal, a pupil of Olga Samaroff—herself a
disciple of Delaborde, the great Conservatoire teacher
and cockatoo/parrot/ape fancier believed by many to
have been Alkan's illegitimate son—is a pianist of
accomplishment, of theatrical gift, of musical perception. Abstractly, his view of the aphoristic A minor
Sonatine. Op 61 ( 1861) is one of jagged attack and
sharp accentuation, of brittle phrasing and steely
registral separation. In his cooler 1977 reading on
Harmonia Mundi, Ringeissen underlines the classicism of Alkan's thought. Provocatively, Lewenthal, in
a projection of abrasive spirit that presents the music
as apatchwork of often violently contrasted incident,
stresses its futurism.
Programmatically, the Mahlerian Le Tambour bat
aux champs. Op 50 No 2, 'one of the bitterest, most
vehement and sarcastic commentaries on the folly of
war that has ever been written', receives an account of
character and understanding even wider in range of

INFORMATION
RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with
the full reports—and taken as a guide only.
Recording
Performance
Very Good
A
Good
2
3
Moderate
Poor
4
D
Historical
H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases astar is added to the letter or figure
as appropriate: cg. B:1*, A*:2 or ( exceptionally)
A*:1*. 0 HiFi News & Record Review.

pianistic sonority. At another level, the mock pathos,
the wailing climax, the fugal seriousness of the Marcia
funèbre sulla morte d'un pappagallo for voices, three
oboes and bassoons ( 1859)—a freakish study in
grotesquery, afantastical experience of the dark hours,
in which Lewenthal conducts singers from the Metropolitan Opera Studio and assorted instrumentalists—is
caught in a Monthy Python characterisation of the
macabre and the absurd that for sheer effect would be
hard to equal, so unsettling is the balance and timing
of its montage.
The shorter miniatures—miniatures in concentration,
not substance—are as vital.
Essential
Alkan.
[
B/C:1 /2]
Ates Orga
C. P. E. BACH: Flute Concertos in a, Wq 166 and
in Ba, Wq 167
Stephen Preston (fit) IThe English Concert IPinnock
DG 'Archly' 2533 455
Last October I welcomed Aurèle Nicolet's performances with Zinman and the Netherlands CO of the
four flute concertos of Emmanuel Bach. It was perhaps fortunate for Philips that their issue was first in
the field, for—particularly if Preston and The English
Concert have acoupling of the other two concertos on
the stocks—1have little doubt on the evidence of a
first acquaintance with these performances of the
concertos in A minor and B flat that they will be still
more rewarding to live with. Preston's deftness and,
where required, brilliance, are finely supported by the
fourteen strings of The Concert under the sure and
stylish hands of Trevor Pinnock, directing from the
harpsichord. Tempos are unhurried, allowing space for
witty phrasing and elegant line and, especially in the
slow movement of Wq 166, tasteful and spontaneous
embellishment of the solo line. There is also abundant
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be assumed
to be stereophonic unless its number is accompanied
by: ( monophonic) or El ( stereo transcription).
0 refers to a UK reissue.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such
variable faults will occur among commercial pressings.
RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us, but
would otherwise refer readers to the box below, which
relates price- range to label prefixes.

RECORD PRICES (EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5.00, ' Mid' £3.50, ' Low' £2.00). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK; 9500; 2530, 2531, 2533;
35/72/73/7600; RL; DCA/ACA/; Ades
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HQS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527; 61000; RL;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, OLS; 6570, 6833, 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000, GL
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nervous energy for the tensions of the finale to Wq
167, and resilience in the important bass lines. The
pleasure of the issue is enhanced by the fresh sound
quality, forward, vital and clean- textured. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
J. S. BACH: Schwingt freudig euch empor
BWV 36c O Non sa che sia dolore BWV209
Edith Mathis (sop) IPeter Schreier (ten) ISiegfried
Lorenz (bass) IBerliner Solisten IKammerorchester
Berlin ISchreier
DG 'Archly' 2533 453
The Penguin Stereo Guide comments on the lack of
variety in BWV 209, arguing that it is by no means
Bach's best. The frequency with which it has been
recorded, however, suggests that the music is by no
means as uninteresting as has been suggested: indeed,
the opening Sinfonia is a majestic first movement of
what might well have been a full-scale flute
concerto—superb music—while the following aria
must certainly be considered the near equal to the
magical ' Erbarme dich' in the St. Matthew Passion.
The music of 36c seems to have been a particular
favourite of the composer's, for there exist no fewer
than five different versions of it: three for birthdays, the
one recorded here being the earliest ( 1725), and two
for the first Sunday in Advent. Mathis is quite the most
dramatic soprano, and appropriately so, whilst the
instrumentalists play with averve and rhythmic drive
that none of the others quite capture. The actual
coupling is new, BWV 36c not having been generally
available here before. Warmly recommended. [
A:1*]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Concerto for violin and orchestra
in E, BWV 1042 o Sinfonia with solo violin
concertato BWV 1025 ( from incomplete autograph) / BACH arr. RESPIGH I: Sonata in e for
violin and orchestra ( from BWV 1023)
Guidon Kremer (yin) I Leningrad PO Ensembles I
Jansons
Chant du Monde LDX 78674 (£6.50) (TOL)
Guidon Kremer has the kind of natural technique and
projection that many a violinist will envy, and this is
specially evident in the quieter passages throughout
these concertante performances: even the unpreced entedly slow adagio of the Concerto contains moments
of real beauty because of his instinctive sense of
poetry. However, whenever he is playing with or
against ( as it seems at times) the orchestra, things go
far less well: his tone sounds forced in louder
passages, his control less tidy, and his articulation
erratic. It appears that he prefers to make his own
flexibility, and to catch up on so-called ' borrowed
time'; but this is not possible when the accompanying
forces are so numerous, and the direction of them so
unyielding, as they are here.
The Melodiya derived recording also leaves several
things to be desired—more precise focus, abetter solo
image, elimination of omnipresent tape- hiss and better
control of violent dynamic contrasts between so/o and
tutti sections are the main faults. Also, at the start of
Side 2, Kremer sounds so uncharacteristically objectionable tonally that one suspects inappropriate
treatment by the engineers. However, we should be
hearing a bit more of Kremer now, so let's hope that
future issues will be better recorded. A trip to the
Supraphon studios in Prague might reveal much to his
credit. [
C:2]
Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: ORGAN WORKS, VOL. 1
Gustav Leonhardt (org)
RCA 'Seon' RL 30382 ( 2 records)
This is volume 1 of an undisclosed number of
volumes—I am told that more 'might be available
later'. Nor could Ieasily find out whether this is to be
another complete Bach, and, if so, upon what philosophy it was to be based. This issue contains four
preludes and fugues, four ' Leipzig' chorales and two
chorale- based works. Leonhardt is a pioneer of the
'rhetorical' approach to early music, one which has
been carried to excessive lengths in some quarters, but
not here, where the performance is contemplative and
closely- argued.
The groove itself is highly modulated—several dB
above average in fact—and Ifound it shrieky in and
above the presence region, preferring some low-pass
filtering. There is also a bit of pre- echo. The bass is
adequate if not as heavy as one might expect—the
Christiaan Müller organ in Waalse Kerk (Amsterdam)
has only one 16' pedal stop. Recommended for the
performance, this issue does not displace Hurford on
Argo as atotal production. [
8:1] Trevor Attewell
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BA RTOK: Concerto for Orchestra: Dance Suite
CSO /So/ti
Decca SXDL 7536 digital
It is an unhappily rare experience to be visited by a
revelation, yet Solti's new Concerto for Orchestra has
just that quality about it. Ormandy made the first
digital recording of it for RCA, a dazzling display
which lit up areas of the score with unaccustomed
radiance, but Solti, not trying to dazzle, manages to
open up whole new vistas of this loved and familiar
masterpiece. His performance is brilliant rather than
dazzling, a thoughtful yet youthful rediscovery that
brings to our notice previously unremarked nuances of
expression and unexpected confirmation of Bartok's
genius as an orchestrator and of his gift for melody,
not all of which is bleak or melancholic, though one is
bound to ask if the spectral reminiscences of
Bluebeard's Castle which colour the Elegia have ever
been so compellingly evoked as here, or the
Verbunkos spirit of the Finale as powerfully conjured
up. And by going back to the beginning and studying
the score and Bartok's intentions afresh Solti has made
asmall but significant discovery. The printed score has
got the Giuco delle coppie wrong. It should really be
Presentando le coppie (Presentation of the Couples),
and the tempo and metronome markings should be
faster—Allegro instead of Allegretto; and crotchet
equals 94, not 74. Played in this way the movement
acquires an entirely new dimension. The Dance Suite
is less revelatory, though equally compelling, and this
new version clearly outdistances the competition,
including Solti's own earlier account. [
A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
BAX: Viola Sonata (1922)
Lionel Tertis ( via) IArnold Sax (pno)
Pearl OEMM201 ® (£ 3.95) ( Parnote)
Transfers from unissued Columbia test pressings suggest that amodern recording of the Bax sonata would
be of interest; but the pale distant sound made by
these artists in 1929 is overlaid with scratch, at too high
a level to allow real absorption of the music. On the
reverse is a miscellany of Kreisler-ish transcriptions
made by Tertis, performed in South Africa when he was
eighty-three. Beethoven's ' Eye- glass' Duet completes
this Tertis release—the cellist is Lillian Tenis. The
playing is frail, fallible, if adequate to remind us that
Tents was a great string instrumentalist; the style,
however, belongs to the past. The Cape Town broadcast material seems to have been preserved on acetates,
to judge from the background. [ H:H]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 6 in F, Op.
'Pastoral'
Stuttgart PO IMünchinger
Intercord INT160828 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
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Karl Münchinger founded his Klassische Philharmonie
in the late 1960s when a small repertoire with his
Stuttgart CO was having a dulling effect, arguably.
The only dull aspect of this lively, imaginative, and
responsively played Sixth is the dreadful Intercord
cover. If Maazel's admirably represents Beethoven's
'Pastoral'
with
the
modern
full
orchestra.
Münchinger's recording is the smaller- scaled alternative to have—vastly preferable to the mannered
ECO/Tilson-Thomas, poorly engineered on CBS—
although the German conductor omits the firstmovement repeat, and does not seat his second violins
antiphonally. Münchinger negotiates the opening
ritard beautifully, and this flexible, singing performance
seems to reflect his friendship with Furtwängler. There
is the odd passing intonation mismatch among the
exposed strings ( arecurring Stuttgart feature since the
first Brandenburg LP set on Deccal) Nicely 'lit' with
clear natural perspectives, the recording is cut at a
generously high level; a dividing scroll identifies the
Storm, unusually, but the only audible break is a
probable tape-join there. Excellent pressings. A sleeve
note ' based on the interpretations of Hans von Bülow'
may be disregarded. [A:1]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 3 in c, Op. 37
Malcolm Frager (pno) IHamburg State PO IBertini
Acanta DC22460 (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
With a cleanly recorded Beisendorfer instrument
located just left of centre, in a relatively boxy orchestral setting, this recording exhibits Frager's immaculately tailored fingerwork. The accompaniment is
workmanlike, and the whole is disappointingly anonymous. Such records are difficult to assess, so I
checked the identical Beethoven cadenza in Guide's
Decca cycle (since he also uses a Básendorfer). The
difference in sheer characterisation underlines why my
reactions to this Acanta disc remain so negative—
Guide almost impersonates the composer, and just to
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hear the trills alone at thé dissolve of that cadenza
rekindles the imagination. [A/B:3]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 29 in St), Op. 106,
Ilammerklayier'
John Lill (
pno)
ASV ACM 2032 ( PRT Sales)

BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio in BI', Op. 97,
'Archduke'
Kantorow Trio: Jacques Rouvier (pno) I JeanJacques Kantorow (vin) IPhilippe Muller (vIc)
Accord ACC 140002 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)

ASV—with presumably the sanction of John Lill—
have opted for a most eccentric solution to the technical problem of splitting the Hammerklavier's immensely long third movement across two sides. Other
recording companies have, after all, managed to
overcome this in the past without recourse to the
expedient of placing the fourth movement as track 1
on Side 1. John Lill's first Hammerklavier movement
(that's track 2, Side 1) is moderately paced and
perhaps more surprisingly, comparatively unemphatic.
Also at the opening of the scherzo 2nd movement,
marked assai vivace, he opts for a measured
approach—almost leisurely—and the contrast between this and the succeeding presto section ( which
is fast) is more obviously marked than with many other
versions. The troublesomely long Adagio provides us
with some of John Lill's best, most profound playing
and it is agreat pity that the recording cannot match
this. Compared with the quality of ASV's recently
reissued Enigma Classics recordings of this Beethoven
cycle and the consistent quality of the additional new
releases, this Hammerklavier recording falls below
expectation. The placing is not as well judged, the
clarity and firmness not nearly as good and the tonal
and dynamic ranges very much reduced. [ C:2]
Roger Bowen

Even the recent Beaux Arts Trio performance, though
sonically unexceptionable, suffered from interpretative
mannerisms which would surely prove tiresome in the
course of repeated hearings, but this latest import from
France, Iam happy to report, offers not merely superbly accomplished playing but the kind of reading,
thoughtful yet admirably straightforward, to which
one would gladly return from time to time.
In the first movement, one or two passages (the
marvellous recapitulation, for example) may be slightly understated, but this at least is a fault in the right
direction, the more so as the piece as a whole is so
grandly conceived. The Scherzo is excellent and the
glorious Variations unfold quite beautifully, while the
Finale, which can easily come as an anticlimax, is
thoroughly exhilarating in its playful joviality.
The recording is admirably clear and perfectly balanced, with first-rate stereo separation. Yet the actual
tonal quality is not ideal, for (due, Isuspect, to arather
dry acoustic) the sound is just a shade lacking in
warmth. In consequence, my marks have to reflect
minor reservations, but Ihave no doubt that this is the
best Archduke currently available. [A:1*/1]
Thomas Heinitz

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas: 23 in f, Op. 57
'Appassionata' i] 25 in G, Op. 79026 in EL', Op.
81a ' Les Adieux' 0 27 in e, Op. 900 28 in A, Op.
101 u 29 in Be,,Op. 106 ' Hammerklayier' 030 in
E, Op. 109 0 31 in At), Op. 110 0 32 in c, Op. 111
Artur Schnabel (pno)
HMV RLS 758 ® ( 4 records) ( mid price)
From talking to other devotees of pianists from earlier
generations, technical considerations would either
seem to assume almost more importance when listening to older recordings or be avirtual irrelevance ( and
for some an irreverence) in the face of what we could
so easily have lost. Both camps will be satisfied, I
think, by this fourth volume of Schnabel's Beethoven
cycle, consisting of '78' transfers from the 1930s.
Interpretatively they are modern, and while the
sonatas as a whole are a stunning monument to a
seminal pianist, it is in the slow movements that one
catches aglimpse of the power of Schnabel's transcendent imagination: the Adagio of the late A major,
Op. 101 must rank amongst the finest of modern
interpretations, and the Ariette (con variaziont) of Op.
111 alone is almost worth buying the set for. As I
mentioned in the review of the 3rd volume of
Schnabel's Beethoven sonatas ( RLS 755 @, HFNIRR
April 1981) thé 78 transfer has been accomplished
very well, with the reproduction of very little 78
surface noise, and the pitch variations of which Imade
mention in Volume 3 are virtually nonexistent in this
set. EMI have produced a fine final volume to what
must be among the most fitting testimonials to one of
the founders of modern pianism. [ H:H]
Roger Bowen

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 28 in A, Op. 101
30 in E, Op. 109
Paul Badura-Skoda (ono)
Astrée As 48 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Badura-Skoda uses the superbly restored 1824 Graf
from his own collection. This is no record for the timid:
Badura-Skoda winds up the excitement, makes no
compromises over the distinctive tone of this early
piano and certainly concedes nothing to this 150year- old instrument—Op. 101 ends with some stupendous fortissimos and the Prestissimo of the Emajor
has its foot hard down right to the last bar. No
demonstration of amuseum piece, this, and it is right
that the music's demands are met in full. There is,
though, some moving playing in slow movements and
the actual piano sound is quite magical.
The piano is set really very close in afairly intimate
acoustic. With this type of instrument Ifeel that this is
right, and certainly with the gain control set quite high
the result is ear-tinglingly authentic. Another benefit
too is the whole range of rich reverberances which one
picks up this close to the instrument, and Harmonia
Mundi have transferred this very well. This may of
course not be to your taste—and Icannot deny that
you can hear the action of the pedals when BaduraSkoda becomes a little agitated! [A:1/1*)
Roger Bowen

BOCCH ERIN I: Guitar Quintets 3 and 9
Pepe Romero (gtr) IASM Chamber Ensemble: lona
Brown, Malcolm Latchem (vins) IStephen Shingles
(via) IDenis Vigat (v/c)
Philips 9500 789
These two quintets are transcriptions by the composer
of earlier piano quintets. So far as Iam concerned,
their musical value is rather slight, conveying charm
rather than deep musical experience. The guitar parts
are in the main accompanistic; but in the very few
places in which virtuosity is called for, there is nobody
more equipped than Pepe Romero to take advantage
of it. The string playing is lovely. From the point of
view of execution, this is a first-class issue.
The recording is such as to seduce one from listening to music in order to concentrate upon the pleasure
of fine sound. The string tone is superb, as indeed is
that of the guitar; but the latter occasionally loses
audibility; and to pick nits one would have to say that
the two lower instruments are not as well-defined as
the violins. These are small points, and should in no
wise deter anybody who wishes to have this music
from acquiring what is, in its way, an outstanding
issue. [A:1]
Peter Turner
BRAHMS: Symphony 1 in c, Op. 68
Nat PO IPea
Lodia LOD779 digital (£7.25) (TOL)
This production uses digital resources and Teldec
cutting expertise to realise an even more extreme,
sonically ' updated' alternative to the LSO/Stokowski
Brahms 1 ( 60th anniversary RAH/RFH concerts),
suggesting that the Phase- 4label did represent PaIta's
own preferences for orchestral reproduction. The
colours are saturated, and there are no clues to the
Kingsway Hall location. In the noble finale passage for
horn and flutes, before the big chorale, the Straussian
opulence brings to mind Zarathustra; consistently the
music 'feels' subjectively too loud. Incidentally, a
Monitor Audio POD clamp cleans up records with
such high energy levels. Pea is faithful to the markings in the score, but the forceful expressive underlining is too predictable—Bifehm's unassuming version
with the Berlin Philharmonic, just reissued on
'Contour', is far more idiomatic. Ienjoyed Piita's
state-of-the-art Tchaikovsky Sixth, but not his
Brahms. The playing is of the expected high standard,
and everything bears the Palta imprimatur, but was it
coincidental that my power- amp fused during listening? [ Al]
Christopher Breunig
BRA H MS: Double Concerto in a, Op. 102 0
Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80
Pinchas Zukerman ( yin) ILynn Harrell ( v/c) INYPO I
Mehta
CBS 74003
Who could resist the carefree, resilient singing cello
opening to Brahms' finale, here? To have three successive discs from that most delightful, most creative
of young cellists Lynn Harrell, in recent months, is a
bonus indeed—and this is perhaps the most enjoyable. There is toughness as well in the bowing, beside
warmth and lyricism echoes by Zukerman ( far more
relaxed than in Op. 77 with Barenboim). Mehta tends
to inflate the orchestral passages, but the NY winds
etch in some lovely detail in the Vivace. Balance is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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good between soloists, not too spaced, but the tuttis
are compressed and the resonance seems artificial.
The twenty- year- old B. Walter recording ( deleted
CBS) actually has cleaner, more extended orchestral
reproduction.
Ithought the filler might be discounted, but no.
Mehta's direction is far from slack and the reverberation here is more agreeable. An expansive reading,
a
worthy
catalogue
extension.
[
13:1*]
(Concerto)/[A:1] ( Op. 80) Christopher Breunig
Reminder--Oistrakh / Fournier / Philharmonia / Galliera, HMV SXLP30185 [A:14r] (
mid- price, with
Tragic Ov.)
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1 in d, op. 15
Lazar Berman (pno) ICSO ILeinsdorf
CBS 35850 digital

In October 1960, a historic collaboration was perpetuated, when Leinsdorf took charge of the Chicago
SO to record Brahms' Second with Richter. Again, he
secures afine, prompt accompaniment, carefully prepared; this time his soloist is no Brahms stylist, and the
whole is defeated by poor mixing. Side 1is acceptable
(not deserving more than a ' moderate' rating) but the
piano dynamics are so flattened in the adagio that
there is more body, presence, in pp than in forte.
Unusually, the remixing gives precedence to the orchestra. Berman's Brahms is unusual in the way he
gives such prominence to the left-hand writing; a
hesitant pecking rubato suffices for expressive involvement in the adagio—and is tiresome in such
pages as ( i) 158-176.
Philips are reissuing the Brendel/Concertgebouw
versions of 1, 2. There the work springs to life in an
exemplary analogue production. Here, the pinched
timbres and vibrato of the Chicago first oboe player
warrant further critical comment. [
C:3]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Piano Quartet 1 in g, Op. 25
Jean-Claude Pennetier (pno) IRégis Pas quiet ( vin) I
Bruno Pasquier (via) IRoland Pidoux (v/c)
Harmonia Musidi HM 1062 (
C550)
Not only are the four movements of this masterpiece
filled to overflowing with musical ideas of the most
striking kind, but the way these are deployed and
developed shows that Brahms was, after all, the true
heir of the great Viennese classics.
This imported French recording is in direct competition with only one rival single- LP version: A DG
disc by Gilels and members of the Amadeus Quartet,
first issued about adecade ago. Lately reissued on the
mid- price 'Accolade' label, that could be said to offer a
more characterful and arresting performance, yet the
four instrumentalist heard here are not only highly
accomplished but give an exceptionally integrated
reading which I. for one, find deeply rewarding. Add to
this a more vivid recording, very clear and finely
balanced, and the extra outlay required to obtain this
disc seems justified in spite of the undeniable lure of
DG's more famous artists. [
A:1]
Thomas Heinitz
BRAHMS: Liebesliederwalzer Op. 52 D Walzer
Op. 230 Schumann Variations Op. 23
Michel Béroff IJean-Philippe Collard (pno duet)
HMV ASD 4079
The Liebesliederwalzer and the Op. 39 Walzer stand
rather outside Brahms' main output for the piano; they
are unashamedly for domestic consumption—or perhaps for something slightly more elevated socially: the
Op. 39 were first performed before the Grand Duchess
of Oldenberg's1 But they do eschew—with their fairly
lightweight material and emphasis on variety—any
sustained musical development. Michel Béroff and
Jean-Philippe Collard do avoid the over- monumental
and their approach is crisp and rather dry. This lack of
weight and the hard tone from the upper part ( Michel
Béroff in the sleeve photo) can make some of the
waltzes a bit of a clatter but there are some lovely
sonorities too ( No. 3of Op. 39) and the co-ordination
is absolutely faultless. The Schumann Variations has a
fuller sound, more conventionally Brahmsian, and is
full of fine touches.
The medium of piano duet is rich in tonal character,
but this recording fails to capture the full range. It is
rather disappointing too in the spread and clarity of the
image. The acoustic is dryish, and in the Walzer
particularly, the lower partner comes over far less
distinctly than the treble. [
6:1 /2]
Roger Bowen
BRAHMS: Paganini Variations, Op. 35, Books I
& II: Two Rhapsodies, Op. 79 0 Three Intermezzi & Rhapsody, Op. 119
François- René Duchâble (pno)
Erato STU 71401 (£5.75) ( Conifer)
Here and there the Paganini Variations contain some
beautiful and characteristic writing, yet the conscious
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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striving after virtuoso effects which permeates most of
the variations seems alien to the composer's true
nature. The final outcome may be brilliant and undeniably entertaining, but there can surely be little doubt
that Side 2—containing the fine pair of Rhapsodies,
Op. 79, and the very last of his four late sets of
Klavierstücke—is far more representative of Brahms'
real voice.
The excellent pianist who performs this taxing
programme is new to me ( his only previous disc to be
issued here appears to have been devoted to Liszt's
transcription of Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique), but
he evidently combines a formidable keyboard technique with genuine feeling for the Brahmsian idiom. I
like his playing a great deal, and Erato's admirable
recording serves to underline the attractive sound of
the Basendorfer instrument used: exceptionally clear
but neither as weighty in the bass nor so metallic in the
upper reaches as atypical modern Steinway. [
11:1]
Thomas Heinitz
BRAHMS: 4 Balladen op. 10 / SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonata in a, D,537
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli (pno)
DG 2532 017 digital
All the main ingredients of Michelangeli's piano style
are here in abundance: the magical sensitivity to
timbre and changing registral sonorities, the mercurial
grace, the silky sheen which he casts over passages,
the unswerving concentration of line and, of course, the
occassionally idiosyncratic treatment (
ardent admirers
would claim imaginative reconstruction) of composers' tempo and dynamic markings. The Schubert in
particular is less affected by this than many of his
previous recordings but the approach is still far from
that of a Brendel. The Brahms Ba/laden are less
flamboyantly played than one might expect—the first
Ballade with its references to the Scottish tale Edward,
filled with parricidal passion, is far from histrionic—
and the set culminates in asuperb account of the 4th.
Michelangeli is very well served by the DG engineers, who have set him in a gloriously warm
acoustic. This really does make for a sensuous
sound—most obvious in the Brahms— although there
is aslight over-reverberance evident at high dynamic
levels in the Schubert, where it does lead to a slight
loss of clarity and a marginal deterioration in actual
sound quality. [
A4f/A:1]
Roger Bowen
A FRANK BRIDGE SPICILEGIUM
Louis Halsey Singers I Phoenix Wind Ensemble I
David Johnston (ten) I Jonathan Hinden (pno) I
Michael Ponder, Tomas Tichauer ( v/as)
Pearl SHE 551 (
f5.50) ( Parnote)
This 'gleaning' sweeps up a collection of shorter
pieces; ' Five Unaccompanied Part Songs' by the Louis
Halsey Singers; four songs ( separately recorded in the
Wigmore Hall) by David Johnstone. These complete
the first side. On the second, we get the Divertimenti for
Wind Quartet, and the ' Lament' for two unaccompanied violas.
The second side reveals the Bridge who had so
great an influence on his pupil, Benjamin Britten: the
Divertirnenti (
why not Divertimento, since there is only
one?) is awork to linger over; but the outstanding work
is the ' Lament' for two violas, written in 1915 to
commemorate the death of achild in the Lusitania, and
.never published.
We do not get an outstanding recording—the best
being of the tenor songs, which are very nicely done.
The rest is adequate, but without distinction or great
impact. Detail and depth are not remarkable, though
the overall sound is never unacceptable, nor is it high in
distortion. Get it for the musical content—especially
the '
Lament'—and listen without regrets. [
BIC: 2/1]
Peter Turner

BRUCKNER: Symphony
edition)
Chicago SO/So/ti
Deese SXDL 7538 digital

4 in

lead in this account to afeeling of extreme contrast—
starkness and plushiness as uneasy neighbours. The
great coda is realized beautifully, and there is affectionate nurturing of much rich orchestral detail,
rendered translucent but not unnaturally highlighted
in the carefully balanced digital recording. The sound
is spacious, close to star quality, and the performance
is exciting, strong in impact. [
A:2]
Peter Branscombe
CAM ILLERI:
Stone
Island
within...
Ei
Noospheres D The Flower and the Wind
Christine Barker (sop) IKyle Crowcroft (pno) IJudith
Hall (fit) I Lesley Shrigley-Jones (v/c) I Gregory
Knowles (perc)
Bedivere BVR 303 (£4.75) ( Gamut)
On Bedivere BVR 302 Angela Brownridge played
piano music by the Maltese composer Charles Camilleri. That performance was very fine and served the
composer extremely well. This new record gives us his
work in a wider range of timbres and shows that his
ease and fluency of composition are substantial. The
performances are not of the same high calibre as
Angela Brownridge gave, but all are satisfactory. The
music itself is varied and pleasant to the ear while
employing agoodly range of ' modern' sounds.
Stone Island within... is asong- cycle setting poems
from the third section of Richard England's Island: A
Poem for Seeing. The setting is elaborate and richlycoloured and mixes free, improvisatory elements with
others which are tightly structured. Neiospheres draws
its title and inspiration from Teilhard de Chardin. It's a
piano solo in five sections and rather recalls the flavour
of the earlier record: vivid, distinctive writing, but
rather reminiscent of the vanguard of the ' 60s—
Boulez, Stockhausen et al. Unlike the latter ( who have
moved on and retain asense of tension and struggle in
their music) this is all ashade too easy, too laid back to
do more than make musical wallpaper. The Flower and
the Wind is afinely atmospheric piece for flute ( with
touches of wood chimes). Again very pleasant listening, but too derivative to make the ear think.
The recording is close and clear. Occasional touches
of the metallic intrude into the piano sound, but
mostly all is well and projects the content satisfactorily. [
A:2]
Benedict Sarnaker
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto 1 in e, Op. 11 0
Andante spianato et Grande Polonaise in El,
Davidovich ILSO IMarriner
Philips 9500 889
Here, as on her Melodiya recording of the concerto
(released in the UK on CFP 40285), Bella Davidovich
offers a leisurely, cleanly articulated account which
allows much frequently- lost detail to emerge. Her soft
playing is often beautiful, aided by the most sophisticated technical control: every note in that parallel
semiquaver writing at (for example) bar 408 of the first
movement is crisply and firmly in place, and many, I'm
sure, will find the result compelling for that reason
alone. Personally speaking, Ifound the effect lacking
in urgency.
Make no mistake, everything here is intelligent and
possessed of considerable pianistic refinement; it
would be unjust to suggest otherwise. There are lovely
sounds at the close of the Romance, for instance, with
the LSO strings especially warm in their accompaniment to those descending tenths. What Imiss in the
last analysis, however, is an element of surprise, of
delight in a.turn of phrase ( compare Zimerman's
spring in the step at the opening of the Finale with
Davidovich's similar but somehow comparatively
studied inflection). The recording is warm and on the
whole credibly balanced, although the occasional
woodwind line becomes obscured—admittedly not
for the first time on a record of a Chopin concerto.
[A:2]
Andrew Keener

Eh (Nowak

Solti recorded Bruckner's 7th and 8th with the VPO
some years ago; more recently he has given us 5and 6
with the Chicago SO, and we now have 4 from the
same excellent orchestra. Solti's approach to Bruckner
assures us of power and eloquence, though the idiom
is not always precisely captured. The first movement
goes very well here, with unexaggerated contrast
between the reflective passages and bold forward
momentum. The Andante is ashade bland, on the fast
side, though with fine virtues. It was the Scherzo that
first worried me—its tempo just too fast for the triplet
rhythms in the brass to make their true impact, the Trio
marginally too slow by contrast. The finale opens
spaciously, with asense of mystery, even awe; but the
drop in tempo, not so much at letter A as at B. does

CLEVE: Piano Concerto 4 in a, Op. 12 u Piano
Sonata in d, Op. 19 :J Etude in F, Op. 17/2 0
Waves of Spring, Op. 13/1
Einar Steen-Nockleberg (pno) INew SO of London I
Wales
NKF 30038 (Import Music)
In the virtuoso Piano Concerto here, musical interest
plays a subordinate role to technical display. One or
two interesting episodes develop out of the basically
Grieg dominated material and there is evidence that
Cleve was acompetent orchestrator. The Piano Sonata
which occupies most of the second side is much more
rewarding and is clearly the work of a composer to
whom the piano was a natural means of expression.
The shadow of Liszt falls over much of this very
demanding sonata and the two even more demanding
pieces which complete the programme, but does not
obscure Cleve's personality in the way that Grieg
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seems to in the Piano Concerto. Without benefit of text
one must take the performances at face value; certainly
it would be hard to withold from Steen-Nockleberg the
praise he has earned from adazzling display, and in the
concerto the support of the British orchestra and
conductor. The recording balance is reasonably good
in the concerto, the piano slightly forward as it is in the
solo music where it makes agreat impact. [ 13: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
COPRARIO: Consort Musicke
Jordi Sayan, Christophe Coin, Sergi Casademunt
(vols)
Astrée AS54 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
John Cooper (c.1575-1626) spent some years in Italy,
where he was referred to as Coperario—a name which
he retained after his return to England. There he met
with resounding success, being finally appointed
composer- in- ordinary to Charles I. His marvellous
'Funeral! Teares' was recently issued on Oiseau -Lyre
DSLO 576, which also includes three Fantasias found
here. There are no vocal items here, all being played
variously on five viols which are true period instruments, not copies. It always seems to me that the old
instruments have arichness, and even kindness, which
the best copies cannot duplicate, though doubtless
they will with age.
Coprario's reputation during his lifetime, and indeed
well into the 17th century, is seen here, as on the other
disc, as having been no less than his due: this truly is
splendid stuff. In asense it is of specialist interest, but
even one knowing and caring nothing about the music
of the period must surely become aware of the presence of genius. Most of it is a complex polyphony,
with up to six parts being produced from three instruments by means of double- stopping: one needs to
listen to music of this calibre. Those prepared to do that
will find it riveting and the reverse of dull: Coprario was
a creator of rare talent, and Charles Iis to be congratulated on his taste and percipience.
For this, we need a detailed recording. In general,
that is what we get. The surprisingly deep bass of the
bass viol does sometimes boom a little in the church
acoustic, but that is asmall thing to set against the very
intelligible, full sound of these wonderful instruments
[A:1]
Peter Turner
DEBUSSY: Estampes O L'Isle
Masques O Suite bergamasque
Jeremy Menuhin (pno)
Adès 14.025 (Import Music)

joyeuse

1:1

Jeremy Menuhin builds a tumultuous, hectoring
climax which Ihave not heard surpassed on disc.
Elsewhere his playing is never less than fluent and alert.
Dynamic markings are well- observed and there are
beguiling sounds in textures such as the central section
of L'Isle joyeuse. At the same time there are things
which strike me either as rather mannered or prosaic.
Menuhin's articulation at the opening of La soirée dans
Grenade (Estampes) almost adds an extra beat to the
end of each bar, with a result that is surely more
selfconscious than the 'nonchalance' which Debussy
requests. Claire de lune, on the other hand, sounds
surprisingly literal, with no quickening of the senses
even at Debussy's en animant marking where, to
ravishing effect, flats are exchanged for sharps. All this
sounds harsh, Iknow, and if Iheard these performances at arecital Iwould consider the evening wellspent. All too often, however, comparison with Gieseking ( RLS 752) or Rev ( SAGD 5463) reveals the
difference between the explicit and the suggested—in
a word, mystery. The recording is clean but rather
brittle. Distant echoes are occasionally discernible, as if
inadvertently picked up despite close miking.
[
B/C:1 /3]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: Serenade in d, Op. 44 / KRAMAR:
Nonet, Op. 79
Czech Phil Wind Ens
Penton 11 0693 (
13.99) ( Bond St Music)
Kramar's
Nonet—the
usual
wind
octet
plus
contrabassoon—dates from about 1810, and if Mozart
keeps coming to mind it is not because Kramar was a
plagiarist but because both composers drew from the
same traditions. Dvorak's Serenade, more familiar and
equally attractive, is filled out by cello and double bass.
It is more obviously indebted to Mozart and the third
movement leans on the Adagio of K361 for some of its
ideas. It is, nevertheless, adelightful work and, like the
Kramar, receives afine reading from the players, who, if
the translation of the sleeve note is to be believed, have
received 'raving' reviews. With playing as muscular and
well integrated that would be understandable. Again, I
fear, surface distractions spoil enjoyment, and in the
review copy asevere warp which needs to be checked
before purchase, for in spite of minor irritations the
music really is worth the bother. [
C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
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ELGAR: Symphony 2 in Et), op. 63
LPO IHandley
CFP 40350 ( 11 99)
Iwas distinctly unhappy with this disc at first; the
musical approach seemed brash, the recording muddied. Istill prefer the later Barbirolli reading, and the
final Boult Second, where Sir Adrian, the LPO, and the
EMI team serve Elgar's score so admirably. Handley's
has the feel of alive performance, the climax of the slow
movement bringing a genuine frisson, and a rather
severe view is rigorously maintained. A few bars of
organ pedal are added ( as suggested once by the
composer) to the last movement, but this is not striking
in effect. My mixed feelings do prevail, with reservations concerning abargain- priced disc that is not
easy to play. On aLinn aclamp opens up the sound in
depth, cleaning off the ringing edges. [
13:2]
Christopher Breunig
HALVORSEN: Symphony 2 ' Fate' in d
Oslo Philharmonic Society Orch IAndersen
NFK 30031 (
Import Music)
Despite its extravagant title asatisfying and, occasionally, imposing work. The structure is firm, and in the
first three movements especially the music moves
convincingly with plenty of contrast of mood and
colour. The finale is also impressive in its way, but it
tries rather too obviously to get to grips with the ' Fate'
motif, and sounds contrived in consequence, losing in
the process some of the intuitiveness of the earlier
movements. It is an interesting work all the same, and
something of acurio since it is never performed here. It
also serves to shed a bit more light on a composer
known almost entirely through The Entry of the Boyars
though even that familiar old picture postcard seems to
have vanished from the catalogue now. The performance is generally acceptable, but one feels the need for
more alertness in the string playing and a sharper
pointing- up of detail. The recording catches the spirit
of the piece and gives us a balanced picture of
it. [ B:1 /2]
Kenneth Dommett
HALVORSEN: Norwegian Air 0 Norwegian
Dances 1-3 El Vesleymoy's Song' CI Dense
Visionaire 1:1Norske eventyrbilleder
'Terje Tonnesen ( vIn) I Oslo Philharmonic Society
Orch IAndersen
NFK 30032 (
Import Music)
Like Greig's, Halvorsen's Norwegian Dances here are
quite distinctive though, perhaps because of their
unfamiliarity, less personal. Halvorsen's individualism
shows rather more strongly in the Danse Visionaire
and the lyrical Veslemoy's Song which was arranged
for violin and orchestra from the suite Mosaique. The
remaining item. Norslce eventyrbilleder, is made up of
incidental music to afairy-tale play. This is Halvorsen at
his most extravert and a fine example of his ability to
conjure up vivid illustration. Karsten Andersen, the
conductor, has, throughout these recordings, shown a
strong affinity for the music of his homeland and brings
poetry and vitality to it. The Oslo Philharmonic is not an
electrifying ensemble though they too play with enthusiasm and the record can be recommended as a
sampler of the work of a composer who tends to be
dismissed as a 'one- work' writer. The recording quality,
like the others in this series, is generally good in sound
and balance. [
8: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
HANDEL:The Music For The Royal Fireworks Ei
Sonata in a ( Hallenser Sonate No. 1 )• D Arias for
Oboes, Horns & Bassoons Nos. 1 & 2
'Stephen Preston (fit) IAAM IHogwood
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 548
The performance is predictably enjoyable but it tends
to lack the pomp and grandeur of, for example, the
Mackerras version ( HMV ASD 3394). Nevertheless,
Hogwood's period instruments do make a splendid
sound. One or two minor disappointments: in the
Adagio of the Overture, the tympanists perform a
dramatic anticipatory Ad Libitum flourish from which
one might expect astupendous cadenza from the first
trumpeter. Alas,
no such ornamental fanfare
materializes and the basic unadorned chords which
bring the movement to a close are somewhat
ineffectual. Tempi also seem not particularly well
chosen. The first section of the Overture is rather
hurried and not sufficiently majestic, while La Rejouissance is altogether too slow and wooden. However,
the Arias for Wind Band are, by way of contrast,
beautifully performed, and here the horn players offer a
superb display of controlled technique and brilliant
tone. Praise also for Stephen Preston, who gives amost
scholarly account of the Flute Sonata in A minor. My
only reservation here concerns his repeated performance, in the last movement, of atriplet figure where
Handel has clearly written a quaver followed by two

semi- quavers. The recording is very clear, crisp, well.
balanced and nicely detailed, following in the steps of
Hogwood's vivid and highly- recommended Water
Music (DSLO 547). [
A*:1]
Victor McAloon
HAYDN: Missa in Angustils, ' Nelson Mass'
Krisztina Laki (sop) IRia Bollen (alto) IHeinz Hopfner
(ten) IGünter Reich (bass) IStuttgart Chamber Choir
I Württemberg CO, Heilbronn IBern/us
Intercord INT 160.826 digital (£4.99) ( Studio
Import)
For nearly twenty years now the Willcocks/King's
College recording has been the touchstone for the
Nelson Mass, even if it is not ideal in every detail. There
is something profoundly disappointing about this new
German version ( made in Beblingen last year), and
that is directly attributable to the perversion of Haydn's
score which Frieder Bernius has used, a full two
decades after Haydn's original score was published.
Haydn's fastidious ear dictated three trumpets ( the
third rarely but tellingly used), timpani and organ apart
from strings; here some corrupt old edition or other has
been dredged up, with twiddling flute, languorous
oboes and tampered- with trumpet and timpani parts.
The result is not without acertain archaic interest—but
it is quite unworthy of Haydn's marvellous score. A
great pity, this, as the choir is excellent ( keen, clear,
incisive), the soloists outstanding, and the orchestra
perfectly competent. The conductor clearly knows—
and gets—what he wants from his forces; I
just wish he
had worked with an authentic text. The digital recording is disappointingly balanced, with the singers
favoured, the orchestra backward, and Haydn's lovely
organ part nowhere. Difficult to rate, but perhaps
[B/C:2] overall.
Peter Bran scombe
HAYDN: String Quartet in d, Op. 76/2
Quartet in 87, Op. 76/4
Collegium Aureum Quartet
Harmonia Mundi 065-99912 (£5.50)

n String

In January Ireviewed the Collegium Aureum's coupling of the third and fifth of the quartets from Haydn's
opus 76, which dates from shortly after The Creation.
Here are the second and fourth from the same set, overresonantly and rather closely recorded in the church at
Wenau. There is, as before, much to admire in the
playing, though the larger- than- life impact of the
sound largely vitiates the expected advantages of using
old instruments with gut strings and light bows. The
phrasing and dynamic contrasts are at times distinctly
mannered, though Iwelcome the generally deliberate
tempos, which require no unseemly scrambling in
semiquaver passages. A definite miscalculation is the
very slow Andante opiù tosto allegretto for the second
movement of 'The Fifths': the corresponding Adagio of
'The Sunrise' on the other hand finds the Quartet at
their spacious best. Admirers of the Collegium Aureum
will hope that acoupling of the first and last of opus 76
will not be long in coming; it is perhaps too late to urge
greater distancing and amore neutral acoustic. [
13:2]
Peter Branscombe
HOLST: The Planets
BP° IKarajan
DG 2532 019 digital
Reviewed comparatively in July by E. S., the Gibson
(Chandos) and Rattle ( EMI) digital Planets recordings
both approximate to concert hall perspectives—the
illusion not helped by the standard of German pressing
for EMI, if my copy is typical. The 1962 Decca, Karajan
conducting the Vienna Philharmonic, was a superb
orchestral analogue recording regrettably compromised in its 'Jubilee' transfer, and now of negligible
interest to the audiophile. Karajan's speeds are shown
to be slower on DG, but this digital release, with its
enormous and demanding dynamic range, takes the
taping process as afirst stage only. Take for instance
Neptune, where not only are the voices given three
differentiated acoustical colourings ( their second entry
with a halo of echo), but the end comes abruptly: no
fade into inaudibility as on Decca. Further, the movement is presented on two planes; set against adistant
remorseless slow- moving background, the harps' agitated fingerwork is brought into close- up—man's
neurotic activities?—until the two 'stages' collide in the
discords towards the conclusion. A gripping, and
disturbing, conception.
The high levels produce a hard sound, and Uranus
brings very close perspectives—the final organ glissando is horrid, as though some neighbour's Kawasaki
had burst into the signal; the tolling bells in Saturn are
prominent in the mix, but have no ' location'. Other
noises from the studio sessions, a flutter of pages
before Mars' coda, the odd creak, register in this
brightly lit production as though intentional. And the
rather weak horn solos in Venus (
cf. the earlier Vienna
horn) and some imperfections of intonation here and
there, suggest hurried preparation; not the immaculate
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dassicaL
presentation of, say, Karajan's Webern. Karajan has
analysed the work to the nth degree, but his Berliners
seem to have assimilated the idiom less adeptly than
the VPO: violin solos in Venus suggest ' Mrs Strauss',
some of the strings sigh in a Mahlerian way. In Mars
one might prefer Rattle's youthful, bright-eyed eagerness to Karajan's calculated menace, predictably
savage, the rhythmic current never in doubt.
It is said that Karajan cannot disguise the secondrate, and when HoIst's writing is at its most magical, in
the latter pages of Saturn, there you have Karajan's
concentration at its most compelling. Some new insights then, some disappointments too. [
A:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
JANACEK: Glagolitic Mass
Gabriela Benackova I Vera Soukupova I Frantisek
Livora IKarel Prusa IJan Hora (org) ICzech Philharmonic Chorus and Orch INeumann
Panton 11 0720 (£ 3.99) ( Bond St Music)
It is not long since Supraphon brought out aGlagolitic
Mass from Jilek, considered by many Czechs to be their
best interpreter of Janacek's music. This new one was
made at a public concert in 1978, though only the
slightest rustle between two of the movements and the
applause at the end betrays the fact. It does have some
effect on the sound, though the Dvorak Hall is an
excellent concert venue and the loss of definition is not
crucial. It gains over Jilek's performance in having a
more secure quartet of solo singers, yet the inevitable
problem, for Western ears anyway, of the vibrato of
some voices, the bass in this case, has not been wholly
resolved. Neumann secures aremarkably powerful and
emotive performance which makes up in great measure
for the prickly surface which, unhappily, seems to be
something of a feature in this new batch of Panton
releases. The organ solo, played by Jan Hora, comes
across more realistically than in the Supraphon recording where one got the impression that it had been
'enhanced'. In this version the detail sounds satisfactory and much more in balance with the rest of the
work. No notes or text are enclosed. [
13:1]
Kenneth Dommett
JANACEK: Sinfonietta
Tares Bulba
Brno State PO IBelohlavek
Penton 11 0728 (£3.99) ( Bond St Music)
It is perhaps unfortunate that Belohlavek's performances have come so soon after Mackerras' breathtaking account, for he is aconductor highly respected
in Czechoslovakia and his Taras Bulba in particular is
searching and heart- felt (though why he permitted the
intrusive clatter of the first entry of the cymbals—struck
with wooden sticks—is amystery). It is supposed to be
heard but has been sorely overdone on this occasion.
The rest of the performance is admirable, with very
sensitive woodwinds and fierce, Cossacky brass, and
the screaming E flat clarinet signifying the death of
Ostapov standing well in the context of the Decca
version. The Sinfonietta, equally thoughtful, lacks
Decca's stunning impact, though some could argue
that that was unnaturally bright and close-up. There is
some trace of pre- echo but the least acceptable characteristic is the pronounced hiss which persists throughout both sides. Whatever the cause, the effect is to cut
harshly into the enjoyment of an otherwise worthy
effort. [
C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
KODALY: Duo for Violin and Cello, Op. 7*
Cello Sonata, Op. 4 D Sonatina for Cello and
Piano
Spar! (yin) IElemer Lavotha ( vie) IKerstin
Aberg (pno)
BIS LP-172 (£4.95) ( TOL)
These pieces are not currently listed in the domestic
catalogues but may be available on imported labels.
However, these Scandinavian performances fill any
gap admirably, being deeply considered yet lively in
execution. The Duo is the longest and lasts a good
twenty-five minutes. It integrates the two instruments
with great skill so that there is no sense of avoid being
left in the middle, but perhaps the more profound, and
musically more satisfying, is the rarely heard Cello
Sonata, atwo- movement work of great intensity and
strong Hungarian character. The cellist, being
Hungarian- born, seems to have an affinity for this
work, particularly for its fiery second movement. In
contrast the Sonatina is alightweight piece of just over
seven minutes' duration. The acoustic is warm, the
sound bright and clear. Balance, particularly where the
piano is involved, has been carefully considered and
the results—and the price—make this worthy of consideration. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 and 2
Claudio Arrau (pno) ILSO IC. Davis
Philips 9500 780
This record gives an excellent account of the two Liszt
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concertos from all points of view. Arrau, as a grandpupil of Liszt, knows the tradition well, and he follows
Liszt's markings with great care. His tempi are on the
broad side, but this if anything adds to the impressiveness of the scores; the first concerto is played as afine
lyrical work and not just a virtuoso vehicle for the
soloist. The orchestra plays with beautiful tone, and the
many passages for solo instruments are very well
performed. The recording, made in a fairly resonant
acoustic, is full and round; perhaps it favours the bass
somewhat. Possibly the triangle solo passages in the
scherzo of the first concerto could have been stronger
in sound, but this is better than overemphasis. The
other recent recording, by Michel Béroff and the
Leipzig Gewandhaus on HMV (January HFNIRR), is
lighter in tone and lacks body. All in all, this is a
masterly recording and the one we have been waiting
for for some time. [
A:1*]
Humphrey Searle
LISZT: Five Piano Works
Gregor Weichert (pno)
Accord 140020 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
Of the five works here the only one available elsewhere
is the set of Variations on 'Weinen, Klagen', which
Alfred Brendel coupled on a 1978 Philips record of
Liszt with the B.A.C.H. Fantasy and Fugue and two
pieces from the set of Harmonies Poétiques et
Religieuses. The piano tone on Brendel's record is
more forward, though inclined to be hard; the quality is
softer here, but full and round. Weiched cannot match
Brendel's tremendous climax towards the end of
'Weinen. Klagen', but he gives an excellent all-round
performance, and Lisztians will want this record for the
sake of the other pieces on it. These are the Sarabande
and Chaconne from Handel'sAlmira ( in fact an original
work by Liszt on Handel's themes), the transcriptions
of the Polonaise from Tchaikovsky's Eugene Onegin,
and two short late works, the Epithalam for the violinist
Ede Reményi and In Festo transfigurationis Domini
Nostri. All these pieces are most sensitively played, and
the collection is avery pleasant one, if abit on the short
side-38 minutes of music altogether. Weichert has
written his own programme notes, and there are
English and French translations. [
Al]
Humphrey Searle
MACHA: Sinfonietta / OSTRCI L: Suite in c*
•
Czechoslovak Radio SO IKrombholc ICzech PO I
Neumann
Penton 8110 0066 (£3.99) ( Bond St Music)
Ostrcil's Suite is avaried score, full of imaginative and
lively music. The finale spreads over on to the second
side and is a brilliant and broadly conceived fugue
which brings the work to a suitably stunning climax.
There is plenty to enjoy in the previous four movements, however; the gawky, rather brash opening
March hints at Mahler, while the ellipsis of the
Serenade a la Polka is an original observation on a
popular rhythm. Krombholc and his orchestra play it
with obvious relish and are reasonably well recorded,
though with such a ' busy' score more definition would
have been an advantage. Macha's tense, almost neurotic Sinfonietta of 1978 makes odd company. None of
the five movements has a tempo marking, and in
Neumann's presumably accurate account each of the
five sounds much the same. It is relentless, occasionally
petulant music and a contemporary of Ostrcil—Suk,
Foerster, Novak, even Ostrcil himself—might have
fitted in better. Surface hiss is something of a drawback, but the Ostrcil is worth hearing. [
C:11
Kenneth Dommett
MAG NA RD: Cello Sonata / POULENC: Cello
Sonata
Mark Drobinsky (vie) IAlexander Rabinovitch (pno)
Calliope CAL 1852 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Here are two contrasting, very French works, excellently played and well recorded. Alberic Magnard is not
well-known in this country. He was a French patriot,
who died during the First World War when, rejected for
military service, he attacked some German troops who
approached his home. They set fire to the place, and
Magnard perished, along with some of his manuscripts. The sonata performed here is an intense,
personal piece, which Iam very glad to have made
known to me. The Poulenc is a lighter work, full of
puckish incidents: a well-chosen companion for the
Magnard.
We are told nothing about the performers, but I
assume that they are French. They combine very well,
and play with panache, confidence and deep feeling.
The cello has afine tone throughout the compass, and
the whole atmosphere makes it easy to forget that one
is listening to a record.
This effect is greatly aided by the excellent balance
achieved by the engineers: both instruments are audible throughout, but neither is ever swamped by the
other, though there is no obvious sign of tinkering with

the microphones. Here and there the cello has a
tendency to go a little wider than is natural, but this
effect is not marked and can easily be disregarded. The
piano is not entirely free from muddle; but again, this
does not cause distraction. Ifound this an interesting,
stimulating issue to which Ishall return. The Magnard,
in particular, is apiece well worth studying. The notes
are in French only. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner
MAHLER: Symphony 10 (Deryck Cooke final
version)
Philadelphia ILevine
RCA RL 03726 digital ( 2 records) ( full price)
Mahler's unfinished symphony: a completion in two
senses. When in 1978 James Levine recorded the
Tenth Adagio, side 4 in his Philadelphia Mahler Fifth
set, he used Deryck Cooke's edition. Two years later
RCA made digital recordings of the four remaining
movements, prefaced here by a much improved
German transfer of the analogue Adagio. This is clearly
stated on the box, and one cannot quibble about
musical 'ethics'—athrough- performance would be the
exception on disc—especially when the artist has
Levine's intellect and commitment. However, critical
listeners may be worried by the difference in sound
between sides 2-4 and 1, which for all its added bloom
nevertheless seems smeary against the vividness of the
digital work. The Scottish Rite Cathedral acoustic is
conveyed well, in depth and ambience, even if there are
perspective changes and aforward balance for violins
which gives an odd view of the orchestra, like aV' with
extended leg. Although the EMI pressings continue to
be criticised severely, the Rattle digital Tenth will, I
suspect, be generally preferred for the consistency of
imaging and sheer weight of sound—contrast the
muffled drum strokes at the beginning of the Finale,
which in the RCA production move forward, then back
(an effective and valid treatment when the inspiration
was an observed funeral procession in New York).
Simon Rattle with the Bournemouth Orchestra is, I
think, even more Mahlerian in the Wunderhom allusions of the Purgatorio, yet of course Levine has
superlative instrumentalists—no collector should miss
the Philadelphia finale, matching in intensity of expression their Ninth Adagio together. As Deryck Cooke
wrote, the flute theme has 'strange, unearthly beauty';
so it has on this RCA set, a haunting experience.
[A/B:1/1*)
Christopher Breunig
MESSIAEN: LES CORPS GLORIEUX
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn DKP9004
This well-known and widely appreciated work is
played on the Gonzales organ in Beauvais Cathedral,
an instrument that I find thinly scaled and rather
'stringy'—even strident—in its choruses, though this is
a purely personal reaction, of course. The account
given is admirable, and conveys Messiaen's mystical,
Catholic imagination faithfully by the technical means
that he himself is at pains to lay down in detail. It is
certainly among the best of the performances of the
work, of which only Preston on Argo remains available,
and which Iprefer for reasons outside the interpretation, which is equally good.
The supporting digital and ambisonic technology is
of as high aquality as adecent analogue disc ought to
be. Indeed, the considerable traffic noise audible in
quiet passages is so faithfully portrayed that Ikept
leaping up to see why my local road was so unwontedly busy. The disc is stereo compatible, and
almost free of ' phasiness', unlike some previous
examples, though the image is far too wide.
I understand that Miss Bate is to record all
Messiaen's organ works, in which case Ihope she will
move elsewhere to do so. The recording quality merits
an A rating in itself, but is down- graded by the traffic.
[B/C:1]
Trevor Attevvell
MONTEVERDI: Altri Canti
Concertante Madrigals from the Seventh and Eighth
books
Les Arts Florissants IChristie
Harmonia Mundi HM 1068 (£5.50)
The Italian title of this record is taken from one of the
madrigals in the Eighth Book, Altri canti di Marte,
interesting in its expression of sudden changes of
emotion. The martial declamatory opening is likely to
take the unsuspecting listener by surprise, but the
music soon gives way to more reflective feelings. The
performance is striking, and is accompanied by asmall
group of strings. Compared to the other new Monteverdi record which contains aperformance of Lamento
della Ninfa (
Aug), this is arather more weighty affair,
in which the madrigal seems dominated by the male
voices.
There is a wide variety of musical ideas among the
madrigals chosen, which include the attractive balletto
Tirs! e Clon, the canzonetta Chiome d'oro, and the
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IN

OCTOBER Unicorn Records
are issuing aunique 2-record set

THE FENBY LEGACY
comprising new digital recordings of music by DELIUS
with FELICITY LOU, ANTHONY ROLFE JOHNSON, THOMAS ALLEN, JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER.
THE AMBROSIAN SINGERS and the ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
conducted by ERIC FENBY, OBE

ICE

Recorded under the auspices of the Delius Trust and largely comprising the works dictated by Delius
to Eric Fenby during their historic collaboration between 1928 and the composer's death in 1934

Songs of Farewell, Idyll, Fantastic Dance, Song of Summer, Cynara,
lrrnelin Prelude, A Late Lark, La Calinda, Caprice and Elegy, Two Aquarelles
As atribute to Dr Fenby in his 75th year and also by way of a public and press
•preview of the recording we are holding a DELIUS EVENING at the Lecture
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Theatre of the Commonwealth Institute, Kensington High Street, London on
TUESDAY, 13TH OCTOBER commencing at 7pm

symmpa

The evening will consist of ashort introduction by Dr Fenby followed by excerpts from the
recordings. During the interval copies of the 2-record set will be on sale together with a limited
number of copies, signed by the author, of Eric Fenby's incomparable book '
Delius As IKnew
Him'. This is just being re- issued in paperback form by Faber and Faber. After the interval we
will be showing KEN RUSSELL smoving documentary film Song of Summer' with Max Adrian
as Delius and Christopher Gable as Eric Fenby.
Entry on the evening will be FREE but we anticipate great interest so admission will be BY
TICKET ONLY. If you would like aticket PLEASE WRITE NOW, enclosing astamped selfaddressed envelope to:
Dept FLIJH , Unicorn Records Ltd, The Manor House, Markfieid,
ANS 300
NIELSEN SYMPHONY NO. 5 & SAGA DROM
New Philharmonia Orchestra, Jascha Horenstein
'The performance is superb. A measured. malestt,
magnificently played Fifth
11 is amost brilliant record
with quite sensational percussion ' Henry Stave
Consensus & Review
RHS 301
MAULER SYMPHONY NO. 1
London Symphony Orchestra, Jascha Horenstein
Three excellent Wester verslOnS of this work are heed
in the current Art. but we are inclined to rate the
present perlormance even above lhese
Strongly
recommended EMG Monthly Letter

ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 301
RNLI 30213
MAULER SYMPHONY NO. 3
Norma Proctor, Contralto, Ambrosian Singers
Wandsworth School Boys Choir, London Symphony
Orchestra, Jascha Horenstein
'A truly great performance • EMG Monthly Letter
Grand Pox du Disque
RHS 300
PANUFNIK, HEROIC OVERTURE/
NOCTURNE/TRAGIC OVERTURE/AUTUMN MUSIC
London Symphony Orchestra, Jascha Horenstein
*The perlormances are absolutely dedicated . what
shines throughout the disc e the blazing conwchon ol
Horension's interpretations , - and the whole is
captured in glorious sound Tres is a rear mnner, and
cornets real music, of worth and attractiveness'
Consensus á Review
MIS 312
HINDEMITH SYMPHONY ' MATHIS DER MAHLER
Richard STRAUSS, TOO UND VERKLARUNG
London Symphony Orchestra, Jascha Horenslein
perlorrnances of marvelous style and commitment
by the late Jascha Horenstein kWh (once agarn) the
LSO. a superb memorial lo this great conductor '
Records & Recording, Pick of the Year 1973
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 312
RHS 32041
MAULER, SYMPHONY NO. 6
Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra, Jascha
Horenstein
and Jascha Horenstein reminiscing to Alan Ellyth
'Al last, alter at these years. a recording of Master's
Sixth Symphony vech is worthy of that mgh.
.y work ,
This magisterial interpretation goes straight to Me noble
heart of the work' Deryck Cooke

MIS 341
ELGAR 8, WALTON SONATAS
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
The Weiss Duo
' aline recording cl two chanter works that do not
appear too lrequently on disc, admners of both should
add rl to their collections. The Wess Du) handle both
peces with delochor ' Hi-fi News'
aglorious new
performance of the Elgar Wolin Sontata' US Stereo
Review
RIO 342
BARBER SYMPHONY NO. 1IN ONE MOVEMENT
ESSAY FOR ORCHESTRA NO. 1 & NO. 2/
NIGHT FLIGHT London Symphony Orchestra.
David Measham
•.. shows all the departmenls of the orchestra in
smelting form' Records & Recording
• amost desirable issue that is to be strongly
recommerded The Gramophone
R1111 316
MTASKOVSKY, SYMPHONY NO. 21
KABALEVSKY, SYMPHONY NO.2
New Philharmonia Orchestra, David Measham
't like David Measham's romantic handling of these
scores
The reconfing has plenty of impact.'
Records & Recording
RNA 317
SZYMANOWSKI, SYMPHONIE CONCERTANTE
Felicia Blumental (Piano), Polish Radio
Symphony Orchestra of Katowice, Kazimierz Cord
plus PIANO PIECES
'The Symphone Concertarle rs,gone simply. the finest
work of Szymanowskis Ihave yet heard' Records &
Recording
RH& 340
CONTRASTS IN BRASS, VOLUME 2
ALWYN, CARA, BUONAMENTE, SCHEURER,
DUBOIS, BOZZA, LACHNER. Rossi,
MENDELSSOHN, JACOB
Locke Brass Consort, James Stobart
'Very occasionally you hear a record that horn the very
first momert sends an excited tingle down the spine and
fills one wrth expeclabon. The e such aclmw, and that
opening thnl continues right through to the last bar ol
the anal nern The recording by BX) Auger e far above
the quality of any other recording of abrass group that I
have heard
playing of the ulmost brdharce
the
Queity ol pressing s absolutely flawless '
Records & Recording

RHS 337
J. HAYDN, HUMMEL & NERUDA
TRUMPET CONCERTOS William Lang (Trumoet)
Northern Sinfonia Orchestra, Christopher Seaman

RIIIS 363
AN AMERICAN ANTHOLOGY
WITH MERIEL & PETER DICKINSON GERSHWIN, COPLAND, CARTER, CAGE
Marial Dickinson, Mezzo-soprano &
Peter Dickinson, Piano

• Witham Lang. asuperb artist kanh a rich, golden
lone. beautifully rounded, is asuperb advette ir each
case
The performances are hightlass kWh Lang 's
virtual antallCrlrty (marvellous tolling) well supported by
the always mreconly Christopher Seaman and the
Northern Salome Records & Recording

'Would that all recitals (and not lust recorded ones) were
as ireentouSly planned as this one, as intelligently
interpreted and as full of agreeable discovermes
the
well balanced recording contributes to auseful and
entertaining exploration ol at- almost unknown
repertory The Gramophone

ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 337

Rene 354
CEREMONIAL OCCASION - FANFARES, MARCHES.
CONCERT 6 CEREMONIAL MUSIC
The Band and Trumpeters of 14 Royal Military
School of Music, Knell« Hall, conducted by
Leut ,Col. Trevor le M. Sharpe. OBE

RUE 335
CONTRASTS IN BRASS
- Music for Brass and Percussion horn Four
Centuries
BUXTEHUDE, J. HAYON, GRIEG, KAUFFMANN,
TCHEREPNIN, BARBER, CARA
Locke Brass Consort, James Stobart
'Without question, this is the finest record ol brass
consort muse Ihave ever had the good fortune lo hear
is lust magnificent The recording is of demonstration
quality Not 10 be massed Records & Recording

LEICESTER LE6 OUN

RHS 338
AN ERIK SATIE ENTERTAINMENT
Songs and Piano Music, Marie Dickinson. Mezzo.
soprano & Peter Dickinson. Piano
entedenmen: rl certainly is and amost acceotabie
addition to tse growing Sale discography
The Gramophone
RIIS 366
A PORTRAIT OF LORD BERNERS
- Songs and Piano music
Mend Dickinson (Mezzo-soprano),
Bernard Dickerson (Tenor), Peter Dickinson,
Susan Bradshaw, Richard Rodney Bennet( (Pianos)
The first stereo record to be devoted exclusrvely to the
lascinaling comPoser's muse
RI« 366
BRUCKNER, SYMPHONY NO. 7
Danish Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Kurt Sanderling
His

reading has acertain incontrovertele stature, wen
fierce. rugged peaks and acapacity to make the muse
blaze wee It is an awesome, uncompromising reading
and it has been recorded with admirable realism and
presence
The Gramophone
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 366
R116 967/6
AURORA BOREALIS - Music from Norway
THO1AMESSEN, BARBARESIVFONGAARD,
LEGENDEJARNSTAD, AFtABESK/PERSEN, CSV/
SODERLIND, POLARIS/NORDHEIM, SPUR
(with Mogens Ellegaard, Accordion)
JANSON, FORSP1LL (with Arve Tellefsen, Violin)
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Per Dreier)
An exciting pair of records consefing ol aselection ol
the finest must to have been composed in Norway in
recent years Spectacular recording
RIC& 369
BRIDGE, PIANO PIECES

Eric Parkin, Piano

'Al lee aworthy record of Bridge's Piano music! and
the performances are line indeed • The Gramophone
R1113 301/2
GRIEG, PEER GYNT
- Complete incidental music to Ibsen's Dramatic
Poem
Soloists, Oslo Philharmonic Cnorus, London
Symphony Orchestra, Per Dreier
This is arra,or event - no hyperbole, surely, in calling
it a revelation It e a recording nome should dfiss • US
Stereo Review 'A tremendously impressive production'
Hi Fi News - EDISON AWARD WINNER
ALSO AVAILABLE ON ('ASSETTE, UKC 381
(2 cassettes)
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RUS 365
MUSIC FROM MEXICO - CHAVEZ,
SINFONIA INDIA/GALINDO, SONES DE MARIACHII
MONCAYO, HUAPANGO/HALFFTER,
BALLET SUITE - DON LINDO DE ALMERIA
Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico, Kenneth Klein
'the pfaynng
kverve and intensity of irresistible
quality_ Hi•Ei Records & Tape Guide, USA
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 366
RHS 367
SCHUMANN, PIANO CONCERTO/
SCHUBERT (arr. USZ1) WANDERER FANTASIA
Ilan Rogoll (Piaeo), Philharmonic Orchestra. Kurt
Sanderling
'The Un'corn e a luxury den offering asuperlative
imported pressing ol atopflight orchestral ',artwork
The pertorrnance ssatelyog on all grounds, lyrical yei
strong, and captured ro beautiful clear. resonant
acousta s' High Fidelity, USA
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 367
MIS 358
REUBKE, SONATA ON THE 94TH PSALM/
J. S. BACH, FANTASIA IN G, BWV 5721
PRELUDE & FUGUE IN E•FLAT (ST ANNE), BVVV 552
Jennite Bate, Royal Albert Hall Organ
'Ail the taigirmatity, power and tonal colour of ReuOke's
lIne anctemohona Sonata on ' he 941h Psalm are to be
lourd hone pericrmance by Jennie, Bale who deploys
her Consternate mastery of this instrument - the
magnificent organ of the Royal Albert Hall, London
Record:. & Recording
RH* 340
SONGSOF HERBERT HOWELLS & C. W. OAR
Philip Langridge (Tenor), Bruce Ogston (Baritone).
Eric Parkin (Piano)
•Twereamord sets. rand 2cassette packs) rrP £ 798
PLEASE NOTE THAT NIELSEN.5 OPERAS
'MASCARADE' (RHS 350)2) AND ' SAUL AND
DAVID' (RHS 343/5) REMAIN AT £ 16.50, no
SPECIAL OFFER
ANTONY HOPKINS,
JOHN AND THE MAGIC MUSIC MAN
and A CHILD'S GUIDE TO THE ORCHESTRA
Narrated and conducted by the composer
with the Pnilharmonia Orchestra
Ar absoraely antue record and an deal gill le your
children Antony Hopkins' years ol experience in
'Talking Ahead Must' and los ability to communicate to
Voure People are snown in this delightful story with Side
2coccerarating on the characteristics of Ire various
rurne.nts indrvMally mth short excerpts from some
great ' classics
NOW rIs P2.60 lino VAT) RHS 360

R1111303
HUGH WOOD,
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN & ORCHESTRA/
CONCERTO FOR VIOLONCELLO & ORCHESTRA
kAanoug Parikian (Violin), Moray Welsh (Cello)
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, David
Atherton (Recorded with financial assistance from
the Arts Council of Great Britain)
'This is that rare phenomenon a record ol recent muse
sure to give immediate eneryment and continued
pleasure ' The Gramophone
NHS 384
GRIEG, OLAV TRYGVASON
(Operatic Fragments)/LANDKJENNING (Cantata)
Soloists, Oslo Phil. Chorus, London Symphony
Orchestra, Per Omer

'The recording is of outslandmg quality both in clarity
and dynamic 'ange. and this ms backed by the
marvellous standard ol pressing we now expect from
Unicorn
Icannot recall a finer performance of
SauSa's Stars and Stripes 104 Ever.' Records &
Recording

01 the music is touching In ils lyricism and exciting in
ns vigour and colour
this release is aworthwhile and
met anegable discovery. WO lirsurale sound, full texts,
and aglossary ' Stereo Review. USA

Ai_SO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 354

ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE, UKC 364

UNICORN
UNICORN RECORDS LTD.
The Manor House, Markfield,
Leicester, LES OUN
tel: Markfield (05305) 3138
All prices quoted include VAT.
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cLassicaL
magnificent Hor chel ciel e la terra, an especially
dramatic setting of a sonnet by Petrarch, with a
remarkable piece of vocal writing at the end. The
French singers prove very competent, and provide
lively if sometimes slightly meaty performances. The
music is cleanly recorded, and the recording has a
good full sound. There is, incidentally, auseful booklet
of texts and translations. [
A:2]
Colin Evans
MOZART: 'Ascanio in Alba', K111
Lilian Sukis I Agnes Baltsa I Edith Mathis I Peter
Schreier IArleen Auger ISalzburg Chamber Chorus I
Mozarteum Orch IHager
DG 2740 181 (
3 records) ( full price)
Written for the nuptial celebrations of Archduke
Ferdinand and Maria Beatrice d'Este in Milan in
September 1771, Ascanio is regarded as impossible to
stage now because of its static nature—this is a
concert performance for Austrian Radio. It is avotive
offering extolling the virtues of the happy pair. Venus
being Maria Theresa, Ascanio the Archduke, and Silvia
his bride, and the libretto consists of nothing more
than a padded- out anecdote about Venus. Ascanio's
mother, causing Cupid to imbue the nymph Silvia with
love for Ascanio who has to remain incognito until the
time is ripe, when all ends happily. The piece was a
great success, obviously because the 15- year- old
composer used every opportunity to display his gift for
writing brilliant music and, where possible, to put
individuality into the main characters. The result is a
series of well- contrasted, skilfully- written arias, duets
and choruses designed to delight the ear with their
high spirits or tender charm. In the main this objective
has been splendidly realised by the performers here,
Hager directing with obvious enthusiasm. Of the
principal singers only the Venus of Lilian Sukis falls
short of the ideal. In recitatives she is fine, but her
voice acquires a plummy quality in the arias and she
seems to be more intent on producing abeautiful tone
than enunciating her words properly. The rest of the
cast, all now established members of what might be
called the Salzburg Early Mozart Opera Company, are
well known from previous recordings, as is the indefatigable Leopold Hager who, in this particular field,
really has no competition. The orchestral playing
perhaps lacks the ultimate polish, but makes up for its
occasional rough edges with vitality and an infectious
enthusiasm. The recording captures this bright quality
well and places the singers in realistic relationship
with each other and with the orchestra. The disposition of roles, other than Sukis, is—Ascanio, Baltsa;
Silvia, Mathis; Aceste the priest, Schreier; the shepherd Fauno, Auger. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony 21 in A, K201 n Symphony
35 in D, K385 ' Haffner' 1=1 Masonic Funeral
Music, K477
VP0 IBühm
DG 2531 335
There are those who regard 136ohm's Mozart performances as stodgy, laboured even. As regular
readers will be aware. Ido not share this view and am
constantly surprised at the vigour of this now advanced octogenarian's interpretations. It is probably
impossible to count the number of times Böhm has
played these two symphonies, yet listening to these
new performances one cannot help admiring the
deftness with which he handles the music, though he
never makes it sound as if he has heard it all before.
The development from the performances included in
his complete 1960s set shows that there has, if
anything, been more relaxation in recent years. The
music moves yet never races, aquality Beecham used
to be a master of. The rhythms are flexible yet the
melodic lines and the interplay of the parts are always
under tight control, and here the contrast between
Biihm's experience and Hager's enthusiasm is of
interest. Böhm is not, it seems, too much concerned
about current ideas of Mozart performance and is
content to hold on to tradition, as are the VPO. The
results may not be 18th- century, but they are deeply
satisfying. The recording quality is well up to DG's
standard, and is especially good in the telling and
deeply felt Masonic Funeral Music performance,
which follows the ' Haffner' and provides such a
startling contrast to it. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony 35 in D, K385 ' Haffner'
Symphony 41 in C, K551 'Jupiter'
Klassische Philharmonie Stuttgart IMünchinger
Intercord INT 160835 digital (£4.99) ( Studio
Import)
Münchinger's ' Haffner' lies closer in style to Btihm's
than to the early Hager performance in the Salzburg
Matinée concert (' Collections', p.87). Its conception
is grander than Hager's; its sweep broader than 136hms,
with tempi slightly faster than the veteran Viennese
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 1981

conductor's. The appoggiatura on the opening upbeat
is not too clearly articulated, and gets lost sight of
entirely later on, but elsewhere detail is pretty closely
observed and is generally well caught by the recording
which is, nevertheless, not much superior to that of the
DG team's working for Bbhm. Münchinger's 'Jupiter'
is also rather grandly conceived, though surprisingly
he does not observe any but the Minuet repeats in
either symphony. Böhm, doing the same thing,
manages to get the Maurerische Trauermusik onto the
same side as his ' Haffner'. The general design of the
'Jupiter' is fine until the finale, which is surely too
deliberate in Münchinger's hands. The tempo marking
is Allegro mofto, but his is not much more than an
Allegro moderato, and though it does enable the
orchestra to articulate and the listener to hear the
detail of Mozart's miraculous construction, it fails to
convey the true exhilaration that lies at the heart of the
movement and which makes such an exciting peroration to the symphony. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade 7 in D, K250 ' Haffner' 0
March in D, K249
RIAS Smfonietta Berlin IKuhn
HMV ASD 4013 digital
In spite of attractive detail the overall impression of
this performance is of heavy-handedness. There is a
rather pedestrian quality about the outer movements
that recalls the impression made by the group's previous recording of two Mozart symphonies, and while it
is clear that this ' Haffner Serenade is, like the one that
became the ' Haffner' Symphony, big enough to be
given the full symphonic treatment, it remains at heart
an entertainment. It is precisely this quality that the
two most recent alternative recordings—Suk and the
Prague CO on Supraphon, and Boskovsky's on
Decca— captured so well. The weightiest movements,
notably the sombre G minor Minuet, and the D minor
Trio of the second Minuet, come off best, though the
unlisted talent of the leader, Hans MaIle's violin
playing in the concertante movements should not go
unremarked. The recording, though digital, does not
impart any great sparkle or definition to the texture,
and even on this score either of the versions listed
above is preferable. [
B:2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Divertimento in D, K334
Camerata de Lucerne
Accord 140038 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
The question whether Mozart intended this and the
other divertimenti for strings and horns to be played
one instrument to a part or not remains open to
argument, though the floridity of the first violin part in
all of them supports the view that this was what he
had in mind. That, anyway, is how the work is played
here, and the resulting clarity adds further evidence in
favour of the idea. The bottom line is, of course,
doubled by abass, but without damaging the balance.
The playing throughout is tasteful, alert and sturdy yet
with an attractive refinement of phrasing and dynamic
control. In short, ideal chamber music, though the cast
of the music certainly lends it an orchestral colour.
One would have appreciated the interplay of the parts
better had the second violin been opposite the leader,
but this is the only balance defect in an otherwise well
recorded and enthusiastically presented performance
of a delightful work which has not been recorded in
this format for years, and only once—by the Paillard
Orchestra on Erato ( 9/79)—in the past six. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MUSSORGSKY: ' Songs & Dances of Death' O
'Sunless'
Anton Diakov (bass) IGérard Wyss (pno)
Accord ACC 14035 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
Anton Diakov made his début in 1965, and since then
he has had an international career. He sings these
songs with great sensitivity and distinguished
musicianship, intense and moving, and is worthily
partnered by the pianist, who contributes much to the
overall success of the record.
A sleeve note is provided in French, English and
German, but there are no texts included, although a
précis of the four Songs and Dances of Death is given.
In the case of Sunless even the titles of the six songs
are not shown, either in the notes or on the record
label, and this lack of information will surely limit the
appeal of the record.
The sound is first rate, with a great feeling of
presence, excellent piano tone, and good balance with
the voice, while there is just the right amount of
ambience to provide areally lively but natural concerthall acoustic. This is the only current coupling with the
original piano accompaniments, and it can certainly be
recommended from the points of view of both performance and recording. [
11:1]
John Freestone

NIELSEN: COMPLETE PIANO MUSIC
Fern klaverstykker Op. 3D Symfonisk Suite Op.
8 0 Humoreske-Bagateller Op. 11 0 Festpraeludium
Chaconne Op. 32 I: Thema med
Variationer Op. 40 — Suite Op. 45 D Klavermusik
for Smaa og Store Op. 53 D Tre klaverstykker
Op. 59 EI Klaverstykker
C O Drommen om
'Glade Jul'
Elisabeth Westenholz (pno)
BIS LP-167/8 (
2 records) (£7.95) (TOL)
John McCabe's two 1976 discs for Decca have gone
some way to make Nielsen's piano music more familiar, and with a different view of the works from
Elisabeth Westenholz it may be hoped that more
serious consideration will be given to this widely
varied body of compositions. Westenholz is a highly
accomplished musician and she manages the technical difficulties and awkwardnesses of these pieces
with ease. Even she, though, cannot mitigate the harsh
effect of the loud RH chords in the Symfonisk Suite,
Op. 8, and some of the earlier criticisms of the piece
attract sympathy even today.
The recording is on the low side and has some preecho but is otherwise well balanced and smooth. It is a
touch too hard- edged for my taste but many listeners
may find its firmness and clarity just right. This set is
more complete than the McCabe discs but the extra
works are not particularly significant. [
B:1/2]
Doug Hammond
OFFENBACH: ' La Vie Parisienne' (
adapted &
orchestrated
by
Manuel
Rosenthal)
ci
'
La
Périchole'—highlights' El ' Tales of Hoffmann'—
Entr'acte & Barcarolle'
Jenni Tourel (sop) I Columbia SO I Morel I
'Abravanel
CBS 61353 (qi
There is certainly much to delight us here but Ithink
we may allow ourselves to be slightly more critical
after hearing the more idiomatic recordings of such as
Boué, Delair and Crespin. Tourel had become slightly
Americanised and tends, on the whole, to be rather
heavier in approach, less able to offer the special
piquancy, lilt and sauciness that is necessary to interpret the Offenbach spirit. Her Letter Song from La
Périchole is dramatic and word- conscious but does
not quite achieve the lyrical flow of this light masterpiece. Her Barcarolle does not outdo the Schumann
version. But it is still avery enjoyable experience and
she has many excellent touches and rhythmic moments to offer, especially in La Vie Parisienne (
which
is not a selection from that operetta but a suite for
voice and orchestra 'arranged by Rosenthal that brings
in items from Barbe- Bleue, La Belle Helene, La
Chanson de Fortunio and other works). This was
recorded in 1952 and the other excerpts in 1947, and
the mono sound is remarkably good with clear diction
and good orchestral separation. An interesting and
enterprising bargain disc. [
14:1/2] Peter Gammond
OFFENBACH: Selections from 'Orphée aux
Enters' — ' Geneviève de Brabant' O ' La Belle
Hélène'
Barbe-Bleue'D ' La Grande Duchesse'
— ' La Vie Parisienne' D '
La Périchole' D '
Les
Fées du Rhin' o '
La jolie Parfumeuse' E '
La
Boulangerie des Ecus' El '
Madame Favart' D ' La
Fille du Tambour Majeur' 0 ' Les Contes
d'Hoffmann'
Various artists
Accord ACC 150017 0 (
4 records) (£ 18.49)
(Studio Import)
This curious album consists of reissues of historical
material, almost all of which has already appeared on
'78' re- transfers by other companies. There appears to
have been little overall planning, so that we are given
no less than five versions—one in French, three in
German, and one in Swedish, of Hoffmann's ' 0 Dieu
de quelle ivresse'. There are also three versions of the
Antonia Hoffmann duet and of the ' Légende de
Kleinsack'. There are some interesting performances
by great artists of the past like Calvé. Piccaver and
Wittrisch, but it would surely have been wiser to have
chosen the best version available in each case and to
have issued possibly two records of really worthwhile
material. The quality of the transfers is variable and all
in all Icannot recommend this reissue to any but the
most omnivorous of Offenbach devotees. [
H:1/4]
John Freestone
OFFENBACH: Introduction et Valse molan colique
Deux ames au ciel D Rizverie au
bord de la mer
La course en traineaux /
J. STRAUSS II: Romanze 1 in d Q Romanze 2
in G EI Romenze 3 in g
Imke Heitmann ( vIc) IHeinz Geese (pno)
Manta DC 23274 (£ 5.50) (Harmonia Mundi)
The Valse melancolique here probably has a near
relative tucked away in some one- act piece. lmke
83

Heitmann and Heinz Geese capture exactly the right
brightly melancholic mood for Offenbach and are given
apleasantly clear recording. Even more unexpected, in
away, are the three Johann Strauss Romances which
take up most of the second side; perhaps even a little
intrusive where we could have had more Offenbach, for
no-one can say that Strauss is not well represented on
disc. However, we don't often hear his cello music and
these are an interesting bonus. The first Romance,
written in 1860, is not very distinctive. No. 2is nearer to
what we might expect of the waltz- king. No. 3 is the
most melodic, but they are all somewhat subdued for
Strauss and when he used some of their themes
orchestrally he livened them up considerably.
However, this is afascinating and rewarding record for
Offenbach and Strauss fans alike and Ihope a few
uncommitted cellists may be tempted as well. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
PACHELBEL, W. H.: COMPLETE ORGAN
WORKS / PACHELBEL J.: FOUR WORKS
Jean-Pierre Leguay (org)
Calliope CAL 1728 (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Four of the father's shorter pieces are used to make up
the space left by the five works that are our sole legacy
from the son ( W.H.). To state, as the sleeve does, that
the son's little-known music forms alink between the
generation of his father and that of Bach, Handel and
Scarlatti is, perhaps, to make an obvious point.
Certainly elements of all four ( and others, not least
Buxtehude) are discernible in his work's, played here
from Moser's edition ( Bérenreiter, 1956). Lacking any
idea of the original registration, that adopted by
Leguay is as convincing as his interpretation generally
is thoroughly enjoyable. The organ is the Kleuker in
the German Evangelical Church, Paris, and a finetoned, sonorous instrument it is, with an output
belying its modest 18 stops ( 2M+ P).
Engineering of excellent quality in all respects, save
a mere trifle of background noise (yes, including a
sane image width!) completes an imaginative issue of
considerable interest, with the usual- style all- French
sleeve. Calliope recordings are all too rare, and this
one is awelcome addition to the repertoire. ( P.S. What
is 'real phase stereo'?) [
A/B:1]
Trevor Attevvell
PALESTR I
NA
MASSES:
Benedicta
PLAINSONG and JOSQUIN: Motet
Talks Scholars IPhillips
Gimme111585-01 (£4.99) ( Gamut)

es /

The Sequence is in the usual three- line form, and not
ideally rendered by the Scholars. The Motet gives
them much more scope, and is an interesting and
delightful work which one can well understand attracting the admiration of Palestrina. The Mass seems
to me to be amasterpiece; and if it is less well-known
than some other Palestrina Masses, this record should
ensure that that state of affairs continues no longer. It
is an example of sustained splendour of complex
polyphony: listen to the Amen at the end of the Credo.
This is great music by any standard.
The chapel of Merton College seems to be the ideal
location for the Scholars. It is not too resonant, but
allows of scope in positioning the singers. They are on
good form: there is no more than a hint of the
occasional insecurity demonstrated in the Mundy
antiphon on the CFP issue, and the tuning is generally
good, making this a highly enjoyable issue.
The recording is again first-class. There is no scope
for the double- choir effect deployed so tellingly in the
Miserere, which would be entirely inappropriate here;
but there is the same distortion- free clarity and separation. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
POULENC: Les Biches— complete ballet*
Bucolique (Homage à Marguerite Long) o Pastourelle ( L'Eventail de Jeanne) D Matelote provencal ( La Guirlande de Campra)
Philharmonia IPrêtre 'Ambrosien Singers ( CM. John
McCarthy)
HMV ASD 4067 digital
'The ballet as awhole', writes James Harding of young
Poulenc's early Diaghilev entertainment set in the
court of Louis XIV, 'switches quickly from buffoonery
to courtliness, from wit to slapstick'. Here at last is a
decently played performance of the complete ballet.
Surrounded by the less familiar material, the wellknown music positively sparkles. The choral numbers
are admittedly little more than conventionally energetic ensembles, but they lend variety and ' pace' to the
proceedings in athoroughly engaging way. Elegance
and charm are also much in evidence in Georges
Prêtre's conducting: he drives the music slightly less
hard, though with no less excitement, than Frémaux
(in the concert suite, HMV ASD 2989, 1973), and the
familiar Adagietto is gracefully played with some
delicate sounds from the Philharmonia woodwind.
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The recording is especially impressive in its accommodation of those extra decibels which, contained
only in the occasional fff tutti crash, make all the
difference to the excitement of a live concert. The
depth and substance of such moments is thrillingly
caught, and perspective, inner clarity and truthfulness
of overall quality all seem to me faultlessly judged.
Delightful stuff. [
A*:1]
Andrew Keener
RAMEAU: ' Dardanus'
Eda-Pierre IVon Stade IGautier IVan Dam IDevlin I
Paris Opera Orch ILeppard
Erato STU 71416 (
2 records) (£ 11.29) ( Conifer)
Conflating Rameau's earlier and later ( 1744) versions,
Leppard has evolved ascore which impresses most in
Rameau's sensitive and varied orchestral commentary.
(French baroque opera dispenses with the dry, tedious
patter of Italian recitative.) The Paris orchestral
players, though using modern instruments, deliver the
music admirably. The flow of varied passions is what
counts: the actual story, involving aprincess, two rival
heroes ( tenor and baritone) and a magician, matters
little.
The vocal standard is fair to very good. Christiane
Eda- Pierre ( as the heroine, 1phise) and Frederica Von
Stade ( as Venus) are in reliable if not thrilling form,
and it would be difficult to have the role of the
magician, Ismenor, more attractively done than by
José van Dam. Georges Gautier as Dardanus, finding
the topmost notes a trial, is less impressive than
Michael Devlin as his rival, Antenor. The figure of
1phise's father is less than fully conveyed by Roger
Soyer. But the whole adds up convincingly—on two
concise discs, what is morel Issued with full text,
translation, and notes, this makes a good buy for
anyone with the disposition to sample 18th- century
French opera at a high point. ( The recording was
made in a Paris church, Notre Dame du Liban: the
sound of a chorus seemingly in a rather remote and
resonant space goes a little oddly with the close- in
sound of orchestral instruments and solo voices.)
[B:1/2]
Arthur Jacobs
REGER: Violin Concerto in A, op. 101
Susanne Lautenbacher (yin) IBerlin SO I Wich
Intercord INT 160.817 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
For the Reger lover, one of the consolatory factors of
modern musical life is that the 1973 celebrations of the
composer's birth centenary have continued to resonate quietly in asuccession of welcome recordings.
The Violin Concerto has never been a popular work,
and it has never before been recorded. A first hearing
suggests thoroughly unjustified neglect—as often
before, warm thanks to Susanne Lautenbacher ( who
surely deserved aplace in the New Grove) for bringing
before us a work of great integrity, lyrical purity and
character. It is a gigantic concerto, even in the cut
version which the composer reluctantly permitted
when pressed by Carl Flesch and helped by Adolf
Busch: it plays here for nearly fifty minutes. An hour
after hearing it Ihave difficulty in recalling a theme
distinctly—a not unfamiliar phenomenon. But Ilook
forward keenly to getting to know the work well, and
feel that with Miss Lautenbacher's ardent and sensitive advocacy, and a strong and finely recorded
accompaniment from Günther Wich and the Berlin
SO, we have here adisc which will appeal not just to
the specialist: it is well worth investigating. Full notes,
but in German only. [Al /2]
Peter Branscombe
REG ER: Three Suites for Solo Cello, Op. 131c CI
Two Pieces for Cello and Piano, Op. 79
Rama Jucker (v/c) IGérard Wyss (pno)
Accord ACC 140013 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
Reger's opus 131 consists of four sections, devoted in
turn to solo violin, two violins, solo cello, and solo
viola. The three Cello Suites date from the early
months of the Great War. They are strikingly beautiful,
melodic rather than contrapuntal. No. 1 ( in G) and no.
3 ( A minor) are in three movements, no. 2 ( D minor) is
in four, including the only two dances. All begin with a
Préludium, albeit in differing moods; all are rewarding
both to play and to listen to. Very finely they are
played, too— Rama Jucker ought to be afamiliar name
(he is a Swiss, and won the Casals Festival prize in
Mexico as long ago as 1959). His warm, sensitive and
eloquent playing is supported by a natural recording;
he might be sitting at the other side of one's own
room, his breathing audible but never disturbing; the
surfaces are admirably silent. In almost cheeky contrast to the solo Suites are the two little pieces with
piano accompaniment; they date from the early years
of the century. A Caprice is over all too soon, and I
could have wished for the Little Romance to be longer
too: the second side both seems and is very short.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Die Forelle, D550 ii Rastlose
Liebe, D138 O Auf dem Wasser zu singen, D774
D Der Tod und das Médchen, D531 f_-_; An die
Musik, K547 D Die junge Nonne, D828 7 Frühlingsglaube, D686 7, Der Musensohn, D746 o An
Sylvia, D891 D Gretchen am Spinnrade, D118 0
Litanei, D343 CI Heidenritislein, 0257
Nacht
und Trauma, D827 D Du bist die Ruh', D776
Dame Janet Baker (m- sop) IGeoffrey Parsons (pno)
HMV ASD4054
Janet Baker at her best, in a feast of truly delightful
and approachable music. She offers a light and captivating touch for such as Die Forelle and Heidenreslein, coaxing warmth for An die Musik and An Sylvia,
breadth and depth for Du bist die Ruh', sincerity and
expressiveness for Litanei and Nacht und Treume. In
all these performances the singer is the star: Geoffrey
Parsons plays the subsidiary role, always effectively
but not intruding his own interpretation, especially
good at a rhythmic backing for the lighter items.
Comparing him with Gerald Moore behind FischerDieskau in An die Musik, for example, is to put the very
good alongside the superb. It was in making this
comparison too that Irealised how superb the DG
recording was; crystal clear and ideally balanced. The
EMI recording, while very good, does not quite
achieve the same clarity; just a mite too much resonance and the piano sometimes too well- endowed.
Such small quibbles apart, a gem of a record.
[A:1*/1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Piano Quintet in A, 0667 ' The
Trout'
Sviatoslav Richter (pno) IBorodin Quartet I Georg
1-16rtnagel (d- bass)
HMV ASD4032 digital
Here comes adigital Trout that is quite simply one of
the liveliest and jolliest that Ihave ever heard. No
restraint anywhere; full of rhythmic vitality and sheer
joy in the inspiration and ingenuity of the work. At
times Richter almost gets a jam session going, so
nimbly rhythmical is his playing, and the members of
the Borodin Quartet and bassist are with him all the
way. The explanation of all this jollity is probably that
it is a recording of a public performance at Schloss
Hohenems in West Germany: of course, live performances can also fail, but this one was obviously created
on a convivial occasion and the self-conscious atmosphere of the studio is happily absent. If the digital
part presumes a recording of automatic star quality
that may be the only disappointment. It is a fine
recording, with instniments nicely balanced and of a
natural timbre and disposition and very much to my
liking but it is simply a 'very good' recording and not
extra special. The performance, Ithink, is extra special
if you are looking for an extravert performance that
really swings. [
A:1*/1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quartet 8 in El', D112 C)
String Quartet 10 in E. D87
Amadeus Quartet
DG 2531 336
Here we have what appears to be a fairly close
recording aimed at avoiding ascrawny tone, which is
fairly natural at a low level but which hardens up at
louder moments. Breathing and other noises are apparent. What worries me most is asort of overall echo,
a bathroom effect, that hangs over the whole quartet
situation and links their tones into one sound. The
general quality is still very reasonable, and sufficiently
realistic to allow us to enjoy two very fine performances of two quartets that are not over- endowed with
recordings. The immediate rival to this one is the same
coupling, also on DG, by the Melos Quartet issued in
1975 ( 2530 899) and the sound there is of a more
natural and untroubled quality. (The performance is
also of a lighter, relaxed kind which suits my own
tastes.) The Amadeus offer their typical impassioned
and romantic reading. In many ways these are very fine
performances, not least in commanding our admiration for the togetherness this great quartet achieve even
though they are seeking more expressive variation
than most quartets would even attempt. [
B/C:1
Peter Gammond
SCH U MANN: Abegg Variations, Op. 1 Sonata
2 in g. Op. 22 CI Kinderszenen, Op. 15 u Three
pieces from Bunte Blütter, Op. 99
Birgitte Engerer (pno)
Chant du Monde '
Melodiya' LOX 78696 ( f6-50)
(TO L)
This is a Melodiya recording, with the generally brittle
and dry treble that one associates with them. Most of
the time this is acceptable, though in the Sonata the
sound lacks bass and the treble is rather more distant.
Brigitte Engerer studied at the Paris and Moscow
Conservatoires and has won prizes in three interHI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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classicaL
national competitions. All this endows her with an
impressive and sure command of the keyboard. She
has a wide range of colours and dynamics and also
nuances of staccato. What she lacks at present is not
conviction but the ability to match her undoubted
technical talents to the poetic demands of
Schumann's music. This shows itself most. clearly in
her rubato, which is often imposed from outside the
music and, in Kinderszenen, sometimes sounds downright perverse. The high price and stiff competition will
probably be more decisive than my views in deciding
the sales figures, although the excellently- produced
double fold sleeve in French may also influence browsers. (
B/C:2/3)
David Pickett
SIBELIUS: Symphony 1in e, Op. 39 DThe Swan
Of Tuonela
LPO I Tjeknavorian
RCA RL25316
Announced some months ago, but apparently recut
for release, this is one of Tjeknavorian's more successful records, with an especially atmospheric account of
the Swan (
soloist Geoffrey Brown), responsively
played by the LPO. Brian Culverhouse's recording is
rather bright, tonally—well detailed, if with woodwinds too forward. The tympani in the scherzo of the
symphony have an odd 'wet' sound. (The transfer cuts
the sound sharply at the ends of bands, and the review
copy had outer areas of crackle.) There are admirable
details, such as the perspective of the bass drum
rumbles in Swan, but the texture is somewhat pulled
apart
in
these couplings;
this
also
mirrors
Tjeknavorian's tendency to segment the music. He
may delight in the Sibelian headlong galloping
passages, but he misses that cogent symphonic mastery that sets Maazel's VP0 reading apart, and the
characterisation has not that subjective yet immensely
strong view of detail to be found in Davis' Boston SO
version. Both these recordings—the Philips seriously
undervalued in Penguin Guide—yield amore appropriate kind of sound. [
A/B:1) Christopher Breunig
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto in d. Op. 470 Finlandia, Op. 260 Karelia, Op. 11
Eugene Sarbu (vIn) IHallé ISchmidt
CFP40360 (£ 1-99)
With a string of competition credits, a student of
Galamian, Eugene Sarbu ( b. 1950) makes arecording
debut in this first Hallé Sibelius coupling since
Barbirolli's era. Sarbu's playing, although hand in
glove with the orchestral accompaniment, has a calculated, self-contained manner suggesting either that
his final studies with Milstein left the deepest impressions, or that by temperament the Rumanian is the
Milstein 'type' of violinist. Any free expressive gesture
is countered by tight discipline, so that the performance never lapses into sentimentality.
Ole Schmidt's Karelia Suite is strongly rhythmic: a
worthwhile alternative to Maazel's outstanding VPO
recording ( on a demonstration-quality 'Jubilee'
reissue)— Maazel forgetting all his hangups in the
Intermezzo. The CFP recorded sound is rather sombre;
it was made last autumn at aBBC Manchester studio. I
would hesitate to recommend this disc for budget
turntables! The concerto is complete on one side: the
opacity is not just compression, as the excellent
Chung/LSO/Previn version ( what communicative
solo playing there!) has a preferable, almost ideal airy
acoustic. [
A/B:11
Christopher Breunig
SIBELIUS: THE COMPLETE PIANO MUSIC,
Volume 2: 10 Klavierstücke Op. 24 O 10
Bagatelles Op. 34
Erik T rawaststjerna (pno)
BIS LP- 169 (£4-95)(TOL)
This volume contains pieces from both the composer's
early Romantic period and from his later period,
typified by a more taut, closely- argued style. This
dichotomy is not so clearly reflected in the piano
works as it is in the orchestral music, and the listener in
search of the Sibelius of, say, the Fourth Symphony
will be disappointed. However, both Op. 24 and Op.
34 contain many charming, easily appreciated pieces,
typical of which is the well-known Romance in Dti.
No. 9 of Op. 24.
Tawaststjerna, whose father ( the famous biographer
of Sibelius) played Sibelius' own piano music to the
composer on anumber of occasions, has the technical
fluency and knowledge of the composer's idiom to
produce accomplished performances of these works
but is, as yet, lacking in the panache and deep
involvement to make the most of them all. He seems
more at ease with the lightness of the Op. 34 pieces
than with the effusive and stylised Romanticism of Op.
24. The recording gives a full-bodied, well- placed
image of the piano with slight hiss. As on another BIS
disc Ihave reviewed this month, the spindle- hole was
eccentric. [
A:2/3)
Doug Hammond
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R. STRAUSS: ' Der Rosenkavalier'—Film Music
(Salon orchestra version)
Ensemble 13 Baden-Baden IReichert
Harmonie Mundi 065-99904 (£ 5-50)
The original score of the music for the 1926 film
version of Rosenkavalier was for large orchestra, as in
the opera, and there is no firm evidence to suggest that
he was actually responsible for this salon version.
Certainly the instrumental parts are completely
dissimilar.
In any event, the results are strange indeed. The
insertion, for instance, of aharmonium into the instrumental line-up brought to mind those extraordinarily
decadent, almost sinister, salon arrangements of
Johann Strauss waltzes by members of the Second
Viennese School; a competition it was, Ithink, that
instigated those.
The sound here, favouring afairly close instrumental
balance, is unspectacular but warm and clean.
Primarily one, Ithink, for the curious Strauss scholar.
[13:2]
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 in
'Pathétique'
LAPO IGiulini
DG 2532 013 digital

13,

op.

Deriving from a 1976 production, this recording is
described as 'original cast'. Interest centres around the
new translation of Brecht's lyrics claimed to be much
closer to the original than even the first published
score of 1928: all the previously censored lyrics and
four-letter words have been reinstated. But the singers
are too 'apple pie' by half. If there's an American
equivalent of BBC English ( CBS English?), that would
describe the accents. All this may have worked very
well on the New York stage, but on disc, without any
dialogue or sound effects, the overall result is bound to
be less than impressive in its evocation of Victorian
Soho's seamy side. Singing and playing are good but
the sound is tight, dry and small. This might suit the
songs in mono ( a nice 1928 feel); but in stereo the
multimiking has resulted in virtually zero depth. The
liner notes are extensive and excellent, with good
pictures, but do not make up for the shortcomings
described. Unfortunately, of documentary interest
only. [
C:2]
David Pickett

74,

Records of the Pathétique Symphony have been
numerous of late, but this newcomer does at least
justify its existence by offering us a performance of
outstanding magnificence. To this somewhat overexposed masterpiece Giulini brings a combination of
head and heart which makes his reading as satisfying
on an intellectual level as it is emotionally overpowering. Except for the rather vexed question of orchestral
layout ( which Idiscussed in my review of Ashkenazy's
recent recording), one feels that no detail of the score
has escaped his notice, yet at the same time we never
lose sight of the music's underlying passion. The outer
movements here are positively cataclysmic, the
Allegro con grazia is beautifully shaped and the
March- like Allegro molto vivace generates tremendous tension while avoiding any sense of hysteria.
Unfortunately the recording, despite digital origins,
leaves something to be desired if judged by the very
highest standards. While most details stand out with
remarkable clarity and the internal balance can hardly
be faulted, the actual sound did not strike me as
genuinely lifelike and, at times, seemed rather coarsegrained. This is probably due to a variety of causes,
among them excessive multi-miking. A pity, this,
because the performance surely deserves the very best
modern engineering techniques. The sound is undeniably impressive and, at times, positively thrilling
(with an ' undomestically' wide dynamic range!), but it
cannot be described as truly 'natural'. Nevertheless,
the performance is magnificent, both in interpretation
and in execution (what asplendid orchestra the LAPO
has become under Guilinil), and I am bound to
recommend this issue despite its less-than- ideal
sonics. [
A/B: 1*]
Thomas Heinitz
VALEN: The Complete Music for Piano:
Sonata, Op. 2CI 4 Piano Pieces, Op. 22
Variations, Op. 23 El Gavotte and Musette. Op. 24 ri
Legende, Op. 1 D Prelude and Fugue, Op. 28 t
]
Two Preludes, Op. 29 I Intermezzo, Op. 36 o
Sonata 2, Op. 38
Robert Riefling (ono)
BIS LP-173/4 (
2 records) (£ 7-95) (TOL)
Fartein Valen ( 1887-1952) suffers from the 20th
century's quest for the fashionable and, it has to be
admitted, from the lack of a dominant personality.
Robert Riefling has given us the chance to judge the
growth and development of Valen's very personal
idiom from full-blown romanticism (
Legende and the
first Sonata) to an atonalism heavily influenced by
Bach. The composer's personal love of Nature, of
nostalgic reflections on his past, and of mysticism—
the Second Sonata, avery compelling work, draws its
impetus from Thomson's poem The Hound of
Heaven—combine to give his music a highly individual flavour. Riefling's dedication to the music in all
its phases is absolute, and it is difficult to envisage it
better done. Since this is the only aspect of Valen
currently available—there are others on the Norwegian labels—it would be helpful if someone would
let us hear some of the orchestral music in order that
the protrait of this self-effacing Norwegian might be
rounded out alittle more fully. As an interim testimony,
however, this admirably recorded, performed and
documented pair of records is to be heartily welcomed. [
A:1*]
Kenneth Domino«
WEILL: 'Threepenny Opera'
Alexander IBrown IGreene IJulia IKaye ISabin I
Wilson I NY Shakespeare Festival Ensemble I
Silverman
CBS 61138

dassicaL
coLLections
Vocal

ENGLISH CHORAL MUSIC
Corydon Singers IBest
Cabaletta CDN 5001 (
C4-99) ( Gamut)
The Corydon Singers are new to me, and there is no
sleeve- note. A photograph reveals them as agroup of
some two dozen young men and women, and they
sing extremely well. Here and there, high notes are not
quite centred; but that is common enough, and most
difficult to avoid. The balance of the sound would be
better with a stronger bass line, as with many British
choirs.
The programme is well-chosen, avoiding virtually all
the expected pieces. On the first side, we have Tudor
and Renaissance motets (Tallis, Byrd, Taverner,
Parsons, Philips) with Britten's ' Hymn to the Virgin'—
where the solo choir is rather too distant. Ifelt. On the
other side we have the last three of Vaughan Williams'
'Five English Folksongs' and seven 20th- century
Carols. Hence we get both polyphony and homophony, with the choir equally at home in both: avery
pleasing recital.
The recording, made in the chapel of Tonbridge
School, is equally pleasing. The parts and voices are
well separated, and there is good clarity and total
freedom from distortion. Inoticed one example of preecho. A word of warning: my copy, as received, has a
nasty scratch over about a third of the second side:
examine with care before accepting. [
A/B:2]
Peter Turner

SONGS BY FINZI AND HIS FRIENDS
Songs by Finzi, Milford, Farrar, Gurney, Gill
Ian Partridge (ten) IStephen Roberts (bar) IClifford
Benson (pno)
Hyperion A66015 (£4-99) ( Lugton's / Unicorn)
This is an effective recital of songs which, although
not in the mainstream of 20th- century British music,
are finely- wrought and persuasive in expression. Both
Ian Partridge and Stephen Roberts are in good voice,
and complement each other well on both sides of the
disc. Roberts tends to overdo the expressive mannerism of swelling volume and increasing vibrato through
long notes to the point where it becomes noticeable
but, even so, he conveys the style and feeling of the
music admirably. As usual, Partridge is sensitive to the
fleeting nuances and subtle phrasing of the pieces.
The diction of both singers is exemplary. All this is set
off by supple accompaniment from Clifford Benson,
who is perfectly attuned to the idiom of this group of
composers and to the requirements of the singers. The
sound is immediate, with great presence, but the
reverberant acoustic tends to emphasise untoward
vibrations and sibilants, and confuses the otherwise
firm stereo image. Generally though, the recording
conveys the strength and subtlety of the performances
and the disc can be warmly recommended, especially
as most of the songs are not available elsewhere in the
current catalogue. [
A/B:1/1*]
Doug Hammond
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HOMMAGE A MACHAUT
MATOUSEK: Machaut's Hoquet for flute,
clarinet and viola ( 1972) / KUCERA: Gallant
songs for mezzo-soprano, flute, clarinet and
viola to the verse of Wenceslas of Luxembourg
/ STEDRON: Maître Machaut in Bohemia /
MACHAUT: Ballades and rondeaux
Ars Camera/is, Prague IMatousek
Penton 8111 0056 (£ 3.99) ( Bond St. Music)
This record includes twelve assorted works by Guillaume de Machaut, coupled with some contemporary
Czech music supposedly inspired by him. The
Machaut songs are accompanied on avariety of early
instruments, but the playing lacks sparkle and vitality.
This would be tolerable if the singing, which
dominates the music, could offer something in compensation, but to me the vocal work lacks a sense of
style and period. Most of the singers use a powerful
vibrato, and in ballades like Sanz cuer-Amis, do/ensDame, par vous the performance becomes almost
operatic, and the music loses all its identity.
The voice of Zuzana Matouskova is much more
suited to the contemporary works on the other side of
the record. The Matousek trio is of little interest, and
Kucera's setting of a medieval poem is plesant
enough, if innocuous. The Stedron work was composed to commemorate the 600th anniversary of
Machauts death and describes his visit to Bohemia.
The work, in four titled movements, strikes me as
somewhat naïve: acurious mixture of musical styles, it
at least receives a better performance than the
Machaut. The third movement is entitled 'Vocabularly
for Maitre Machaut on how to talk about music in
Czech', but since Ido not speak Czech either, its
humour, if such there is, escapes me.
The recording leaves much to be desired. It has a
rather dim quality, lacking definition and presence,
and the instrumental balance is not always quite right.
[C:3/4]
Colin Evans
THE ST. KATHARINENTAL GRADUAL
Schola of the Monastery of Einsiedelen IBannwart
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 915 (£ 5.50)
The St. Katharine referred to is she of Siena, asaint of
the Dominican Order, the ms. dating from about 1312
and being closely similar to the Dominican Gradual
which continued in use within that Order right up to
the holocaust. The music is principally dedicated to St.
John the Baptist: from the Vigil, the Feast and that of
the Beheading. Other items are the Introit from the
Feast of St. Catherine ( as it is usually spelled); the
Alleluia for St. Dominic; and the Introit. Kyrie and
Alleluia for the Blessed Virgin. Much of the material
here is not, so far as Iknow, recorded elsewhere; and
the 13th- century Dominican chant, though way
beyond the great period of Gregorian inspiration, is
nevertheless far from decadent, at best, and with many
interesting variants. The Dominican recension deliberately avoided excessive troping and overblown
neums, lest the Friars be kept too long from their
studies.
The standard of chanting is not much more than
competent; but it does enable the music to be heard.
The style is stolid and rather inflexible, and the schola
tends to break up the sections of the music instead of
uniting them into a whole. Ensemble is not perfect,
and there are some inaccurate inceptions. Monks,
however, are not professional musicians; and one of
the great merits of the chant is that it can be performed
adequately by those who are not.
The recording is rather close and forward, due no
doubt to the echo in the Abbey church; but this is not
polyphony, and we can hear perfectly what is being
done. (
A/B:2]
Peter Turner
THE LIGHT BLUES
Music by Certon, Lassus, Monteverdi,
Petrassi, Saint-Saëns, Wilbye & others
The Light Blues
Vista VPS1102 (£4.99) ( Gamut)

Morley,

The fact that this group ( 2altos, 2tenors, baritone and
bass) come from King's College, Cambridge must
inevitably thrust them into comparative competition
with another group from King's but they do not have
quite the same entertainment intent, being nearer to
the world of Stevens and Deller. They begin their
programme with Monteverdi's II lamentó d'Arianna
and sing it well—with a sort of ( now fashionable)
poised reverence that Ifind alittle rarified after atime.
They move on to some fal-lalling by way of Lassus.
Wilbye and Morley and prove themselves a splendid
group of technicians, if somewhat conventional. On
Side 2they move into the peculiar intellectual exercise
of singing five Edward Lear nonsense songs in Italian.
I most enjoyed the next item, a delicate piece of
writing by Saint-Saëns. Finally, to indicate broadness
of mind, some rather slow and straight modern songs
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such as Miss Otis regrets and Tea for two. Very expert
singing; a programme of uncertain direction; a good
clear recording; a slight overdose ( to my mind) of
counter-tenorism. Ithink it will most appeal to the sort
of academic mind you might find at King's College,
Cambridge. [
A:1]
Peter Gammond
LIVE FROM THE LINCOLN CENTER
BELLINI: ' Adalgisal . . . O rimembranza' D
Finale ' 0 non tramare' ( Norma) D ' Angiol di
Pace' ( Beatrice di Tenda) / PONCHIELLI: Trio
from Finale Act IV D '
Ecco la barca, addio' ( La
Gioconda) / PUCCINI: ' Che gelida manina' ( La
Bohème) / ROSSINI: ' Mura felici' ( La Donna
del Lago) / VERDI: ' Gia nella flotte densa'
(Otello) D ' Madre, non dormi?' ( II Trovatore)•
'Solinga, errante misero' ( Ernani) 0 'Tu del
mio Carlo' ( IMasnadieri)
Joan Sutherland (sop) I Marilyn Home (m-sop) I
Luciano Pavarotti (ten) I Jake Gardner (bar) INY
City Opera Orch IBonynge
Decca D225D2 (
2 records) ( full price)
All the artists were in fine form, each contributing a
solo as well as taking part in the numerous concerted
items. Sutherland chose an aria from / Maznad/en, and
her amazing command of coloratura is as fine as ever,
while the vocal tone is warm and full, but as usual her
diction is almost non-existent. Marilyn Home is surely
without rival today as a Rossini singer. She has the
necessary agility, firm rhythmic control and wide
range, and her aria from La Donna del Lego is brilliant.
Pavarotti kept to more familiar ground, singing superbly ' Che gelida manina' ( a semitone down). The
various concerted items are all performed with excellent ensemble work, the Sutherland/Horne Norma duet
being especially fine. Enthusiastic applause is recorded at some length, which may irritate some and
add realism and excitement for others.
The orchestra make areally impressive contribution,
and the digital recording is very good, with precise
stereo placement of soloists, a wide distribution of
orchestral sound, excellent definition and a firm and.
solid bass. Considering that these were live recordings, the whole enterprise is agreat success. [ A:1/1
John Freestone
MADRIGALS AND WEDDING SONGS FOR
DIANA
Emma Kirkby (sop) IDavid Thomas (bass) IConsort
of Musicke IRoo/ay
Hyperion A66019 (£4.99) ( Lugton's/Unicorn)
Such offerings, of course, were common in the period
in which the Consort specialises: two wedding maskes
compiled by Thomas Campion are here, and include
Dowland's exquisite 'Welcome, black night' and
'Cease these false sports'. The second maske contains
three songs by Coprario.
As usual, the singers and instruments are varied, and
chosen for each song. The two soloists are the incomparable Emma Kirkby—better recorded than on some
occasions—and David Thomas, the vast range of
whose regal voice is also very happily caught by Tony
Faulkner. The recording was made in St. Jude- onthe- Hill, Golders Green, which provides a pleasing
degree of resonance without distracting echoes. This
is a happy record, and the Consort certainly seems to
have enjoyed making it. There is a wealth of
beautifully- made music here: beautifully made by both
composers and performers.
Fortunately, the recording is as happy as the music
and the occasion: if anything, it is better than some of
the Oiseau -Lyre issues on which the Consort is
normally heard. The separation is excellent, with every
voice clearly audible; the acoustic suits the music.
Possibly the accompaniment could be a shade more
prominent, but this is asmall point as one never loses
it. It is a pleasure to commend this charming, scintillating disc. [
A:1*]
Peter Turner
SPYROS SAKKAS SINGS
RAVEL: Don Quichotte à Dulcinée / FALLA:
Seite
Canciones
populares
Españolos /
BARTOK:
Eight
Hungarian
Folksongs /
BIA LAS:
Haiku-2nd
Series /
HI LLER:
Muspillr
Spyros Sakkas (bar) IGeorg Kouroupos (pno) I ' Karl
Peinkofer, Edith Salmen (drums) I Berne Quartet
Wergo WER 60083 (£5.75) (TOL)
As a demonstration of the talents of the Athenian
baritone, Spyros Sakkas, this recital can scarcely be
bettered, since it runs the gamut of 20th century vocal
style, leaving aside only the strict serialists—though
Bialas' Haiku skirt even this field. This and the Hiller
were written for the singer, the latter also bringing into
play the services of two drummers and, at the end, the
Berne Quartet to add colour but not much substance
to awork which on occasion pushes the singer up into

a not particularly attractive falsetto. The first side,
which presents excellent accounts of the widely differing idioms of Ravel, Falla and Bartok, is a better
example of this singer's abilities. It also happens to
offer agood demonstration of his talents as alinguist,
all the songs being sung in their original tongues. The
pianist contributes significantly, with playing that is
subtle and svmoathetucallv attuned to the singer. The
recording balance and sound are excellent. ( The absence of texts, or any proper explanation of song
content, is a serious hindrance to full appreciation,
especially of the Bialas and Hiller works.) [
A:1]
h Dommett

Not Vocal
FOR CHILDREN
BEETHOVEN: Für Elise / SCHUMANN: Kinder eeeeee Op. 15 / DEBUSSY: Childrer's
Corner / BARTOK: from For Children / VILLALOBOS: 0 Polichinello
Dag Achetz (pno)
BIS LP-158 (£4.95) ( TOL)
Although Dag Achatz has, for the most part, the
technique and musicianship to cope with the works
that make up this well-balanced recital, he does seem
to lack that interpretative edge that would mark this
record out as something special; the Kinderszenen do
not here sound particularly Schumannesque; the
rhythms of the Debussy are rather loosely realised and
pedalling is not always appropriate; the Bartok is just a
little too Romanticised. Ithink few listeners would
take exception to these performances—except, perhaps, for some of those from the Children's Corner
Suite—but there is little here to make them sit up and
pay special attention.
The recording is generally good, apart from alower
than average recording level which, in this instance,
does give rise to an appreciable increase in noise.
Unusually, the Teldec pressing was not impressive and
the misshapen spindle- hole of the test issue had to be
very carefully positioned to avoid wow. [
B:2/3]
Doug Hammond
CLASSICAL GUITAR RECITAL
Robert Brightmore (gtr)
Vista VPS 1077 (£4.99) ( Gamut)
Of Brightmore's ability there can be no doubt: he is a
performer with alyrical, flowing style, and an astounding freedom from fingerboard noises. He is also a
major technician; but in this recital he deploys it, for
some reason, in all its excellence only in the two most
contemporary works: elsewhere there is some breakdown in fast passages and cross- rhythms.
The most interesting, and best- played, pieces are
the Études Simples (
and the adjective most certainly
does not apply to the technical demands of the
studies) of Leo Brouwer and the suite The Barber of
Baghdad by Oliver Hunt. Here there are strong influences from Arab and Flamenco music: a virtuoso
piece which, with the Brouwer, fully justifies the
acquisition of the issue by any lover of the guitar.
Unfortunately, the recording does not rise to the
standard of the programme: it is an example of the kind
of sound which might be helped by the Quad 44 'tilt'
control, as it lacks brilliance in the treble, while being
plummy and over-bassed. This is a great pity, as
otherwise the sound is agreeable and accurate. It is
closely miked and somewhat over- resonant; but don't
let that put you off the opportunity to hear those two
interesting and well- made pieces. [
B/C:1/2]
Peter Turner
MUSIC FOR GUITAR
Rose Andresier (gtr)
Bedivere BVR 306 (£4.75) ( Gamut)
A pupil of Emilio Pujol, Miss Andresier has concentrated largely on contemporary compositions, some
commissioned by her. This recital, however, is more
general, ranging from the familiar to the recent—
though with few of the concert- platform warhorses—
but remote from the avant-garde. This is a pleasing
recital, nicely balanced.
Though Miss Andresier's playing has many merits, I
do not find it restful: it is not without technical flaws,
and she employs a degree of contrast between the
loud and the soft which goes beyond delicate shading
and produces a spurting effect which seems curious
and distracting. Some things, on the other hand—like
Villa-Lobos' Prelude No. 1—are very beautiful, and
this issue contains much to admire.
The recording reaches avery good standard. Unfortunately, the disc arrives in one of those diabolical allpaper inner sleeves which ensure that it is thoroughly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cLassicaL
coated with paper dust before it is played. Perhaps
because of this—though not, I feel, entirely—the
surface- noise is higher than it should be. The instrument tends to be over- wide, with stray notes on each
side of the central image. Tonally, however, the rendering of the sound of the instrument is accurate and
full. [ 13:2]
Peter Turner
MUSIC FOR GUITAR
Works by Arcas, Calleja, Pernambuco, Pujol, Sor,
Tarrega and Villa-Lobos
Rose Andresier (gtr)
Bedivere BVR 306
You might say that unforewarned it should be impossible to make such ajudgement, but it does seem to
me that the female soloist on any instrument tends to
be more affectionate and less aggressive in style than
the male. Rose Andresier certainly gives the impression of trying to impress less by technique, of
which she has plenty, than by simply getting to the
emotional heart of each of the charming pieces of
music that she has chosen for her début recording. I
particularly liked the Pujol items, less familiar than the
Sor. Tarrega and Villa-Lobos. Isometimes felt that a
stronger and steadier rhythmic impulse would have
added to the impact, but it would have to be reconciled with the sensitivity that she has in abundance.
The guitar sound, recorded in EMI's Abbey Road
studios, is entirely natural and unexaggerated. [
A:11
Peter Gammond
THE GREATEST HITS OF 1790
BEETHOVEN:
Turkish
March ( Ruins
of
Athens) / MOZART: Andante ( Plano Concerto
in C, K467)' / HAYDN: 'Serenade' ( Quartet in F,
Op. 3/5) / GOSSEC: Gavotte' / BEETHOVEN:
Minuet in G' / MOZART: 'Turkish March'
(Piano Sonata in A, K331) / BEETHOVEN: Für
/ BOCCHERINI: Minuet ( Quintet in E) /
GLUCK: Dance of the Blessed Spirits' /
HAYDN: Finale (Trumpet Concerto in Er
'Chick Corea (pno) I 2Hubert Laws (fit) I 3Edward
Carroll (tpt) I Philharmonia Virtuosi of New York I
Kapp I (' arr. Richard Kapp)
CBS 35858 digital
Surely the only purpose of a record like this is to
provide asampler to people who know nothing about
the music of the period, and its only justification is to
do it superbly well. Unfortunately this particular essay
fails signally; it is inaccurate, in questionable taste and
poorly executed. The title smacks of gimmickry and is
very wide of the mark since none of the pieces belongs
to 1790, and the Beethoven items and Haydn's
Trumpet Concerto had not even been written. And it is
about time that ' Elvira Madigan' was dissociated from
Mozart, and Haydn's name from the Quartet Op. 3 No.
5, from which the so-called ' Serenade' is taken. The
actual ' hits' of 1790, we may be certain, would have
been very different from this ( David Mottley's) collection. The sleeve says nothing about any of the
music or why it was felt necessary to arrange the solo
piano music. The pianist, Chick Corea ( well known in
jazz circles), evinces little awareness of Mozart's style
to judge from the way he plods through the concerto
movement, and, not unnaturally, he seems to resent
being made a supporter in Für Elise. Corea, incidentally, is not mentioned in the panegyrics about the
conductor and the other two soloists, which seems
unjust as, on balance, he is no worse than they. All the
performances lack subtlety and sensitivity, and do not
accord in any way with the corporate title with which
the players have been blessed. [
A:4]
Kenneth Dommett
GIDON KREMER
CHAUSSON: Poème, Op. 25 / MILHAUD: Le
Boeuf sur le Toit— cinema fantasia for violin
and orchestra / VIEUXTEMPS: Fantasia appassionate, Op. 35
Gidon Kremer ILSO IChailly
Philips 9500 930
Marred only by asolo image of elephantine ( or should
one say bovine?) proportions, this is a beautifully
engineered disc, its quality deep and vivid with a
lively, though suitably transparent acoustic. It might
even be argued that the close violin balance is appropriate to so dry a piece of humour as Le Boeuf sur le
Toit, making a rare appearance here in its version for
violin and orchestra. It offers a demanding solo part:
the player is constantly occupied, adding 'spice' to the
audacious writing with frequent double- stopping.
Exactly why or for whom Milhaud re- cast the ballet
with a solo violin might have been explained in the
sleevenote; what is more important—and immediately
apparent—is the abundance of high spirits in the
performance itself. Everything is polished off with
superb gusto and swagger.
HIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The two Romantic works on the reverse are played
with immaculate technique (fabulous, throwaway
spiccati in the Vieuxtemps) and, in the quieter music,
ravishing tone. This, Iventure, is Gidon Kremer's most
persuasive disc to date. That Riccardo Chailly's contribution is no mere faceless accompaniment is richly
borne out by the central Largo of the Vieuxtemps,
beautifully shaped with some exquisite solos from the
LSO clarinet and flute principals. A lovely record.
[A/A*1 /1*]
Andrew Keener
SALZBURG MATINEE
MOZART: Symphony in G, K74 O Bassoon
Concerto, K191 oAria: ' Per questo bella mano',
K612' D Symphony in D, K385 ' Haffner'
Rudolf Klepac (bsn) I * Roland Hermann (bass) I
•
Georg Heirtnagel (d- bass) I Salzburg Mozarteum
Orchestra IHager
Acanta DC 22003 (£ 5-50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Made in 1973 but not released here before, this is a
studio recording of the kind of concert heard at the
Salzburg winter festivals. The playing generally is
enthusiastic rather than refined, and at this period
Hager had not achieved the insight and control of his
more recent work. This is not to imply that the record is
not an enjoyable one; the vigorous approach to the
two symphonies is enough to catch and hold the ear
even if it can be argued that there is insufficient
difference in the treatment of the two to take into
account Mozart's development in the period between
their composition. The concerto, on the other hand,
receives a telling performance though again speeds
are kept well up and even the slow movement, tenderly played as it is, is not allowed to dawdle. The
finale is taken much quicker than usual yet is surprisingly successful, and Klepac's smooth solo work helps
to maintain poise without loss of vitality. The aria,
written in Mozart's last year for two members of
Schikaneder's company, is something of ararity. It has
been recorded before but there is no alternative at
present. Hermann is a light bass, almost a baritone,
and his voice does not contrast sufficiently with the
high- lying tessitura of the double- bass obbligato. This
is ataxing part which in performance sounds more like
acello. Hen-triage' plays it well and one would like to
have heard it given a little more prominence. Apart
from this the recording sound and balance are very
acceptable. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
THE SCANDINAVIAN SOLO FLUTE
VON KOCH: Monologue 1 / SOMMERFELDT:
Divertimento Op. 9 / THYBO: Aria con variazioni per 4 flauti / LIDHOLM: Sonata /
SALMENHAARA: Prelude, Pop Tune and Fugue
Gunilla von Bahr (fit)
BIS LP-150 (£4.95) (TOL)
A programme devoted entirely to solo flute music is
somewhat restricted in its sonic range, however
beautifully played, and this recital is further limited in
its appeal by the generally moderate tempi of all the
pieces in it. Lidholm's Sonata is the longest of the five
works, with no really fast movement; nor, despite the
implications of its title, has Salmenhaara's. Most varied
in texture is Koch's Monologue, whose first part is for
alto flute. It incorporates flutter- tonguing and has
some attractive rhythmic interest in both of its sections. Sommerfeldt's Divertimento does have a brief
Presto—just over aminute—which adds to its appeal.
Thybo's uses piccolo, grand, alto and bass flutes, but
in succession, never in ensemble, and the material is
not especially distinguished. Gunilla von Bahr is a
secure if unspectacular player with a full tone in the
lower registers, well recorded here; perhaps a shade
close, but nicely focused. [
A:1] Kenneth Dommett
EINE KLEINE SCHLACHTMUSIK
Dieter Hildebrandt and the Philharmonic Cellists of
Cologne
Wergo SM 1028/9 ( 2 records) (£9.90) (
TOL)
A full appreciation of this recording requires a command of contemporary German which far outstrips
mine; but, judging by the delighted rollickings of the
audience
in
the
Kammerspiele
of
Munich,
Hildebrandt's patter matches the quality of the six
cellists, who are all first- rank orchestral players.
From the laughter it would appear that there is a
strong visual element in this entertainment which a
disc cannot reproduce, but there is sufficient wit in the
interpretations of odd bits of composers ranging from
Villa-Lobos to Tchaikovsky by way of Fats Waller and
Scott Joplin to suggest that any clowning is worthy.
The 'concert' ends with aversion of Beethoven's Fifth,
which seemingly contains astounding things like
Carmen and the Marseillaise: wholly delightful. I
suppose that whether one would wish to buy such an
issue must depend upon how many friends one has
who could appreciate it.

The live recording is of course marred by all the
coughs and shufflings associated almost always with
such exercises, but it is lively enough, with every word
audible and some very nice string- tone—if that matters! [
A:1]
Peter Turner

Oren
THE FILENE ORGAN at the John F. Kennedy
Center, Washington DC
Eileen Moms Guenther (org)
Vista VPS 1095 (£4.99) (
Gamut)
This is a vast, modern- sounding instrument with an
exceptionally clean- sounding range of stops. To
demonstrate it, Dr. Guenther has chosen a kind of
international repertory, with pieces by German,
Austrian, English, Dutch, Belgian, American, Italian
and French composers. Of course the German composer is Bach, and of course the piece chosen is the D
minor; of course the Austrian composer is Haydn, and
of course we get the clock pieces... and so on through
Stanley, Sweelinck, Lemmens, Scarlatti, ending with
César Franck—of course the Pièce Héroique. The
American contributor is Robert Bremner.
The recording is afine example of what can be done
with relatively simple and inexpensive equipment. A
Nagra was used, with two mono KM86 condenser
microphones. The result is a fine, detailed rendering,
with the stops clearly differentiated and the musical
structures very legibly expounded. Idetected no trace
of distortion, and the dynamic range is wide. Perhaps
the 16' and 32' stops are not fully grasped, but one
needs a large room to develop them fully. The notes
give a full description of the organ, but there is no
indication of the registration used for the individual
pieces. A very nice recording. [
A:1/2] Peter Turner
THE HRADETZKY ORGAN AT ST. ANDREW'S
UNIVERSITY
Music by Bach, Balbastre, Buxtehude, Corrette,
Scheidt
John Kitchen (org)
Gamut UT7503 (£ 5.50)
Side 1contains French 18th century music ( is Corrette
about to be rediscovered?, Iwonder), backed by 17th
and 18th century German works, with all of which the
organ is versatile enough to cope well, though it does
seem alittle light in the pedal. A secure performance,
unhurried—indeed, in some places it might be described as slow—giving a wonderful clarity to every
musical thread, but at some cost in warmth.
Accuracy is needed in a building of relatively low
reverberation, which also helps the very transparent
recording. Unfortunately a number of faults, each
minor enough in itself, add up to reduce the overall
impact. These are an overwide image, some hiss,
occasional pre- echo and a trace of rumble, to which
must be added an abrupt edit in the Buxtehude. None
of these things may worry a proportion of listeners,
and for them a recommendation is in order. [
C:1/2]
Trevor Attevvell

KALEIDOSCOPE
Graham Barber (org)
Vista VPS 1078 (£4.99) ( Gamut)
ORGAN
MUSIC
FROM
GLOUCESTER
CATHEDRAL
Music by Brewer, Corrette, Dubois, Guilmant, Lloyd,
Parry, Sanders, Stanley, S. S. Wesley
John Sanders (org)
Vista VPS 1097 (£ 4.99) ( Gamut)
MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND ORGAN FROM ST.
DAVI DS
Music by Alain, Bach, Fauré, Martin, Messiaen,
Villette
Nicholas Jackson (org) IEdward Beckett (fit)
Vista VPS 1098 (£4-99) ( Gamut)
The first of these discs is devoted entirely to KargElen, and Kaleidoscope, taking up most of one side, is
alater work ( 1930) which invokes continually changing colours and mood- patterns. The recital is given on
Coventry Cathedral's stereo organ, here spread out to
fill in the middle, of course. Graham Barber has
established a well- warranted reputation as a fine
performer, and he certainly maintains it in amusically
exciting account of these four works—one that would
be hard to better. The recording quality is fine, with
low noise, good dynamic range and balance and a
modest bass extension. The most amazing omission
for Vista is the specification, and the fact that it is
reasonably well-known is insufficient excuse. [
A:1]
Gloucester has an organ in which some pipes go
back to Thomas Harris ( 1666). Later restorers in87

cluded Father' Smith. Jordan. Snetzler, Bishop, Willis
and Harrison. Finally restored to its original outline
and ( more hopefully) sound by Hill Norman & Beard,
it is certainly amagnificent instrument. Side 1contains
music particularly associated with Gloucester, Side 2
is French ( to which the instrument lends itself well),
and both are played expertly apart from an occasional
looseness in articulation. Another very good recording, well balanced, with an over- wide image—that alltoo- common feature of organ discs. [
8:2]
Music actually written for flute and organ is not very
plentiful, though McLean's researches show that
Krebs and his contemporaries made use of the genre
and developed it. Here all five bands involving the
flute are transcriptions, the remaining three bands
containing organ solos and occupying more than half
the disc. The organ is the Willis/Rushworth & Dreaper,
for which there is no specification—again reneging on
the principle so closely adhered to by Vista's founder,
the late Michael Smythe. A generally good performance, but Iwas a little bothered by some tempo
variations and rhythmic irregularities (
eg, in BWV
542), while Litanies and Dieu Parmi Nous seemed a
trifle mechanical. This is an open recording with plenty
of range, with the flute nicely balanced against the
organ. An interesting recital, worth having. [
A:2]
Although pressing quality is not usually mentioned,
an exception has to be made when three discs of
common origin all have noisy patches. Hopefully this
will not be typical.
Trevor Attewell

DIE ORGEL: KONIGIN DER INSTRUMENTE
VOL. 1
Music by Bach, Buxtehude, Couperin
Hans-Christoph BeckerFoss (org)
lntercord INT 160836 digital (£4.99) ( Studio
Import)
DIE ORGEL: KONIGIN DER INSTRUMENTE
VOL. 2
Music by Brahms, Franck, Liszt, Mendelssohn
Kurt Rapf (org)
Intercord INT 160837 digital (£4.99) ( Studio
Import)

Why ' Queen' Icannot imagine—surely all those rampant pipes add up to ' King'? The programme is mainly
North German, Couperin being represented only by six
of the twenty-one pieces for his Convent Mass. All
excellently played on the fine Beckerath organ at St.
Nicolai ( Hameln), not that on the cover, which is
Bruckner's organ at St. Florian. This instrument is less
suited to French music than to German, and some
registration changes were used to accommodate it.
Although the digital recording realises its low noise
potential, and has very good clarity and balance, it
appears to have more bass roll- off than necessary. No
organ information of any kind is vouchsafed in the allGerman sleeve. [
A/13:1]
The romantic works are played on the Hammer
organ of the Church of Jesus Christ, Berlin- Dahlem.
Again the sleeve offers no crumb of information, and
the same cover picture of St. Florian is used. This
organ sounded rather luzzy' and hard at times, with a
fair amount of 'chiff', and Ifound the playing somewhat rigid and lacking in warmth. The recording
quality is consonant with that of Vol. 1, though
Brahms' Ein ros' is too near the background level for
comfort. Unless this particular programme is required,
Iwould suggest Ledger ( HQS 1356) for the Liszt and
Franck plus one Brahms chorale, and Kee ( GASP
7014) for the Mendelssohn, out of a limited total
availability. [
8:2]
Trevor Attewell
THE ORGAN OF SALISBURY CATHEDRAL
Music by Bach, Liszt, Franck
Richard Seal (org)
Meridian E77045 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
It is a pleasure to welcome a fresh recording of the
superb Willis organ at Salisbury which does the
instrument justice—agood many past ones have not.
If the programme is rather conventional, it will be
widely acceptable, and the performance is sound, if a
trifle aesthetic overall, and somewhat lacklustre in
Franck's Prelude, Fugue and Variations.
John Shuttleworth's Nagra recording is excellent,
achieving a nicely-judged balance with as much
dynamic range as one could hope for on disc, the

softest parts being just sufficiently above the minimal
noise level. Plenty of solid bass, too. Recommended,
particularly for the organ. [
A:1/2] Trevor Attewell

ORGELMUSICK DES SIGLO DE ORO'
Music by Aguilerat Anon, Bruna, Cabanilles, Correa,
Manin y Coll, Pedro
Pere Casulleras (org)
Orpheus ORP 0802 (
f4 99) ( Gamut)
MICHEL
CORRETTE:
PREMIER
D'ORGUE
Johann Sonnleitner (org)
Orpheus ORP 0803 (£4.99) ( Gamut)

LIVRE

The 'golden age' referred to is the 17th and early 18th
centuries, and the music played is nearly all tientos
and batalhas, the stylised products of the time. The
organ is in Cannera ( Saragossa), mostly dating from
1732. It has three divisions, an ' Organo Mayor' of 23
stops, a small ' Realejo' of 9 stops placed behind an
opening in the case near the floor on one side, and a3rank pedal. All ranks are divided at middle c/ce, and
there are no couplers. The sound—at least, as recorded
here—is very loud, bold and bucolic. Presenting the
usual over- wide image, the recording has good
balance, with a quiet background and excellent frequency extension, and the production includes a
stoplist and layout, as well as registration details—
highly commendable. Rather dry for general listening,
but of interest to the specialist. [
A/B:1]
Silbermann's 1767 organ is Basle's Predigerkirche,
was largely butchered in 1875, but was restored in
concept by Metzler ( 1978), some original pipes remaining in 9registers. The first of Corrette's five extant
organ books comprises four Magnificats, all excellently rendered on a quite suitable instrument with
registration that departs only to a justifiable extent
from the composer's demands. A good recording, if
rather heavily cut like its companion, and with a
shroud of side ambience. Registration details and
specification are again included. Except for one
Magnificat (
Vista VPS 1097, q.v.), this is the only
currently available version. [
A/B:1] Trevor Attewell
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of Orpheus is aCzech recording of 1973,
coupled with the Pu/cine//a Suite. So
this 1979 disc is welcome, especially as
the recording is clear and brings out
every important detail. Richard Deakin
plays the solo violin passages nicely, and
A reissue roundup by members of the record review team
there is a splendid climax in the Pas
compamments are admirably played and
d'Action where Orpheus is torn to pieces
Orchestral/Symphonic
the recorded sound is agreeable, if atrifle
by the Bacchantes. Recommended.
dated. [
8/C:1/2]
T.H.
[A:1]
H.S.
ADE IN 1964, shortly after Previn
Stravinsky's remarkable dippingAn
attractive
programme
of
lesser
IV I became conductor of the St Louis
thetoesinto
Serialhot-water
ballet
Martinu
containing
the
piano
pieces
SO, his recording of Britten's Sinfonia
1957) in a notable if somewhat
Butterflies and Birds of Paradise, Three Agon (
da Requiem and Copland's The Red
wayward performance from the OrchesCzech Dances and the Ritournelles of
Pony appears now on CBS 61167. An
ter des Südwestfunks, Baden-Baden
1932, together with the Madrigal Sonata
incongruous coupling, but it works beunder Hans Rosbaud reappears on
for flute, violin and piano was released in
cause the sonorities of the two compoWergo 50002 (£ 5.75, TOL) Tempi tend
1976. It is reissued ( Panton 11 0446,
sitions are not all that far apart howto be on the brisk side throughout and
£3.96, Bond Street Music) in the same
ever distant their subject matter may be.
format. The performances, by the piansuffer in comparison with the comAs early evidence of his appreciation for
poser's own 1960 account ( c.w. CantiBritish music, Previn gives the Britten a ists Boris Krajny in the first two, and Jiri
Holena in the Ritournelles, and by
cum Sacrum) on 72438 ( deleted). An
telling and dramatic reading enhanced
Musica Lyrica in the Trio, are sound and
interesting performance nonetheless and
by the resonance of the sound and the
certainly full of the essential drive. An
give a good account of this varied and
edgy quality of the high strings. The
virtually unknown music. Recording is excellent essay is provided but regretimpact is considerable and it is interestgenerally acceptable. Not great Martinu
tably only in German. The release is
ing to compare this objective view of the
unfortunately let down by the historicperhaps, but worth getting to know if
work with the composer's own. The
sounding 1963 mono recording. A
only
for
the
piano
pieces.
[
B:11
K.D.
Copland has also been recorded by its
collector's item then, better suited to
Colin Davis" recordings of Mozart's
composer, but as film music, albeit of
those familar with the work than to the
Symphonies No. 25, 29 and 32 with the
high quality, it is a more superficial
newcomer. [
D:1]
I.H.
LSO came out in 1965. Electric reading
experience. [
13:1]
K.D.
After serving time as the third record in
of the early G minor and abriskly paced
Vivid, expressive performance of
a
threedisc
set
of
'
Klemperer
conducts
Chabrier's España, Fallas El amor
account of the A major and the robust G
major add up to asatisfying record with Wagner', and as a single disc full- price
brujo and works by Albéniz and
ASD issue, a1960 recording of Wagner
Granados (
three of the Spanish
the LSO then at the top of its considerexcerpts appear re- pressed on the HMV
Dances, otherwise unavailable in orable form. Reissued now ( Philips
Concert Classics label ( SXLP 30525).
'Festivo' 6570 207) and still sounding
chestral colours) come from Igor
Klemperer gives astirring rhythmic drive
Markevitch and the Spanish RSO on
remarkably good, it is a bargain even if
to
the Act 3 Lohengrin Prelude but his
Philips Sequenza 6527 068. The Chabyou have other versions. [
A:1]
K.O.
Meistersingers
(
Overture and Dance of
rier is possibly the fastest account on
Karajan's
1971
recordings
of
the Apprentices and Entry of the
disc, causing momentary discomfort to
Mozart's symphonies 39 and 40 ( HMV
the woodwind players. A shade hardSXLP 30527) have been culled from a Masters) are corpulent gentlemen and
Klemperer chooses stately tempi to suit
pressed, perhaps, but undeniably excitfour record set. ' Glossy' is an adjective
ing. The 1967 recording, originally
that has been applied to Karajan's their processional gait. The ' Prelude and
Liebestod' from Tristan are given rich
issued on SAL 3659, still sounds well: it
Mozart more than once, and surface
burnished readings with strong brass
is warm and atmospheric in A media
brilliance rather than deep understandplaying
from an alert Philharmonia
Noche (Falla), and opulent and biging were in evidence at this stage of his
Orchestra. "Siegfried's Funeral March"
toned, if not especially brilliant, in Ritual
carreer. The BP° played virith the preFire Dance. The latter unfolds at asteady
cision of finely tuned machinery, yet in from Gatterdâmmerung takes its time to
get under way with Klemperer's broad
pace, full of evocative, fluttering inner
neither of these two symphonies did
tempi. The horns do not blaze through
textures. Recommended. [
B:11
A.K.
they or the conductor manage to perContinuing the reissues of Copland
suade much hot blood to flow through the orchestral texture here but in other
Conducts Copland in their ' Meet the
the finely sculpted frames. Fine if one respects the balance and stereo perspectives of this Walter Legge produced disc
enjoys this kind of marmoreal perfection,
Composer' series, by way of celebrating
are natural and unforced, only a slight
the composer's 80th year, CBS 61728
but Karajan has done better since. [
A:2]
tubbiness betraying this record's coming
K.D.
comprises An Outdoor Overture, Our
of age. [
A/B:1/2]
D.G.P.
One of the finest children's records ever
Town, Two Pieces for String Orchestra
Philips have assembled an agreeable
produced was HMV's Prokofiev Peter
and Quiet City. A nicely balanced selecand the Wo/f/Saint-Saens' Carnival of pot-pourri of Weber overtures with
tion, this, it samples Copland in various
'Invitation to the Dance' on 6527 071.
the Animals. This 1959 disc featured
typical moods, from the extravert,
The oldest of the tracks are the three
excellent performances by Ph ilharrhythmically alert Overture via the simple
best-known overtures to the great
mon ia/ Kurtz, but its prime attraction lay in
and hauntingly beautiful lines of Our
the Michael Flanders narration in the operas which Dorati recorded with
Town to the night music of Quiet City
Prokofiev. EMI have decided to bring the Concertgebouw in 1960; the Invit(notable contributions here from William
dating respecback both performances on adisc which, ation and Abu Hassan (
Lang and Michael Winfield—trumpet
most generously, now also includes tively from 1961 and 1968) are from
and coranglais). The LSO and composer
Mackerras and the LSO; and Preziosa
Britten's Young Person's Guide (
HMV
give predictably well considered perES D 7114). RLPO/Groves play Britten's was recorded by Markevitch and the
formances throughout and the 1969
Spanish
RTV Orchestra as recently as
recording is of good clarity and only a educational entertainment very capably, if
1972. Clearly, the performances and renot quite as splendidly as LSO/Britten.
little contrived in balance. [
13:1]
I.H.
cording- quality are not uniform, though
[A/B:1 fr/1/2)
T.H.
The Kertesz series of Dvorak symRoyal Pageant, a mid- priced col- all are very acceptable. Dorati is a bit
phonies appeared during the 1960s and
lection on Philips 6570 763, combines ambitious with the fast tempo he selects
were at once acclaimed as among the
Tippet's Suite for the Birthday of Prince for the main Allegro of Oberon, but it a
finest ever. Collected and reissued as an
B:1/2]
Charles—a fine
performance
from very exciting account. Overall [
album, they are now, hopefully, to be
P.B.
LSO/C. Davis—with adequate 1978
released separately at a lower price.
performances of Elgar's Pomp and
Symphony 8 in G, to which has now
Circumstance Marches 1, 2, and 4 from
been added the late tone poem The
Concertos
Concertgebouw/Marriner, a lusty 1965
Water Goblin (Decca 'Jubilee' JB117),
account of Elgar's Cockaigne from
represents remarkable value since, in
LSO/Davis,
and
Walton's
Crown
FROM ECO/LEPPARD ( Philips ' Living
spite of all the excellent competition, the
Baroque' 950 013) come dramaticImperial
from
Eastman
Wind
performances continue to persuade by
Ensemble/Fennell.
The
last
fails
to
mainally taut performances of C. P. E.
virtue of their vitality and conviction, and
Bach's
four ' Hamburg' Symphonies
tain
its
grandeur
to
the
end
and
its
1964
to recommend themselves by the excel(Wq. 183); recordings clear and incisive,
'stereo enhanced' sound is fairly restriclent, though not quite outstanding re8:1]. J. S.
ted. Sound for Cockaigne is good but if slightly opaque and dry: [
cording quality. One hopes that the rest
edgy, for the Pomp and Circumstance Bach's Harpsichord Concertos (for one,
will follow before too long. [
A:1*] K.D.
BWV 1056, two, 1060 and three, 1061)
Marches good, if a little restricted by
From Yehudi Menuhin and Philtoday's standards, and for the Tippett, occupy another Philips ' Living Baroque'
harmonia/ Pritchard comes an attractive
issue ( 9502 017), still with the ECO and
clean and smooth. [
A/B/C/D:1 /3] O.H.
and interesting programme of shortish
Leppard as main soloist; the sound is
John Lubbock and the Orchestra of
works for violin and orchestra ( CFP
similar,
and the peformances have an
St. John's, Smith Square, give sensitive
40365, £ 1.99). Previously issued on
interesting
relish and zest, although the
accounts
of
Stravinsky's
two
neoHMV in 1965, it features the two
classical ballets Apollo and Orpheus on real proportion and beauty of the music
Beethoven Romances, the Chausson
13:2]. Staying
ASV ACM 2025 ( PRT Sales). The tone is somehow just missed: [
Poème, Wieniawski's Légende, Op. 17,
with J. S. Bach, but changing label to
is firm and round, the fortes are powerful
and Berloiz's Rêverie et Caprice, Op. 8.
DG's 'Archiv Privilege', we encounter a
and the pianissimi beautifully executed.
Just occasionally, Menuhin's playing
veteran
recording
of the
There are several rival versions of bargain
may lack complete technical security, but
'Goldberg'
Variations ( BWV 988) played
Apollo, but the most recent one, by
his unfailingly musical approach ensures
mostly
without
repeats
on
one
record
Ensemble
13
of
Baden-Baden,
is
lumberthat the disc as awhole will give agreat
ing by comparison. The only rival version (2547 050) by Ralph Kirkpatrick; this is
deal of pleasure. The orchestral acHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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a fine, classically expressive reading,
suffering only slightly from early- DG stereo boom ( the recording dates from
August 1958); the playing is well worth
the sacrifice in sound- quality, despite
strong opposition (
eg, two full- price
recordings
from
Leonhardt) — say
[C:1*/1]
according
to
taste
in
performance- style. Still Bach, but this
time aguitar recital (yes, guitar, not lute)
on Contour CC 7515 (£2.25, Pickwick),
played by Narciso Yepes; in a mixed
programme featuring the Chaconne
(BWV 1004, 5-trans.) and the Praeludium, Fuga & Allegro ( 998-trans.),
there are many interesting points of
detail, but the rhythms and structures
fail to come through vividly in such
readings; sound is good if tonally
undistinguished: [
B/C:1 /2]. Originally a
DG recording.
S.D.
Around 1960, easily the most lively
performance on records of the Bach
Brandenburg Concertos was that of
Menuhin, distinguished British soloists
and the Bath Festival Orchestra, made
on two records by EMI. The transfer of
these generally sensitive and musically
planned accounts to the HMV Concert
Classics series ( SXDW 3054) is therefore welcome, even though the 1959
performance- style and recording today
pall beside later recordings ( like those of
Concentus Musicus Wien, recently also
reissued on
cheap label, or the
Leonhardt directed RCA ' Seon' set, at
full price and available again in the UK).
Basic musical things ( characterised
shaping of line, sensibly- chosen tempi
and many details of dancing liveliness)
will, however, never date: these are very
agreeable bargain performances. [
13:1]
S.D.
Karajan's 1980 BP° account of the
Bach Brandenburg Concertos was
originally issued as a boxed two- record
set ( DG 2707 112); now Concertos 4-6
are available as a single record ( DG
2531 333), with the same documentation and avery similar sleeve illustration
These performances are rather heavyweightand unsympathetic tothe orig ina Is
and to modern ideas on Baroque- music
performance. However, for some listeners, Karajan cannot put afoot wrong, and
they will presumably welcome this
recording. The engineers and editors have
done asuperb job. [
A:2 (
or less, according to taste)]
S.D.
Frans Brüggen's gifts as performer and
conductor are admirably displayed in a
collection of works by Bach, Handel,
Hotteterre and Mozart (RCA ' Seon'
RL 30333, 2 records). As soloist he is
represented in two Handel recorder
sonatas, Op.1/4 and Fitzwilliam D
minor; in four pieces by Jacques
Hotteterre, and as the flautist in the Fifth
Brandenburg (which has Leonhardt as
harpsichord soloist). As conductor, he is
represented by the first of Mozart's
Violin Concertos, K207, which has Jaap
Schrdder as soloist. All these performances appeared between 1973 and
1977 when ' Seon' was being marketed
by Philips. The sound generally is
thoroughly recommendable, and the
performances are exemplary. [
A:1] K.D.
'Archiv Privilege' DG 2547 046 features Cello Concertos by Boccherini,
Tartini and Vivaldi (
in c— RV 401),
played respectively by Pierre Fournier,
Enrico Mainardi and Klaus Storck, the
first two with Lucerne Festival Strings/
Baumgartner. The recordings date from
1958 ( Tartini), 1961 ( Boccherini) and
1962 ( Vivaldi); performances rather
dated today ( even clumsy and slightly
mannered), and despite some good
points, the combined result of old sound
and old taste gives this recording a
mainly documentary value: this is how it
used to be done: [
C:2/3].
S.D.
Leaving until last the most wellknown part of Accardo's boxed set of
Bruch's music for violin and orchestra
(reviewed by D.P. in Sept ' 79), Philips
have reissued Concertos 1 & 2 on 9500
422. Distinguished playing by any
standards, refined, and possessed of an
over
89

honesty and nobility of spirit. Intonation
is generally pure, ponamenti discreetly
and attractively executed. With sympathetic and rich- toned support from
Masur/Leipzig Gewandhaus, this now
takes its place with the best. Warm
sound and high-level cut, with clean, if a
trifle over- bright, solo image. [
A:1] A.K.
The box set of Daniel Chorzempa's
recordings of Handel organ concertos
with the Concerto Amsterdam under
Jaap Schruder appeared in 1976 and
single discs have been since sporadically
appearing
on
the
Philips ' Living
Baroque' label. The latest ( 9502 007)
features concertos 14, 15 and 16 and
can be highly recommended. Performances are full-blooded without becoming postured and Dr Chorzempa
produces an exciting but not exaggerated sound out of an 'original instruments' organ—that of the Church of St
Anne & St Mary in Haarlem—with a
surprisingly rich accompaniment from
Jaap Schruder's small band. Technical
quality is superbly clear, with adelightful
ambience, although the mechanical
noise of the organ has also been captured and might prove distracting.
Overall rA*/A:1*1.
J.A.
Although the Menuhin/Philharmonia/
Eugéne Goossens accounts of SaintSaline' Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso and Havanaise were first issued in
mono in 1958, they were soon after
coupled,
in
stereo,
with
Lab's
Symphonie
Espagnole
on
HMV's
'Concert Classics' label. This package is
still doing good service, now at bargain
price on CFP 40364 (£ 1.99). Menuhin
captures the vigour and exoticism of
these works and, despite some signs of
technical strain, his interpretations of
these pieces still rate as some of the best
available. The recording is hard and strident although it does not, despite its
age, have a ' historic' feel to it. However,
the strength of Menuhin's performances
make it acceptable. [ C:1]
D.H.
Astorre Ferrari gives a piquant and
spirited account of VIvaldi's '
Four
Seasons' concertos with The Stuttgart
Soloists under the direction of Marcel
Couraud on Contour CC 7527 (£2.25,
Pickwick). The reissue, one of anumber
made with this label ' by arrangement
with Phonogram International' has restricted sound ( both spread and spectrum could have been much more faithful to live sound when the recordings
were made in the early 1960s). However,
there is plenty of good musicianship,
and this super- bargain set is, from that
point of view, competitive with all but
the very cream of the full- price versions
(only beaten on Telefunken and Argo).
[C:1*/1]
S.D.

Chamber/Vocal
EARLY- PERIOD Beethoven chamber
I— music ( Clarinet Trio Op. 11, Sonata
for Horn and Piano Op. 17 and Seven
Variations Wo046) is performed with
style and charm and the essential virtuosity by Keith Puddy (clt), Alan Civil
(hm), Eileen Croxford ( vIc) and David
Parkhouse (On) on ASV ACA 1005
(PRT Sales): a group of musicians
whose distinction leads one to expect
excellence. The 1979 recording is notable for its exact balance and intelligibility, and would present unalloyed
joy were it not for the slight lack in tone
at the extreme top—notable mainly in
the piano part, which lacks that last
silvery resonance, and the low bass
could do with extension. Small points,
these, to set against the musical enjoyment of an excellent recital. [
A/B:1]P. T.
Two further issues in John Lill's
Enigma cycle of Beethoven Piano
Sonatas are re-released by ASV: 1 in f,
Op. 2/1, 24 in Fit, Op. 78 and 28 in A,
Op. 101 on ACM 2028; 13 in Ee, Op.
27/1, 19 in g, Op. 49/1 and 17 in d, Op.
31/2 'Tempest' on ACM 2029. These
performances from 1977-8 are again
solidly professional, even if failing to
90

scale the height of exultation or sublimity. Piano sound is firm and nicely
balanced with the instrument at a convincingly close distance:
[
A/B:2].
Another, on ACM 2014 ( all are from
PRT Sales), shows the consistency of
this series. Very fluent 1977 performances of the Pastoral, Les Adieux and the
late Eminor, Op. 90, in arecording that
is mellow and a little boxy but nicely
imaged. [
B:2]
R.B.
Arrau's 1967 versions of Beethoven's
Waldstein and Tempest sonatas are reissued by Philips for their Festivo series
on 6570190. The readings are deliberate
and, despite the rubato, cohere, with
some very distinctive timbrai characterisations: the opening of the Waldstein's
last movement is very veiled and withdrawn. Arrau's rich piano sound—particularly in the bass register—comes
across very well in this nicely resonant
recording, well positioned and fullbodied. [
A/8:1]
R.B.
Fou Ts'ong's CBS recordings of
Chopin's second and third Sonatas
were reviewed so recently in these pages
(respectively Feb. and Aug. ' 79) that
their reappearance on a single disc
(61149) is something to be noted rather
than offering cause for reassessment.
Sound remains firm and clean, if a little
hard. Bad form to quote oneself, but here
goes ( 2/79): 'Another instalment in this
underrated artist's Chopin series, with
the same minor irritants and major virtues as characterised his set of the
Nocturnes'. Irritants: some oddly studied
delivery (
cg, early development of
Sonata 2 ( i)). Virtues: some fabulous
technical command proportioned phrasing and superb concentration at pp ( cg,
centre of Funeral March). Much to
admire, too, in the disc which couples
the two original B sides. This includes
the Fantasy Op. 49, the PolonaiseFantasy and the Barcarolle ( 61166).
Rating for both discs: [
8:1/2].
A.K.
Available for a short while on United
Artists' Cadenza label ( reviewed Jan
1980), Sviatoslav Richter's Melodiya recording ( 1977?) of Chopin's 4 Scherzi
now reappears on Chant du Monde LDX
78670 (TOL, now costing twice as
much at £6.50). A touch of glare on top
and a slightly unfocused resonance
prompted me to give the UACL transfer a
13 rating. This new cut, beautifully silent,
is noticeably cleaner on top, the overall
quality is marginally better defined with
no hint of glare, and somehow the resonance seems more naturally judged.
The performances are mesmerising. In
1980 I noted some mannerisms and
some lack of warmth, but, while listening, found reservations swept aside by
the authority of the playing, its bounding,
athletic quality and the concentration in
the slower music. A disc to be snapped
up at once—it could disappear again at
any moment! [
A/B:1]
A.K.
Elly Ameling's 11- year- old recital of
Handel's Si/etc Venti and the canata
Crude/ Tiranno Amor makes a welcome
reappearance on Philips ' Festivo' 6570
113. Leppard's accompaniments are
scholarly and Miss Ameling's voice is
attractive and wonderfully fresh. The recording scarcely sounds its age. It is set
in a pleasing environment and the engineers have achieved a natural balance
between the soloist and orchestra. The
programme is completed by an aria from
Giulio Cesare Act 111;Piangero La Sorte
Mia', in which Miss Ameling demonstrates the expressive qualities of the
music. She is, however, at her very best
in the melismatic 'Alleluja' of the Motet.
[A:1]
V.M.
Impeccable 1974 performances of
Steve Reich's Six Pianos and Music for
Mallet Instruments, Voices and Organ,
played by the composer with others, are
issued now on a single disc on DG
'Privilege' 2535 463. The use of instruments smaller than concert grands for
the first gives an appropriately intimate,
crisply clean sound, which is in keeping
with the sansa origin of the work's conception. The more varied timbres of the

second piece are so placed as to provoke
an extremely engrossing sound. The recording is marginally restricted in its
reproduction of the instrumental colours
but is otherwise extremely good, and
enhanced by pristine pressings.[A:1*]
Schoenberg's Serenade Op. 24
(Rondeleux/Ensemble/Boulez)
reappears from 1963 on Wergo WER 60002
(£5.75) ( TOL). The acoustics and recording, though on the dry side, are
bright and well up to modern standards.
The playing is neat and concise, and the
singer in the Petrarch Sonnet is excellent. This is the only available version of
this attractive, rather lightweight work,
but though all the repeats are observed
the two sides of the record contain less
than 31 minutes of music between them,
which seems a bit mean for a full- price
disc. Surely one of Schoenberg's other
chamber works could have been included as afiller? The accompanying leaflet
is in German only. [
A:1]
H.S.
To celebrate the rather unsung tricentenary of Telemann's birth in 1681,
DG 'Archiv' have reissued two interesting boxed sets originally recorded to
mark the bicentenary of his death (
ie, in
1967). Outstanding in many respects is
the five- record box ( 2723 073, , price
£0.00) of selections from ' Der getreue
Musik-Meister, a subscription seriescum magazine edited by Telemann from
1728; the contents—constantly changing chamber- music by Telemann himself
and
other
favoured
composers—
presented all kinds of problems in performance in 1967, but these were mostly
solved satisfactorily, the results being
attractively musical. An impressive assembly
of ( mainly
Bavarian
and
Austrian) musicians was assembled
under Josef Ulsamer—himself a distinguished violist and, clearly, an inspiring
director of ensembles both vocal and
musical. An outstanding reissue this,
and so very well recorded throughout:
[A/B:1*11]—strongly recommended.
The other boxed set contains the complete Telemann ' Musique de Table' on
twelve sides ( 2723 074, price £0.00);
again the recording is good—tidy, proportioned and tonally agreeable; the performances also have these qualities, but
August Wenzinger and his important
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis do not treat
rhythm and bowing with the finesse and
sensitivity of bowing of today's baroque
groups, and the upper strings use too
much vibrato to allow the textures appropriate clarity; better readings from
Concerto
Amsterdam
under
Frans
Brüggen ( as conductor) and Jaap
Schroeder ( as leader) are still available,
and worth seeking out, even at higher
prices. The DG set deserves [
A/B:2],
nevertheless.
S.D.

Original Instruments
THE LATEST albums of Original
I Instruments on Telefunken's fullprice Das Alte Werk' label include music
for virginals, clavichord, cello, oboe, recorder and two boxed sets of music for
various keyboard
instruments. The
young
Canadian
keyboard
player,
Bradford Tracy, is the soloist on the
record of music for virginals, which includes an attractive collection of renaissance pieces by Sweelinck, Morley,
Lassus, Bull and Gibbons. Mr Tracey
provides incisive performances on an
instrument which is a lovely modern
copy of a Ruckers original. The instrument is a double virginal, which has a
rich hollow tone, and to add contrasting
tone colour, has a smaller instrument
sitting on top of it, in the manner of a
space shuttle. The virginal has apanicu.lady rich upper register: (AP 6.42074)
[A:1/2]. The clavichord album (AP
6.42073) includes music by the other
Bachs, played on an interesting late 18th
century instrument by Rolf Junghanns.
The soft intimate tone of the clavichord
is perfectly suited to such light works as

J. C. Bach's Sonatina in a, but the
volume control should be kept lower
than usual on playback, since the instrument is characterised by its tiny sound. A
useful record: [ B:1/2]. The record of
cello music ( AP 6.42653) features performances by Anner Bylsma in aspirited
performance of Boccherini's delightful G
major cello concerto, played on an
Italian instrument of 1835 with a light
and slightly nasal sound. The instrument
is perfectly suited to the music, but it is
difficult to raise much enthusiasm for the
other offerings on the record, apart from
Boccherini's unusual sonata for solo
cello with double bass accompaniment.
The other cellos used on the recording
are aGoffriller of 1699 and aGuadagnini
of 1749: [
A:1/2]. The album of music
for oboe, cor anglais and oboe d'amore
contains concertos by Handel, Vivaldi
and Bach, played by Jurg Schaeftlein
and Concentus Musicus, Vienna directed by Harnoncourt ( AP 6.42110).
While the Denner two- keyed oboe has
lovely warm tone, the technical problems in using this instrument are often
audible, and the Vivaldi concerto is
marred by some rather scrappy string
playing in the outer movements. Bach's
concerto for oboe d'amore better
known as the harpsichord concerto
BVVV 1055) fares better, and the sound
of the German Oberlander oboe d'amore
is compelling. The record includes an
odd adagio by Mozart for cor anglais,
evidently given a peculiarly mannered
performance, and marred by an eccentric
instrumental balance which renders the
accompaniment more audible than the
solo part. Side 2, incidentally, lasts a
mere 18 minutes: [
C:2/3]. Dreary indeed is much of the music included on
the album of recorder music ( AP
6.42050) played by Frans Brüggen. I
first came upon these meadering pieces
for solo recorder by van Eyck several
years ago when Ireviewed the original
recordings, but time seems not to have
improved them. However, the lovely soft
tone of the Haka recorder is striking, as is
the tone quality of the van Herrrde alto
recorder which is used in one of the
more interesting works on the record,
Pepusch's Sonata 4 in F. The mastery of
Frans Brüggen permeates the record, but
it is apity that more approachable music
could not be found to demonstrate these
instruments: [
A:1]. Instruments from the
Fritz Neumeyer collection of historical
keyboard instruments are featured on
two boxed sets which include recordings by Bradford Tracey and Rolf
Junghanns. The boxes come complete
with two booklets about the music and
the
instruments
which,
although
thorough, take a little sorting out. The
Neumeyer collection comprises a large
number of instruments and it is odd that
so few of them are heard on these
records. Volume 1 ( EK 6.34588) includes baroque German music with an
attractive suite by Fux; two sides of
rather close-miked
Farnaby which
strikes me as abit lumpy and ponderous;
and all eight Purcell suites played by
Bradford Tracey which have anice sense
of pace and seem far more assured. The
music is played on a variety of harpsichords, and a fine positive organ built
around 1730: [
B/C:2/3]. Volume 2 ( EK
6.35521) concentrates on German
music of the early 18th century, two of
the three records being devoted to music
of Bach. Five harpsichords are used for
the recordings, including a noisy unspecified instrument upon which Bach's
French Suite in G sounds most unhappy.
[6:2]
C.E.
Areissue of Kleinorgel is someth ing of
a surprise, since a demonstration of ten
small, one- manual organs by Albert de
Klerk, using early music, seems a rather
specialised enterprise (Telefunken AP
6.41036). Elegantly played and excellently recorded, some bands place the
instrument in use slightly to the left. Had
some been on the right, it could have been
intentional. Pity that the original informative insert is omitted! [
13:1]
T.A.
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ROCK

Fred DeIlar

W

sabbatical in the warmth and comfort of the swing- era. But all is well,
for though Jackson has set himself
the unenviable task of matching
Louis Jordan's joyous vocals on
revamps of such early R & B
classics as Is You Is Or Is You Ain't
My Baby? and Five Guys Named
Moe, he emerges from the ordeal
with no little honour, mainly
because he obviously loves and understands the music with which he
is dealing and is not merely content
to employ it as this year's gimmick.
At other points on the record, the
vibes- playing Jackson and his
exuberant little sextr tmove brightly
through such memories of hi- di- ho,
baggy suits and flashy ties as Cab
Calloway's Jumpin' Jive, touching
on Eskine Hawkins' Tuxedo Junction and even the bop era Jumpin'
With Symphony Sid in a manner
guaranteed to bring smiles to those
who remember 78 rpm discs and
sharpening fibre needles. And

AHI—a name on which to
hang an exclamation mark.
And rightfully so, based on the
evidence offered by Nah Poo, The
Art Of Bluff (Eternal CLASSIC
1), the band's début album.
Though accompanied by the kind
of insert sheet likely to make any
avowed pseud- hunter head for his
musket—what do you make of
'That vision in the nameless shade
of blue light. Was he/she crying for
the rustling throwaway line in the
letter of those hands? WAH! The
coarse man, the lions of nonapocalyptic tongue' etc, etc?—the
on- vinyl content is rock, real rock,
imaginative rock, with keyboards
and synths which head down every
road except the well-worn and
drums and bass that invite you to
dance even though you know
you're meant to listen. Pete Wylie's
vocals, though upfront, remain indistinct, leaving the listener grasping for words and meanings that
never reach the inner ear—though
this matters not, Wylie's role being
that of acentral pivot around which
everything musically spins. And
spin things do, right from the opening Wind- Up, where tom-toms underpin Wylie's Wah-whine, swirling synths, jangle guitar, filtered
organ and cavernous bass, the
whole mass hurtling along like
some rapids- ridden river upon
which floats a raft inhabited by a
manic Steinway owner frantically
searching for the lost chord—or so
it would seem. Elsewhere the band
are, and the listener can be, similarly inventive—and so it goes right
through to the closing Death Of
Wah, which moves towards the
run-off amid more tom-toms, a
Supertramp-styled keyboard figure
(really!) and some parting Gothic
wails from Wylie, who adds a few
lines clutched from Fred Neil's
Everybody's Talking. Understandably, there are moments when Wahl
fail to maintain the pressure and the
concentration
moves
on
to
thoughts of other things. But ' Nah
Poo' is generally a jump ahead of
most and worthy of your immediate
attention. [
A*:1]
Neither so compulsive nor even
of the same decade is Joe
Jackson's Jumpin' Jive (
A & M
AM LH 68530), which finds the
one-time Costello convert taking a
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

for very little. They parade words,
often in skilled fashion, that seek to
shock too violently and too often.
And with very little of real musical
value happening to the rear—afew
left- over punk sounds here, amove
to synth modernity there—Crass
merely shape up as a graffitiinspiring, record- selling phenomenon rather than a band that
offers much of consequence. Only
one track, the mickey-taking Our
Wedding, an overblown chunk of
pure Barbara Cartland that Crass
once conned Loving magazine into
issuing as aflexi-disc, provides any
feeling of humour, suggesting that
somewhere within the band there
beats a human heart. Maybe next
trip to Oz, they should have aword
with the Tinman. [
8:3]
Something a little more heated
next, in Nonstop (Polydor POLS
1029), James Brown's latest danceathon. Though filled with the
usual array of 'got to get up to get

with the trainman in best Apollodelighting form. Add a bonus in
some of the late Minnie Riperton's
unbelievable stratospheric work on
You're My Only Love and you have
a release Ilike. Quite a lot, in fact.
[A:1]
Surprisingly. Angelic Upstarts'
2,000,000 Voices (
Zonophone
ZONO 104) has also been thesubject of several replays. For the band
have at last shaken off that subSham image and emerged with
some powerful street anthems that
make
a mockery
ofCrass'
approach, singer Mensi punctuating his dole- age chants with
Heath's Lament, a powerful and
moving sample of Geordie picketline prose; England, an obviously
sincere if sometimes jingoistic,
acoustic tribute to the land of his
birth: and / Understand, an effective
Newcastle
Brown- flavoured
reggae that deals with the case of
an imprisoned Rastaman. There are
times when IVIensi renders opinions
that could easily be seized upon by
'a the extreme right and others when
— vermilion- hued lefties might have
down' licks and providing Brown cause to rub their hands in glee. But
with yet another opportunity to trot as hilensi explains in his final /
out his own well-worn set of Wish, he doesn't follow any leaders
clichés, including a revival of the but choses instead to think for himEx- miners are no fools.
Popcorn, it's still asuperior super- self.
[A:1/2]
funk offering, full of fire and kick,

though the album ultimately means
nothing and will probably be forgot
more quickly than last year's Mod
revival, it's as good of its sort as
we're every likely to get from any
80s ofay tackling a slice of black
music history: [
A:2]. Whatever the
Duran Duran: Duran Duran
chances of success for Jackson's
(EMI EMC 3372). Half the time,
album, when the dust clears, there's
this Brum-based outfit sound like
little doubt that Crass' Penis Envy
(Crass—no number) will emerge as The Monkees: The Best Of The Can on abad day or Ultravox on an
one of this year's best- sellers— Monkees (M FP 50499). Merely a average one. Yet there are times
though its exclusion from the likes reissue of MFP's ' The Monkees' when they forget they've got the
of Woolworths and W. H. Smith compilation but welcome never- muzak in them and emerge with
means that it's unlikely to make theless. The tracks includes Last genurne pop wonders like Friends
much of àn appearance in the Train To Clarksville, Listen To The Of Mine, a ditty which sports a
national charts. Tackled from any Band, I'm A Believer etc, all proof chorus of Mac- Len appeal. Perhaps
A:21
angle ' Envy' is a disturbing record, that jerry-built pop can succeed if we should stay tuned. [
Janis Ian: Restless Eyes (
CBS
obscenity- swamped and filled with the wind's in the right direction.
85040). More light- weight than
attacks on family life, religion and
[13:1]
Bobby Charles: Bobby Charles many previous Ian offerings, the
anything that makes for order and
(Bearsville IRSP 26). Another re- country- tinged Eyes serves to
stability. Strangely enough, though
remind us that the one-time child
it will find its biggest audiences issue and a fine one. The Band
among those you will most readily (sans Robbie Robertson), Dr John, prodigy remains one of the most
shy away from on your next trip to Jim Colgrave, Geoff Muldaur, John consistent singer- songwriters still
the city shopping precinct. ' Envy' Simon and Amos Garrett are among toting an acoustic guitar around.
could easily stem from some late those who add their skills to those Can you deny a home to anyone
Louisiana's
most
laid-back stringing together phrases like: ' that
'60s hippy commune, with its of
overflow of meaningful prose, singer- songwriter. Melon-chompin' Russian icon twines like apython'?
Wei:, neither can I! [ A:1/2 .
1
A:1]
clearly enunciated by Joy De Vivre good. [
The Kings: The .Kings Are Here
Elvis Presley: This Is Elvis
and Eve Libertine, who sound like
two well brought- up young ladies (RCA LP 5029). Material from (Elektra K52250). First UK release
Elvis' recently released bio-pic— from a Canadian power- pop fourslumming in best street- style until
boredom eventually takes them interviews, early radio shots, some some who perform sometimes
some other place. The real problem unreleased studio cuts and even a wonderful schlock about girls
with Crass is that while some of the snippet from El's army swearing- in named Donna and boys named
group aims are admirable ( every ceremony. Not at all abad souvenir, Eddie. The album's opener, This
cause in the history of the world— though the recording quality pre- Beat Goes On, is in the tradition of
even Nazism—has had its points), dictably varies from track to track. classic singles fodder but, on Side
2, things fade a little. [
A:2]
[A/B/C/D:2]
they are mainly against things and
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Everybody's talking about these
two new Celestion speakers.
The Ditton 100 and Ditton 110,
completing the already successful
'Supernaturals' range.
Celestion have always been
famous for speakers with high
definition, smooth extended response,
and low distortion. That Celestion
attention to quality extended to our
first four 'Supernaturals' launched at
Harrogate last year. Since then they've
won international critical acdaim.
Now the two new additions to
the range are already winning the
same sort of accolades in the U.S.A.
Ditton 100
A true mini-speaker, just 13"
high. Driver configuration is a61
/"
2
acoustic suspension woofer crossing
over at 2300 kHz to Celestion's
ULTRA* tweeter, that combines high
efficiency with good power handling.
In tests by The Complete
Buyers Guide to Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment" (USA), the Ditto n100 was the
clear winner in overall sound quality
when compared to aspeaker well
over twice its pricer

Ditton 110
An alternative model, but the
basic promise is the same. Celestion
laser technology has brought the
price of superior parts and manufacturing techniques within the reach of
the low-priced buyer.
With improved specifications,
increased power handling, and cornpatability with awide range of
amplifiers, the Supernatural range of
six models offers quite exceptional
value for money at prices between
£70 and £240 apair.
Make sure you find out more —
see your local dealer.

Ahead
by design

ot
()Sep
Celestion complete the
Supernaturals range

'ULTRA accurate laser topographie response analysis.

Celestion
speakers
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Pola Celestion Ltd., Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. Telephone: 0473 73131.

folk
Paul Oliver

A

S PROMISED last month, Iwill
discuss this time the other
cassettes in the 'African Folktracks'
series issued from the Hugh Tracey
collection. AFR-45-803 and AFR45-808 are both devoted to drum
music, and Drums I(
803) gives a
good introduction to the subject.
Many listeners find African drumming initially exciting but, finding it
difficult to ' know what to listen to',
become bored. The collection here
helps in understanding both the
variety and the role of African
drumming. It includes an example
of the Royal Drums of Rwanda, the
famous Tutsi ensemble, but personally Ifind this less interesting
than what a small group of three
drummers from Tanzania can do.
Man yaga is a syncopated, tonally
rich performance which reveals, as
effectively as Indian tabla, the
range produced by differing pressures and methods of striking. One
aspect of African drums that many
people know of but have seldom
heard is talking' through drumming. A message expressed in tone
sequences is to be heard from S.
Zaire, from which drum signals are
also recorded. From N. Zaire come
Congo Bereft, an exhilarating Ebi
dance to slit drums and bells, and a

complex wedding dance to nine are some Luo songs from Kisumu,
Nyon
anyona
("Walk
drums, Nadu, recorded at Paulis in Kenya.
proudly') has aswinging lilt and a
1952. fB:1/21
Drums II (
808) opens with strong Caribbean influence in its
another Ebi dance with rolled rhythms of guitars and rattle. It is a
rhythmic phrases, and axe blades song to the beautiful girls of Yala. It
and hoes pressed into service as may be compared with Pino
musical metallophones. This cas- ochama ("Was without hope'), a
sette has some very fine items, with town dance of the pre- High Life
splendid Royal drumming from days in Kenya, but with an urban
Uganda of happier days, called character. Though there is one
Ensiriba Ya Munange Katego ('The lament from Zaire, this is very lis A/H:1]
charm of my friend Kategol"). A tenable, easy music. [
807) is in similar
Luba dance, Ngoma, played by four " Guitars II (
drums, on each of which there are vein, with examples from Luo and
singers
and
musicians.
mirliton, wooden clappers and bell Luba
surprising
is
the
rattle, suggests the washboard kit Somewhat
of skiffle days, while the employ- Ndebele game song by George
ment of miscellaneous hardware is Sibanda, lyrically played, while
thunderous on Zote, a GiTonga other songs in Bemba and Xhosa
dance from Mozambique on which indicate the widespread adoption
improvisation extended to a wine of the guitar. One cannot fail to be
barrel drum, sheet iron metal- impressed by the quality of the
lophones and violent dancing. playing, and the excellent tonal
quality which goes so well with the
[B/H:1 / 2]
If 11- hours of drumming isn't to high African voices. J. P. Odera's
your taste ( and it isn't what Iwant love song, sung in Swahili, is reto hear every day, either,) try miniscent of a Mississippi John
Guitars I (
AFR-45-806). I rec- Hurt approach to guitar and lisently heard Tracey described as a teners are bound to be reminded of
'traditionalist
uninterested
in other similar associations. The
popular music.' Nothing could be guitars are European type; only
played
by
Bom
further from the truth, as these very Nahawandi,
beautiful recordings of guitars, Ambaraon at Dar -Es-Salaam, is on
which are not indigenous to south- the udi, or Arabian guitar. An outA:1*]
ern Africa, indicate. Several Luba standing cassette. [
Finally, a couple of tapes from
topical songs by Ngoi Nono and his
friends from Katanga, all totally the literally hundreds of recordings
self-taught, are delightful. So too made by Hugh Tracey which are

cassettes

now held by Folktracks. The Lion
on the Path (
AFR-60-809) is a
collection of cante fables, or songstories, which combine song and
chant with the telling of storiessuch as Muno Waikama Maperi
("The man who milked a Hyena'and eventually turned into one)
from Zimbabwe. There are typical
tales of the small against the
mighty, like the Malawi tale of
Kalulu Na Njobvu-'The Rabbit and
the Elephant.' Following the recordings, Hugh Tracey tells the
tales in English. This makes a nice
complement to Tracey's book. ' The
Lion on the Path.' published by
Routledge in 1967: [
A:2]. African
Children's
Singing
Games
(FSC-60-821), recorded in Kenya
among Kikuyu. Luo and Swahili
children, has both the appeal and
the limitations of all children's
song- games. Almost invariably of
the call- and- response type, unaccompanied except with clapping,
and in shrill voices with occasional
ululating, they are perhaps too
specialised for general listening.
But they do indicate the vast range
of material collected by Tracey.
[A:2]
Details of other Tracey material
can be obtained from Folktracks,
Fircliff House, Fircliff Park, Portishead BS20 9HCI. 45- minute cassettes are £ 3.45 each (£ 3.60 for the
two 60- minute ones). Add 6% for
postage.

D: 1980. R: Close and impressive. P:
Forceful and lively. [
A*1]
BRAHMS: Symphony 1-NPO I
Paita-Lodia digital LOC779
D: 1981. R: Gutsy but slightly coarse. P:
reviewed by Peter Gammond
Bold [
A/B:1]
BRAHMS:
Piano
Concerto 1Althoug hth is section uses the same tec hnical rating system as ou r
disc record sections,
Bishop
Kovacevich I Davis-Philips
readers should be aware that mass production usually degrades cassette sound quality
7300 871
compared to discs. KEY: P- Performance; R-Recording; D-Original date.
D: June ' 81. R: Thin strings, bass heavy.
P: Thoughtful & lyrical. [
13:1]
A TRIBUTE
TO THE
ROYAL
BOXED SETS
CANTE LOU BE ( tr. Feldman) Songs
BALLET. Music by Purcell, Boyce,
of the Auvergne-selected O Folk
BERLIOZ Requiem- Tear I LPO Auber, Berners, Bliss, Adam, Messager,
songs-Susan Reed I instrumental
Lanchbery, etc (
arr.)-Royal Opera
Choir I LPO I Previn-HMV TCCgroup-CBS
40-61359
House
Orchestra
I
Irving
I
Lanchbery
I
SLS5209 (
double- cassette) ( Cr0 2)
D: 1981. R: Nice balance, close sound.
Fa
yet
I
Mackerras-HMV
'
GreenD: Aug ' 81. R: Impressive amount of
P: Fresh [
A/B:1]
2 cassettes)
sound and widespread but detail slightly sleeve' TC-ESDW713 (
CHOPIN: Piano Sonata 20 Prelude,
obscured by overall resonance. P: D: 1956-77. R: Generally satisfactory of
etc-Pogorelich-DG 3301 346
Positive, controlled but lacks mystery. its date. P: An enjoyable collection of
D: July"81. R. Full-blooded. P: Forceful,
pleasant music in generally lively perfor[A:1]
impressive, wilful. [
A:1]
A/C:1]
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1 O mances. [
CHOPIN:
4 Ballads 0 Variations 0
Piano Concerto 2'- Pollini I VPO I
etc-Milne-CRD CRDC4060
SINGLE CASSETTES
Bohm I *Abbado- DG 3370 039 (
2
D: July'81. R: Clear tone. P: Intelligently
cassettes)
eloquent. [
A:1*/1]
D: 1980 / ' 1977(81). R: Clear piano, J. S.BACH: Double Violin Concerto
COPIAN D: An Outdoor Overture D
orchestra slightly compressed. P: Highly In d / BRUCH: Violin Concerto in
2 Pieces for Strings D
expressive;
cooly
controlled. g*-0. Oistrakh I ' I. Oistrakh I RPO I Our Town
Quiet
City-LSO/Copland-CBS
'D
Oistrakh
I
Goossens-DG
[A/B:1*/1]
'Classics' 40-61728
BRAHMS: Piano Trios in B, C, A & 'Privilege' 3335 176 •
D: 1969. R: Generally satisfactory. P:
c-Beaux Arts Trio-Philips 7650 007 D: 1961/2. R: Clear, balanced sound. P:
Authentic, exuberant. (
A/B:1]
Understanding partnerships in both.
(2 cassettes)
DEBUSSY:
Préludes,
Vol.
2D: 1968/81. R: Clear, natural but thin- (A:1]
Arrau- Philips 7300 832
nish sound. P: Sensitive but unfussy. BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio, Op. 97
D: June ' 81. R: Widespread soft tone. P:
'Archduke'-Beaux Arts Trio-Philips
[A/B:1]
Contrived magic. (
A/B:1*/1]
DINU LIPATTI: LAST RECITAL. 7300 895
DONIZETTI: ' Lucia
di
Music by Bach, Mozart, Schubert & D: May ' 81. R: Satisfactory. P: AffectLammermoor'-excerptsCaballé
I
A:1]
Chopin- Lipatti- HMV
'
Treasury' ionate and experienced. [
Carreras
I
NPO
I
Cobos-Philips
BEETHOVEN:
Piano
Sonatas
'
PatTC-RLS761
(
double- cassette)
'Festivo' 7310 155
D: 1950 ( Besançon Festival). R: Hard hétique', ' Moonlight' & 'AppasD: 1977. R: Clear. P: Variable: a good
but surprisingly good sound. P: Strong- sionata'-i9rende/-Philips 7300 899
sample of the opera. (
A:2)
fingered, deeply sincere and searching. D: 1971/2/5. R: Low level, some tape
FAURÉ: La Bonne Chanson O Trio
noise. P: Sympathetic insight. [
B1]
[13:1*]
in d-Walker I Nash Ensemble-CRD
THE ART OF DAVID MUNROW. BEETHOVE N: Piano Sonatas ' PatCRDC4089
Solo, consort & sacred music-Soloists hétique & ' Moonlight'-Gilels-DG
D: Apr ' 81. R: Spaciously pleasant. P:
IBoys of St. Alban's Cathedral IASM I Digital Crf.) 3302 008
Delicate and effective. [
A:1]
D:
1981.
R:
Clear
&
spacious.
P:
ResEarly Music Consort IMunrow-HMV
FRANCK:
Violin
Sonata /
trained skill. [
A*:1 /1 ]
TC-SLS5136 (
3 cassettes)
SZYMANOWSKI:
MythsD: 1971/76 ( 81). R: Generally excellent. BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 1, 24
Danczowska
Zimerman-DG 3301
P:
An
inspired
leader & soloist & 28-Lifi-ASV ZC ACM2028
330
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 13, 17
[10t/Aillic/1]
D: 1981. R: Echoing: violin clear, piano
DAVID
0I
STRAKH:
IN & 19-Lill-ASV ZC ACM2029
mushy. P: Convincing. [
A/B:1]
MEMORIAM. Violin concertos by D: 1977. R: Clear, empty room sound. P:
GRANADOS:
Piano Music-RajnaMasterfully
lyrical.
[
A:1]
Brahms,
Mozart &
TchaikovskyCRD CRDC4036
Guitar
Quin
Oistrakh / Dresden / Konwitshcny-DG BOCCHERINI:
D: 1978. R: Spacious. P: Crisp and
G449/450 /
GUASTAVI NO:
'Privilege' e 3372 097 (
2 cassettes)
lively.[A:1]
D: 1954. R: Thin mono sound but ideally Jeromita Linares- Williams / London
HAYDN: Symphonies 46& 47- ECO
Quartet-CBS Digital Cr0 2 41-36671
clear. P: Lively insight. (
B/C:1*/1)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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IBarenboim-DG 3301 324
D: 1981. R: Good rounded sound. P:
Intimate and enjoyable. [
A:1]
HOLST: The Planets- Boston SO I
Ozawa-Philips 7300 856
D: June'81. R: Good quality. P: Variable.
[A:1/3]
LISZT: ' Dante' Sonata O '
Rigoletto'
Paraphrase-Barenboim-DG
3301
271
D: 1981. R: Clear piano tone. P: Well
balanced, imaginative. [
A:1]
LISZT:
Late
Piano
WorksBrendel- Philips 7300 863
D: May ' 81. R: Realistic, wide sound. P:
Brilliant. [
A*:1*]
MOZART: Piano Concertos K466 &
K488-Bishop Kovacevich I DavisPhilips 7300 703
D: 1978. R: Warm but lacking detail. P:
Affectionate & lyrical. [A/B:1]
MOZART: Clarinet Quintet El Oboe
Quartet O Horn Quintet-ASMChamber Ensemble-Philips 7300 848
D: June '81. R: Pleasant. P: Neat and
lightweight. [ A:1]
REICH: Six Pianos El Music for
Mallet Instruments, Voices and
Organ-Reich &
Musicians- DG
'Privilege 3335 463
D: 1974. R: Good. P: Exuberant performances of percussive music. [
A:1]
RAVEL: Sheherazade D Mélodies
Hebraiques
D
Chansons
Madecasses-Von Stade ISoloists I
Boston SO I Ozawa-CBS Digital
Cr0 2 41-36665
D: July ' 81. R: Taped broadcast well
caught; good voice. P: Expressive.
[A:1*/1]
D. SCARLATTI: 13 Harpsichord
Sonatas-Pinnock-CRD CRDC4068
D. April ' 81. R: Harpsichord well caught.
P: Scholarly entertainment. [
A:1]
SCHUMANN: Davidsbündlertânze
o Humoreske-Artymiw-Chandos
ABT1029
D: 1981. R: Realistic. P: Sensitive and
thoughtful. [
A:1]
SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto
1 o 'Cello Concerto 1-0istrakh I
NPO I M. Shostakovich I Tortelier I
Bournemouth SO I Berglund-HMV
TC-ASD4046
D: 1973. R: Of satisfactory standard. P:
Both of good quality. [
A:1]
to p. 95
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E MOST extraordinary record
to grace my turntable for some
time is undoubtedly Live In East
Germany by Vyacheslav Ganelin,
Vladimir Tarasov and Vladimir
Chekasin. It would be easy to
imagine that there's little jazz going
on behind the curtain, and that
what goes on there is likely to be at
least forty years out of date. The
reverse is true. Earlier this year I
toured East Germany playing to
large audiences which were more
than appreciative, and surprisingly
knowledgeable about the most
modern aspects of the scene. It's
not easy for them. Some of the East
German musicians I played with
told me about shortages of reeds,
for example, and how they have to
pay £25 on the black market for a
record which would keep them in
touch with developments in the
music on the other side of the
border. In spite of the difficulties,
the standard of musicianship is
high and the creative drive is exciting. What is more significant in this
album is that the participants come
from a little further to the East—
from the Soviet Union. The way
jazz has moved on since the
Coltrane era has meant that the
new music has spread throughout
the world. The freedom in the music
means that musicians are not restricted to the established rules—
until recently firmly established in
America. The new music is no
longer the province of American
musicians. People talk about European jazz, but that may be misleading. It's wider than that. And within
the European school, there are
many different schools of free jazz.
What we're talking about is amusic
whose end product owes its
existence to the entire history of
jazz and also various folk and
classical musics. Immediately you
put on this record, you can recognise it as free jazz/new wave
jazz or whatever label you want to
put on it. But after that, you'd be
hard pushed to identify the influences. The trio—Ganelin, piano,
Transov, drums, Chekasin, reeds—
work off aseries of structures scattered throughout this long continuous performance they play an
astonishing number of instruments
between them, and at times you
can be convinced you're listening
to aquintet. They've been together
for about ten years, and it shows in
the tightness of their looseness... the way they each anticipate the others' next moves. The
range of moods and musician areas
they cover in this record is impressive, and there's no way they can be
tied down to stylistic labels in their
individual performances. This is
something I found among East
German musicians too, and perhaps it's because so many of them
have had to become involved in
playing in a wide selection of different musical contexts. Chekasin
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

and Tarasov, in particular, play with
the kind of drive and energy associated with the best players in
this idiom, and there's also astreak
of humour going through their performance. It would be a shame if
this record were to be seen as a
novelty because of the Russian
connection, for it has a lot more to
offer than that. Do yourself afavour
and put it on the top of your list of
album musts. It's on Leo records
LR 102, and if you have any difficulty getting hold of it, their
address is 130 Twyford Road, West
Harrow, Middlesex. [
A/B:1]
If I'm pushed, Imight admit to
being slightly prejudiced towards
Pictures In A Frame by the Max
Roach quartet. Roach's playing in
the past few years has taken afew
turns and twists with nods and
winks at the newer- wave drummers. Many musicians might have
been content to rest on past
laurels—Roach was the new wave
drummer of the bebop era—but not
this man. His playing on this
album—Soul Note SN 1003—isn't
as surprisingly free as on the duet
albums with Anthony Braxton and
Archie Shepp, but there's a lot to
dig into just the same. He's always
been atasteful player—witness the
way he plays astraight four- to- thebar on a cymbal behind the bass
solo on the second number—but
the interesting thing is the development of his style. He's much more
inclined to break up the rhythm
than before, playing spaces and
silence as well as density. He's
always been described as amelodic
drummer, which really means that
he shapes what he does. Listen to
the opening solo track where he
takes a simple figure and builds a
piece round it. For me it's an album
for listening to the drummer. The
sidemen
are
pleasant enough
players, but are definitely outclassed. [
A:1/2/3]
If I can purge myself of the
drummer- fixation for this month it
must be after Lifelines, by the
Scandinavian bassist Arild Andersen ECM 1188 [
A*:2]. What attracts me to this album is the inclusion of Paul Motian in the lineup.
He's one of the handful of drummers who are saying anything new
and strong, but on this album it's
not so evident.
Like
Roach,

Motian's atasteful player. But he's facility. As tasteful jazz goes, this is
always been so in a much more a good record. Just because it
laid-back and delicate manner. tends to be laid back and delicate,
mean
it's
throwaway
Recently, however, he's broken doesn't
away from the mould he was in music, and the title track demonwith Bill Evans, and in his own strates how rhythm can be thrown
albums on ECM has displayed a about wildly without a lot of effort
remarkable style of dynamic play- seeming to be expended and withing which skates and skitters all out a lot of noise being generated.
around the rhythm, understating it Symbiosis on MPS 68.052 is
with a dramatic affect. Unfor- altogether meatier Bill Evans. For
tunately this album is strictly run of alongside the same bass and drums
the ECM territory, all tinkly, and there's an orchestra playing acompretty. What it lacks is the guts and position by Claus Ogerman. I'm not
tension which Motian's trio can normally fond of jazz band and
achieve without overblown high- orchestra combinations. But there
energy excursions. In this context, are exceptions, and this is one of
Motian's
subtleties
become them. Ogerman says that he
soporific frills rendered almost couldn't envisage this piece being
meaningless because there's little played by anyone other than Evans,
of meaning for them to attach and Ican see his point. The orthemselves to. Occasionally Motian chestrations are themselves deis able to take this music and shake licate and subtle in exactly the same
it by the scruff of the neck and drag way as Evans' playing is subtle.
it out of the cocktail bar. But it's not That is to say that there is asoftness
enough to turn this into a recom- and gentleness to the sound and
the
score
which
nevertheless
mended record.
Lady Sings The Blues has carries considerable musical tenbeen re-released again on Verve sions within it. The twelve-tone dePOL 340®:
[
C:1],
and
Billie vices, for example, are used to give
Holiday's singing should be already the music edge without aggression.
well known to all readers of this Altogether it's an intensely satisfycolumn. By the time these tracks ing album which will probably also
were recorded in the mid- fifties, her appeal to followers of the more
voice was sounding ravaged by one romantic twentieth century comA:1]
helluva troubled life. But the phras- posers. [
Fictions by Derek Bailey's
ing was there still, with all that laidback behind- the- beat unfolding of Company is a curious record,
the line. She could make the most mainly due to the juxtaposition of
banal lyrics seem important and words and music. The music is colpersonal. Iprefer her earlier periods, lective improvisations from the
but this album has some of the best guitarist himself, Lol Coxhill, Steve
known tunes associated
with Beresford and Misha Mengelberg.
Holiday—like Willow Weep For Although there are one or two dull
Me, Strange Fruit, God Bless The sections where the music isn't hapChild
and
Good
Morning pening as strongly as you might
prefer, it would certainly stand by
Heartache.
What's New with Bill Evans, itself. What gives the record an
piano, Jeremy Steig, flute, Eddie extra edge is that the performers—
indeed
a jazz
scene
Gomez, bass and Marty Morel', and
drums is a good clear album of administrator—read extracts from
reflective jazz on Verve POL 340: Bailey's book on improvisation at
[A:1/2]. Steig fits in well with the the same time. So what you hear is
Evans trio without sounding like an adeadpan po-faced dissertation on
outsider. He's been overlooked as a improvisation overdubbed on top
flautist, in favour of more flam- of the subject. The result is hilariboyant players. But what he's got ous, especially at the end of the
going for him is an ability to trans- album when the narration talks of
form the clinical sound qualities of the end of agroup's existence and
the instrument without resorting to the music peters out. You need an
mere gimmickry. There's a lot of enterprising outlook and a weird
variety in his playing, but at times it sense of humour to handle it.
leans a bit too far towards florid Check it out—on Incus 38.

CANCIONES ROMANTICAS. Songs
Sensitive and satisfying. [
A*:1]
VERDI:
Opera
Choruses— by Padilla, Lacalle, etc.—Carreras IECO
Ambrosien Opera Chorus I Convent IStapleton—Philips 7300 894
SIBELIUS: Symphony 1 El The Garden Chorus INew Philharmonie & D: 1981. R: Good quality. P: Heartily
A:1]
Bard—Helsinki RO I Kamu—DG Philharmonie I Muti—HMV TC- romantic. [
THE
HOROWITZ
CONCERTS
ASD3979
'Privilege' 3335 457
1979/80.
Music by Mendelssohn,
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2—Berlin PO I D: 1974/8 ( 81). R: Generally good. P:
Schumann
&
Rachmaninov—
Generally
exuberant.
[
A/B:1/2]
Kamu—DG '
Privilege' 3335 458
Horowitz—RCA RK13775
SIBELIUS: Symphony 3 ci En
D: June'81. R: Satisfactory. Pl Brilliantly
COLLECTIONS
Saga—Helsinki RO I Kamu—DG
wayward. [
A/B:1*/1]
'Privilege' 3335 459
A RUSSIAN FESTIVAL: Music by ARTUR RUBINSTEIN: Music by
D: 1970/3. Clear and reasonably good.
Albeniz,
Debussy,
Ravel & Schumann—
Glinka, Borodin, Mussorgsky, Prokofiev,
P: Worthily straightforward. [
13:2]
Dyke
Mills
Band— Rubinstein—RCA RK13850
TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred Sym- etc.—Black
D: June ' 81. R: 1961 & oldish sound. P:
phony—Concertgebouw I Haitink— Chandos BBT1011
D: 1981. R: Warm fat sound. Pl Good Very variable; not all the best.
Philips 7300 852
[C/D:1*/3]
brass playing. [
A/B:1]
D: June'81. R: Generally good. P: Finely
POPS ON THE MARCH: Music by SONGS MY MOTHER TAUGHT
shaped. [
A:1]
ME:
Songs by Balfe, Foster, Martini,
Elgar, Walton, Gershwin, Tchaikovsky,
TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet
etc.—Boston
Pops
Orchestra
I Dix, etc.—Robert White INPO IMace—
D
Francesca
da
Rimini—
RCA RK25345
Williams—Philips 7144 082
Concertgebouw I De Waart—Philips
D: 1981. R: Full-blooded sound. P: D: 1981. R: Good. P: Mellifluous render7300 830 Digital CrO 2
ings. [
A:1]
Good to tasteless. [
A:1/3]
D: 1981. R: Smoothly competent. P:
CASSETTES continued
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWJ Quad ESL- 63 loud
Manufacturer's Specification Full- range electrostatic doublet Impedance: 8
ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 1-5 ubar volt at 1m ( 86dBA for 2.83V rms).
Maximum input: 10V rms continuous, 40V peak programme for undistorted
output, 55V peak max. Maximum output: 2 N/m 2 at 2m on axis. Directivity
index: 5dB at 125 Hz, 6.4 dB at 500 Hz, 7.2dB at 2kHz, 10.6dB at 8kHz. Axis
band limits: - 6dB at 35 Hz ( second order) and above 20 kHz. Supply requirement: 200/240V or 100/120V 50-60Hz, 5VA. Dimensions: 925mm
high . 660 mm wide . 270 mm deep, including base. Weight: 18.7 kg. Price:
£1000 per pair, including VAT. Manufacturer: Quad Electroacoustics Ltd,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE187DB.

A) With the high
operating voltage. it is
essentialthatnadustbe
present. Vacuum
cleaning in progress.

EMERGENCE of the ESL- 63 must be the longest- anticipated
T
I surprise in hi-fi history, and certainly one of the most welcome. It
1- HE

follows some 18 years of development ( hence the ' 63'). Meanwhile the
'old', original electrostatic loudspeaker, continuous in production after
fully a quarter- century, is still a standard against which others may
be judged, notwithstanding its slight imperfections. This would be a
staggering achievement in any field, and particularly in the fast- changing
one of hi-fi. Quad's policy of making a real advance with each new
product, followed by very long production runs and service facilities
extending over decades, is in sharp and welcome contrast to the facile
trendiness with which so many makers offer this year's perfect product,
only to displace it next year with aminimally tarted-up version presented
as even more shatteringly ' perfect'.
Before getting down to the review proper, it may be useful to offer
some simple technical background, since the electrostatic principle often
gets short shrift in the textbooks. Odd, when one considers that the
reciprocal device, acapacitor microphone ( the scale is different!), is by
far the most important professional type, and for good reasons, most of
which are shared by the ESL.
Fig. 1represents avery simple ESL, though not apracticable one, as we
shall see. B is a very light membrane which carries a positive electric
charge, represented by + q, and is stretched between two plates A and C,
Both plates are perforated with holes to make them acoustically transparent. The plates are connected to a transformer by means of which a
potential difference can be produced between them. By connecting the
centre of the winding to earth, the mean potential of the plates is made
zero. When the charged membrane is inserted, it will attract electrons
(negative charges) to the sides of A and C that face it—these electrons
will come from earth through the transformer windings. Since charges of
opposite sign attract one another, B will be attracted equally to A and C,
and will not move. Now let asignal be applied through the transformer so
that A is made more positive and C more negative by an equal amount.
This is just another way of saying that electrons are transformed from A to
C, so that the attraction between A and B is reduced, while that between
B and C is increased by the same amount. This leaves anett force acting
on B to move it towards C, pushing air in front of it through C, and
likewise drawing air in through A. If the signal polarity is reversed, the
membrane will move the other way. Work has to be done in order to move
the air, and this must come from somewhere. Electrically, the rate of
doing work is given by the product of voltage and current, and in this
case the voltage at any instant is that supplied by the transformer output
winding, while the current is simply the electron flow between the plates
A and C. In asimple, perfect capacitor no work would be done, and the
current would be so° out of phase with the voltage accordingly, but here
the air motion introduces a loss, or acoustic resistance, to give an inphase, dissipative component.
In this very basic explanation we have used mainly the electrostatic
potentials, but in practice it proves more rewarding to consider the
current flow into such small increment of area that makes up the total,
and relate these to the air pressures that result at any given point in the
sound field. This may sound involved, but it isn't really, and it leads to the
result—rather surprisingly—that the acoustic performance of the loudspeaker can be totally described in terms of these currents. Those
interested in pursuing the argument further should consult the paper
'New Developments in Electrostatic Loudspeakers' by P. J. Walker,
J.A.E.S. 28, p.795 ( Nov. 1980).

8) The electrodes are manufactured from sheet plastic with
this ingenious jig to ensure
even tension.

gives aradiation pattern with asharp forward lobe and aset of annular
side lobes at various frequency- dependent angles. Only the narrow front
lobe will provide reasonable stereo imaging—not very much use! In the
original ESL this is improved by dividing the frequency range between
two outer panels, which shared the lower frequencies, and a narrower
central panel used for the high ones. The vertical dispersion is extended
somewhat by curving the panels about a horizontal axis. These measures
result in a difficult and rather labour-intensive construction, while the
listening area available for good stereo performance is still limited.
Next, we cannot simply have acharged membrane in isolation, because
there is always some leakage, and the theory of operation calls for a
constant charge. The membrane is therefore coated with a conducting
film of negligible mass and very high resistivity, fed from an internal EHT
generator which is connected between the membrane and the centre- tap
of the transformer winding. This keeps the membrane charged, with arate
of change slow compared with that of the lowest frequency to be
reproduced. The EHT is about 6kV in the early model, and 5.25 kV in the
ESL- 63.
Another problem is that a high voltage electrode makes a first-class
dust collector—the principle is used in the electrostatic precipitators that

The electrostatic principle has a number of advantages over conventional moving- coil drivers. The moving membrane can have a very
low mass, so that very little mechanical energy is stored in it and hence it
will exhibit little overhang. It can also be driven all over its surface,
avoiding break-up modes which are the curse of the moving- coil unit.
The large area couples effectively to the surrounding air, avoiding the
need for an enclosure and so eliminating possible colorations from
reflections within an enclosure as well as from resonances in the walls.
The system also has an inherently better distortion performance.
Naturally there are also some snags. To start with, alarge, flat radiator is
not much use at high frequencies ( which is why tweeters are small). The
reason is the destructive interference ( cancellation) between sound
waves from every pair of points on the surface for which the difference in
path length to the listener is an odd number of half- wavelengths. This
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;peaker

by Trevor Attevvell—Part 1
C) ( top left) Electronic
assembly completed,
expanded metal
screens are fitted to
protect dust cover to
and support cloth
'sleeve'.
D) (
top right) Production line testing is
thorough, ensuring
that every ESL- 63 is
within atight specification ( 11-d6). The
'doughnuts' in the
right foreground are
the inductors for the
delay lines.

E) The modular construction makes for
ease of assembly and
servicing. The photo
shows the final stage
before clipping- on
wooden top panel:
easing the cloth skew<
over the frame.

reduce particle emission from industrial chimneys. So adust cover must
be introduced—it must be agood seal, but it must also be acoustically
transparent without adding any rattles. A certain amount of damping is
also needed, because regenerative damping is not practicable.
In the ESL- 63 the worst of these problems—that of controlling the
radiation pattern in a predictable manner independent of frequency—is
solved in a highly ingenious way. The argument goes like this—an ideal
source ( S in fig. 2) would be a single point radiating isotropically, for
example, by pulsating in and out like atiny balloon alternately inflated
and deflated, giving spherically expanding soundwaves. So far, not very
practicable--even if asource of this kind could be made, asensible sound
output would require an impossibly high amplitude at the surface. But, if
we move away from the source, the total output power is spread over an
area that increases with the square to the distance, giving an expanding
spherical surface in which the air- particle displacement is correspondingly reducing. In fact, the neccessary displacement would be within
reasonable limits at a spherical membrane M placed 300 mm from the
source. If such a membrane could be constructed and made to move in
the same manner as the wavefront at that distance, then the actual source
could be removed without anyone being the wiser, provided that the
membrane was between them and the source. Such amembrane would
be astinker to devise, but suppose a plane one is placed with its centre
coincident with that of M, which is then removed. The radiated sound
has reached the centre, and will arrive at acircle of radius d, after atime
t,, radius d, after time t,, and so on. It will be seen from the diagram that
if the differences between successive delay times are equal, the radii of
the corresponding circles will get progressively closer as we move out. If
the membrane is now placed between two perforated plates on which are
conductors arranged in concentric circles, and the signal to be reproduced is fed directly to acentral circle, and also through successive steps
of adelay line to the outer ones in turn, then the membrane movement
will be that of aplane through which the soundfield is passing—exactly
what is wanted. As indicated above, the required far- field can be realised
specifically in terms of the currents flowing, including acorrection for the
limited size of apractical membrane. This is truly an elegant solution, and
its correctness is proved by the fact that it works just as predicted.
Turning now to the construction and circuitry, there can be but few
who do not yet know what the ESL- 63 looks like—a brown cloth
covered rectangular section 820 mm high x620 mm wide x145 mm deep
in the middle, tapering symmetrically down to 82 mm deep at the edges,
giving a rounded front and back, sandwiched between two similarly
shaped boards of real wood top and bottom, and standing on a hollow
plastic plinth which extends behind the main frame. On the top of the rear
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part of the plinth are the mains input socket ( Euro type, plug supplied),
mains on/off switch and LED indicator, a fuse and spring- grip input
terminals. The main body contains avery open, plastic rectangular grid
frame which carries the fixed plates and membrane. The former each
consist of four separate copper- coated and perforated boards of the type
used for printed circuits. The top and bottom ones are completely coated,
and the inner pair are divided into acentral circle, five concentric rings
and two outer symmetrical, but irregular, portions ( all in two halves) by
gaps etched out of the copper. The plates are about 5mm apart, with the
high- resistivity coated membrane supported midway between them. A
sheet of aspecial cloth is inserted for damping purposes. A plastic dust
cover, about 2pm thick, surrounds the 'sandwich', and the cloth cover is
supported on an expanded- metal frame. Inside the plinth are anumber of
integral ribs and pillars which support asurprising amount of electronics.
Impedance transformation between the input and the transducer is by
two large, interconnected transformers at opposite ends. A mains transformer supplies the EHT with the aid of a Cockcroft- Walton multiplier,
and also gives alow voltage which is bridge- rectified to feed protection
circuits. The multiplier and protection circuits are on two small boards
near the middle of the plinth. Directly below the main body two more
boards hold the two six- stage lines that feed the sets of concentric rings
on the back and front respectively. A small, separate board has a neon
indicator, visible on removing alittle plastic bung on the top of the plinth,
whence it can be observed flashing while the loudspeaker is energised.
This is purely aservice aid, and there is no need to worry about how often
it flashes, or whether both speakers flash at the same rate ( they probably
won't). The rule is—if it sounds all right then it is all right!
The protection circuits are particularly ingenious. In a conventional
moving- coil loudspeaker any damage is normally due to overheating a
voice coil, and the thermal time- constant involved allows plenty of time
for arelay, driven by acircuit of greater or less sophistication according to
price or maker, to remove the drive. In an electrostatic unit the damage is
caused by an arc between the electrodes which burns a hole in the
membrane. The arc is initiated following ionisation of the air, which
occurs about three orders of magnitude faster than the operation of even
ahigh-speed relay. Quad get round the problem with their usual flair. The
first part of the protection is asoft- limiter that comes in when the input
exceeds some 40V peak, and does clever things at the input to the
transformers without placing undue strain on the amplifier. This softclipping gives progressively more audible distortion, encouraging the
operator to lower the wick. Should that person prove intransigent,
ionisation will eventually begin, and will be detected by a small aerial
built into the bottom of the electrode assembly. This signal is used to
'crowbar' the input for one or two tenths of a second, after which the
circuit takes another look, and shuts down again if necessary. Amplifiers
lacking short-circuit protection should not be used, therefore—most do
incorporate it, but check with the supplier if in doubt. While the
protection circuits are operating, power is being dissipated in resistors in
the speaker. These can cope with normal music inputs, ie, intermittent
overload, but continuous overloads must be avoided. Any steady-state
test signal should not exceed 10V RMS.
In the event that an attempt is made to operate the ESL- 63 with no
mains input, and hence with the ' RF sniffer' circuit disabled, the audio
input is made to crowbar itself at the safe level of about 8p/ RMS. This is
essential, since the user cannot hear anything, and will tend to push up
the gain to very high levels—we must all have carried out this illogical
sequence at one time or anotherl
The first part of the listening tests involving agood deal of experiment
with loudspeaker positioning. The ESL- 63 is a doublet ( hence the
acronym FRED, or full- range electrostatic doublet) which radiates
equally fore and aft, but not at all in the plane of the membrane. The basic
polar diagram is therefore 'figure of 8', except that Quad, after much
experiment, deliberately narrow it with increasing frequency, maintaining
the symmetry about the listening axis. The ESL should not, therefore, be
used with a wall close behind it. Quad point out that the optimum
position for any loudspeaker is i• of the way along the room diagonal,
but acknowledge that this is seldom practical, suggesting aminimum of
600 mm from the rear wall. The polar response is such that the lateral and
vertical room modes will not be excited if the loudspeaker is at right
angles to the side wall. However, angling towards the listener is
recommended, allowing a degree of excitation of the lateral mode. As
long as there is enough space at the rear, some angling increases the path
length of the rear radiation ( and usually the number of reflections) before
it eventually reaches the listener. In practice, the results from any doublet
will be both room and position dependent, and there is no substitute for
experiment to optimise performance. In my particular habitat the final
position for each speaker was about 11,- m from the end wall, with the
nearer edge 200 mm from the side wall, angled to face the listener seated
a little over 2m away.
Several owners have reported a little chestiness when used on the
floor, which was removed by raising the units about six inches or so.
Quad say that this may occur in small rooms over shortened listening
distances. My listening room is not small, but it does have a ' honky' floor
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See and hear the

Quad Electrostatic
ESL- 63
and selected valve equipment
at

Stinson's
36 High Street,
Rotingdean, Brighton, Sussex
Tel: ( 0273) 31082

Ambisonics is acomprehensive technology
for surround sound recording,broadcasting
and reproduction. Sponsored by the
National Research Development Corporation
and developed by international
collaboration between scientists,
mathematicians and engineers, Ambisonics
frees reproduced sound from the
restrictions of stereo. Equipment featuring
the Ambisonic symbol is designed in
accordance with this technology to give
greater realism and listening pleasure.
The UHJ symbol shows that programme
material conforms to optimal specifications
for playback as stereo, mono or with
Ambisonic decoding. Ambisonic surround
sound decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo, but the
highest fidelity of directional sound is
obtained from recordings and broadcasts
conforming to UHJ.

On demonstration and
available now at London
Sound. 01-868 9222
THE NEW QUAD ESL- 63
ELECTROSTATIC
LOUDSPEAKER

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
When it comes to HI-FI everyone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS ORTOFON •
GRADO AKG • DECCA MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY GRIFFIN KLH.

W. J. TAYLOR (music) LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B44 BOA.
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1:e 021-382 1312

For further information regarding
Ambisonics, together with details of record
and equipment manu.‘acturers, apply to the
NRDC AM BISONIC ADVISORY SERVICE
PO Box 98, High Wycombe, Bucks,
HP11 1PJ
Telephone: High Wycombe ( 0494) 445951

Nakamichi 1000 ZXL
computing cassette deck
and NR100 Dolby- Cadaptor by Angus McKenzie
Distributor Natural Sound Systems Ltd.,
10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx.
Price: £ 1350 inc. VAT.

O lication or another, several hundred cassette decks, but
VER THE LAST few years Ihave reviewed, in one pub-

never before have Ihad the pleasure to report on a model as
astonishing as this Nakamichi, which incorporates some of
the most fascinating facilities that Ihave yet come across on
any recorder. Not only is this Nakamichi's finest ever machine,
but it is easily the most expensive cassette deck that Ihave
yet come across, the typical retail price being around £ 250.
The deck is housed in a superbly finished rosewood cabinet, with all the controls on the front, but with the exception
of stereo headphone jack all the inputs and outputs are on
the rear panel. These include left, right and centre injection
in. mike input jacks, phone sockets for line input/output, and eight more phono sockets for interconnections with an
external noise- reduction system. For this review we interconnected the
deck with a Nakamichi NR 100 Dolby- C adaptor, which takes power
from the 1000ZXL. The mains lead is captive two- core, but an earth
terminal is provided just above its entry point on the back panel. Two
auxiliary sockets are labelled ' mechanism', to provide power to external
adaptors as well as interface with remote control units, and ' ramm',
providing interconnection with an external controller for remote programming and operation. A battery compartment, accepting two HP7
1.5 V cells, is provided to run the memory stores when the machine is

QUAD ESL63
of boards on joists with a small underfloor space, and Idid notice the
benefit of using blocks about 130 mm high under each speaker. Evidently
this is also a matter for individual trial.
Having used the ' old ESL for many years, and found nothing to beat it
for open transparency, particularly in the midband, Iwas not fully
prepared for the degree of improvement achieved by the ESL- 63, which
actually makes its progenitor sound coloured! With the best input
material one is first amazed and then delighted with the sheer realism of
the sound, which places you where the microphones are, with the
imperfections and size of the listening room as the only occasional
intrusion. The stereo imaging is far better than anything else Ihave ever
heard—the positional definition and image depth are astonishing. Unlike
its older brother the image remains stable over awide listening area, and
the lack of any vertical or horizontal interference patterning as one moves
one's head is unique and most refreshing. In agood source it is possible
to locate, for example, individual players in an orchestra, and even to
distinguish between two performers sharing the same deskl Compared
with the earlier model the bass extension is considerably increased, with
exceptional firmness, while atouch of chestiness in voices and a slight
exaggeration in the presence region have both vanished. Transients are
crisp, and the sheer detail in every sound is a revelation. Such superb
performance makes a real advance in an area in which progress is now
slow and expensive, and Ifind it hard to see how any multi- way movingcoil loudspeaker can be made to overtake the ESL- 63, except in sheer
output power. Indeed, a significant difficulty in carrying out listening
tests on the ESL has been that of concentrating on sound quality instead
of simply enjoying the music. What else does one want from a
loudspeaker?
Naturally areproducer of this quality shows up recording imperfections
very clearly. There before you are the cardboard cut-out victims of the
worst excesses of the multi- mike technique, the violins huddled in alittle
box on the left, the brass likewise somewhere else, and a singer
(apparently in adifferent building) sticking out in the middle. There, too,
are the pipe organs 150 feet wide with pipes arranged and diffused in a
way never dreamed of by the builder. Thank goodness some early ESLs
went to recording studios, where those who wish to hear what they are
really turning out can do so! Certainly record reviewing will never be the
same again, now that the really good stand out as clearly as the really
awful.
For those who want to hear sounds at realistic levels down to 20 Hz or
below, which means only those with access to original tape recordings of
pipe organs, or electronic sources, asub- woofer will be needed, as with
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disconnected from the mains.
On the front panel are vertically acting left and right faders for playback
levels ( these also affect headphone monitoring levels, more than ample
volume being available for all normal types), record line input levels for
left and right, and three mike input faders for left, centre and right inputs.
All these operated smoothly, and were of far better quality than those
sometimes fitted on domestic audio equipment. It was found very easy to
bring up left and right channels simultaneously, and no wobbly feeling
resulted. Record and playback metering is with two luminescent barany other loudspeaker that would generally be regarded as domestically
acceptable. Here the ESL- 63 with an Audio- Pro 132-50 ( or 40) make an
unbeatable combination—at apricel
So much for the quality—what about the volume? Significantly higher
than the older version, and plenty to satisfy not only the classical listener
but also alarge proportion of pop fans too. For the really heavy stuff it will
still be necessary to sea with the moving- cod, though, as it will if you
prefer an ' exciting' (
ie, unreal) sound.
This product is so important and so different in principle from the more
familiar loudspeakers that it demands an unusually long review. Space
limitations make it necessary to leave the measurements, which also call
for some discussion, and the conclusion until the next issue. Perhaps no
great psychic powers are required to guess the general nature of the final
summary, but Iwill give those who only started at this paragraph alittle
hint—the review loudspeakers are being bought to act as standards
against which other loudspeakers will be compared in future reviews. I
should be delighted to find one that betters the ESL- 63 in sound quality
and imaging, but Iwould suggest that if you're going to read a book
while waiting, you'd better make it athickish one'.
Next month: the measurements

Peter Walker with his ESE- 63

graph displays, each channel registering 58 discrete levels, the bottom
indication reading and the remainder from - 40dB to + 10dB,
referred to Dolby- level. Above - 10 dB there is approximately twice the
resolution that is available for levels below this point, so that very
accurate recording levels are indicated.
The meters can be set up so that the varying display is indicating peak
or VU readings, but at the same time it is possible to choose peak- hold
with peak, or peak reading with VU so that two displays at the same time
are shown for each channel. Tone- bursts of 8ms duration under- read by
only 2.5dB, while 64 ms bursts were registered very precisely in the
peak- reading positions. In the VU position the meters read as a normal
VU would, such that ( for example) a64 ms burst under- reads by 7.5 dB. I
cannot personally see any use for the VU position, although Isuppose it
might have been provided for those who consistently want to overrecord!
The cassette compartment is front- loading and positioned towards the
left of the machine, with a button provided for opening it. The cassette
slides in from the top with the tape coating downwards, and the door can
then be pushed shut. Below this compartment are all the deck control
functions, including pause, record, rewind, fast- forward, stop and play.
These buttons all operate in conjunction with a microprocessor, and
allow rapid transfer from play into either direction of wind and back again
very smoothly. If after pressing one of the wind buttons, pause is also
depressed, cueing takes place-which is most useful.
A row of rotary switc hes across the bottom of the mac hi
ne select time start
from record or play, memory stop/off/play, 400 Hz test- tone on/off, bias
set ( under, normal or over), 120 or 70 ps equalisation, filter switch
selecting subsonic only, off, MPX or MPX and subsonic, noise- reduction
(off, external or internal Dolby- B), metering and source/tape monitoring.
The front panel also contains many push- buttons to control microprocessor memories and functions of various types, to be described later.
Not only is the 1000ZXL athree- head deck, but an elaborate system is
incorporated for automatically aligning azimuth, record eq and bias, and
Dolby level sensitivity. Any particular group of settings, including Dolby
on/off and replay, can be inserted into one of four memories. A manual
button allows replay equalisation and Dolby on/off to be selected
independently. What is very remarkable indeed is that the machine can
actually bias and equalise virtually any tape at either 120 or 70 ps playback equalisation, yet there is no tape switch, the user just selecting the
replay equalisation curve required. This actually allows 70 ps to be used
for ferric, or even 120 ps for chrome if the user wants it. Once anew tape
type has been inserted, record and pause should first be selected, and
then play and run simultaneously, whereupon the machine starts adjusting the record head to the azimuth of the replay head via tape, and
then automatically sets up all the parameters, including the preselected
equalisation and Dolby on/off. Then, after adouble check, the tape is run
back to the starting point of the sequence and the user can thus see that
the deck is ready for recording.
If a tape type has already been programmed in one of the four
memories, then pressing the azimuth button instead of ' run' simply sets
the auto- azimuth, all other parameters being taken from the memory.
Automatic alignment is certainly not new, though, for it has been fitted to
the JVC KD-A8 and KDA-66B, as well as Hitachi models D3300 and
3550, in addition to other decks that Ihave not yet reviewed. What is
different about the 1000ZXL is that the alignment is far more accurate
than on any other automatic deck so far checked by us; indeed, almost all
parameters seemed to be accurate within 0.25dB or so, equalisation
taking place at both middle HF and upper HF separately, so that avery
smooth response curve can be obtained.
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the highest levels that Ihave yet been able to put onto cassette tapes have
been possible at virtually all frequencies, so that HF performance is in no
way compromised by the fact that the deck can also record incredible
levels at LF on the same bias position. Azimuth stability was quite
amazingly good, as were phase- jitter and mod- noise characteristics,
although the replay azimuth, as delivered, was quite badly out when
tested with my standard azimuth cassette, which has given accurate
estimates of hundreds of machines and which has been checked against
many others of different make. Icannot understand why Nakamichi's
own 15 kHz azimuth cassettes, on which this machine had been originally set up by the importers, seemed to be quite a long way off from
average.
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Wow and flutter were just not audible on normal program, and even
on tones their effects were only just perceptible, the actual figures
measured being regarded as excellent. Speed was very accurately set,
measuring only 0.25% fast, but apitch control is provided to vary playback speed over a range of approximately * 6.5%, which is just over a
semitone each way. The head height was also marginally out on delivery,
but using aNakamichi test- tape it was simple to correct for this, drid also
to make an appropriate adjustment to the record head. It is only fair to
comment that the height adjustment was only minutely out, and the
machine was well within its specification, but we were naturally keen to
see how it performed at its absolute best. A C90 spools in an average of
72s, which is very fast, yet this was accomplished very smoothly with no
sign of any trouble.
Imust now comment on the electronic measurements, although there
is little doubt that in all cases the deck was testing the tape, not the other
way round! Trying first Maxell's ferric XL1S, the 333 Hz and 10 Hz
maximum output and saturation measurements were noticeably better
than those noted by us on any other deck, including Nakamichi's
excellent 582. At 333 Hz a5% distortion MOL of 9dB above Dolby- level
is astonishing enough, but when at the same bias point the 10 kHz
saturation measures an average of - 0.9dB, the results are almost
incredible, for they are as good as many very good metal cassettes on a
number of high quality competitive decks. TDK SAX ( pseudo- chrome)
gave a333 Hz MOL of + 7.6 dB with a10 kHz saturation of - 2.7 dB, and
a rather old sample Maxell MX C90 metal reached an amazing 333 Hz
MOL on one track of + 11.4 dB, and only just under Dolby- level at 10 kHz
on the same track, the other track having a slightly worse 333 Hz MOL
and abetter 10 kHz saturation.
If we examine the response charts, including several not published here
because of space, it is evident that the plots are almost ruler straight from
around 30 Hz up to 20 kHz with Dolby out ( fig. 1), and suffer only minor
deviations with Dolby- B in use, or with Dolby- C ( using the external
Nakamichi NR 100 unit) on pseudo- chrome or metal tapes ( figs. 2 & 3).
TABLE 1
Tape types: Suitable for almost everything from the lowest coercivity ferrics to
the best Metals.

FREIMEREY IR Ilt

What is even more remarkable is that very poor tape types which might
be perhaps 6dB down at 10 kHz on anormal machine still come out flat,
and give LF and HF performances extremely well optimised to the tape's
best capability. The user can actually select one of three bias positions so
that the internal microprocessor can then adjust all the other parameters
for optimum LF or HF performances, or for the best overall compromise,
the bias switch then selecting ' under', ' normal' and ' over'.
The heads are of the very finest that we have encountered, the record
head being of fabricated crystalloy and the replay head of normal
crystalloy, and the latter's gap is approximately 0.6 pm, which is just about
the wavelength of yellow light! The record head is so well finished that
100

REFERENCE LEVEL:
DOLBY- LEVEL

MAXELL XL1S

TDK SA- X
L

MAXELL MX

R

333 Hz 5% Mol

No Dolby + 9-0 + 8.8 + 7.4 + 7.4 + 11.2 + 10.4
Dolby- C + 91 + 8.9 + 7.6 + 7.6 + 11-4 + 10.6

10 kHz Saturation

No Dolby - 0.8 - 1.0 - 2.6 - 2-8 - 0.7 + 0.4
Dolby- C + 20 + 1.7
0 - 0.1 + 2-0 + 3.1

Overall Noise
(CCIR/ARM)

No Dolby - 48.5 - 48-4 - 52.2 - 51.7 - 51-1 - 51.0
Dolby- B - 58.6 - 58.7 - 621 - 61-9 - 61-1 - 61.2
Dolby- C - 67.0 - 67.0 - 70-7 - 70-8 - 69.7 - 69.7
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The only significant deviation was when Dolby- C was used with ferric
cassettes ( fig. 4), where at the — 15dB level a gentle roll- off occurs
above 7kHz or so, down to about — 4dB at 20 kHz. We also took charts
with Dolby- C at Dolby- level itself, which would be ridiculous on any
normal deck but which show asurprisingly good output of only — 2dB
even at 10 kHz—and less than — 1dB with metal tape!
One might expect tape noise to be worse than average, because of the
extremely narrow gap of the replay head and the extended response, at
HF, but this was not really so, for the overall noise was perhaps only 1dB
inferior to that of other very good decks which nevertheless have greatly
inferior HF saturation performances. As will be seen from Table 1, DolbyB noise reduction gave an average improvement of just over 10 dB, whilst
Dolby- C gave an average of 18.5 dB. Replay noise levels all measured
extremely well, and hum presented no problems. Distortion in both the
record and replay electronics was minimal, the replay amplifier distortion
being below 0.1% total, even at 6dB above Dolby- level.
The mike inputs had quite agood sensitivity ( see Table 2), which was
sufficient for normal requirements and had the bonus of an exceptionally
good clipping margin, clipping not being reached until an input level in
excess of 2V was reached. The line inputs also had a good sensitivity,
with no clipping problem noted up to 10V input. Input noise measured at
the source monitoring point of the record amplifier was at the remarkably
low level of — 82 dB CCIR/ARM ( average), ref. Dolby- level, thus giving
an available dynamic range at this point considerably in excess of 90 dB.
This not only enables Dolby- C to achieve an excellent overall noise
reduction, but allows other NR systems ( which can actually give more
reduction but often with unpleasant side- effects) to achieve figures
which will be better than anyone could ever want.
A maximum output level from tape of just over 1V is available at Dolbylevel, so afully recorded metal cassette could potentially give perhaps 4V
output. In any case the electronics do not produce soft clipping until
5.3 V is reached, hard clipping coming in at 7V? The output impedance is
just over 22k ohm, so it can drive most types of professional recording
equipment directly and virtually all domestic equipment to other than
DIN interconnection standards, no 5- pin DIN socket being provided—
although an accessory DIN adaptor is available if one really must have it?
We checked the accuracy of the replay amplifier equalisation by
inducing currents into the replay head from a special probe we have
made, driven from an Ampex flux- loop drive box. Only amarginal HF lift
at 10 Hz was noted, so it must be assumed that the amazing responses
and HF saturation measurements are due to the superb heads, and to
their very accurate general alignment by the machine's own azimuthing
technology. It would seem that the Nakamichi recovers more extreme top
from atape than other decks, so it is hardly surprising that even the latest
BASF replay response cassettes did show aslight top lift on play-back. If
replay equalisation is correct, though, Ican hardly see how this slight
boost is caused by the Nakamichi itself. Our probe tests revealed
extremely accurate time- constants for both 120 and 70 ps.
And now we come to the crunch, for after learning about the amazing
figures measured in the laboratory, the reader must be wondering what it
sounds like. Well, it is the opinion of everyone at my laboratory that
recordings made on all types of tape sound better on the 1000ZXL than
TABLE TWO
Line i/p sensitivity for Dolby- level
Microphone i/p sensitivity for Dolby- level
Microphone i/p clipping
Max replay level for Dolby- level ( line o/P)
Max replay level ( 600 f) phones)
Max replay level ( 8f) phones)
Replay azimuth error (* phase at 3kHz)
Replay amp clipping ( ref Dolby- level)
Replay hum level ( L/R ref Dolby- level)
Wow and Flutter ( Peak weighted DIN)
Speed accuracy
Spooling time ( c-90)
RAMM selection points
RAMM play selection
Erasure ( 333 Hz)
Meters under- read
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70.8 mV
195pV
2.4V
105V
6.4V
3-45V
+78°
+14dB
-67/ < - 70 ( 50Hz)
< - 73/ < - 75 ( 100 Hz)
-70/-75 ( 150 Hz)
0.067%
+0.25%
72 secs
up to 15
up to 30 separate tracks
typically better than - 70dB
Peak: 8ms/2.5 dB
64 ms/O dB
VU 8ms/20 dB
64 ms/7.5 dB
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the same tapes on any other cassette machine. We have dubbed digital
material using Dolby- B and Dolby- C, and have come to the conclusion
that very frequently audible differences were surprisingly minor, only
extremely loud climaxes with very powerful transients sounding decidedly cleaner on the digital master. Whereas Dolby- B did not give quite
enough dynamic range for the widest range programs, Dolby- C did. No
drop- outs were noted on good quality cassettes, and image stability was
excellent. We found that even when using poor quality cassettes the
sound was often passable, although clearly inferior to that from good
ones.
Whilst metal cassettes gave an astonishing quality of reproduction
with Dolby- C, which was virtually as good as on any domestic recorder
with Dolby- B at 19 cm/s, Ifeel that metal tape is not really necessary on
this deck, and that the average user will get such a good quality from
ferrics and pseudochromes that he won't need to bother about metal. To
put matters in perspective, perhaps 3 or 4dB more level can be recorded
on the best cassette tapes on this deck at middle frequencies as compared
with average decks, but the gain at the very high frequency end is even
greater than this, especially if you compare the performance of this deck
with average two- head machines, even including very good quality ones
such as the Nakamichi 480. Very little difference in quality was noted
when comparing the recorded signal with the source of a very high
quality FM stereo broadcast, and Iam pleased to say that Nakamichi's
Dolby- C adaptor gives a better performance than previous Dolby- C
decks evaluated by me, some of these being disappointing, such as the
Sony TC-FX6C, which suffered from transient problems on speech when
Dolby- C was used—but changes are in hand and the review by Mike
Jones following this report shows what can now be achieved on that
machine. Some early Dolby- C circuitry gave problems on some lower
frequency brass instruments, such as French horn, but no such problems
were found on the NR 100 system. Furthermore, we could not hear any
more fuffing or pumping on Dolby- C than on Dolby- B, and this was
minimal anyway. We tried very hard to fault Nakamichi's Dolby- C
circuitry, and the only slight transient problem that ever occured was
produced when we recorded some anechoic speech from adigital master,
with the word ' crab'. This reproduced with a slight ' p' sound to the ' b'
and aslight spit. As this is the only program material that we could fault I
am relieved, for 1am not likely to record the word 'crab' very often—
unless Iam thinking of our esteemed editor, who Iam sure would not like
his I's confused with ' p's!
Some details of the fascinating random access music memory will, I
think, be of interest, for it is quite unusual. Whilst recording atape, it is
possible to operate an automatic program which can place a5Hz pulsing
signal on the tape at the beginning, and automatically at any point where
there is to all intents and purposes areasonable silence for more than two
seconds. Up to 15 points can be programmed on atrack, with each series
of pulses having its own identity. Alternatively, if the machine itself has
programmed the beginning of the tape, the user can programme the
subsonic pulse on to the recording at any desired point whilst recording.
When it is required to replay a programmed tape, the user can preprogramme the deck to play any of the excerpts in any order, repeating
any of them as required, up to atotal of 30 excerpts. This can allow the
same program to be repeated 30 times, or a most unusual program
working backwards rather than forwards?
This could all be very useful indeed for special applications, but Ido
not think that most of us would use it much normally, and of course the
copying of discs onto cassette tapes, which could provide auseful source
for such an operation, is not now legally possible.
The tape position indicator unfortunately reads in arbitary numbers,
which do not appear to mean anything, from 0 to ± 999, and Nakamichi
could learn atrick or two about minutes and second counters from both B
& 0 and Sony, both of whom have introduced superb time counters in
recent models. It seems rather silly that this is perhaps my only criticism of
the deck, for in all other respects it has been ajoy to use, and has shown
the cassette tape medium to its best advantage as it now stands, giving a
quality of reproduction that must be good enough for other than the most
fanatical hi-fi enthusiasts who do nothing but listen to digital material of
one kind or another, or perhaps 38 cm/s Dolby- A professional master
tapes? Ifound the reproduction of a Dolby- C noise- reduced cassette,
recorded on the 1000 ZXL and played back on it, made from a superb
quality master, very much more satisfying than the reproduction of any
analogue LP disc, for there are none of the clicks, rumbles, tracking and
tracing distortions inherent on almost any disc.
Finally, Ireally cannot recommended the 1000ZXL too highly, for its
lucky owner will be proud indeed—although the hole in the bank balance
may be difficult to justify. There have been some very fine cassette decks
in the last year or so, but the best competition is still a Nakamichi, the
model 582, which is under half the price but also very good indeed. What
is so fascinating about the 1000ZXL is that it can work so well on
modestly priced cassettes, and so is rather like asuperb car that will run
on two- star petrol. A delightful machine, which Iam personally very hard
put to criticise, despite seemingly endless laboratory tests, and hundreds
of pen charts.
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deck with Dolby-HX Professional

by Angus McKenzie

Distributor: B & O UK Ltd.,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 70E.
Typical price. £41 5 inc. VAT.

TOWARDS THE END of 1980 it was
clear from rumours spreading around technical
circles that something very important was going
on in B & O's cassette deck development laboratory. They remained silent, however, until the end
of February this year, when acolleague and I
were invited to Denmark to look at some interesting developments. It was not until we met
their cassette deck design team that astonishing revelations were made
concerning improvements to the Dolby-HX record-head/recordequalisation driving circuits. In order to apprediate the significance of
their research, Ishould first remind readers how the normal Dolby-HX
circuitry works, together with some reservations that have been made by
manufacturers and the trade.
It has always been known to magnetic tape experts that performance at
high frequencies is better with alow RF bias, whilst that at LF improves
when the bias is raised. The higher the tape speed, the closer together are
these two bias settings to give optimum results for LF and HF. At 76 cm/s
(30 i/s) asingle setting of bias gives optimum results virtually across the
audio range, although if an extended HF response is required at this
speed, say up to 80 kHz, then bias has to be lowered. If we now drop
down to 9-5 cm/s ( 3îi/s), the optimum biases for low and high
frequencies are perhaps 3dB apart. With 4-8 cm/s cassette tapes the. ideal
difference in bias is up to 5dB, so that any particular bias setting for a
given cassette tape type is very much acompromise. ( See my article on
Dolby-HX in HFNIRR October 1979,1D. 117, for further details.)
Kenneth Gundry of Dolby Labs came up with the idea of allowing the
bias current to be set at a high standing level for normal recording, but
designed acircuit which lowered that bias according to the HF content of
the program being handled. As the HF energy in the program increased
the bias current was allowed to drop, so that HF transients could be
recorded on to the tape with substantially less intermodulation distortion
and saturation. If HFtransients were absent, then the higher than normal
standing bias current allowed LF signals to be recorded more deeply into
the magnetic coating, which thus they replayed with lower distortion.
Drop- out characteristics were improved. However, it is well-known that
as bias current is reduced the frequency response changes, avery marked
HF boost occurring, for example, with a2dB drop in bias current. For this
reason Gundry designed a second circuit which reduces HF preemphasis on record at the same time that the bias current is reduced, so
that the effect of improved short wavelength sensitivity (
le an increase in
HF output) is counteracted by what is in effect avariable treble cut.
Several cassette decks incorporating Dolby- HX have been marketed,
and whilst anumber have been rather badly set up and thus did not work
at all well, a few did show a significant improvement. Unfortunately,
many manufacturers found that the circuitry was difficult to set up on the
production line to a sufficient accuracy to allow the recorder to give a
response within its specified limits under all normal conditions.
In no way was this problem due to any error in Dolby's design; it was
simply that greater care was necessary than was felt to be economically
viable at the production stage. Some shops claimed that when Dolby- HX
was switched in there was insufficient improvement for an ordinary
person immediately to hear the difference. When Dolby- B or C is
switched in the effect is very obvious, but traders claimed that with
Dolby-HX there was no obvious hiss improvement, and some felt that it
was difficult to explain to customers the improvement available. At its
best, however, HX was very successful. HF transients sounding much
cleaner, whilst higher recording levels became possible for the same
apparent peak distortion, thus improving dynamic range. Quite clearly,
dynamic range can be improved either by lowering the noise floor or by
increasing the level of signal through the system with respect to afixed
noise floor.
B & 0 engineers had not only been studying many articles on DolbyHX, but had also been looking very carefully at the HX circuitry. They
realised some time ago that the difficulties experienced with the circuit
were basically because it was a feed- forward device rather than one
controlled entirely by feedback. In any feed- forward arrangement,
whether it be for a Dolby circuit or some form of audio expander or
compressor, the setting up is very critical, and any drift of component
values can alter the operation of the circuit quite markedly. In afeedback
circuit, however, the operation is clearly more stable and modern limiters
and compressors usually work on afeedback principle.
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The problem for B & 0 was how to achieve the results of Dolby-HX by
afeedback method, and it was not until they had studied very deeply the
mechanisms by which an audio signal together with a bias current
magnetises the coating on a tape that they arrived at what is, in fact
clearly obvious once the system has been understood. In no way do I
want to belittle B & O's fascinating discovery, for so many developments
are obvious after the event, and the basis of their invention, which has at
all times been developed with the co-operation of Dolby Labs, is its
amazing simplicity in terms of electronics.
B & 0 found that the peak- to- peak current of the combined audio and
bias waveform causing magnetisation of the tape should ideally be the
same at all times. This means that as the audio current rises the bias
should drop. However, it was found that low frequencies, which are
normally of lower current amplitude anyway, should not be considered in
the peak- to- peak detection. The obvious way to monitor the total current
is to measure the voltage across alow value resistor connected in series
with the bottom of the record- head winding; but here is the snag, for this
is just too simple. The total current through the head is derived from the
addition of two reactances, the first being that of the head inductance
through which current passes to give amagnetisation flux proportional to
itself, while a second current flows according to the head's capacitive
reactance ( together with resistance, which can be ignored). Every tapehead has aresonant frequency where the inductance of the winding has a
reactance equal to that of the total effective stray capacitance, and whilst
the bias frequency is almost always well below the resonant frequency,
the ' Q' of the device is usually such as to offer an element of capacitive
reactance as well as the normal inductive reactance. Thus more bias
current ( of varying phase angle) has to be passed through ahead than is
superficially necessary to give the required magnetic flux.
B & 0 therefore measured the voltage across the head rather than the
total current through it, for the same voltage generates both magnetisation current and capacitive currents. However, the voltage across
the head rises with frequency because of the head inductance, and to
offset this ( and in order to get a true representation of the actual
magnetisation current) a6dB- per- octave HF cut network is introduced
to simulate apredicted magnetisation current instead of voltage. In order
greatly to reduce the effect of LF components in the feedback signal, the
circuit also incorporates a high-pass filter with its 3d8 point at the top
end of the audio range. The derived signal is then rectified in afast peakto- peak detector, thus giving a DC output proportional to the peak- topeak amplitude of HF signals combined with RF bias, atime- constant of
approximately 1ms also being incorporated.
In the bias supply to the head is placed a DC controlled amplifier,
having pre-set potentiometers incorporated to set the standing bias
current and an additional DC potentiometer to control the amount of
added DC developed from the feedback network previously described.
When sufficient feedback is applied, conditions are set sue that the
peak- to- peak magnetisation current will always remain the same, apart
from the effects of the 1ms time- constant. As HF audio currents through
the head increase the bias level is forced to decrease. What is. even more
fascinating is that the frequency response at all times is reasonably linear,
since the lower frequencies become biased by the high audio frequencies, and at low levels the response remains flat as set by the
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button is depressed, although the record circuits are muted, thus leaving
some silent tape. The meters read short transients reasonably accurately,
an 8ms tone- burst under- reading by only 2dB, and a 64ms burst
indicating correctly. Unfortunately, though, only eight LED indicating
levels are provided per channel, so that level setting is rather coarse. Wow
and flutter measured very well, and the speed was extremely accurate. No
problems in interconnections were noted, other than the output impedance from the 7- pin DIN socket being rather high at 10.8k- ohms,
and line input clipping was reached at 45V ( see Table 1).

Table One: Machine tests
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manufacturers. The circuit design really gives an HF boost to allow HF
transients to be recorded at amore correct level, rather than being partly
erased by the bias current as the magnetised portion of tape leaves the
gap and, slightly later, the bias field.
This whole circuit is self-correcting, and we have found in the lab ( on a
prototype deck sent to us by B & 0) that setting up any reasonable
cassette tape type is just a matter of adjusting the standing bias while
leaving the servo- feed peak amplitude the same. This allows for some
flexibility in the choice of tapes, although it must be said that as with
other cassette decks, lower coercivity tapes cannot have their bad HF
response rescued by just dropping bias, for this results in poor LF highlevel distortion performance. The 8002, however, will not normally be
supplied with user bias pre-sets. The 'test bed' that B & 0 supplied to us
was their new model 8002, but with an additional box on the top plate
allowing us to experiment with bias and servo feedback levels on the
different tape positions. The tapes recommended by B & 0, and indeed
supplied by them, included Maxell UDXL1, TDK SA pseudochrome and
Maxell MX metal.
Although this is not primarily a review, a few measurements are
interesting because they clearly establish that the machine is the best that
B & 0 has yet made, by quite amargin, the 8002 proving to be agood
two- head deck in its own right. For the sake of brevity many of the
measurements are quoted in the three Tables, from which it will be seen
that the basic distortion and HF saturation performance without the HX
Professional servo switched on is typical of a good two- head deck.
Responses were surprisingly flat on all modes and tape types at low levels
(figs. 1, 3, 4), while servo- on responses at high levels show the
improvement given by the HX professional system.
The deck incorporates a microprocessor which not only provides an
internal digital clock that also operates when the machine is switched off
(but connected to mains), but allows the superb tape counter system to
t
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operate. Minutes and seconds of time elapsed are indicated, as well as a
'go to' wind/rewind function which allows the user to access any point
on the tape at arequired time interval, as measured from the beginning of
the tape. When acassette is placed in the deck and the correct buttons are
pressed, the tape rewinds to the beginning, starts the counter, and plays
in amuted condition for several seconds, after which it travels forward for
just under two minutes and performs a second calibration, which is
required to determine the tape's thickness ( C60, C90 etc). It will then
move on to any predetermined point, and when this point is precisely
reached, the mute opens and play-back occurs.
Many other automatic functions are provided, including internal timer,
start on record or play, and a7- pin DIN socket which allows interconnection and operation with the new B & 0 8000 receiver. The recorder
has the normal B & 0 styling, and is fitted with two record slider type
volume controls for left and right inputs, and aheadphone output ganged
slider level control, ample volume being available into all normal types of
headphone. A 5- pin DIN socket is provided on the front panel for
auxiliary and mike inputs, while aspecial 7- pin DIN socket on the rear
can be switched to allow for line or DIN in/out levels, a lead being
provided for this to interconnect with equipment having phono sockets,
while another lead allows interconnection with other B & 0 equipment.
A memory facility allows automatic return to the beginning of any
recording after its completion, which can be most useful. At the end of a
recording the tape continues to run for a few seconds after the stop
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Line- in sens. for D.L./Line in clipping point:16.4 mV/4.5 V
Mic. in sens. for D.L./Mic. in clipping point: 52 pV/14.0 mV
Aux. in sens. for D.L./Aux. in clipping point: 42 mV/ > 10 V
Line-out level for D.L./Replay clipping margin: 825 mV/+12.8 dB ref D.L.
Wow and flutter, DIN Weighting: 0.078%
Fast-forward/rewind time C90: 1m 45s/1 m 37 s
Speed accuracy: - 0.2%
Metal tape erasure: - 74dB at 333 Hz
Replay hum levels ( dBs ref. D.L.) 50 Hz:- 66
100 Hz:- 75
150 Hz:- 71
Our first test to determine the effectiveness of the basic HX Professional
servo system was to measure 10 kHz saturation on each tape type with
servo off then on. Approximately 3dB improvement resulted with servo
on with ferric and pseudo- chrome cassettes, but the improvement on
metal was marginally under 2dB ( Table 2). At this stage Iwas a little
disappointed, but more was to be revealed when we then did some
further very difficult tests. These required three low- distortion audio
oscillators ( we used a Marconi twin oscillator type TF2005R and a
Hewlett Packard 8903), with the outputs mixing in a star pad network
and the resultant feeding the B & 0 recorder. The replayed signal was
interconnected with aHewlett Packard 3580 spectrum analyser, together
with an audio monitoring system.
We established atone at 36 dB below Dolby- level and recorded with this
with two additional tones at 333 Hz and 10 kHz at increasing amplitudes
with reference to the low-level ' probe tone'. At each level, recordings were
made with servo on and off, and the resultant levels noted on play-back.

•Overall tests'
(all figures in dBs ref.
Dolby- level)
333 Hz mol. ref DL. servo off
333 Hz mol. ref DL. servo on
10 kHz saturation, servo off
10 kHz saturation, servo on
15 kHz saturation, servo off
15 kHz saturation, servo on
Overall noise CCIR/ARM ( 2kHz)
Dolby out
Overall noise CCIR/ARM ( 2kHz)
Dolby in

Maxell
UDXL I
+6.4
+6.5
-7.9
-4.5
-19.2
-13.9
-49-5

TOK SA
+5.8
+5.7
-7-4
-4.3
-17.8
-11.6
-51.4

Maxell
metal
+8.1
+8.2
+0.6
+2.3
-6.6
-3.0
-50.4

-59.3

-61-1

-60.1

As the high-level tones at 333 Hz and 10 kHz were increased with servo
off, both the 8kHz and 10 kHz levels became progressively more and
more squashed, so that finally when the attempted recorded modulation
was around Dolby- level for 333 Hz and 10 Hz independently, the 10 kHz
replay level became - 12dB, with the 8kHz level reduced to - 50dB.
Thus some 14dB compression was occurring on the low-level 8kHz
tone, with 12dB compression of the 10 kHz tone ( see Table 3). At
intermediate levels the amount of compression was less, but still
significant.
When the servo system was switched on, as it always is in the model
which will be made available shortly, results were dramatically superior at
high levels, for at around Dolby- level for each individual high-level tone,
the 8kHz low-level tone was compressed by only 7dB, whereas the
10 kHz tone was compressed by only 5dB, actually showing a replay
level almost identical with the single tone 10 kHz saturation figure
measured. This shows that the 10 kHz saturation performance was not
degraded by the presence of ahigh-level LF signal any more than it was
compressed on its own. Furthermore, low-level HF signals are reproduced with substantially more energy in a transient than they would
otherwise be with servo off, ie with the HX professional system dis FIG.!. B&0 8002
RECORD/REPLAY RESPONSES, HX SERVO ON, METAL TAPE ( LEFT CHANNEL)
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• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE)

• AFTER SALES SERVICE
• MAIL ORDER

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS (TR)
(P & P £ 3 50)
Rotel RD1000.
£169-90
Revox. . . .... P.O.R.
Sansui SC1300 £139-00
Sansui SC3300 £189-00
Sansui D95M . . £84-00
Sansui D300M . £139
Sansui 0100. .
£92-00
Sony TCU2 .
£92-00
Sony TCK35
£105-00
Sony TCK81. . . P.O.R.
Sony TCK61. . . . P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD420 P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD440 P.O.R.
Tandberg T020 . . P.O.R.
Teac ...... . P.O.R.
Technics RSM45 . P.O.R.
Technics RSM250 P.O.R.
RSM 14
PO.R.
Trio KX550
POR.
Yamaha
PO.R.

EADPHONES
& P £ 1.95)

,
(P

AKG
Koss K6A
Koss K6ALC. . .
Koss PRO4AAA. .
Micro Seiki . . . .
Pioneer
Sansui
Stan

PO.R.
£15.95
£16-50
£44.00
P.O.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
P O.R.

Sennheiser
HD414
HD400
HD420
H0430
HD424
HD222

£20.00
£14.00
£25-00
£35-00
£27-00
£30.00

TURNTABLES
(P & P £ 3.50)
Akai AP050C. . £127-00
'Aiwa APD35. . . . £59-00
Aurex . . . . . . . . P.O.R.
ADC 1500/034. . £67-00
ADC 1600/036. . new
Connoisseur . . . . P.O.R.
Duo CS505 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS506 . . . . P.O.R.
Due CS606 . . . . P.O.R.
Duo CS626 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS714 . . . . P.O.R.
Duo . . . .
. . .
Garrard
GT250/255 . . £ 52-00
DD130/65ED. . £89-00
O0131/75ED. £89-00
001 32/75E0. £99-00
00450/455. . . P.O.R
O130550
1300650
fsecio
JVC
PO.R.
Lux
PO.R
Maranta .
P.O.R.
Michell
PO.R.
Micro Seiki . .
P.O.R.
NAO
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL200
P.O.R

Pioneer PL400 . . P.O.R.
Rotel RP1000 . . . £80.00
Rotel RP9400. . £149-00
Rotel RP6400 . . . £83.00
Sansui . ...... P.O.R.
Sony PS333. . . . £89.00
Sony PSX35. . . . £99-00
ST0305S. . . . . . P.O.R.
STD305SS/SMEIIIS
£227-00
Technics SL7 . . . P.O.R.
Technics SL10 . . P.O.R.
Thorens T0115/2. P.O.R.
Thorens TD104/2. P.O.R.
Thorens TD105/2. P.O.R.
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R.
Thorens 160S/SMEIll
£263-00
Thorens 160/6C/3009
S2
£171-00
Thorens TO160BC
P.O.R.
Thorens TD160BC
Super. ...... P0 R
Trio KD1033S . . . £ 55.00
Yamaha .
PO.R

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 2.50)
Aurex . .
P.O.R
Aiwa
PO.R.
ADC SS1.
£63.00
ADC SS2
£140-00
Aka' AMUO1 . , £71.00
Akai AMUO2 .
£82-00
Cambridge P80
PO.R.
Crimson
PO.R.
Dual CV1150 .
P.O.R
Dual CV1250
P.O.R.
JVC AX1 . .
P.O.R.
Lux .
PO.R
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Aurez
PO.R.
Aiwa 3100
£99-00
Aiwa 3200. .
£129-00
Aka' CSM02.
£89.00
Akai CSM01. . £69-00
Akai GXM50.
£229-00
Akai CX620D
£390.00
BIC
PO.R.
B & 0
POR
Dual C812
PO.R.
Dual C822
PO.R.
Ferrograph
PO.R.
JVC
P O.R.
Mitsubishi
P.O.R.
Nakamichi N480
P.O.R.
Nakamichi N482
P.O.R.
NAD ....
P.O.R.
Pioneer CT200 . £82.00
Pioneer CT300 . £101 -00
Rotel RD400 . £74-90

M.111:ItIEN

Marantz
PO.R.
Mitsubishi
PO.R.
NAD . . .
on dem
Quad . . . . . . . P O.R
Pioneer SA706 . £154.00
Pioneer SA410 . PO.R.
Pioneer SA510 . . P.O.R.
Renos
PO.R.
Rogers A75/A100 P.O.R
Rote' RC1000. . £109.90
Rotel RB1000 . . £109.90
Rotel RA1000
£109.90

Sanyo
POR
Sugden A48/2 . P.O.R.
Sansui AL1317.
£165-00
Sansui A5
£77-00
Sansui A7 .
£104-00
Technics SUV2 . P.O.R.
Technics SUV3 . P.O.R.

Technics SUV4
Technics SUV5
Technics SUV6
TEAC
Trio KA405
Trio KA305 .
Yamaha A450

PO.R
. P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
P O.R.
£119-00
. £91-00
. PO.R.

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI ( S)

95 High Street
wimbiedon Village
London S.W.19
93 Bus route.
Open 9.00 am 530 Pm
Tuesday Saturday
Cie:see an dav Mono ,
Peces coned at t O 90nr)
to mess lnd suoect tO •a,- al On

(P & P El
ADC LAAF1
ADC ALT1
Connoisseur
SAU2
Hadcock
Hadcock 220
Last . .
Le Mat
Mayware

£ 60-00
£33-00
£25.00
PO.R.
PO.R
P O.R.
PO.R.
P0 R

75)

Ortofon. .
£64-00
SME 3009/S2 £65-00
SME 3009iND
£59-00
SME Series Ill £109-00
SME FD2000
£24-00
SME Series IIIS £79-00
Thorens MAT
P 0 R.
Thorens 160KU
POR

(P & P £ 1.20)
AKG P8ES
£57-00
AKG P7E
£28-00
PO.R.
A/Technica AT
ADC XLM Mk 3 .
£39-00
ADC VLM Mk 3 . . £28-00
ADC 036 Mk 3 . . . £18-00
Decca Gold
£61-00
Dynavector 20A/2 .
£68-00
Dynavector 20B/2.
£79-00
Dynavector 10X/2 . . . £49-00
Empire
PO.R.
Grado FTE + 1
elm)
Grado SCE + 1
£14-25
Grado S3E
£20-50
Goldring G800
£68-88
Goldring G850
£5-00
Goldring G800E . . £11-00
Goldring G900SE/2 . . £41-00
JVC
PO.R.
Mayware ...... . . P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 10. £27-00
Ortofon Concord 20. . £37.00
Ortofon Concord 30 . . £49-00
Ortofon M20E Super . £49-50
Ortofon FF15E/2. . . £13.00
Ortofon VMS10E/2 . . £15-75
Ortofon VMS20E/2 . £24.00
Ortofon VMS30/2 . . £32-00
Ortofon F15EX/2. . . £19-90
Ortofon MC10
£43.50
Pickering XV15
£6-25
Pickering XV15
£12.00
Pickering XV15
£30-00
Shure M55E
£9.70
Shure M75/b2
£15-24
Shure M75G
£16-20
Shure M75ED
£15-50
Shure M95ED
£
20.30
Shure M75EJ/2 . . £14-20
Shure V15 Mk 3 . .
£47-00
£65-00
Shure V15/1V
£24-00
Shure M95HE
Stanton 681/EE .
£48-00
Stanton 500EE
£22.50
Stanton 680EE
£31-00

MUSIC

£35.00
£14.00
P O.R.
PO.R.
P O.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
POR.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.A.
£3-95
£2-95
£7-87
£11-71
POR.
PO.R.
PO.R.
POR.
PO.R.
£23.00
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R,
PO.R.
PO.R.
£13.80
£7-85
£9.75
£13-95
£16.95
£10-10
£20-95
£34-00
PO.R.
£27-00
PO.R.
£20.94

CENTRES ( MC)/RACK
SYSTEMS

Aiwa M302
Aiwa M502
Aurex
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo
Sony LH MK3000
National SG3200/SC4200 .
Mitsubushi MC8000
Technics ZI1
Technics Z22

£239.00
£299-00
PO.R.
P.O.R.
£263-00
PO.R.
P.0 R.
P.O.R.
PO.R.
P.O R
P.O.R.
PO.R.
POR

Please include post and packing
(Send large SA E for brochure and enquiries)
All prices include VATat 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
BARCIAVCARO •

Access
Barclaycard
accepted

Quad equipment

Callers only

TUNERS (T)/RECEIVERS ( R)
(P & P f3 50)
Akai AAR30
£117-00
Akai AAR20.
£99-00
Akai ATKO2 . .
£82.00
Aiwa Micro 30
P.O R
Armstrong 625
£185-00
Aurex
POR.
Goodmans
PO.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC ..... .
P.O.R.
Lux
PO.R.
Marantz
PO.R
Mitsubishi
PO.R.
Pioneer SX600
PO.R.
Pioneer SX700 .
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX410 . . P.O.R.
Quad FM3
PO.R.
Revox
PO.R.
Rogers T75 . . . . P.O.R.
Rogers 1100. . . P.O.R
Rotel RX1000. . £139-90
Rotel RT1000.
£89-90
Rotel ...
P.O.R

Sansw T5
£77-00
Sansui 17
£99-00
Sansui TUSG
P O.R
Sansui TU317
£118.00
Sansu iR30
£92-00
Sansui R50 . £110-00
Sansui R70
£139.00
Sansui T60. .
£69-00
Sony STRV55L .
P.O R
Sony STA3OL
P0.R.
Sugden
P.0 R
Tandberg TR2030 P.O.R
Tandberg TR2045 PO.R
Tandberg TR2060L P.O R
Tandberg TR2080 P0 R.
Technics SA202
P0 R.
Technics SA303
P.O R
Technics STS3
P.O R
Technics SA313
P0 R
TEAC
POR
Trio KT313L
£85-00
Yamaha
POR

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS ( U)
(P &

P £ 3.95 each) ,

Altec . . P.O.FL
AR 185
£83-00
AR . . . .
P.O.R.
B & W DM 2/2 .
P.O.R.
6 & W DM14 .
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio. P.O.R
Chartwell PM110/2
P.O.R
Chartwell PM210 . P O.R
Celestion Ditton
121. . .... £70-00
Ditton 322 . £240-00
Ditton 130. . £119-00
Ditton 150. £149.00
Ditton 200 £199-00
Ditton 442 £ 299-00
County. . £ 95-00
IMF
P0
Jordan Watts
P0 R.
JBL
POR.
KEF 103/2 .
P0 R

KEF 8139 £29-00
KEF 13200
C12-75
KEF 6110
£11-20
KEF ON12 . £9-50
KEF T27
£8-70
KEF 101
£169-00
KEF Celeste 4 .
£119.00
KEF Concord 4 £199-00
Monitor Audio.
P.O R
Mordaunt Short
P.0 R.
Rogers LS3/5A . . P.O.R
Rogers Studio
POR.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 . . . £53.00
S/Triple
£100-00
Tannoy . . . .
P.O.R.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£65-00
Laser 60 . . £82-00
Laser 80 . . £100-00
Glendale XP2 £104.00

111r1177.177.-11•i;T.T
1-11:77.17.
7.:111

Limited Quantities
Kai APO 50C
kai GXF80 .
kat GXM50
DC SS2

t110-00
£230-0
£189-00
£120-00

rmstrong 625
& w DM2/11

£170.00
£275-00

& W DM/II .
&0
/Master 1900
/Master 2000
/Audio P80
otel R01000
otel RP1000
ony TCK35

£98-00
£21 900
£254-00
£159-00
£149-00
£89-00
£105-00

Teschn5r4c6
s
(S/H) £ 169.00
A
0
Technics system 8£0759-00
SBR3
SL
S
L 3
2

SLO2
SLD3
Sansui
AU317
SC1300
5C3300

£139-00
£67-00
£82-00
££
10
80
6 :0
00
0
£89-00
£ 139.00
£115-00
£160.00

connected. We also measured the effect of various tones being present at
high and low frequencies at high levels on low-level LF signals, and
these did not appear to reproduce with more than a maximum of 1dB
error.
Whilst taking the measurements at 333 Hz, 8 and 10 kHz, we also
examined the 3rd IM distortion product at 6kHz resulting from the
recording of 8 and 10 kHz simultaneously. In a good system this I
M
product should be dependent on the tape characteristics alone, and
whilst with servo on the 6kHz product was 4dB worse than with servo
off, when ahigh recording level of the three combined tones was reached
the dramatically improved output levels at 8and 10 kHz show that the IM
ratio, as opposed to the product level, actually decreased dramatically, so
that the I
M distortion went down by 3dB with servo on. The deep
investigation that was necessary shows that the improvement is rather
greater than that which would be estimated by the comparatively simple
test of measuring normal HF saturation.
We then performed a lengthy series of tests in which we recorded
wide- band white- noise with a 10 kHz tone inserted at different levels
with servo on and off, concluding with filtered white- noise from 2kHz to
15 kHz, with the same 10 kHz inserted levels. This showed that under
these conditions slightly more 1M distortion seemed to be created at low
and middle frequencies with servo on than with it off, although such
distortion will only be of atransient nature.

Table Three: Three tone tests
8kHz ( low level)
333 Hz/10 kHz nominal
level ref. Dolbylevel

o

-3
-7
-17

(
all figures in dBs)
10 kHz measured
output level
ref. 333 Hz

servo
on
-7
-5
-2
-1

servo
off
-14
-8
-3
-1

servo
off
-12
-5
-1

o

servo
on
-5
-1
+1

o

For the subjective tests we interconnected the B & 0 8002 with my
main control desk, recording onto all tape types various pieces of
program material, almost entirely from digital masters made over the last
year or so. The overall and replay signal-to-noise ratios seemed to be
good, and responses well maintained across the audio range on all tape
types. With servo on, EHF compression was most certainly better than
average, but perhaps no better than the best Nakamichi three- head
decks, other than on metal tape, in which the B & 0 really did excel at
HF, even at a higher than normal recording level. We gained the
impression throughout that the machine was definitely better than any
normal two- head deck, and that its distortion performance at high levels
was at least up to very good standards. Just afew competitive machines,
though, and in particular the Nakamichi 582, 680ZX and 1000ZXL, could
accommodate rather higher levels on ferric and pseudo- chrome at low
and middle frequencies, and sometimes also at higher freqencies.
The record/replay head is an excellent compromise between the
properties required for good record and good playback. It is quite clear
that the HX Professional system as designed basically by B & 0 could
benefit three- head decks as well.
On examining the saturation figures of the 8002 ( Table 2), it will be
seen that when servo is on the machine gives very similar results to those
obtained from good three- head decks without servo, and if the same
system were used in three- head decks the very best pseudo- chromes,
and even ferrics, could give a performance fairly similar to that of an
average metal tape. It is also fascinating that metal did not show as much
advantage with servo as did the other cassette tape types. What is
perhaps one of the most important points about B & O's invention is that

AUDIO
PATENTS

Barry Fox

BRITISH PATENT application 2 037 534 describes ' the Graham Holliman velocity- coupled
infrabass speaker'. In the patent document
Holliman argues that, because aperfect transient has an infinite bandwidth, it is desirable to
reproduce audio frequencies down to between
8 and 10 Hz, or even 3Hz. Setting aside the
very real question of whether there is anything
other than rumble and spurious noise to reproduce, the design theory is interesting.
In the simplest form the Holliman infrabass
speaker is essentially aHelmholtz resonator with
aported tuning pipe stopped by aloudspeaker.
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it would be relatively simple to incorporate the techniques into mass
duplicators, and thus dramatically improve HF performance and transient
clarity of pre-recorded cassettes without the necessity of awkward
circuits which would have to include Dolby- B processing operating at up
to 64 times the normal turnover frequencies for real-time replay. I
anticipate that many cassette tape duplicators will be installing HX
Professional in the near future, which could give atremendous lift to prerecorded cassette quality.
Returning to our subjective test program, no criticisms cropped up
during out listening tests, even the wow and flutter being rated better
than usual. The 8002 is thus so far ahead of previous B & 0 models as to
make comparisons pointless. However, Ihave always found that people
either like or dislike B & 0 equipment's distinctive styling. ' B & 0 people'
will, Iam sure, appreciate the new deck very much, and should not find
snags with its operation, although they will need to study the instruction
book carefully to understand the basic features. Unfortunately we did not
have one, although circuits arrived just before going to press. We note
with interest that the number pad on the right of the front panel is laid out
exactly according to computer convention, so those who are dab hands
at operating number keyboards will find the B & 0 very easy to use. All
the functions operated with the microprocessor in control, and transfer
from one function to another is very smooth. A switch selects Dolby- B,
switches to metal tapes for record and play-back, and also selects chrome
equalisation on play-back for any other tape type as required. Normal
ferric and pseudo- chrome cassettes with appropriate switching holes
operate an auto- mechanism to select the correct replay/record EQ.
The DIN input was found to be very slightly noisier than optimum, but
better than most. The mike inputs were very sensitive indeed, but clipped
at arather lower level than usual and are thus not suitable for use with
high output mikes. Overall and replay noise levels were well optimised,
replay amp distortion measurements showed good electronic design, and
the Dolby circuits worked and measured well, producing no audible
fuffing or pumping, and about the right overall noise reduction.
Ido not like the types of fader used, but they did match in with the
styling very well. Ipersonally prefer rotaries, unless Iam dealing with
professional recording equipment employing very long- throw faders. I
was slightly disturbed that the record/replay head azimuth was a long
way out ( approximately an 80° phase- shift occurred at 3kHz). Several
pre-recorded cassettes reproduced with clear . azimuth errors, although
they played back well on other decks. However, azimuth stability was
always excellent on recordings made on the same machine, showing a
very good tape transport.
A few final points worth mentioning are that no significant Dolby
errors were noted on any tape, and the input noise was good, though no
excellent, showing that if Dolby- C is eventually incorporated a slight
improvement might be desirable around the record level circuitry. The
wind- on torque seemed rather high, but rewind and play-back torques
quite normal. Erasure, even on metal, was excellent, but we noted very
slight HF crosstalk overall, though this was of minor importance.
This new model is not only a highly significant advance for its
manufacturer, but at last establishes B & 0 as making a cassette deck
which can be thoroughly recommended to those who like the Danish
ergonomics and appearance. What is far more important, though, is their
development in cooperation with Dàlby Labs of HX Professional, which
may well be incorporated by other manufacturers and may further
improve the viability of the cassette medium at lower tape speeds. The
technique could easily be adopted for use with low- speed reel-to-reel
recorders, and of course micro- cassettes. Ihave often wondered about
the size of B & O's technical effort, but having spoken to some of their
engineers at the factory Iam in no doubt that they are very competent
indeed, and are continuing to develop new ideas throughout audio. It is
to be hoped that these excellent ideas will bear fruit in future models •

Imagine a hollow cabinet which serves as a
resonant cavity, with atube that extends out of
the enclosure like a drain- pipe and turns
through a right-angled bend. The knee of this
bend is removed to form aport hole and this is
closed by a loudspeaker drive unit. According
to Holliman, if the speaker which closes the
port is in phase with the system resonance it
acts as an open flap. As resonance builds up,
the amplitude increases beyond that of the unit
which is generating the sound. So, according
to Holliman, the air now oscillates along the
remaining length of the tube to lower the
resonant frequency until there is sufficient
phase lag for coupling efficiency to fall. The
amplitude then falls off and phase lag reduces.
The inventor suggests that if the driving
frequency lies anywhere between the two resonances ( stopped and unstopped tube plus
cabinet) the cabinet will ' lock' onto the driving

frequency in a manner similar to the phaselock- loop principle used in FM radio reception.
According to Holliman, the system thus functions as a tuned resonator; but with the very
important difference that the resonant frequency is signal- dependent, in such away as to
produce as slight phase lag while the resonant
frequency tracks the driving frequency within
the LF pass- band. This is claimed to maintain a
high electrical- input to sound- output conversion, or efficiency.
Modifications of this basic principle are described in the patent and it is said that a
prototype has been built with a 15 in. driver
which ' reproduces pure, distortion- free bass
down to below 7Hz with minimal loss of
amplitude or efficiency'. The inventor goes on
to claim that the prototype is 'as efficient at
these frequencies as a normal high- efficiency
full- range speaker is in the upper registers'.
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The acclaimed Goldring G900 IGC, with its brilliantly
bearing and cantilever have been made so that owners
conceived van den Hul stylus, is now the proud father of two
of mossier arms can take full advantage of the precision
new offspring, the G910 IGO and the G920 IGC. Both new
and definition of tone that this stylus geometry offers.
models boast the same fine characteristics as their famous
Its younger brother, the G920 IGC, is amore moderately
father, setting exceptionally high standards of sound
priced cartridge. It features a newly developed van den
reproduction in their price range.
Hul stylus, which though less radically shaped offers asimilar
For the many enthusiasts who maintain that a high
dynamic performance to its relations. Its compliance
mass tone arm produces less colouration, the new
makes it a suitable partner for a wide variety of tone
Goldring G910 IGC provides lower compliance
q06 -79
arms. Why not introduce your tone arm to one
while retaining an identical van den Hul stylus to the
of the 1GO family?
G900 IGC. Subtle design modifications to the pivot
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Sony TC- FX6C cassette
eoe 7 deck with Dolby- C by Mike Jones
Distributor: Sony (UK) Ltd
734 Regent Street, London W1
Typical price ( 199.95 inc. VAT

THE

MOST outstanding feature of this
sleek deck from Sony is that it is the first commercially available cassette deck to be fitted internally with Dolby- C noise reduction in addition
to the more normal ' 13'. This new system is welcome,
for not only does it increase the dynamic
range by 20 dB but it also improves saturation and is less prone to tape
variations than the Btype system, thus allowing awider range of tapes to
be used.
But as if this were not enough, the TC- FX6C has a host of other
features too, like the 'AMS' music search system or the automatic
program repeat facility, plus feather- touch logic controls, memory
counter and twin 16- segment peak program meters, which are placed
just above the linear input level controls. Timer facilities on record and
playback are also included, as is arecord mute function, and finally the
deck can be used with acable- connected full- function remote control.
But of course our main area of interest is the performance of the new
noise reduction system, and Ican tell you immediately that the results I
have seen on experimental units from other manufacturers are quite
staggering, especially on ferric. With the new Memorex ferric MRX 1tape
the saturation at 0dB level was improved by 2-5 dB at 10 kHz and by
over 10 dB at 20 kHz.
But how does the new system work? To find out, Ithink that we should
look at the encoder action of both the B and C systems, shown in fig. 1
where you can see that the shapes of the two sets of curves are quite
different. As the level of the signal decreases both systems begin to
amplify the HF end of the signal, keeping it above the noise floor. But
whereas the B system provides amaximum boost of about 10dB, some
20 dB is provided by Dolby- C. In addition to the low-level boost to high
frequencies, with Dolby- C the upper HF is attenuated at high levels, so
reducing tape saturation risks. This ' anti- saturation' cut maximises to
5dB at 10 kHz and over 10 dB at 20 kHz. In the replay mode, of course,
the curves are reversed, with the end result that the encoder ( in the record
amplifier) and the decoder ( used on playback) provide a flat overall
response.
Ihave been fortunate in the amount of help afforded to me in the
writing of this article by both Ken Gundry and Peter Seger of Dolby
Laboratories, and Terry Finn, the General Manager ( Nakamichi products)
for Natural Sound Systems. My initial investigations were carried out on
(and the curves derived from) the encoders and decoders on aNakamichi
Dolby- C adaptor unit designed for any recorder, the NR200. We used it
with our 582 and this is how we found out just how good Dolby- C could
be.
A major problem with different noise reduction systems is corn-

patibility; but as the majority of manufacturers use Dolby- B there is no
problem, because as the C system was evolved from the original B
circuitry the owner only has to press aswitch to obtain perfect Dolby- B
decoding. It all sounds almost too good to be true doesn't it? Well here
come the snags.
Firstly, the cassette deck manufacturer will have to lower the noise
level of his record amplifiers quite alot if he is to resolve the full potential
of the system. Secondly, although it works on selected parts of the
spectrum. Dolby- C is still aform of compressor and expander system and,
as with other systems of this type, it can worsen the effects of drop- outs
because of its amplifying effect on tape instability. However, provided
you only purchase good quality tapes this latter should not be a major
problem. Finally, Ibelieve that Dolby- C will put agreater strain on the
manufacturer in making sure that the non- Dolby circuits of the recorder
are aligned properly. In my short experience with the system, Ifound it
better to adjust the bias and eq of the record amps with Dolby- C in
circuit, which then left the recorder perfectly aligned for Dolby- B and
linear—although one has to be wary lest one error is compensating for
another.
I have been told that another short-term problem has been the
production of sufficiently quiet ICs suitable for Dolby- C. But new, lownoise circuits are in development and will soon be available. All Ican say
on this is that Ihave measured a good 18dB improvement, as fig. 2
shows. This set of curves plots noise at 10 Hz bandwidth ( CCIR/ARM
weighted) using a Nakamichi 582 with NR200 noise reduction unit.
Apart from the basic noise reduction, other reciprocal circuits are
employed to reduce high and medium frequency saturation, to lower the
incidence of any side- effects, and to make the system more compatible
with awider range of tapes without affecting the audio quality. Dolby- C,
which is designed for higher quality decks, is going to be more expensive
than Dolby- B as it is more complex and requires higher quality standards,
but the additional dynamic range makes it more than worthwhile and I
don't think it will be long before we see it in general use.
An exciting move could corné with its adoption by the duplicating
industry, especially if it were used in conjunction with Dolby HX
(Headroom expansion). Superb results could be obtained as it would not
put any extra strain on the duplicating equipment. Even now many
cassettes are superior in dynamic range to some discs that have too many
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COMPARATIVE NOISE WITH AND WITHOUT DOLBY - B AND
C SYSTEMS ( MEMOREX MRX-1 TAPE,CCIR/ARM FILTER,NAKAMICHI 582)

F10.4 SONY TC-FX6C.
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tracks per side, and in my opinion duplicated cassettes with Dolby- C and
HX could provide very tough competition for the vinyl disc.
Well, Ithink we ought to return to the subject of our review, the TCFX6C. Let's start with a tour around the front panel, as shown in the
photograph. Access to the cassette compartment is via adoor that tilts
forward into which the cassette is placed. The front cover of the door can
be removed to enable access to the heads and guides, etc, for cleaning.
Two heads are used, a ferrite twin- gap erase head and a sendust
record/replay head. Tape drive is from asingle capstan and pinch- roller,
with a second motor used for the take-up and fast- drive functions. An
auto-stop sensor is fitted to the take-up spool which stops the deck and
releases the pinch- roller after a few seconds' pause. Torques were
reasonable, although the rewind seemed a little slow even with a lowtorque cassette like the TDK MA- R.
All the functions of the deck are controlled by amicroprocessor which
is also connected to the AMS and auto- repeat systems. With the AMS
selected the machine will fast- wind, or rewind to the chosen gap in the
music. Generally, we found this worked very well, being fooled only
occasionally by quiet passages in classical music. The auto- replay can
also be programmed along with the AMS to replay selected pieces of
music up to nine times and, let's face it, by that time you should know
these pieces fairly well.
Four tape selector buttons were provided which were set up for the IEC
recommended tape groups. I, II, Ill & IV—well done Sony! Naturally, Sony
recommend their own cassettes and it was with these that we began our
test program.
Connection to the deck is via phono sockets, and although the input
and output voltages at 84 mV and 690 mV were average, Ithought that the
output impedance was rather high ( see Table 1). The two mono jacks for
microphones are on the front panel and are of medium sensitivity. Both
the phono and microphone inputs had 17 to 18 dB headroom and should
be able to cope with the majority of situations. Or to put it another way,
the amount of headroom available far exceeds the capabilities of any
modern tape.
As is my usual practice, the replay frequency response was checked
with aBASF- Hi DIN test tape, mounted in avery accurate body. In fig. 3a
we can see the effects of incorrectly adjusted azimuth, with the resultant.
HF roll- off, After adjustment, the deck was flat (* 3dB) to 14 kHz, and
fig. 3b shows the chrome replay response. It is very easy to over- criticise
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CHANNEL,AFTER AZIMUTH ADJUSTMENT
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Ispent some time listening to this deck and must admit to liking the
sound it produced, although with some passages of slow music we
thought we heard some effects of the N/R system. Our source, by the
way, was aRevox B760 tuner fed with 1îmV from Wrotham in Kent, and
Ihave never heard such beautiful FM. On live concerts especially the
quality was breathtaking, and for my money beats disc any day.
Back to the Sony and Dolby- C. There was some coloration of the midrange when we used ferric tape, when the violins seemed to move back
slightly, due no doubt to some irregularities of response which occurred
at signal levels below the Dolby- level curve plotted in fig. 5. Also, on
metal we noticed adistinct lack of brilliance at low levels, which ties in

....... ----

FIG.30 SONY TC-FX6C REPLAY ONLY RESPONSE BEFORE AZIMUTH
ADJUSTMENT, RIGHT-HAND CHANNEL, FERRIC TAPE
—,

manufacturers for small faults, but incorrect azimuth is one of the most
common errors that cassette deck reviewers come across.
Unfortunately, at this stage of the proceedings we came to acomplete
halt, as the deck developed afaulty erase head and the deck was returned
to Sony for repair. But within aweek or so the machine was returned and
we were soon able to find out what this deck had to offer. There was
about 10dB noise improvement for Dolby- B on ferric when compared
with linear, and afurther 8dB of improvement when we added Dolby- C,
differences between the three curves being generally similar to those in
fig. 2. Using metal tapes the differences were not quite so large.
Incidentally, we did notice quite a significant improvement when the
machine came back. Iknow that Sony have been improving the Dolby- C
circuits, so it is possible that our machine was modified while it was
being repaired.
Although the best extreme HF responses were obtained with metal
tape, where the Dolby- level response went right out to 20 kHz ( fig. 4),
the most dramatic practical improvement caused by Dolby- C was with
ferric tape, in the way that it extended the upper frequency response at
Dolby- level. With Sony AHF tape this improvement at 10 kHz was nearly
10dB ( fig. 5.) On chrome with CD- Alpha this advantage was reduced to
6dB ( but with excellently flat overall responses, fig. 6), while with metal
the main improvement occurred at 20 kHz where 8dB of improvement
can be seen ( fig. 4).
Recently Ihave moved away from taking too much notice of published
saturation figures, because although it is true that the combination of
tape and head will accept up to the stated level of flux, they do not
indicate how much signal compression has occurred in order to reach the
saturation point. In real terms Itherefore think that the frequency
response taken at Dolby level is far more accurate in indicating what
effect the recorder will have on music signals.
While the ferrochrome responses ( not shown here) were fairly flat at
low levels, they rolled off very markedly at HF with stronger signals and
were not much improved by Dolby- C. However, while these results will
be disappointing to Fe Cr supporters, let me say that the majority of
manufacturers find it very difficult to optimise their deck's performances
on Fe -Cr. chrome and metal, and often the quality for one is sacrificed in
favour of another.

i

Phono
Output voltage at Dolby- level
Output impedance
Input sensitivity for Dolby- level
Input impedance
Headroom

690 mV
7k- ohms
84 mV
52 k- ohms
18dB

Microphone
Input sensitivity for Dolby- level
Input impedance
Headroom

340 "IV
3k- ohms
16.7dB

Headphone
Output level, into 2k ohms
into 8 ohms

50 mw
1.8 mW
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with the lower plots in fig. 4. So what this adds up to is that Sony need to
pay alittle more attention to the way in which their recorders are set up.
Also, they will need to control the quality of the components used to
produce the noise- reduction circuits.
Distortion, for the majority of tapes, was better than 1%, and although
other makes of tape could give improved performance, in general terms
the Sony range worked fairly well—with the exception of the Ferrichrome
product. MOLs of 6dB above Dolby were obtained for metal tape, + 4dB
for CD- Alpha and + 6dB for Sony AH F. Improved results were obtained
with Maxell XL- IS, Fuji FX2 and Fuji metal, although as the deck only has
pre- fixed bias one has to be very careful not to upset the low-level tonal
balance of the signal. So possibly you would do better to stay with Sony
tape unless you asked your dealer to re- bias the machine for you.
In addition to measuring the S/N ratio with respect to Dolbylevel, we also measured it at afixed input of 100 mV for the phonos and
250 pV for microphone ( see Table 2). Although this test is more critical of
some less sensitive recorders, it does give the consumer the ability to
compare the given S/N ratios in a meaningful way. But as with all new
methods of measurement, not all will agree.
From what we have seen, the benefits of Dolby- C can be considerable
and can really expand the useful dynamic range of arecorder. Many other
manufacturers are busily working behind the scenes to produce Dolby- C
machines, and initially it is quite possible that some of them, like Sony
here, will not quite be able to realise the full 20 dB; but in the next few
months we are going to see decks that can. Indeed, by the time you read this

BOOK
REVIEWS
MUSIC AND AESTHETICS IN THE 18TH AND EARLY
19TH CENTURIES edited by Peter le Huray and James
Day. Hard covers, 597 pages. price £ 30.00. Published by
Cambridge University Press, The Pitt Building, Trumpington
Street. Cambridge C82 1RP.

THIS FIRST volume in the projected ' Cambridge Readings in the Literature of Music' is
slightly misnamed, since it is concerned with
aesthetics ( mainly musical) rather than with
music and aesthetics, which might give the
impression that the book is to some extent a
history of music. However, apart from an obligatory expression of shock at the price, that is
just about the only criticism Ihave to offer of
this splendid compilation. It comprises some
130 passages, in English, from the writings of
about 80 commentators of various nationalities
(arranged in date order over the period 17191848), all concerned with or touching upon the
nature of aesthetic experience: how or why we
value the arts in general and music in particular,
what the origins of our sense of beauty may be,
etc.
The period covered coincides with the emer gence of a widespread European interest in
aesthetics, and also with the long prelude to
and eventual blossoming of what we now call
Romanticism. In their Introduction the editors
point out that it is only through a falsely
compartmentalised hindsight that we see the
history of any art in terms of sharp chronologHI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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TABLE TWO—Signal-to-noise Ratios ( CCIR/ARM) ref. Dolby- level
Dolby- B
59-0
62-0
61 - 5

Dolby- C
66-5
69.0
68-5

Phono input supplied with 100 mV
Ferric
45-0
Metal
48-0

54-0
57-0

62-0
64-5

Microphone input supplied with 250 pV
Ferric
45-0
Metal
47-5

53-5
56-0

59-6
61-5

Ferric
Chrome
Metal

Linear
50-0
53-0
52-5

review the Sony production models destined for the UK should be
working fully to specification, and in that case will be well worth listening
to. •

ical divisions, as for instance between Classic
and Romantic, and that an impartial study of
what people were actually thinking and writing
at the time can be salutary is broadening one's
perspectives. Certainly breadth in what we get
here, supported with considerable philosophic
depth in some of the longer excerpts, and with
appropriate scholarly footnotes where needed
to make this a valuable work of reference. All
but afew of the most famous names are introduced with useful biographical notes plus contextual data, and while it might be possible for
an assiduous student to find English translations of some of the pieces by Voltaire,

Rameau, Rousseau, Kant, Herder, de Steal,
Hegel, Berlioz, Schumann, Baudelaire, et al,
there are numerous interesting essays here from
minor writers who would otherwise be quite
inaccessible.
It must have been a great labour of deeply
interested love to get all this material together,
and while the resulting book is hardly suitable
for light bed- time reading, it should be seen by
anyone who is attracted to that fascinating
borderline region between music and the history of ideas.
John Crabbe

Also Received
CHASE THE FADE—Music Memories & Memorabilia
by Anne Nightingale. A disc jockey's look back over adecade
of involvement in the pop scene. Hard covers, 125 pages,
profusely illustrated with photographs, with 30 pages of
colour. Price £ 5.95. Published by Blanc/lord Press, Robert
Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, 8F1151LU.
BIELEFELDER KATALOG—KLASSIK, 1981. First edition
of what appears to be the German equivalent of the Gramophone Classical Catalogue, except that it also covers Folk and
Spoken Word, has more than twice the number of pages, and
includes a massive section in which records are listed by
number, which makes it much easier to get at the contents of
'collections'. Soft covers. 871 pages. Published by G. Braun
GmbH, Karl-Friedrich-Strasse 14-18, 7500 Karlsruhe, W
Germany.
PRO- AUDIO YEAR BOOK 1981edited by Angus Robertson.
First edition of 'an annual covering the professional audio
business on aworldwide basis, but with principal emphasis
on the USA and UK.' Essentially acomprehensive catalogue
of equipment services and manufacturers. Hard covers, 624
pages, extensively illustrated with equipment half- tones.
Prices 09-50/S49.50. Published by Link House Magazines
(Croydon) Ltd, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA.
JOHN HAMMOND ON RECORD—An Autobiography.
With the assistance of Irving Townsend, John Hammond
'tells his own story of the golden years of American jazz. of
the great composers and performers he discovered'. Paperback, 432 pages, discography, index, several half- tones.

Price £3-50.
Published
by
Penguin
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England.

Books

Ltd,

FURTNÁNGLER and the ART OF CONDUCTING by
Peter Pine. A book whose title exactly describes its contents,
arranged in chapters dealing with the conductor's approach
to various composers, and drawing upon every scrap of
evidence from personal memories to the growing number of
tapes now coming to light'. Hard covers, 149 pages, discography, index. Price £9.95. Published by Gerald
Duckworth & Co Ltd, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NW1.
HOW TO BUY & INSTALL YOUR HI-FI STEREO
SYSTEM by Derek Cameron, HOW TO GET THE MOST
OUT OF YOUR AUDIO RECORDING & PLAYBACK
SYSTEM by Christopher Robin. Competent little books
written for an American audience but containing much good
sense: related volumes by same authors reviewed by Donald
Aldous in June 1980 ( p.61). Soh covers, many line illustrations. Cameron: 88 pages, price £ 3.20. Robin: 122
pages, price £ 3.85. Published by Reston Publishing Co Inc
and distributed in the UK by Prentice/Hall International, 66
Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4RG.
CHOPIN PLAYING from the composer to the present
day by James Methuen- Campbell. A specialist study for
Chopin enthusiasts, but nevertheless not dependent on
illustrated musical examples from scores. Hard covers, 289
pages. 42 half . tones, eight chapters, two appendices, notes,
discography, bibliography and index. Price £ 14.50. Published
by Victor Gollancz Ltd. 14 Henrietta Street, London
WC2E 80J.
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THE CRITICS CHOICE
Mao, agents for Linn, Ariston, Thorens, S.T.D.,
Michell, Revox, Nytech, Meridian, Mission,
Classic, Quantum, Crimson, B & 0, Technics,
Optonica, Pioneer, Trio, Hitachi, Sansui, B & W,
Celef, Dual, Castle, IMF, Sigma, Bose, Lentek,
Heybrook, etc, etc,.
64 A HIGH STREET, LINCOLN.
Telephone Lincoln 38 718

EAST MIDLANDS
• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents: ADC. Aiwa. AKG. AR. A & R. Ariston. BW,
Beyer, Celef. Celestion, Dumps. Decca. Dual. Denon, Electro
Companiet, Elite, Eumig. Entre. FR. Gale, Grado, Harbeth,
IMF. KEF. Linn-Sondek. Lentek. Meridian, Maxell. Michell.
Mission, Monitor Audio. Nakamichi, Nightingale, Ortofon.
QED, QUAD, RAM, Revox, Rogers, Radford, Sansui,
Sennheiser, SME. Spendor. STD, Stanton. Stax, Sugden.
Supex. Tangent. TDK. Technics. Trio. TSR. Yamaha and
others.

Hampshire Audio Ltd

8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2877 or 65232

NICK DAKIN
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA,
LINN, NIGHTINGALE, MERIDIAN,
QUAD, BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL, LENTEK, HEYBROOK,
NAKAMICH1, TEAC, REVOX
and many other leading makes at
competitive prices
ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM 783862

CHESHIRE
LEI CESTERSHIRE
AUDIO

HI-FI CENTRE

(NEW MILTON) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN SOUND!

SIMPLYTHE BESTÁ

Bang and Olufsen, Tandberg, Quad, Sony, KEF,
IMF, etc.
Receivers, Amplifiers, Cassette and Reel Decks
Accessories and High Quality Music Centres
All plus our enviable after sales service
Hi -Fi and Acoustic Engineers for 40 years

81 WILMSLOW ROAD,RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061-225 4448 061-248 6206

1ZelY's

51/53 Old Milton Road, New Milton, Hants.
Tel: 611290

RADLETT AUDIO
CONSULTANTS
For all that's best

WEST MIDLANDS

in real Hi Fi

Rega, Celef, Oracle, Koetsu, Threshold,
ProAc,

Linn
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R,

Lentek,

Systemdek, Electro-companiet, Supex,
Syrinx,
Tresham
Audio,
Dynavector,

Lost in the Hifi Jungle?

Michell, Fidelity Research, JBE, Diesis,
Quad, Quantum, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Elite,
Mission, Heybrook, Nagatronics, Jeweltone, JBL, Sugden, Trio, Stax, Entre,
Nytech, Meridian, Discvvasher, MFSL,

Phone WILMSLOW 526213
for an expert guide to
the territories of:

Demonstrations strictly by appointment.
Phone Radlett 3773
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CI AYM1LL ROAD, LEICESTER 105331 761920
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THE
HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI, TECHNICS, J.V.C.
AR., K.E.F., MORDAUNT SHORT, MARANTZ, SONY
QUAD, AKAI, ROTEL, TANNOY, TOSHIBA. TEAC,
NAT- PAN,
TDK.
TRIO.
MONITOR
AUDIO.
AUDIOMASTER,
SENN HEISER,
FISHER, AUREX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST., CHELTENHAM.
TEL: 22317

WE NOW HAVE FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES IN OUR NEW
FACTORY AND WELCOME ANYONE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
ONE OF OUR EXCEPTIONAL AMPLIFIERS TO CONTACT US FOR A
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT
OUR ADVICE IS FREE AND A SELECTED RANGE OF COMPATIBLE
EQUIPMENT IS STOCKED SO THAT WE CAN SUPPLY COMPLETE
SYSTEMS MINIMISING THE CHANCE OF ANY MISMATCH
AGENCYS INCLUDE,
CABLE ° ALLISON oHELIUS oROGERS OELEKRACABLE
°MISSION oCEOL 3BADGER ° SWALLOW ° CLEARWATER
ESUPEX ° GRACE ° LOGIC OZEN OLEMAT ° GALE 0ARISTON
ETC
WE ALSO SPECIALISE IN ACTIVE & DIY SYSTEMS
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Audio Consultants,

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
DernoMtratIon facaltret and specIaltsl serv,ce lu, awide Fange of hegh
quallty Sound equIpmenlInCludIng
ADC Aove. Akat AKG; A&R, Ariston. Audeomaster. Audio Technic.%
&W, Beyer. Calrec Cambridge. Castle. CON. Chaffee". Connoisseur
Denyo, Dual Dynaw•ctor Elite. Empire. Enue. Formula 4. Garrard.
Glam. Grado, Haocock. Halle, liarbeth. Heybrook. IMF. JR. JVC. REF
Lentelt Linn. ENE Lowther. Lux. Marante. Meridian. Michell, Mission.
Monitor Audio. Mcurlaeurt•Short .Nakamicht Neal Ortolon. Pioneer.
OED.Ouad.RAM.Relerenne. Revos, Rogers. Rote!. Sans«. Sennheiser
Shure. Signet smC SME Sonus. Spend«. STD. Sugden. Tangent
Thorens Toshiba. Trio tleinto Wharledale. Yamaha
Fiveways High Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbmiton, Birmingham 1315 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
9.30-6.00 Monday- Saturday
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LINNSONDEK
A&R A60
SUPEX
JR

HAMPSHIRE
products from the following manufacturers:
Grace, Supex, Thorens.
Luxman.
Logic, QED.
Nakamichi, Diesis, Audio Technica, IAS. IMF, Michell.
STD. ADC, Castle Acoustics.
2 Listening Studios.
Ample free parking.
Open till 8 pm. Mon- Fri.
DENMEAD HIFI CENTRE
HAMBLEDON ROAD
DENMEAD
NR. PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE
TEL: 07014-50312
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NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH
ELITE

For the decerning listener we stock selected

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

IN IRELAND

SPENDOR

DENYO

QED

MERIDIAN

MORDAUNT-SHORT

HEYBROOK

DISCWASHER

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

ENTRE

SATIN

GALE & MISSION

(BOWERS Ej WILKINS)
WORTHING
Littlehampton Road • Tel.Woi fling 6414 1

Demonstrations strictly by appointment
please phone

NOEL CLONEY
AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmines,
Dublin 6
Tel: 961316

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents for

Yamaha, JVC, KEF, Sansui,

Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Rega, Quad, Dual & Nakamichi,
Allison, Hitachi, Trio, Sony, NAD,
Mission, Thorens.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW)

by Noel KeYwix)d
order to set its bearings at right- angles to the
sight line and so reveal the pivot point. You
need to remove the headshell, or on SME arms
the carrier arm and fluid bath, if damping is
used. Alignment with an SME Series II or Ill
arm is straightforward.
Having aligned the gauge, it is time to align
the cartridge. First, the arm's effective length,
which is the distance between stylus and arm
pivot, is adjusted against a central calibration
mark, A. on the mirror. The cartridge is then
orientated so that its stylus lies on atangent to
the groove on inner and outer tracking ' zeros' at
66 mm and 121 mm radius from disc centre. The
most impressive feature of the gauge is the
method it uses to achieve correct cartridge
orientation. You align the reflection of the
cartridge stylus bar against graticule lines,
using a torch and magnifying glass supplied
with the kit. Ifound this surprisingly effective
and it eliminates many of the errors inherent in
the usual method of aligning the cartridge body
in the headshell.
The least impressive feature of the gauge is
the basic assumptions it makes about arm
geometry. However, Iintend to be pragmatic
about this, because in practice the most important thing you can achieve in aligning any arm is
to get the cartridge cantilever at a perfect
tangent to the groove at around 65 mm radius
and 120 mm radius. This is where the Cart- align scores and other gauges fail. [
See also
HeidenstrOm article, July page 27— Ed]
To check the gauge Imeasured second harmonic distortion on outer, middle and inner
principle is unsound but because of the sheer
grooves of adisc with apivoted arm aligned by
practical difficulty involved in this process.
the unit, and compared results with those obHowever, Isoon changed my mind.
tained using a parallel tracking arm. In theory,
The protractor needs accurate positioning
levels should be identical at zero tracking error
before lateral tracking error adjustment may be
points set by the gauge. In practice the situation
made. One protractor arm, which has a ' sight
is complicated by errors in the cutting lathe
line' engraved on it, must be accurately aimed at
path. The Cart-a-lign did, however, produce
the centre of rotation of the pickup arm, which
very similar results to those of the parallel
usually lies at the centre of the arm pillar. This is
tracking arm, as the graphs show. Introducing
where difficulties may arise with some decks.
plus and minus 1.5 mm error in cartridge posYou have to identify this point and it is not
ition relative to that set by the gauge caused
always easy to do so. The makers of the prosignificant changes in measured distortion and
tractor offer an ingenious solution of using a
lead to results substantially different from those of
torch supplied with the kit and aligning the unit
the parallel tracking deck. This reinforced the
with areflection from the arm pillar. This naïvely
conclusion that the Cart-a-lign does allow
assumes that all arm pillars are shiny, round and
optimal setting up to be achieved, and on
symmetrical about the pivot point. In practice
balance Iconsider it avery useful and accurate
you may need to resort to anumber of methods,
alignment gauge. The only trouble is its price,
including use of a steel rule, stretched cotton
which seems a bit steep considering the simthread and possibly even a vertical cardboard
plicity of the items provided, but is due to the
template.
less than optimum position of the pound
Since every situation will be different. Ican't
against the dollar.
comment on the applicability of this gauge to
Distributor: Mossrail Ltd., 43 Spalding Road,
commercial decks and arms, other than saying
Holbeach, Lincs PE127HG
that Ifound Icould align it by one means or
Tel: 0406-22865
another with a variety of arms. It was often
Price: £22.40 inc. VAT.
necessary to swing the arm over the gauge in

The Cart- align Protractor

Fmeasurements

OR A FEW years now Ihave been including
of pickup arm geometry,
and the distortion that results from geometric
errors, in my test reports for HFNIRR. If there is
one word that has repeated itself in my conclusions, it is 'sub- optimal'. Often the arms are
poorly designed in terms of their geometry, but
worse than this is the fact that most are
supplied With inadequate or plain inaccurate
alignment instructions. It is true to say that
alignment accuracy is of paramount importance
and that some of the worst arms available can
be made to provide quite reasonable results if
only they are aligned accurately. Conversely,
there's no benefit to be had from a well
designed arm if it is badly set up.
The Cart-a-lign protractor, available in the
US for several months and now introduced
into the UK, is a multi- purpose device that is
intended to aid alignment of a cartridge for
azimuth or verticality, lateral tracking error,
orientation in the headshell and bias correction.
Getting a cartridge perfectly vertical should
maximise channel separation, whilst minimising lateral tracking error—which includes correct cartridge orientation—should reduce distortion to a minimum. Setting bias accurately
improves tracking and can also reduce distortion. It is well worth while setting up acartridge
properly and there is a need for agood multipurpose set-up aid. Unfortunately, many devices of this type suffer their own problems and
are in practice far less accurate than they might
appear.
The Cart-a-lign consists of a white plastic
gauge that fits over the platter spindle. It
possesses a mirror engraved on its upper face
with an alignment graticule that provides three
alignment points. Unlike other gauges, Cart- align does not attempt to optimise the geometry
of an arm so much as to re- set it completely. To
do this it is necessary to orientate the cartridge
in the arm's headshell, which may in some
cases result in quite a lot of fiddling, so you
need patience_ Imust admit initially to being a
bit cynical about this process, not because the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ALIGNED WITH CART-ALIGN
PROTRACTOR
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW)

by Gordon King

NAD 3140 integrated amplifier
Distributor: Hi Fi Markets Ltd., Cousteau House.
Greycaine Road, Greycaine Estate, Watford, Herts
WD2 4SB. Price ET 59 inc. VAT. There is amatching
power amp, the 2140. available for atypical price of
£119 inc. VAT.

years ago Iundertook aprogramme of research
into amplifier damping factors—related directly
to their source impedances—and concluded
that in some instances a ' negative' damping
factor can be more desirable than the usual
positive one, provided the amplifier is not
pushed too far towards positive feedback!
Ifound that where excessive ' positive' impedance was presented by long tracks of
relatively thin speaker cable, this could be countered by making the amplifier source impedance
correspondingly negative. When the cabling is
of a relatively high impedance the speaker
damping diminishes and certain speakers, especially
those
which
rely
more
on
electromagnetic damping than acoustic damping, tend to sound ' boomy' and one- note- bass
heavy. My tests revealed that the flaw could be
combated to some extent by making the
amplifier source impedance slightly negative. A
negative source impedance is indicated when
the output voltage of the amplifier falls rather
than rises when the load is disconnected.
Ido not know how NAD's SLC works exactly, as Iwas not in possession of a circuit
diagram at the time of the tests and Iwas
running to a tight deadline. But Ido suspect
that the technique adopted is similar in principle to that described above. With the SLC
button pressed the amplifier's output voltage
did, in fact, fall when the load was removed.
The instruction booklet says that the SLC cancels the effects of the wire resistance, eliminating the distortion, and restoring the performance which would be obtained if the wire had
no resistance! The amount of 'correction' is
related to a specific cabling resistance ( impedance?) and atable in the booklet gives the
gauge and length of cables with which optimum compensation can be expected.
The soft clipping button does just what one
might expect. Negative feedback power
amplifiers go swiftly into peak clipping with
barely any tolerance between ' purity' and
severe clipping distortion. In the soft clipping
mode the NAD runs more gently into peak
clipping, rather like athermionic valve amplifier
in this respect. The clipping performance is
shown in ( fig. 3), the upper trace in normal
mode and the lower one with the soft clipping
button depressed. You will see that the p- p
voltage swing and hence the power output is
reduced slightly in the latter mode.
The fascia is neatly laid out with alarge dual
control knob, the inner part for volume control
and outer ring for channel balance, at the
extreme right. Smaller knobs, matching those of
record and input selection, are used for bass

: ' ciao AmP,fiei 34 O

Above, the three S's: Soft Clipping. SLC,
and Speaker EQ.

A LTHOUGH FAIRLY SMALL in size, this
f—N recent NAD creation packs a healthy
power punch and is capable of delivering quite
high peak currents into relatively low value
loads. It is an integrated amplifier of overall
dimensions
approximating
420 x100
x310 mm ( Wx H D) and is labelled as being
made in Taiwan. It is fully metal encased and
the fascia is finished in a sort of chocolate
brown colour with black knobs and buttons
matching the colour of the vent- grilled
enclosure.
The front features adark- tinted window displaying the power output of each channel with
five LEDs calibrated to light progressively at
0.5, 5, 25, 50 and 100 watts, the final one being
red. Calibration is based on 8- ohm resistive
loads and the display is true peak responding,
there being no under- reading at all on 20ms
bursts. Aside the rectangular window are three
more LEDs in vertical disposition labelled 'soft
clipping', ' SLC' and ' power'. The latter merely
tells you when the power is on, but the first two
are more special, as you will learn later.
A rear panel switch changes the amplifier
from two- channel stereo to a single- channel
bridged power mode so that you can direct the
voltage swing of both channels suitably phased
to achieve atheoretical four- times power boost
owing to the doubled voltage swing across the
load—less in practice but more than double the
single channel power. This might be useful for
discos where abnormally high urge is the order
of the day, the requirement then being for two
amplifiers for stereo presentation. The button is
screw- locked in the normal two- channel stereo
mode to avoid inadvertent operation, which
could be expensive.
Spring- loaded clamp- type terminals connect
to the speaker cables, and there are circuits for
speaker pairs A and B with front switching for
the selection of either pair or both pairs together. There is also an off position and a
headphone jack for private listening. RCA
'phono' sockets cater for the small signals, but
you do have the option of DIN interfacing to a
tape machine on tape circuit 1. There are two
I12

tape circuits and afront record selector switch
which has positions for these two circuits and
for the other sources. This is in addition to the
input selector switch which has positions for
pickups 1and 2, aux and tape circuits 1and 2.
Pickup 1is meant for relatively high yield m- c
pickups such as the NAD 9000, Dynavector
10A and 10X, Satin M18 and M117, Adcom
XC/LT and so forth. This input has asensitivity
of about 10 dB in advance of that of pickup 2,
which is intended for the general run of m- m
pickups and has capacitor loading of 100, 200,
or 320 pF selected by a rear slider switch.
The control preamplifier can be disconnected
from the power amplifier by pulling out a
couple of rear links to facilitate the introduction
of agraphic equaliser or other ancillary item, or
to permit independent operation of the two
sections—though
the
power
supply
is
common, of course. A terminal for record deck
earthing resides close to the pickup sockets.
Two more buttons aside the bridging button
at the rear are labelled respectively ' SLC' and
'soft clipping', and when depressed the front
LEDs already mentioned glow. SLC stands for
'speaker lead compensator' which, with ' soft
clipping', is a trademark of NAD US. A few
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NAD 3140
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and treble and speaker selection. It is not
possible to defeat the tone control circuits but
the neutral settings of the controls are indent
identified. There is also asmall knob for speaker
equalisation, a feature almost unique to the
NAD. Either side of ' off' a response boost
starting at 45 or 70 Hz is provided ( fig. 2). NAD
say that the eq compensates for bass shortfall of
the speakers and source material, while also
providing compensation for bass cancellation
losses. You can see that the low- frequency
boost is around 10 to 12dB, depending on
frequency, so the control should be used with
caution otherwise you will end up with more
bass distortion than you bargained for. The
instructions provide useful hints.
Press buttons switch the mains on and off,
operate loudness, give afixed 20 dB cut in level
and change from stereo to mono mode. The
amplifier is nicely constructed and the innards
are accessible by removing side screws and
sliding off the metal enclosure. Fuses are
located inside, and one which persisted in
blowing during the tests ( though not under
normal operation on music) was rather dodgy
to extract and replace.
Halfway through the lab tests the first sample
sent for review suddenly went off with a loud
bang, produced clouds of smoke and ' hissed' at
me for several seconds before becoming totally
quiescent. As I had my head close to the
amplifier at the time, working out some maths
on acalculator, it was afrightening experience I
can tell you! Apparently some early versions
sent to the UK distributor were not truly 240V
compatible; but Iam glad to inform you that
these have now been isolated by serial number
and the replacement sent for me to continue the
tests was tamer and liked me better than the
first! The only problem encountered with this
was blowing fuses, but as the result of stringent
lab scrutiny—not poor design.
You will see from the lab chart that Imeasured a fair turn of power for such a relatively
small amplifier. ( Ihad no idea what the power
rating of the amplifier should be as Iwas not
sent a specification.) Into 4 ohms with one
channel only driven Iobtained in excess of
100W, which can't be bad. Iwas also highly
encouraged to read 17 dB voltage output
across 2.7 ohms on IHF bursts, which corresponds to some 7.4 amperes on the 20 ms
bursts. You will see, too, that the amplifier was
not bugged by difficult reactive loading as
almost the same voltage output prevailed at
16 kHz across my Z, ( see the footnote to the lab
results for definition) as across 8ohms resistive.
The impression is thus gleaned that the
amplifier would not run easily into problems
driving ' naughty' speakers.
Using spectral analysis, the distortion on two
counts was below my - 90dB noise floor. It
was higher across ZL at 16 kHz, but still very
HI- 1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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satisfactory at 0.04%. Mains ripple components
were also well down in level at 50W twochannel drive into 8 ohms, though they appeared much stronger when 1dB into overload.
Impulse characteristics of the stages feeding
the power transistors were well favoured, and I
was pleased to note that NAD have adopted my
philosophy of placing the upper- treble - 3dB
point around 40 kHz, which is adequately high
in my judgement. This, in conjunction with the
fast power transistors, led to aslew factor much
greater than 5, so no trouble with transient
intermodulation distortion on the 3140.
Fig. 1shows that while the pickup response
extended at almost full output down to 10 Hz
(output .from the tape recording socket), the
response at the speakers from tuner input
rolled- off rapidly below 20 Hz. Ithink Iwould
have preferred intrinsic pickup high-pass filtering along with a little more low-pass filtering
since the pickup response was less than 1dB
down at 40 kHz!
The infra- sonic filter gave a3dB cut at 20 Hz
with aroll- off down to very low bass just abit
faster than the built-in fixed filter. Ithink that
perhaps the filtering side of the amplifier could
be re-examined by the designers.
Fig. 1also shows excellent RIAA eq accuracy
and desirable tone control characteristics with
just about the right amount of maximum lift and
cut. The loudness response is fairly typical of
this sort of thing.

Fig. 3Upper trace, ' normal' clipping Lower trace, soft clipping
Table 1
NAD 3140
Output per channel max
20 Hz-20 kHz
8ohms both driven ( W/dBW):
4ohms both driven (W/dBW):
8ohms one driven ( W/dBW):
4ohms one driven (W/dBW):

65/18.1
78/15.9
78/18-9
110/17.4

In the normal clipping mode the damping
factor was adequately high, reducing in value
with frequency, but in the SLC mode the factor
became ' negative' as already noted. Pickup
input headroom was perfectly okay at all frequencies, but some people may find that alittle
more m- c boost than provided could be desirable with lower output cartridges. My S/N
ratio tests are always made with reference to
specific input levels. Referred to 5mV for m- m
cartridges, the ratio was excellent and the
volume control for 0dB output then having to
be set before half of maximum. Using 0.5 mV
for m- c, though, necessitated a far more advanced setting of the control ( even at the m- c
input) and this severely impaired the S/N ratio.
Residual hum and noise ( wideband) and
CCIR/ARM-weighted noise returned acceptable figures. Output offset voltage was much
lower on the left than the right channel—the
first being very good but the second dubious.
The amplifier was easy to set up and use and
it was capable of very clean sounding hi-fi
reproduction from suitable source material. I
had no call to use the speaker eq, but can
confirm that the bass does undergo a significant lift. (Though please, when using this,
make sure the cones of your woofers are not
flapping too much!). With my speakers and
cabling Iwas unable to detect any conclusive
difference between the normal and SLC modes,
but using smaller speakers and simulated cable
resistance the ' boominess' did tend to clear in
SLC mode ( also see pp. 35-37 of my Audio
Handbook,
first
published
by
NewnesButterworths, 1975).
The soft clipping action could be heard
working when driving the amplifier very hard
into insensitive speakers—the ' softness' getting
rid of the unpalatable harmonics of hard
clipping.
All in all, then, a good amplifier which will
retain the reputation of the NAD banner, provided the rogue importations are kept well clear
of consumers. Ihad the impression that the
3140 was nurtured by a team of enthusiasts
who are knowledgeable with respect to the
requirements of latter-day hi-fi •

Vector sum of 50,100 and
150 Hz mains ripple at
maximum 300 Hz 8- ohm
output ( dB):

-87 iii 50W (- 60
(ii 1dB overload)

Slew factor 1HF at 8ohms and
rated output ( dB):

>5
200/133/44 ( neg.
SLC mode)

Headroom 1kHz
8ohms/4 ohms ( dB):

0-8/1

Damping factor 3dBW output
(BSI) 40/1 k/20 kHz:

Dynamic headroom 1kHz
20 ms IHF bursts 4ohms
one channel driven (
dB):

1.3

Pickup overload input
10 Hz MM/MC ( mV):

Output per channel max
1kHz IHF bursts 2.7 ohms one
channel driven ( dBW):

17

Recovery from 10dB IHF
bursts overload ( ms):
Output per channel max
16 kHz one driven 8ohms/ZL
(dBW):
Dist worst channel 10 dBW
output 8ohms 300 Hz (%):
Dist worst channel 10 dBW
output ZL 16 kHz (%):
Dist worst channel 10 dBW
output 8ohms 1kHz 50 mV
input to MM pickup (%):

1kHz MM/MC ( mV):
40 kHz MM/MC ( mV):

Pickup S/N ref 0dB output
(inputs loaded IHF)
virtually
MM ref 5mV input ( dB):
instantaneous
MC ref 0-5 mV input ( dB):
18.6/18.6
Residual hum+ noise
wideband ( pV):

22/7 MC step-up
1kHz
220/68 approx.
10dB
.> 2000/ > 800

80
64
560

<0.003

Residual noise ( pV):

140

0.04

Offset voltage at output
L/R ( DxCxmV):

3.5/60

Meter LEDs error on 20 ms
bursts:

zero ( 5LEDs 0.5/
5/25/50/100 W)

<0.003

Notes. -Max output refers to clipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V rms across stated load. Noise
weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous sinewave into 8ohms resistive, 500 mV
input to aux or tuner and tests made with control preamplifier and power amplifier sections coupled
together as for normal operation. Z, corresponds to areactive load for speaker simulation of 5ohms
modulus of impedance and 60 degrees phase angle at 16 kHz approx.
Extra data: Low-level switch - 20 dB. PU1 MC/PU2 MM with input C switch giving 100, 200 or 300 pF
parallel capacitance. Maximum power yield reduced in soft- clip mode. Made in Taiwan.
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High Fidelity

L1NSLEY-HOOD
rillillaillielh'
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300 SERIES
_••
AMPLIFIERS
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HEYBROOK

These latest designs from the drawing board of John
Linsley. Hood, engineered to the very highest standard,
represent the very best that is available on the kit market
today. The delicacy and transparency of the tone
quality enable these amplifiers to outperform, on aside
by side comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the
commercial marketplace and even exceed the high
standard set by his earlier 75 watt design.
Three versions are offered. a 30 watt with Darlington
output transistors, and a 35 and 45 watt both with
Mosfet output devices. All are of identical outside
appearance which is designed to match and stack with
our Linsley- Hood cassette recorder

NVTEcH

ARC

34 Northumberland Street,

/MERIDIAN

Edinburgh

BRId-ITON

2.

Hifi

1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD.
BRIGHTON. Tel. 695776

Send for further details. Reprints of all articles 75p.

Aberdeen
Holburn Hi- Fi, 445 Holburn Street

3 ', AL'S PARTS S LABOUR

Tel. Aberdeen

Post and VAT FREE.
Hart triple purpose test cassette TC1.
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU
level, head azimuth and tape speed. Invaluable when
fitting new heads. Only £ 2.70 plus VAT and 50p

Audio Aids, 43 South Clerk Street.
Tel. 031-667-2877

YORKSHIRE

are cheap because we are the actual importers.
Fl C20 Standard quality permalloy stereo R/P head

The Gramophone, Television &
Wireless Co., Pedestrian Precinct,
Rose Street. Tel. 031-225-9535

ERIC WILEY

Hi -Fi Comer, 1 Haddington Place.
Leith Walk. Tel. 031-556-7901

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

head

CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

HS16 Super sendust alloy head. Longer life than

0977-553066

permalloy, higher output than ferrite. Fantastic

Full Comparator Demonstrations

in stock, see our lists. All prices exclude VAT

V.H.S.

Instant easy ordering,

Video Stockists

Barclay/Access number. Please write
or telephone for our free lists
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Falkirk
Hi -Fi Corner, 44 Cow Wynd.
Tel. Falkirk 29011
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Victor Morris, 340 Argyle Street.
Tel. 041-221-8958
Haim
Nairn Music, 1 Greig Street.
Inverness 220440

just telephone your requirements and

on these and

Glasgow
McCormacks of Glasgow,
22 Bath Street. Tel. 041-332-6644

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED

frequency response, hyperbolic face for
better tape contact. £8.20. Many others
and postage.

25713

Edinburgh
Audio Aids, 52 George Street.
Tel. 031-226-3979

postage.
Hart replacement cassette heads.
Bring back deck performance to as new or better with
our super quality cassette heads. Don't let the low
prices fool you, these heads are the best there are, they

£4.25.
HM90 Hardwearing high beta perrnalloy
Compatible with metal tape. £ 7.20.

031 557 1672

AND MANE OTHERS

We will build you a
better hi-fi system to
appraise—just phone

ose` ere'

US.

WHERE THE BEST
COSTS LESS
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Bradford ( 0274) 309266 4 lines

JEFFRIES HI-FI
As recommended by HI-FI ANSWERS—April

1979

Oracle, Linn, Naim, Meridian, T.V.A., Revox,
Nytech, A & R., Rega, Nightingale, Rogers, Neal
Ferrograph, Exposure, Elite, Pioneer, Tandberg,
Sansui, Audiomaster, Dual, Teac, Harbeth, Lentek,
HK, Thorens, Entre, Grace, S.M.C., A.K.G.,
Mordaunt Short, Castle, Gale, Hadcock, JR.,
Nakamichi, Tannoy, J.B.E., Trio, Black Tulip,
K.E.F., ARC., Azak, Syrinx, Griffen, Tresham,
Sony, Heybrook, Ariston, etc...
FULL CREDIT FACILITES
•Up to 3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee
Late night dems. Wed. 6-9.00 pm.
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Albert
Parade,
Green
Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel: ( 0323)
31336
69 London Rd., Brighton. Tel: 609431
Brighton closed Monday
Rega, Eastbourne only.
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SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
Hi Fi Consultants for

QUAD.
ROGERS,
SUGDEN,
EXPOSURE,
GRANT
LUMLEY,
QUANTUM.
CRIMSELECT.
ISLEWORTH,
ARO, CAMBRIDGE, SAE, STD, ARISTON, TEAC.
TASCAM. REVOX. SONY. BLACeTULIP, TECHNICS..
SYSTEMDEK, NAKAMICHI ETC
Also, Worksop's only

Bang &

Olufsen
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HI-FI EQUIPMENT

deals,

Demonstrations by appointment only
10IA Ecclesall Road
39 Carlton Road
SHEFFIELD SI I8HY &
WORKSOP, Notts.
Tel: 23365
Tel: 87762

—WHY NOT TRY
HI-FI NEWS

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

CONTACT
NEIL TERRY
OR
MARTIN MILES
—686-2599

COMPONENTS AND DESIGNS FOR THE
HIGH QUALITY SPEAKER BUILDER
Our range runs from transmission lines to asystem
similar in all essential respects to the LS3/5A.
Audiogram ( USA) recommend our Webb kit alongside the KEF R105 and the Linn lsobarik ( issues
12/78, 12/79 and 6/80 refer).
All our systems are comparable in performance with
the best similar commercial types and usually
better—we do not confuse things by handling
radio/TV., group, disco, PA or junk designs or
components. Full catalogue 75p. ( export $7.00 air
mail). Stockists of Crimson Elektrik amplifier
modules.
We recognise the importance of the source by
offering callers a comprehensive arm/deck/cartridge service. For example our modification and
set-up on Thorens decks is manufacturer approved
to release the full potential of the deck.

BADGER SOUND
SERVICES LIMITED

a

n

s

46 Wood Street
Lytham St. Annes, FY81QG
Lancashire, England

ft

MORE THAN

25 YEARS IN HI-FI!
Thomas Heinitz MUSIC IN THE HOME
(Est. 1955)
In reality, of course. our professional involvement with audio and with recorded music
goes back much further than aquarter ora century —it is the firm whose silver jubilee we are
presently celebrating. If we briefly look back at such a time, it is not to indulge in
sentimental reminiscences but simply to remind you of the singular wealth of knowledge.
understanding and experience which is yours to command whenever you visit our studio or
write to us for advice. When you do. you will discover as several generations of musiclovers have already discovered — that we are wholly motivated by our love of music and our
desire to be of service to all who share this passion of ours. To pay lip-service to the mumbojumbo of pseudo- technology does not interest us in the slightest: we understand audio
technology, but we use our knowledge in order to guide you safely through the
jungle'
and to ensure that the equipment you purchase will provide you with the greatest musical
pleasure in the years to come. coupled with maximal reliability and visual attractiveness, at
aprice you can afford. Whether you want amodest set-up for abed-sitter or acomplex,
luxurious installation for astately home ( with stereo in every bathroom, if so desired!), we
know the precise answers to you problems and are convinced that, once we have completed
our task, you will be glad you came to consult us.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Though already much talked about, the laser digital disc still lies some way ahead.
Meanwhile, however, there is plenty of interest to see and hear at our studio, including the
magnificent ranges of new components from JVC and Trio. In addition, we now stock the
Toshiba 'Aureti range, embracing not only asuperb selection of mini-components, hut also
standard systems of quite exceptional elegance and cassette decks incorporating the
sensational new ADR ES noise-reduction system ( which may be said to out-Dolby Dolby!).
Moreover, our quite unique selection of compact. British-designed loudspeakers now
incorporates two important newcomers: abookshelf model from Harbeth, to stand beside
their renowned HL Monitor. and the TSL in our view the finest speaker so far offered at a
price of around £ 120. per pair.
And now, we imite you to hear the new QUAD Electrostatic Loudspeaker ESL6.3 which,
like its predecessor 24 years ago. is setting new standards in truely musical fidelity.

•

monitor,
souna
• All Prices inclusive of VAT at 15%
•
Two Year Gaurantee
•
Comparator Demonstrations
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA410
Pioneer SA510
Pioneer SA610
Technics SU22 . .
Technics SUV2 .
Technics SUV4
Technics SUV6
JVC AS5
JVC. New Range
Armstrong, Rotel
Quad-Trio-JVC
Yamaha-Hitachi
Sugden-Revox
Technics New Range

£59-00
£94.00
CI 29-00
. P0 A
P.0 A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.0 A.
P.O.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.

RECEIVERS
BEOMASTER 1500
£129.00
Pioneer SX600
£99-00
Pioneer SX700
£139-00
Technics SA 101L
PO.A.
Technics SA 202L
P O.A.
Technics SA 303L
PO.A.
Sony-Goodmans
PO.A.
Hitachi-Aiwa
P O.A.
Yamaha-JVC
PO.A.
Bang and Olufsen . . P.O.A.
Technics New Range
P 0.A.
Rotel
P O.A.

TURNTABLES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer PL100X .
£64-00
Pioneer PL200X
£ 89-00
Pioneer PL300X
£109-00
Technics SLB2
P 0.A
Technics SLD2 . . . . . P.O.A.
Technics SLQ2
P 0.A.
Dual CS506 c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS606 c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS714CI c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS7310 c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Bang and Olu(sen . . ..... P.O.A.
Sony-Yamaha-JVC-ADC. . . P.O.A.
Thorens-Shure-Ortof onRevox
P O.A.
Revox-STD-Entre etc
PO.A.
SME 3009ND Arm.
£59-00
SME 3009 III arm S
£89-CO
Technics Range . . . . P.O.A.

Hi- Fi Racking Systems from
Sony-Rotel-Technics
National-JVC-Pioneer . P.O.A.

TUNERS
Pioneer TX410L
Pioneer TX710L
Technics STS1L
Technics STS3
Technics STS7
JVC New Range
Sony-Sugden
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha
Hitachi-Rotel
Technics New Range

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CT200
Pioneer CT300
Pioneer CT400
Aiwa AD LASO
Aiwa AD R500
Aiwa AD M800
Aiwa New Range
Hitachi New Range
Sony-Yamaha
Technics
Bang and Olufsen
JVC
Revox
Nakamichi

•
•
•

. £59.00
£12900
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0.A.
P.O.A.
P O.A.
P.O.A.
P0.A.
P O.A.
P.0 A.

£89-00
£14-CO
1
C139-00
P O.A.
P O.A.
P 0.A.
P O.A.
P.O.A.
P O.A.
PO.A.
PO.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS ( pair)
Celestion 332
£225.00
Celestion Dillon 130 . . . . £119-00
Celestion Dillon 150
Celestion Dillon 200
Celestion Dillon 300
Wharfedale Laser 40 . .
015-00
Wharfedale Laser 60 . .
£79-00
Wharfedale Laser 80
Wharfedale E30
P O.A.
Wharfedale E50
P O.A.
Wharfedale E70
P.O.A.
Audiomaster
P O.A.
B & W- IMF
P O.A.
Quad-Lenteck
P O.A.
Monitor Audio
PO.A.
Castle-JR-AR
P O.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P O.A.
Mordaunt-Short
P O.A.
Bang and Olufsen
P O.A.
Tangent- Mission
P O.A.

CASSETTES (price each)
BASF LH C90
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90
Mosel' UD C90

5rate
10 rate
f0-50 £[1.50
£1.22
el - 17
£1.70 £1 - 63
£1.36 £1.33

POSTAGE 76p per five, £1 - 10 per ten
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

monitor,

souna

.TEL 71935

54 chapel st. chorley, lancashire.
Heinitz &

Kirk

35 Moscow Road

Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway London W2

Telephone 01-229 2077

115

RETAILER
OF THE
YEAR
AWARD

DISCOUNT

HI-FI•VIDEO
Radio Television
and TV. Rental
Photographic

PRESENTED
JANUARY 1981

Electrical and
Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE

If you find that any item you intend

buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price elsewhere -- let us know and...

WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT. . . on all
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AKAI
AM UO2 2x26
AMU II 2x23
AMU 222 x30
AMU 332x 45

59.00
59.90
79.90
109.90

ALBA
3035 2x30

59.90

AMSTRAD
EX 330 2x30

29.90

MARANTZ
PM310 2x25
PM350 2x 38

64.90
89.90

PIONEER
SA410 2x 20
SA 510 2x30
SA 6102 x45
SA 7102x 65
SA 7800 2x 65
SA 4202 x20
SA 520 2x30
SA 620 2x45
SA 720 2x65
DT 510 Timer

49.90
59.90
69.90
89.90
116.90
64.90
99.90
129.90
149.90
44.90

ROTEL
RA 400 2x25
RA 500 2x37
RE 500 seven band graphic equaliser
RA 550 2x50 with MC head amp

59.90
69.90
69.90
79.99

SANSUI
A5 2x 25
SONY
TA 242 2x22
TA 343 2x30
TAF 352 x40 plus moving coil input
TAF 45 2x50 D.C. amp, plus
moving coil input
TAF 55 2x65 D.0 amp., motor
drive, volume control plus moving
coil input
TAF 602 x75 with moving coil input

AMSTRAD
EX 303 MW/LW/FM
MARANTZ
2060 ML, LW/MW/FM
ST3I0 AM/FM
PIONEER
TX 710L
TX 7800 MW/FM
TX 9800 MW/FM
TX 520L MW/LW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM

159.90
194.90

64.99
59.90
21.90
39.99
64.90
79.90
89.99
119.99
69.90
139.90

SANSUI
T5 AM/FM

69.90

73.50
99.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

AKAI
AAR2 IL 2x25 LW/MW/FM

116

SONY
STR 242L 2x22 LW/MW/FM, 5FM
pre-sets
STRV 45L 2x35 LW/MW/FM D.C
amp., digital frequency readout,
8pre-sets (AM/FM)
STRV 55 2x50 MW/FM D.C. amp ,
digital frequency readout, 8pre-sets
(AM/FM) plus moving coil input .
TENSAI
TR 1030 2x23 LW/MW/FM
TR 1045 2x35 LW/MW/FM

FERGUSON
3925B 3waveband inc. stereo cassette
3926 2x20 watts RMS 4waveband
with Dolby cassette

49.90
74.90

AIWA
AX7700 2x40 LW/MW/FM

SANSUI
R30 2x25 AM/FM
R5L 2x25 AM/FM
R50 2x45
R70 2x65 AM/FM

73.50
84.50
109.00

ROTEL •
RT 400 LW/MW/FM (for use only
with RA400 amp)
RT 500 LW/MW/FM

SONY
ST 242L LW/MW/FM with 5FM
pre-sets
STA 35L LW/MW/FM servo lock
cal. tone switch

PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc.
5pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc.
7pre-sets
SXD5000 2x80 AM/FM inc.
6pre-sets

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
combinations

134.90

84.99
119.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AMSTRAD
EX222 2x25

69.90

TUNERS
AKAI
AT KO2L LW/MW/FM
ATK IIL LW/MW/FM

Tuner/Amplifiers - continued

14.90
94.90
109.90
139.90

GARRARD
DD400 direct-drive inc. mag.
cartridge
DD450 direct-drive with Ortofon
FF I5E mag. cartridge
MARANTZ
6025 CT belt drive inc. mag cartridge
PIONEER
PLIOOX belt drive inc. mug. cartridge
PL200X Direct drive inc. mag.
cartridge
PL300X Quartz locked direct drive
auto return inc. cartridge
PL400X Quartz locked direct drive
fully auto inc. cartridge
PLI20 belt drive, inc. mag.
cartridge
PL 320 direct drive, auto arm return,
inc. mug. cartridge
PL620 Quartz Lock direct drive,
auto arm return with high output
PC3MC moving coil cartridge
PL720 Quartz Lock direct drive,
fully automatic with high output
PC3MC moving coil cartridge
ROTEL
RP400 belt drive, inc. cartridge
FtP500 belt drive semi auto inc. mag.
cartridge
R1'550 direct drive inc. Audio
Technica AT3OE moving coil
cartridge

Turntables - continued

Cornet
Price
Inc. VAT

SANSUI
FRD 25 belt drive auto/return
inc. magnetic cartridge
SONY
PSX 55 direct-drive, Xtal lock,
straight low-mass tone arm
PSX 65 direct-drive, Xtal lock,
electronically controlled tone arm .

64.90
AUDIO TECHNICA
124.90
176.50

349.99
69.90
89.90
84.90
99.90

100.00

224.90

244.90
49.99
64.99

79.90
139.90

TURNTABLES
AIWA
LP3000 linear tracking autoprogramming and auto-repeat ....
AKAI
APB21C belt drive inc. mag
cartridge
APD30C direct-drive inc. mag.
cartridge

brand nevv current merchandise in stock.

229.99

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AKAI
SRH 30
SRH 50

49.90
74.90

AMSTRAD
AC40
Micro 101

26.90
39.90

CELESTION
SPIO
SPIS
SP20

69.90
99.90
129.90

GOODMANS
Quartet Q30
Quartet Q40
Quartet Q60
Quartet Q80
Mini 2

31.90
39.90
64.90
89.90
49.90

MARANTZ
SP235
HD 345
PIONEER
CS 343 W
CS 444
CS 545
CS 353
CS 454
CS 656
CS 757
S- X3 Mk. II

49.90

ROTEL
RL 400

69.90

SANSUI
ESP601

44.99
54.99
49.90
59.99
69.90
79.90
89.90
59.90
84.90

109.90

139.90
49.90
59.90

89.99

47.90
64.90
39.90
59.99
89.90
59.90
69.90
99.90
149.90
79.90
39.90
44.90

SOLA VOX
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3way
HS55
HS70

37.99
56.99
74.99
84.90
129.90

SONY
SSE 34
SSE 44
SSE 50
SSE 70
SSG1 Mk. II

56.00
79.90
99.90
150.00
199.90

TENSAI
TS 9130 2way
TS 920 Mini
TS 9135 3way
TS 9155 3way
TS 9170 3way
WHARFEDALE
'New' Denton
'New' Linton
'
Glendale XP2
'New' Glendale ABR
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
E20 High power
E30 High power
HO High power
E70 High power

29.90
49.90
49.90
64.90
83.90
49.90
69.90
79.99
99.90
74.90
95.90
122.90
151.90
193.90
349.90
419.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AT 70
AT 71
AT3OE Moving coil inc. AT630
transformer and direct-cut test
record

44.90

GOLDRING
G800
G950 inc. head shell
G950E inc. head shell
G920 IGC
900 IGC

6.25
9.90
12.90
29.90
54.90

ORTOFON
FF15E Mk. Il
VMS 20E Mk. II
MC I
0Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for SL20E
and MCIO
M2OFI
SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
lv195ED

5.75
6.90

9.90
24.90
24.90

2
12
3..90
"
11.90
13.90
18.50

=MID
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATSIIE (for ATI 1E)
GOLDRING
DI10 Stylus (G800)
D656 (for use with N.E.C.
LP2500)
DI50 (
G950)
DI 10E Stylus (G800E)
D150E (G950E)
DI IOSE Stylus (6800 Super E)

4.59
150
3.90
4.90
5.90
6.90
8.90

ORTOFON
NF15E Mk. II for FFI5E Mk. II .
D2OE Mk. II for VMS 20E Mk. II

6.90
14.90

SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus

5.90
8.90
10.90

HEADPHONES
AKG
K40
K41
K1
40S

11.90
14.90
19.90

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

11.90

GOODMANS
OHPIO

12.90

KOSS
KI25

11.90

PIONEER
SE2
SE4
PLAYTRON
Self-build headphone kit
SANSUI
SS- L3

12.90
19.90
5.50
11.90

SOLA VOX
300
SONY
MDR3
VVHARFEDAU1
ID2

5.90
14.90
26.90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.

BLANK TAPES

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

AIWA
ADM250 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
AD3I00 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
ADL 300 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AKAI
CSMOI A with metal tape
• facility and Dolby NR
CSM3 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CS- Fl Iwith metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CSM4OR, Auto reverse, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
ALBA
3300 with metal tape
.
facility and Dolby NR
MARANTZ
1015/1010 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
SD 1030 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CD 320 mains/battery Dolby NR
stereo cassette deck
PIONEER
CT320 metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT200, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT520 metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT720 metal tape facility and Dolby
NR with Ribbon Sendust Head
CT300, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT400 metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CTFI250 with variable Dolby
NR, 3head, metal tape, variable bias/
equalisation, fluorescent meters
ROTEL
RD 400 Metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
RD 500 metal tape facility,
adjustable bias and Dolby NR
RD550 metal tape facility,
LED metering and
Dolby NR
SANSU1
D95M metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
D150M metal tape facility,
soft touch, "amps", and
Dolby NR
SHARP
RT 10E, metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
RT2OH metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, built-in clock alarm
RT3I HE metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
SONY
TCK 33 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
TCFX 5metal tape facility,
Logic Control, Dolby .NR
TCK 81 3head, dual capstan, metal
tape facility and Dolby NR
TENSAI
TFL 816 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR

79.99
99.90
109.99

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
0.99
1.30
1.70

BASF CHROMDIOXID
COO
C90
C90 Twin pack
Cl 20

1.15
1.70
2.40
2.15

MAXELL
UD C60
UD C90
UDC120
UDXL1 COO
UDXL IC90
UDXL2 COO
UDXL2 C90
XLIS 050
XLIS C90
XLIIS C60
XLIIS C90

0.89
1.10
1.90
1.10
1.35
1.15
1.50
1.50
1.99
1.60
2.15

69.99
69.90
109.90
149.99

69.90

64.90
84.90
79.90

89.90
99.90
114.90
169.90
99.90
109.90

329.99

69.90
79.90

99.90

74.90

89.90

59.90
76.99
89.90

94.90
149.90
279.90

MAXELL METAL
MX COO
MX C90
MAXELL OPEN REEL
UD 35 90 (
r(
800')
UD 35 180 ( 10Y," 3600')
MEMOREX
MRX IC60 Twin Pack
MRX1 C90 Twin Pack
MRX IC120 Twin Pack

4.50
11.90

1.80
2.30
2.90

0.53
0.72
0.99
0.83
1.05
1.12
1.49
3.35
4.50

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60
D C90
DC120

0.63
0.75
1.20

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
ADCI20

0.93
1.12
1.98

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90

1.05
1.48

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SAX C60
SAX C90

1.15
1.53
1.50
2.05

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
MAR C.60
MAR C90

1.80
2.70
2.60
3.70

MICROPHONES
AIWA
CM 307 Dual point stereo

449.90

2.70
3.40

SONY
CHI.,60
CHF 90
CHF 120
AFH 60
AFH 90
CDA 60
CDA 90
Metallic COO
Metallic C90

59.90

OPEN REEL TAPE
RECORDERS
AKAI
PRO 635 auto reverse in
RMH 400 rack

BASF SUPER LHI
C60
C90
CI20

Hi-fi Systems - continued

AKAI
ADM20
AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo 'flic, pack

PHILIPS
N7I50 4motors, 3speed, sound on
sound
N7300 4motors, 3speed, sound on
sound, pitch control, IOW' reels

229.90
329.90

PIONEER
DM21 mie

PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reversé

399.90

SONY
F99T

(
pair)

14.99
5.90

13.90
9.90
12.90

IDEAL
L30 Hi -Fi rack
1.20 II i- Fi cabinet

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
17.50
27.90

MARANTZ
VR100

29.90

PIONEER
CB9
CB550
CB990

69.99
54.90
79.90

ROTEL
RK400
RK 150

49.90
49.90

SANSUI
G X65

44.90

MICRO SYSTEMS
CASSETTE BASED
AMSTRAD
8080 Micro amplifier tuner
cassette combination with
loudspeakers. 2x 10 watts output
power. Operates from mains/
12 volt car battery or at reduced
output power on internal dry
cells

109.90

SHELF SYSTEM
WITH TURNTABLE
SONY
GG I5F 2x38. Amp., pre- amp tuner,
Dolby NR cassette deck, turntable and speakers

589.90

RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED
AMSTRAD
TS30 2x8. Complete with
cassette, turntable and speakers
TS40 Mk. II 2x 12. Complete with
cassette turntable and speakers
TS41 Mk. II 2x 12. Complete with
cassette with LED meters,
turntable and speakers plus
LCD clock timer

225.90

SANYO
UMC 9003H 2x 15. Complete with
tuner amp. Dolby NR
cassette, belt-drive turntable
and speakers

229.90

159.90
189.90

HI-FI RACKED SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO 1011 2x23. AM- U IIamp.,
AT- K IItuner, AP-132IC turntable,
CS- M3 cassette deck, SRH-33
loudspeakers and rack
PRO 1022 2x30. AM- U22 amp.,
AT- K22 tuner, AP-D33C turntable,
CS- F9 cassette deck, SRH-44
loudspeakers and rack
PRO 1033 2x45. AM- U33 amp.,
AT- K33 tuner, AP-D33C turntable,
CS- FIIcassette deck, SRH-55
loudspeakers and rack
PRO 921L 2x28. AA- R21 tuner
amp., AP-B2IC turntable, CS- M3
cassette deck, SRH-44 loudspeakers
and rack
MARANTZ
V100 2x25. PM 310 amp.,
ST 310 tuner AM/FM, SD 1030
cassette deck with Dolby NR and
metal tape facility, 6025 CT
belt-drive turntable inc. mas.
cartridge, VR 100 rack and SP 235
loudspeakers.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE

349.90

429.90

539.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

SAN SUI
Super Compo 1000 2x25 R5L tuner
amplifier, D95M Dolby NE Cassel le
deck with metal facility, FRD25
belt-drive auto return turntable
inc. magnetic cartridge plus
rack and loudspeaker,.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE

AKAI
VS5 14 day programmable timer
Remote control sleeptimer
VSIO 14 Jay programmable timer
multi- function remote control
Dolby NR
VS9800 fast/slow replay, freeze-frame,
remote control
FERGUSON
3V25 9day timer with built-in
tuner/charger
3V20 colour camera with 6xpower
zoom and built-in mie
3V24 portable VHS recorder
3V26 charger for above
3V23 14 day programmable timer,
multi- function remote control,
Dolby NR
GRUNDIG
V2 x4up to 8hours rec./playback,
programmable timer
2x4Super. 99 day programmable
timer with 5events up to 8hour,
rec. and playback
SANYO
vrc 9300PN Betacord up to 3Y,
hours record, remote, pause
SHARP
VC 7300 24 hour timer, front
loading
VC 7700, Auto programme locate
device, infra- red remote control,
still frame, frame- lay- frame,
y, speed and double speed
replay, micro process control, auto
front loading
SONY
SLC 5video recorder
SLC 7video recorder
SL 3000 UB portable Beta
recorder
TT 3000 U13 TV Tuner, with
7day timer
VCR 4Tele-Cine convertor
AC 345 Power Pack for
SL 300OUB
HVC 2000P Camera with 6x
power zoom
HVS 2000P special effects
generator
HVT 2100 Tiller

319.50
299.90

629.90

729.90
509.90

179.90
499.90
529.90
59.90

689.90

449.90

629.90 .

389.80

448.50

659.90
449.90
649.90
599.90
249.90
119.90
49.90
589.90
69.90
25.90

VIDEO TAPES
299.90

342.40
329.90

SHARP
System 700 2 x25 SC700X Tuner amp
AM/FM with twin cassette decks
metal facility and Dolby NR.
Belt-drive turntable, rack and
speakers
349.90

SONY
BETA L500 ( 2hrs. 10 min,
BETA L750 ( 3hrs. 15 mins.1

6.25
8.75

GRUNDIG/BASF
VCC 240 ( 2x2hrs.)
VCC 360 ( 2x 3hrs )
VCC 480 ( 2x4hrs.)

10.90
15.90
21.90

VHS
E120 ( 2hrs.)
EIS° (VK250 3hrs.)

7.25
8.90

VIP
Book binder for VHS (pack of 10)

11.90

ALLSOP
3VHS video head cleaner

13.90

METRO SOUND/CAMBRA
Video 20 tape cabinet

19.90

All offers subject to availability.
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED

SYSTEMS

FEATURED SYSTEM
OF THE MONTH

HiFi Racked Systems - continued

ROTEL

AMSTRAD

SYSTEM 12x25. RA400 amp., RT400 tuner,
RD400 cassette, RP400 turntable, inc. mag.
cartridge, RL400 speakers and RK 150 rack.

TS30 2x8. Complete with cassette, turntable
and speakers.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually £319.40

COMET PRICE £ 159.90
TS40 Mk. ll 2 x12. Complete with cassette
turntable and speakers.

COMET PRICE £ 189.90

ROTEL RCX 400
CASSEIVER
SYSTEM

TS41 Mk. II 2x12.Complete withcassette with
LED meters, turntable and speakers plus LCD
clock timer.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually £319.50

ROTEL
RCX 400 2x20 watts, LED power indicators,
MW/LW/FM tuner section, Dolby cassette
with metal tape facility, plus RP400 belt drive
turntable inc. magnetic cartridge, RL400
loudspeakers and rack.

TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £299.90

COMET PRICE £259.90
SANYO
UMC 9003H 2x15. Complete with tuner amp.
Dolby NR cassette, belt- drive turntable and The largest number of useful features, at asensible,
down-to-earth price - that's the Rote! philosophy.
speakers.
They've spent alot of time and effort into making it a
COMET PRICE £229.90
reality, and the RCX 400 Casseiver System is a fine
example of their success. Outstanding in both performance and appearance, the RCX 400 adds a new
dimension to Hi Fi system design.
RCX 400 CASSEIVER
Three perfectly matched components in one HiFi cube,

AKA!
the RCX 400 casseiver has the following specification:
PRO 10112 x23. AM-Ullamp.,AT-K11 tuner, AMPLIFIER SECTION: Delivering 20 watts RMS per

AP-B21C turntable, CS- M3 cassette deck, channel, the amplifier section provides the quality of
sound you'd expect from Rote!, as experts in the sound
SRH 33 loudspeakers and rack.
equipment field.
COMET PRICE £349.90
TUNER SECTION: Offers superb FM, MW and LW
PRO 1022 2x30. AM- U22 amp., AT K22 tuner, reception, admirably complementing the amplifier
AP- 1)33C turntable, CS- F9 cassette deck, section. Features include LED tuning indicators and
SRH-44 loudspeakers and rack.
LED stereo beacon.
CASSETTE SECTION: Offers normal, Cr02 and metal
COMET PRICE £429.90
tape capability, and features Dolby* noise reduction
PRO 10332 x45 AM- U33 amp.,AT-K33 tuner, circuitry, dampened eject, full auto stop and LED
AP- 033C turntable, CS- F11 cassette deck, metering.
SRH-55 loudspeakers and rack.
RP 400 X TURNTABLE
COMET PRICE £539.90
Designed to ensure that you get the best from your
record collection, the RP 400 X is both attractive and
PRO 9211 2 x 28. AA- R21 tuner amp.,
effective. A semi- automatic, belt drive unit, it features a
APB21C turntable, CS- M3 cassette deck,
straight, low mass tonearm complete with magnetic
SRI-f44 loudspeakers and rack
cartridge.
COMET PRICE £299.90
RL 400 LOUDSPEAKERS
With amaximum power input of 55 watts, these infinite
baffle enclosures offer the reproduction of original sound
MARANTZ
with precise location and aminimum of distortion.
V100 2x25. PM 310 amp., ST 310 tuner, AM/ RK 150 AUDIO RACK
FM, SD 1030 cassette deck with Dolby NR and
Stylish and elegant, the RK 150 Audio Rack completes
metal tape facility, 6025 CT belt- drive turntable this Casseiver System perfectly. Finished in wood grain
inc. mag. cartridge, VR 100 rack and SP 235
effect, the rack features afull length glass door with
loudspeakers.
magnetic catch, and castors provide for full
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
manoeuvrability.

if bought individually £342.40
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £329.90
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SANSUI
Super Compo 10002 x25 R5L tuner amplifier,
D95M Dolby NR cassette deck with metal
facility, FRD25 belt- drive auto return turntable
inc. magnetic cartridge plus rack and loud.
speakers.

COMET PRICE £225.90

HI-FI RACKED SYSTEMS

TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £299.90

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
£259.90 inc. VAT

Super Compo 500 2x25. AS amplifier with
"Record Out" ( this is to record from tuner while
listening to arecord). T5 AM/FM tuner, D95M
cassette deck, FRD 25 turntable, plus rack
and loudspeakers.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually £369.40
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE £349.90
SHARP
System 700 2 x 25. SC700X tuner amp.,
AM/FM with twin cassette decks, metal facility
and Dolby NR, Belt- drive turntable, rack and
speakers.

COMET PRICE £369.90

MICRO SYSTEMS
CASSETTE BASED
AMSTRAD
8080 Micro amplifier, tuner, cassette combination with loudspeakers. 2x10 watts output
power. Operates from mains/12 volt car
battery or at reduced output power on internal
dry cells.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90
ROTEL
MICRO 70 2x20 Dolby cassette deck with
metal facility including loudspeakers.

COMET PRICE £ 199.90

SHELF SYSTEM
WITH TURNTABLE
SONY
GG 15F 2x38. Amp, pre amp , tuner, Dolby
NR cassette deck, turntable and speakers.

COMET PRICE £589.90
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

There's abranch
near you

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked)
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
ORIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031.554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
Uddingston 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
0224 29434
§AYR
0292 262284
PUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 35136
EDINBURGH
031.346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041.334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
§KIRKCALOY
0592 68405/6
PERTH
0738 36316
SHAWFIELD INr Rutherglen) ... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370
NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051.647 5555
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051.928 6688
MANCHESTER
061.682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 29896
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
STOCKPORT
061.477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
061.308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW.IN.FURNESS ... 0229 31520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRADFORD
0274 35353
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214

LONDON

WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01-595 5111
HACKBRIDGE (Nr. Croydon)
01-669 4321
HAYES (Middlesex)
01-573 1841
NEASDEN
01-459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01-301 1881
BROMLEY
01.4640430
CATFORD
01-690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01-352 4846
FINCHLEY
01.444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01.572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01-549 8799
PUTNEY
01.785 9891
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON

t
-

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch

on Comet Discount Prices

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND. SCOTLAND AND WALES)

0273 692421/6
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 48232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944
0296 28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349

McONOMY - ACOMETDISCOUNTCOMPANY
•CARDIFF
0222 394016

MAIL ORDER

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
- COMET".
If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CARD".

See your local Telephone Directory

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS

0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
0272 559841
CLEVEOON
0272 876041
NEWPORT
0633 50431
PLYMOUTH
0752 29501
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
0225 64302/3
BRISTOL
0272 293395/6
CARDIFF
0222 566138/9
CHELTENHAM
0242 25786
EXETER
0392 76435
GLOUCESTER
0452 411233
HEREFORD
0432 59259
SWANSEA
0792 41094
TAUNTON
0823 86116/7
TORQUAY
0803 211581/2
WREXHAM
0978 57115

SOUTH

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
021-472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021.706 0684
BIRMINGHAM
0533 530236/7/8/9
LEICESTER
0603 411831
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON-ON.TRENT
0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9

•DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OP EN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED.

BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME .
6782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
•PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021.553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

0228 38441/2
0244 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 69520
0377 43277
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0484 40261
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051.708 7170
0625 610030
061.834 1861
061.998 1183
0977 704249
0772 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 69615/6
0704 31813
0744 35118
0783 59993
0924 71499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

Securicor Delivery All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland U.K.
only). Please add £ 1.90 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ncówisr

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 60p, Styli 50p, Headphones £ 1.25.
Microphones £ 1.
Blank tapes - per order, i
rrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 75p, Cassettes 50p,

CREDIT CARD

You may apply at any Comet branch to
open a Budget Account, or send your
requirements to the Mail Order
Department marked " CREDIT MAIL ORDER" and we will
send you an application form entirely without obligation.
Just decide how much you wish to repay each month ( any
amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you may have credit of
up to 20 times your monthly repayment.
For example, a monthly repayment of £ 10 will give you
I / 14,61e

A CUSIO. R

Video tapes 50p.

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF

Qty.

Manufacturer

Model

Description

Comet
Discount Price

credit of £ 200.
Interest

of

21
2 %
/

of

the

balance

out-

standing will be charged to your account

Access

Securicor Delivery
P+ P•

each month.

A.P.R. — 30.6%
(Bankers
A.P.R. payment

for

Order

repayment)

alternative

methods

is 34.49% ( Interest

of

may vary

from time to time).

Ienclose mv cheaue/dostal order for TOTAL £
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS"D / BARCLAYCARD" El /COMET CREDIT CARD'
Prick appropriate box) CARD No.

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD. or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery,

Name
Address

Comet is a Credit Broker for this Service.

Signature
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press.

I
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CAVENDISH

For up-to-the-minute news on price
and availability, phone 01-247 3453/377 9833
(24 hour answer phone service)
Or our Hotlines:- 01-247 9791 ( Hi -Fi)
01-247 1154 ( Audio & TV)
01-247 4591 ( Video & Export Video & TV)

Britain's leading HiFi ,Video and Cassette Centre

Leads the way In
HiFi Rack System
Illustrated here are four "Selected Systems" from our range of over 60
—come and test one today.
You won't find better quality, value and service anywhere.

RACK SYSTEM CTRS 233

RACK SYSTEM CTRS 247

Super sound and quality with
this Sanyo based rack system.
Consisting of Sanyo DCX 233L
3- band Stereo
Receiver giving 20
watts per channel:
Sanyo RD203 Dolby
Cassette Deck with
Metal Tape facility:
Sanyo 1005 turntable,
Stereo HiFi speakers;
matching rack and all
leads.

New 1981/82 release. Asuperb system
incorporating Sansui A-5 integrated
Stereo Amp; T-5 FM/AM Stereo Tuner;
FR- D25 Auto-return PLL-Servo
turntable; D-95M Metal- Compatabile
Cassette Deck; GX-65
Audio Cabinet and Akai
SRH30 Speakers. Complete
with all leads.

ONLY £
279.95
1

RACK SYSTEM CTRS 164

This magnificent system consists of
/ JVC A-XI30W per channel Stereo
Amplifier, JVC T- X13 band
Stereo Tuner, JVC KD-All
Metal Tape Dolby Cassette
Deck, JVC LA21 Auto-return
Belt Drive Turntable, Hi Fi
Stereo Speakers and all
leads. All this plus a
beautiful double fronted
glass door Hi Fi cabinet
available in teak, ash black,
rosewood or walnutfinish.

.S2lected
Setem Price

ONLY £
369.95

ONLY £ 49.95
RACK SYSTEM CTRS 252
How's this for superb value! A
Technics system consisting of
SL- B2 semi-automatic turntable,
SU Z11 Stereo Amplifier,
ST-Z11L FM/MW/LW Stereo
Tuner, RS-M215 Metal Tape
Tape Cassette Deck, SB-3030
Speakers and Sh-553
glass fronted Hi Fi
Cabinet and all leads.

IHit

Ci

Selected
Syitem PtkQ
ONLY

£386.95

Hi Fi Centre 317 Whitechapel Road. London. El.
Just 2miss Whitechapel Underground Station.
Cassette Centre 279/283 Whdechapel Road. London. E1 .
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road. London E1
Telephone: 01-247 3453/4/5 (24 hour answerphone service)
Open 9.15 a.m. 6p.m. Mon•Sat.
Access/Barclaycard/Diners Card/American Express
accepted with pleasure.

I20

•MiateMl d
it a•
•
u t

HOW TO ORDER
ORDERING BY MAIL To order the system you require. state the CTRS No and enclose
cheque. postal order or give your Access. Bacclaycard. Diners Card or American Express
number to
279/283 Whitechapel Road. London E1If paving by credit card. you may phone your
order for prompt delivery.
Please add £12 per system for Securicor Deliver/.
Prices and availability correct at July 15. 1981.

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50. Box Nos. £ 2.00 extra.
Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £ 6.75. Copy and remittance for advertisements in NOVEMBER issue must reach
these offices by 5th October addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE-private
Quad Electrostatics Bronze new in Jan 1981 Boxed and immaculate £400. Telephone 0772 614719 Lancs. evenings.
J.
Pair dynaco Mk.III 40w mono valve power amplifiers, updated
components. £ 150 ono. 270 magazines ( no HFN) £ 15. Buyer
collects Reading 340827.
J.
Technics cassette deck RS-6I5US £60. Quad ELS Bronze £425.
B & W DN7/1 I £265. Thorens 150/11 £40 SME 3009/11 imp c/w
damper £45. Quad FM3 £65 Thorens T.T. mat £6. Telephone 0474
26220
J.
Radford designed Transmission line loudspeakers, similar to
latest S90, using identical components. Finished in light oak, with
foam grilles and side panels. Regret to sell, but too large for new
flat. £275. Also, B & OMMC2OCL cartridge, £35. Radford SCA
30 amplifier, complete with manuals. £45. Telephone 046 274 2699
evenings. Ashwell Herts.
J.
Tandberb TCD320 Three motor cassette deck. Only six hours
use from new. Immaculate £215. New tandberg microphone £20.
Telephone Chesterfield 851702.
J.
Mordatint-abort MS737 loudspeakers, as new. Must sell these
suberb units £285. Telephone Birmingham 358 1695 evenings. J.
Quad 33 control unit as new condition, in original packing
etc. £75. ono. Telephone 0444 53737.
J.
Aiwa metal Tape cassette deck. (Al) 6700K) full infra red.
remote control, Never used, Bargain price £275. Phone Brentwood
231810 (Essex).
J.
Pioneer SA 9300 stereo amplifier 100 watts. Never used (Still
boxed) Bargain price £225. Phone Brentwood 231810 ( Essex).
J.
Maranta speakers H. D. 940 in walnut very powerful 200 watts
never used. Bargain price £375. Phone Brentwood 231810 (Essex).
J.
Nagaoka MP50 cartridge almost new £35. Stanton 8815. Goldring 1GC. AKGK240 headphones. £25. each. All boxed, used
carefully. Roberts. Cambridge 880280 evenings
J.
SME 3009 II improved £25. Shure M95 HE £ 10. Sugden BD1
turntable £ 10. Armstrong 521 amp. £25. Telephone 01 455 6838.
J.
Amcron DL-2/SA-2 pre-power amplifier. Revox A700 with
remote, Nakamichi 1000ZXL cassette deck, IMF Pro monitor Mk
4Improved Loudspeakers. Amcron 1C-150A/DC-300A pre-power
amplifier. All equipment as new will split if required for details
ring Bob Gray on 01 660 1112 working hours 01 651 2716.
J.

;

E.C.C•

STILL DON'T KNOW ABOUT E.C.C.'s
-)7e ENORMOUS RANGES of Record Hi Fi
Cabinets. Video Cabinets and Bookshelves in various woods? Units in "teak" or white
melamine? And the new Swan and Cygnet
Book/Record shelves? Also introducing our new
range of cassette tall boys and cassette chests in
melamine. Plus Queen Ann period style cabinet in
wood. Write for a Brochure to E.C.C. 4
Brunswick Drive, Harrogate, quoting ' LN', and
enclosing two 11--p stamps.

Technics SU7300 amplifier and ST7300 tuner. Matching units in
perfect condition £ 180. ono. Telephone Woking (04862) 23837.
J.

Quad 1pair Gold Electrostatics perfect condition £350. Quad 22
control Unit and 2ell Power Amps £95. Peterborough (0733)
53081.
J.
Logic DM101 turntable black mat and plinth with Helius
Tonearm and Elite MCP555 cartridge. 2months old, immaculate
£495. Telephone 061 792 5587 after 6pm.
J.
Nakamichi 620 power amplifier 100 w.p.c. Mint condition £200.
ono. Telephone Plymouth 778916.
J.
Celestina Bitten 44 speakers (Teak) with stands. Good condition. Any reasonable offers Telephone Keynsham (02756) 61483.
evenings or weekends.
J.
Quad electrostatic loudspeakers £250. JR Super-Woofer £50.
Telephone Reading (0734) 867060 or Reading 664928.
J.

Denon PMA 200 amplifier 45 w.p.c. Immaculate £50. Connoisseur BD1 turntable, teak plinth, sme 11 arm £40. Telephone
Menston (0943) 73333.
J.
Mot•dannt-short MS737 loudspeakers, as new. Must sell these
with matching stands These truly superb medium size units. £ 105.
pair. 061 980 7810.
J.
Quad 22/11 value amp £ 120 ono + Quad Stereo Tuner £25. ono.
KEF Calinda Speakers Teack under guarantee £ 125. ono.
Runcorn 713922.
1,
DBX I28-system II 2:1 decoder & noise reduction plus
separate system Idynamic range enhancement (Retail £280). £ 185
ono. Dual C939 cassette- fade-edit, limiter, auto-reverse. £ 145.
Tandberg TCD 330 3-head cassette £ 175. Celestion 551
loudspeakers--attractive oiled white elm. £275. Acoustic Research
AR90 speakers-walnut/black. £650. Stax SRX/SRD6 electrostatics. £95. SME3009 III plus 2CA Icarrying arms. £95. JVC X2 &
Audio Technics AT24 cartridges £60. All near mint & well cared
for. Jim 01 359 5236.
J.
Spender TSCI Mk 2speakers, Teak, with stands purchased June
80. £230. Telephone. 01 481 9770 after 6pm.
J.
Aroma Stereo Receiver 51m presets. 15 w.p.c. ideal beginner or
spare £40 ono. Wanted small extension speakers. Southport (0704)
33177.
J.

BUILDING
SPEAKERS IS FUN!
- its easy and its inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flat- pack Cabinet kits.
Also many types of famous make
surplus and reject cabinets available.

This is to REMIND you that WHITETOWER
RECORDS specialise in REAL TIME cassettes
'Several notches above ordinary musicassettes'
'Nearer the MASTER TAPE and far more RELIABLE'
'Such QUALITY at lower or comparable prices'
MANY NEW TITLES-TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST
HERE
SAE for details by RETURN from the specialists
Whitetower Records, 2 Roche Gardens, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK3 6HR. ( 0908) 73969

Linn Sondek ( Nirvaned) plus near new Ittok. marvellous
sound, £440, ADC ZLM. immaculate, £20. Disc 22 mat £8. Ring
Hemel Hempstead 57791.
J.

r
WILMSLOW'
gifFi
0 1011TOT
L

The firm for Speakers
35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

FOR SALE-trade
Save up to £100 on imported cartridges. Koetsu Black £400,
Elite MCP555 £ 100, etc. write to Peter Ong. 5IA Leonie Court,
Leonie Hill, Singapore 0923.
J.
Cartridges, styli, Arms? Lowest prices! E.G. A-T32 £61.10.
ADCZLMimp. £48.95, Dynavector 10X £27.00, Grado Fi+
£25.00, Ortofon M2011 £27.50. pickering XSV3000 £44.95. Other
models plus ADCOM, DENON, GOLDRING, HADCOCK.
QED, STANTON, SME, WALCO-POA, Christchurch Cartridges, 5 Bodowen Close, Burton Christchurch Dorset. 0202
471654 ( Evenings) Access accepted. Mail order only.
J.
Naim Nap 160 power amplifier ( upgrading to NAP 250) £275.00
01 691 1174 evenings, 01 437 0311 Day, ( Rogers)
J.
Van den 1nd stylii Mounted to all types of cartridges. speciality
Deccas, vast improvements in sonic structure, the Decca mk6E
will track high velocity cuttings with sopranos. piano, also inner
groove performance improves tremendously, price total modification about £ 100.00 for Deccas, other cartridges cheaper. please
inquire stating make and if possible cantilever material. Audio
Consult ApS H.C. Oerstedsvej 42, Dk- 1879 Copenhagen V.
Denmark Telephone 01045 137 36 80.
B.
High end equipment, All kinds of American. Japanese & German
Audiophile products like: Koetsu. Zen, Goldmund. SAEC.
Oracle, Micro, Conrad-Johnson. Audio Research. Ihresnold, Att..
Audiostatic. Ampliton. Dynavector. Magneplauar, Sound'
Lab. + many others at lowest prices. Ask for latest price list. HiFiSystems. Selling, Lengsdofer Hauptstrasse 75. 53 Bonn, West
Germany. Ring 01049 228 253111 evenings.
K.
Pre-packed. screws, Nuts washers, solder tags. studding. Send
for price list. A ISales, P.O. Box 402 London SW6 6LU.
American HiFi at USA price. Finest quality new and used
equipment available for fast Worldwide delivery. Bob Heenan
P.O. Box 782, Brookline Village, MA 02147 USA. 617 969 2727
J.- L.
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SERVICING
REVOX SERVICE

STUDIO FACILITIES

PERSONAL

Warren
Recordings ( members
A.P.R.S.).
Tape-disc.
demos ,discs, pressings. cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue, London NW444LP. Tel. 01-203 0306.
X.

Personal Introduction dances, parties, talks, social events. Meet
interesting attractive people. All areas. Tel. 01 278 0203. 051 931
2844.
X.

A77, B77 & A700 Tape Recorders. Line up & rebiasing. Replacement heads & brakes. Full troubleshootMg, repair and test facilities. Other makes considered.

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS

NIOBITRACK SOUND
PROCESSES LTD.,
4 Latham Road, Twickenham TW1 1BN, Mx;.
01 - 891 - 2815. ( 24 hours answering).

Disc Coning. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton
Way, London N3 Tel. 01-346 0033.
X.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters studio
mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. 1Broomfield Close.
Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 0483 61684.
X.
Sound News Studios ( Britain's oldest fulltime tape-disc cassette
Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities moblie recordings for
Societies, Choir Bands, Pressings with sleeves of your design:
excellent fund-raiser. 18 Blenheim Road, London, W4 Tel. 01-995
1661.
J.

SERVICES
Ferrograph, Phillips, Grundig, and even Vortexion recorders still
serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment ( new ex-stock). Tel. 01995 1661.
J.
Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years' experience.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration. etc Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford. Essex. Tel 01-504 5467.
X.
Armstrong HI-FI Service Centre. Service and repairs to
Armstrong Products and all brands of HI-FI, Armstrong
Amplifiers Ltd. 32a Blackhorse Lane. London E17. 6H.1. 01 523
0051.
B.

These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These and all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mail order outlet below.
We stock most units by: KEF, SonAudax. Peerless,
Coles, Celestion, Dalesford, etc. Send large SAE.
(15-0 stamp) for new price list PL13. (Overseas Air $2
surface $1)
Mail Orders and callers.
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk, NR148JT
Telephone: 0508-78272

•

Give for those who Gave
CAPACITOR MICS ARE NOT BEYOND YOUR
POCKET-but only d you choose from the CALREC
range Capacitor mica are the PREFERRED way of
making QUALITY recordings-ask the professionals)
The superb UK made CALREC 600 series are a third
the price of comparable imports!
SAVE further costs by sending SAE for FREE DIY
power unit design and mic details to-WHITETOWER
RECORDS: 2 ROCHE GARDENS. BLETCHLEY,
MILTON KEYNES, MK36HR. ( 0908) 73969
Buy with Access

WANTED
Lowther Audiovector, Single or pairs. Lowther PM4s. Lowther
TP 1corner horns, single or pairs. Lowther amplifiers valve.
Siemens Klangfilm or Western Electric.cinema speakers. Leak value
equipment. Quad valve, perferably the pewit-amps, Early Decca
cartridges up to the Mark IV. Other early valve equipment also of
interest. Private collector. Peter Qvortrup H. C. Oerstedssvej 42.
Dk- 1879 Copenhagen V, Denmark, telephone 01 37 36 80. Can
arrange collection of items difficult to send.
.1.
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... in amidst the drudgery,
treachery, betrayal and
boredom of our existence;
let MUSIC touch your mind.

Mission Electronics Ltd.
Unit 9a George St. Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire C0480357151

The first 10"ofour
tape makes
the following 5,330"
sound perfect.
Right from the start you'll notice something different about a Maxell
cassette. Our leader tape.
Unlike others, it's not spliced on as an after-thought. It has avery important job to do.
Without damaging your tape heads, it takes off all the gunk that other
tapes leave on.
Ingenious? Not really.
So simple in fact, were amazed so few other people thought of it.
But then not many other cassette leaders tell you what side of the tape
you're playing (A or B). Or which direction its travelling.
And they certainly don't give you afive second cueing mark
If you think this sounds pretty impressive, wait 'fill you hear what
follows it:
The recording tape itself.
For acassette, the quality is outstanding.
And you don't have to have equipment full of knobs, dials and blink
ing lights to appreciate it either.
As we see it, there's only one snag to our cassettes:
Because of the 10 inches of head cleaner at the finish,
we make other cassettes sound better than they are.

maxell

Maxell ( UK) Ltd., 1lyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 3AF TeL 01 423 0681

